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Abstract

This research shows how Indian self-conceptions of 'greatness' have been derivative of
India's own readings of an appropriate global role for itself at different periods during
its history, rather than sourced from the dominant norms of 'great powerhood' in
international society. It attempts to show how apparent shifts in India's identity can
most aptly be understood as a process of India acquiring the material markers of a
great power rather than actually becoming a great power. According to this reading, the
Indian case diverges from the processes of socialisation typically associated with rising
powers, whereby great power aspirants internalise the norms articulated by the
existing community of great powers.

In theoretical terms, the process of negotiation between the norms and values inherent
in an Indian international self (an identity which I show to be relatively stable over
time) and the norms and values of an international group of prominent states from
which India seeks recognition of its 'right' to lead, is revealed as more complex than we
might expect. By acquiring a deeper understanding of Indian conceptions of greatness,
it is possible to reveal a more nuanced narrative of India's global ascendance and
access complexities in India's conduct of external affairs that are sometimes missed by
dominant frames of understanding in International Relations: The study demonstrates
how attempts to narrate, observe or predict India's ascendance in the language of great
powers can only incompletely capture the nuances of India's changing international
identity and its potential role in the international system. As such, the research as a
whole points to limitations in the theoretical rigour and the explanatory capacity of
current dominant understandings of greatness as they are applied to rising powers
such as India.
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Introduction
The Puzzle of India's Great Power Identity

Every year on the 26th of January, a conundrum plays itself out in the Indian capital. In
celebration of the day in 1950 when the Indian Republic came into being and its muchdebated constitution came into force, both Delhi traffic and country-wide television
schedules give way to a spectacular display of Indian nationhood. The finest examples
of the Indian military march past the President, trailed by a convoy of armoured
vehicles bearing up-to-the-minute military hardware, including nuclear-capable
1

missiles. In their wake follows a parade of cultural tableaux from many of India s
regions and states in a vivid revelation of national heterogeneity. The statement is one
of unity in diversity, but it is a logic that has at its heart a basic puzzle. The armed forces
and their symbolic unification of the Indian Republic double up as an outward
expression of military and nuclear aggression. Yet curiously, the cultural tableaux are
1

intended as perhaps the world s greatest advertisement for the potential of
communitarian, adaptive diversity and the ability of different peoples to co-exist in
peace. 1

This juxtaposition of aggressive militancy and a faith in peace amidst diversity stands
1

as a powerful metaphor for a paradox in India s projection of its identity to the outside
world. Over six decades since independence, much of India s international rhetoric and
1

conduct has centred on a rejection of the logic of military aggression and an expression
of faith in the possibility of peaceful coexistence between peoples and nations. Perhaps
more than the gradual accumulation of military might, however, the proud display of
nuclear prowess that came to define the Indian state in 1998 appeared to break
conclusively with India s peaceful past.
1

1

India s Republic Day is intended to be the celebration of a political community that
'shares a common fate, and is bound by a common purpose.' 2 This thesis is about one

1

Roy, Srirupa (1999). 'Instituting Diversity: Official Nationalism in Post-Independence India',
South Asia, Vol. XXII, No. 1, pp. 29-99.
2
Mehta, Pratap Bhanu (2005). 'We, the People of India ... ', Indian Express, 26 January 2005, see:
http: //www.indianexpress.com/oldStory/63409 /, accessed 26 May 2008.

set of interpretations of that common fate and that common purpose: it is, in part, a
story of the long-standing ambition of a community of decision-makers at the helm of
the Indian state for India to play a prominent role in the community of nations. Their
ambition has been beset by paradoxes and ambiguities, and complicated by the
contiguity of an uneasy relationship with power and a near evangelical sense of duty to
better the world. It is the story of one reading and enactment of the Indian nation,
predicated on the belief that peace and coexistence amidst difference is possible and
desirable, and that the use of force should be avoided as far as possible in relations with
other states. And it is a story, increasingly, that matters. As a paradoxical result of a vast
expansion of military capacity, the demonstration of a nuclear weapons capability and
almost three decades of vigorous economic growth, the Indian state has witnessed an
upward leap in its international standing. The facts of hard power that once mattered
least in India's global message, are starting to matter most in the eyes of the world.

Indeed, India, along with China, is predicted to be at the centre of any future global
redistribution of power. Yet despite this sweeping prognosis, the discourse
surrounding India's likely positioning within the upper echelons of the global hierarchy
remains one of contestation. What appears as a simple question-is India destined to
become a great power, or not?-has drawn plenty of answers and a great variety of
ways of getting to those answers. Whereas some commentators3 have weighed up
India's burgeoning economic, military, scientific, technological and democratic
attributes in order to assess its candidacy among the ranks of the great powers, others 4
have alluded to characteristics of the Indian polity which will likely prevent India's rise
to great power status: its poverty, potential for internal conflict, lack of infrastructure
and its troubled neighbourhood. While a lack of consensus and much speculation
characterise the 'to be or not to be' debate, a quite different issue has attracted

3

See, for example: Ayoob, Mohammed (1989). 'India in South Asia: The Quest for Regional .
Predominance', World Policy Journal, Vol. 7, No . 1, pp. 107-133; Cohen, Stephen P. (2001). India :
Emerging Power. Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press; Mohan, C. Raja (2006). 'India
and the Balance of Power', Foreign Affairs, Vol. 85, No. 4, pp. 17-32, 17; Narlikar, Amrita (2007).
'All that Glitters is not Gold: India's Rise to Power', Third World Quarterly, Vol. 28, No. 5, pp. 983996; Pattnayak, Satya R. (2007). 'India as an Emerging Power', India Quarterly, No. 63, pp. 79110; Perkovich, George (2003). 'Is India a Major Power?' The Washington Quarterly, Vol. 27, No .
1,pp. 129-144.
4 See, for example: Ganguly, Sumit (2006). 'Will Kashmir Stop India's Rise?' Foreign Affairs, Vol.
85, No. 4, p. 45-56, 45; Jaffrelot, Christophe (2008). 'India, An Emerging Power, But How Far?',
in: Jaffrelot, Christophe ( ed.). The Emerging States: The Wellspring of a New World Order.
London: Hurst and CERI, pp. 76-89.

2

attention among key Indian foreign policy observers. 5 They believe that India has
ceased behaving in ways which reflect its own origins and cultural ethos. These critics
are asking whether India's 'increasingly successful ability to mimic the Great Powers'
has 'come at the expense of holding on to what made India different in the first place.' 6
Notions of power similar to those espoused by the most powerful among developed
countries have led certain Indian public intellectuals to worry that 'we have stopped
dreaming of inventing a good life for ourselves independent of what obtains in a few
countries abroad'.7 United in their concern that India's projection of hard power is
overwriting fundamental aspects of Indian identity, they fear India's recent rise to
global prominence is displacing 'those reflective and normative ideas which inform a
people of their location in the world and their moral destiny.' 8

While the first of the two 'to be or not to be' debates assumes an external vantage point
and is interested in how India measures up to a pre-defined checklist of great power
benchmarks, the latter, framed from an Indian perspective, is premised on the
assumption that India cannot be a great power and yet still remain uniquely Indian. At
the heart of each of these debates figures a conceptual problem: the limiting function of
the term 'great power', and the corollary of this function: the- perceived mutual
exclusivity of a great power identity and an 'Indian' international identity. The research
project presented her~ aims to unravel this apparent incompatibility.

The Research Question
This thesis explores lndian 9 self-conceptions of greatness, defined as the subjectivelyheld grounds for a prominent role for India in global affairs. It locates the continuities

5

Abraham, Itty (2007). 'The Future of Indian Foreign Policy', Economic and Political Week{y, Vol.
XLII, No. 42, pp. 4209-4212; Brar, Bhupinder (2005). 'State, Civil Society, Nation, Nonalignment:
Discourses of Freedom and Foreign Policy in India', in: Bajpai, Kanti and Mallavarapu, Siddharth
(eds.). International Relations in India: Theorising the Region and Nation. New Delhi: Orient
Longman, pp. 204-237; Pal, Yash (2003) . 'India can follow a different path', The Tribune, Special
Republic Day Issue, 26 Jan 2003, see:
http://www.tribuneindia.com/2003/20030126/spectrum/mainl.htm, accessed 17 May 2008;
Kapur, Harish. 1994. India's Foreign Policy, 1947-92: Shadows and Substance. New Delhi: Sage
Books, 144-5.
6
Abraham, Future of Indian Foreign Policy, 4209.
7
Pal, India can follow a different path.
8
Brar, State, Civil Society, Nation, Nonalignment, 205.
9
When referring to 'Indian' self-understandings and conceptions, I do not imagine a
homogenous 'Indian' mindset, nor conceive of a monolithic 'Indian' identity. Instead, the project
traces these understandings and conceptions to a particular set of elites within the Indian
context, which varies across time, and is elucidated in Chapter 2.
3
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and discontinuities in the substance and articulation of Indian self-conceptions of
greatness in the practices and performances of global leadership that India, as an
international actor, has sought to pursue, and at times has avoided pursuing, since
independence. In other words, the project aims to draw out Indian understandings of
what it means to be 'great' internationally, and asks how these understandings have
been modified-either in substance or in articulation-through India's international
experience.

I pose the research question as follows: How have Indian practices and performances of
global leadership reflected Indian self-conceptions of greatness, and how have these selfconceptions of greatness been modified in substance and in articulation by India's
experience in the international realm since independence?

The Broader Context
The research question is framed with reference to both India's global ascendance,
which is taking place alongside a process of turbulent transformation at the domestic
level, and current discourses in International Relations that revolve around power
transitions in the international system. In an era when the balance of power in the
international system is shifting, transforming both the familiar global architecture of
the twentieth century and many of the understandings of the 'international' that rest
upon it, many IR scholars are directing their attention to the 'rise' of great powers, one
of a range of discourses that focus on power transition. In the process, China and India
are receiving particular emphasis in these prominent discussions, in line with their
enhanced international status. Yet absent from these analyses is a deep understanding
of how China and India themselves are making sense of the transformation of their
power in the international system. The research undertaken here stems from this
omission in readings of India's rise to date.

India's conceptions of its own significance in world affairs are at least as old as the
Indian state, and draw on discourses which emerged even earlier.10 By contrast, India's
global potential has only recently been recognised from the outside and only in very

In particular during both the Hindu reform movements of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries and the Indian independence movement. For an in-depth account, see: Bernstorff,
Dagmar. (1965). lndiens Rolle in der Weltpolitik [India's role in world politics]. Baden-Baden:
Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft.
10

4

specific ways. 11 Much of the recent analysis of India's ascendance, for example, seeks to
assess its candidacy among the ranks of the great powers on the basis of externally
observable · credentials, such as its burgeoning economic, military, scientific,
technological and democratic attributes. 12 Such evaluations differ from traditional
Indian justifications for a prominent role in global affairs, which, throughout various
stages of its post-independence history, have included the country's historical and
civilizational achievements, plural and multi-cultural heritage, moral authority,
geographical centrality, and size. 13

Studying the origins and evolution of India's quest for greatness becomes useful when
trying to understand why, despite a preoccupation with global prominence that
predates its independence, India has only recently, and even then only partially, chosen
to behave in ways which have resulted in the elevation of its international status in the
eyes of existing powers. After achieving independence in 194 7, the Indian leadership
envisaged a role for their country that rejected imperialism, economic inequality,
military alliances and the balance of power. 14 Over sixty years later, the international
priorities of those at the helm of the Indian state would appear to have changed
radically. India is now a de facto nuclear power with a vastly -expanded military
capacity, growing ever closer to the United States. Yet a closer reading of India's recent
external engagement ~eveals a continuation of policy strategies which do not maximise
fully its recent gains in the global hierarchy. India continues ta play a prominent role in
forming coalitions of developing countries, for instance, particularly in international
trade and climate change negotiations, and has made conscious decisions to step back
from acts of proactive and high-profile cooperation with major powers in key areas
such as democracy promotion and the pursuit of multilateral military campaigns. The
history of India's quest for global prominence has seen-and indeed continues to
witness-a number of quite specific deviations from the great power template. A closer
look at these deviations and the forces that have shaped them can enhance current
understandings of India's global ascendance.

11

For early discussions of India's global potential see: Cohen, Stephen P. and Park, Richard
Leonard (1978). India: Emergent Power? New York: Crane Russak; Mellor, John Williams (1979).
India, a Rising Middle Power. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press.
12
This broad literature is explored in Chapter 2.
13
Chaulia, Sreeram S. (2002). 'BJP, India's Foreign Policy and the "Realist Alternative" to the
Nehruvian Tradition', International Politics, Vol. 39, pp. 215-234, 219; Pardesi, Manjeet S.
(2007). 'Understanding the Rise of India', India Review, Vol. 6, No. 3, pp. 209-231, 213.
14
Muni, S. D. (2003). 'It will remain a tale of unrealised potential', in: The Tribune, Special
Republic Day Issue, 26 Jan 2003, see:
http://www.tribuneindia.com/2003/20030126/spectrum/mainl.htm, accessed 17 May 2008.
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This project focuses on India rather than over China in its investigation of ascending
powers' self-conceptions of greatness. Studies of the values and drivers behind India's
international role have been perhaps less numerous and less vigorously pursued than
they deserve. The reasons for this can be traced to what I view as two widely held
scholarly misconceptions about the Indian polity today: benignity and familiarity. The
neglect of attempts to 'deeply understand' India vis-a-vis China stems from a deeper
anxiety1 particularly from within the American establishment1 about the dangers a
more powerful China could present to the current global order. As a retired Indian
ambassador exclaimed in one of the interviews conducted for this study/ 'no one is
afraid of India! 11 s Indeed1 while notions of a rising China conjure up images of a firebreathing dragon1 an ascending India is conceived of as a strong1 yet ultimately
tameable elephant. Yet if India's global ambitions appear benign1 we cannot conclude
that they cannot or will not have far-reaching consequences for the structure and
functioning of the international system. Indeed1 India, because of its apparent benignity/
may be poised to impact upon international regimes and institutions to an even greater
degree than China. India's 2008 civil nuclear deal with the United States1 for example/
came into being outside the parameters of the NPT1 effectively changing the rules of the
nuclear non-proliferation regime.16

The second1 key1 misconception is a misplaced sense of familiarity with India that
derives from two inherently recognisable facets of the Indian polity: democracy and the
English language. As anyone who has attempted to grasp an elementary understanding
of India's domestic democratic political terrain or partake fully in a discussion at an
Indian public or academic institution will quickly realise 1the former is not an overnight
task, and the latter a partial success for the monolingual. While India may be viewed as
a democratic polity that functions 1 on paper at least1 in English1 and dispatches
diplomats who make easy reference to an Anglo political and intellectual heritage 1
Indian foreign policy-thinking and making occurs at the overlap between different
normative frameworks. Behind India's familiarity is a less obvious state identity and
worldview that impacts in often surprising ways on choices about how and with whom
India should engage. At the same time 1 India's understanding of others is startlingly
well-developed. Perhaps no other country can claim the same level of civilizational
1s Personal interview 2.1, see n39.

Price, Richa rd (2007). 'Nuclear Weapons Don 't Kill People, Ro gues Do ', International Politics,
Vol. 44, Nos. 2-3, pp. 232-249.
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centrality as India: centuries of trade, migration, invasion, colonial rule and a place at
the heart of Asia have delivered a deep understanding of Islamic and Western
civilizations, together with an awareness of many Asian cultures, to various groups of
elites in India at various times. This contact has had lasting effects on Indian culture,
society and politics, and necessarily influences modern India's international relations,
too. India's seeming benevolence, combined with its wealth of cultural and civilizational
experience hints at a potentially complex and far-reaching impact on international
society. Understanding the forces that have driven India's quest for global prominence
offers insights into the role an increasingly influential India looks set to play. Moreover,
the story of India's rise is already a fascinating tale: one of a resurgent civilization
acting through the institutions of the modern nation state; of an inexperienced polity
gradually mastering the global stage; of an India potentially becoming 'great' - on its
own terms.

Existing Scholarship

The central puzzle driving this thesis is the extent to which key elements of a 'great'
Indian identity have remained constant since independence, or differently posited, the
degree to which the Indian state has chosen to conform to, and deviate from, a pre.

given great power 'template'. The existing scholarship as it stands faces two problems
in the unravelling of this puzzle. Firstly, it offers little in the way of conceptual tools
with which to access or narrate India's pursuit of global prominence outside of the
terminology of the existing great power discourse. Conceptualising India's rise within
this terminology becomes problematic if we appreciate that great power, as a category
and a concept, has emerged from historical, geographical and political realities-not to
mention epistemological proclivities-that are not endemic to the Indian experience.
Existing theorisations of great power remain tied to the logic of relative material
capabilities or posit entry into the 'club' of great powers as dependent on acts of
recognition by existing great powers.1 7 As such, they provide little conceptual space for
other ways of imagining greatness in the international realm or leadership in the
community of nations, particularly ways which are less accepting of the use of force in
relations between states.
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Secondly, while both proclamations of India s emergence and assessments of India s
position in the hierarchy of states have snowballed in recent years, few have explicitly
emphasised Indian norms, values or identities in their analyses. In providing evidence
1

for India s global ascent, scholars have attempted to quantify India s rise in a number of
1

ways. is The resultant body of literature is of interest less for its findings (most scholars
1

agree India still has some way to go) than for the indicators selected to assess India s
great power credentials. While diverse in scope, the majority of such analyses not only
fail to provide a clear definition of what constitutes a great power, where such the often
arbitrary great power 'checklisf they employ comes from, and why and how India
1

should be held up to it. Glaringly absent from the literature on India s global
ascendance are studies which make a conscious effort to explore-systematically,
1

reflexively, and in depth-the vantage point of 'India as an international actor. 19 Two
1

main representations of India s current conception of itself as 'greaf prevail, and
neither has been able to illuminate the contours of an Indian identity in international
politics. One line of analysis, suggested above, is that India has lost, or is losing, what
has traditionally distinguished its standing and conduct in international affairs. Such
assertions are however based on a sense of uneasiness rather than a deep and
1

thorough-going analysis. The second adopts a longue duree view of India s emergence,
1

which sees India s recent ascendance as a process of resurgence through which it is
regaining its rightful place in the world order.20 This reading places less emphasis on
1

1

the t rends in India s independent foreign policy and focuses instead on India s
extensive-though nearly always undefined-historical experience and unique
identity. The absence of a clear link between the two-foreign policy trends and
uniqueness-renders such explications either irrelevant or opaque. Thus when one
scholar states that today India s elite 'derive their sense of self from a long and
1

continuo us histo ry that stretches all the way back to the Indus Valley Civilization that
fl ourishe d in the no rthwestern parts of the subcontinent in the third millennium BC,
we are no ne the wis er about what this 'sense of self looks or feels like, how it shapes

I explore these analyses in Chap ter Two.
19 While I am equally guilty of re prese nting Indi a as a unita ry actor in the ea rly sections of this
introduction, I explain below how I define th e loca les w ith in the India n sta te where aspirations
to global prominence are both narra ted a nd enacted. Any sub se qu ent use of th e term 'India' in
the sense of an actor is thu s with refere nce . to th e co mmunity of elites I identify as largely
shaping the foreign policy of the Indian sta te.
2o As Pardesi has succinct ly asse rted, '[w]ha t we a re witnessing today is not merely the rise of
India bu t its re crudesce nce after 300 yea rs of lac klustre performa nce' - Pardesi, Understanding
the Rise of India, 217.
1s
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the views such elites hold of the role India should play in the world, or how it impacts
upon the decisions they take in the name of the Indian state. 21

Other scholars follow this line of thinly identifying India's particularity. Stephen P.
Cohen has made reference to India's potential future as a 'different great power' but
does not explicitly discuss the parameters of such a role. 22 Similarly, in a mini-special
issue on the rise of India in Foreign Affairs, C. Raja Mohan writes of 'Indian
exceptionalism', announcing India to be 'arriving on the world stage as the first large,
economically powerful, culturally vibrant, multiethnic, multireligious democracy
outside of the geographic West'.23 While Mohan expresses the likely outputsz4 of this
'exceptionalism', he neither explores the basis upon which it is founded nor the
mechanisms through which it influences or mediates India's international engagement.

In sum, an analysis of India's ambitions since Independence which not only attempts to
illuminate Indian self-conceptions of greatness outside the confines of the great power
discourse, but also explains how India has attempted to deploy them, promises deeper
insights into the nature and potential outcomes of India's emergence. Above all, it
brings us closer to answering the question of whether India has lost its global
distinctiveness in foreign affairs.

Conceptual Framework
This thesis is first an inquiry into Indian self-conceptions of greatness as they have
been articulated through, and mediated by, India's engagement in international politics
since independence. Its secondary aim, however, is to draw on the Indian experience
and generate a distinct vantage point from which to build upon existing narratives of
global greatness in novel ways. The aim of the conceptual framework I present in
Chapter One is to integrate new analyses with existing ones. I thus aim to situate India's
quest for global prominence not within the discourse of great powers but alongside it.

21

ibid, 213.
Cohen, India: Emerging Power, 35.
23
Mohan, India and the Balance of Power, 17.
24
Mohan states: 'India could play a crucial role in ensuring that other developing countries
manage their transitions as successfully as it has ..... India will also become an important force in
ensuring that the unfolding global redistribution of economic power occurs in an orderly
fashion ... [and] a key player in the effort to modernize the politics of the Middle East' - ibid, 17.
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As both a category and a concept, great power has been central to International
Relations theory. IR scholars of varying intellectual orientations have expounded their
notion of great powers and the role they play in the international system in line with
the fundamental tenets of their theoretical camps. While realist definitions 25 of great
powers have traditionally placed primacy on their material capabilities, English School
approaches26 have examined both the material dimensions of great power and the
social discourse which defines the status of great powers in international society. This
latter work suggests that prevailing notions of what constitutes great power have been
defined through the social interaction of those states which have, up to now,
constituted the club or institution of the great powers. The result is that the specific
character of great powers as an interstate society has impacted on the indicators that
continue to be applied to identify potential future members of that institution. Scholars
focussing on the social dimension thus view recognition by existing great powers as the
key to the successful assumption of great power status, since 'the main criterion for a
state to be a system-level power is that it is treated as such by the other powers'.27

I argue that both of these broad modes of theorising great power are underpinned by a
limited ontology. For realists, the nature of the international system is timeless and
unchanging, The implication is that great powers will be indefinitely identified on the
basis of material attributes in the form of military capability. Structural realists go
further and posit states as functionally similar units that respond in similar ways to the
imperatives of self-help in an international system characterised by anarchy. As a
result, differentiation exists only on the basis of the distribution of capabilities across
units. 28 English School conceptions of great power on the other hand allow for variation
between states and the evolution of the society of states over time. However, since the
rules of membership of the great power club are understood to be determined by the
25 According to Waltz, for example, the ranking of states depends on 'how they score on all of the
following items: size of population and territory, resource endowment, economic capability,
military strength, political stability and competence' - Waltz, Kenneth Neal (19 79). Th eory of
International Politics. Boston, Massachusetts: McGraw Hill, 131.
26 Bull, Hedley (2002). The Anarchical Society: A Study of Order in World Politics, Third Edition.
Basingstoke : Palgrave; Buzan, Barry (2 004). The United States and the Great Powers: World
Politics in the Twenty-First Century. Cambridge; Malden, MA: Polity.
27 Buzan, The United States and the Great Powers, 67; see a lso: Suzuki, Shogo (2008). 'Seeki ng
'Legitimate' Great Power Status in Post-Cold War Internatio nal Society: China's and Japan's
Participation in UNPKO', International Relations, Vol. 22, No . 1, pp.45 -6 3, 46; Ringmar, Erik
(2002). 'The Recognition Game: Soviet Russia against the West', Cooperation and Conflict, Vol.
37, No. 2, pp. 121-122 .
28 Waltz, Theory of International Politics, 131. Indeed, Waltz states that ' [c]ontending states
imitate the military innovations contrived by the country of greatest capability and ingenuity.
And so the weapons of major contenders, and even their strategies, begin to look the same all
over the world' - ibid, 127.
·
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existing great powers, emerging powers will, in theory, be broadly co-opted into the
social structure of the common understandings, rules, norms and mutual expectations
practiced by the existing great powers.

It is my contention that the great power scholarship as it exists has unselfconsciously
evolved without an explicit analysis of its particularistic derivation in space and time. It
has been dependent on a narrow, materialist conception of power that has limited
understandings of great powers to the confines of a fixed set of attributes, behaviours
and goals. I show in Chapter One in a preliminary fashion, and across the thesis as a
whole, that Indian conceptions of power, as they have generally characterised India's
relations with other states, have not emphasised coercive power or the use of force in
the same way as the great power scholarship describes. Attitudes towards the
appropriate exercise of power are, I argue, one key element that shapes the identity of a
state-especially one aspiring to global prominence-and that has wide-ranging
implications for its behaviour and goals. Moreover, since international history has been
dominated by the great powers, both in its enactment and in its narration, modes of
interpreting the behaviour of 'different' states, who must yet operate within the
common understandings, rules, norms and mutual expectations of international
society, have limited their scope to this dominant context. IR scholarship in general has
not been sensitive tq the hybridity of those states which have been only partly
socialised into the international society of the European states ·system. In Chapter One I
explore the capacity of an esteem-centric analysis to make researchers sensitive to
hybridity. Such analysis would deliver greater insights into the ambiguous behaviours
that arise frorn a disjunction between normative frameworks that are subjectively and
inter-subjectively held.

An alternative way of reading and writing global prominence involves focusing on a
broader notion of global leadership, which encompasses, and indeed builds upon, some
of the central, defining factors of the great power discourse, but is not limited to them.
The conceptual framework of global leadership I present in Chapter One does not
preselect certain types or identities of state by measuring them against a checklist of
. 'great' attributes, but instead looks at the subjective self-conceptions of greatness, that
is, the beliefs and values of aspiring (or actual) prominent global actors. Moreover, it
avoids the search for pre-existing 'great' behaviour, instead picking out practices and
performances of greatness on the basis of their intended leadership outcomes. By
identifying practices and performances on the basis of intended outcomes, the
11
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framework of global leadership permits the exploration of leadership attempts that are
unsuccessful as well as successful. Such an approach can chart the early course of an
emerging power; it can gather insights into its identity - historical and contextually
constituted -even before it achieves global salience or attention from the international
community.

Methodological Approach

To answer the research question posed by this study I map Indian self-conceptions of
greatness and Indian practices and performances of global leadership, as well as their
inter-relation, over time. These categories form part of the conceptual framework of
global leadership I refer to above. The purpose of this framework is to permit the

framing of Indian self-conceptions of an appropriate and prominent role for the Indian
state in global affairs without sole reference to the monofocal histories and the limited
systems of meaning that underpin the existing great power discourse in IR. In simple
terms, the methodological approach I adopt in this project aims at accessing alternative
historical narratives and peering as far as possible through the lenses of alternative
worldviews. As a means of understanding the 'who' and the 'how' of the Indian state
when it acts and experiences, I employ a cultural anthropological approach
encompassed in a reading of critical ethnography as it pertains to the discipline of IR. 29
and a philosophy of history that has been presented as a distinctive constructivist mode
of historical inquiry.3o

The 'radical promise of ethnography'31
Cultural identities take prime place in a research undertaking that hopes to illuminate
political and social processes at the overlap between different (though not necessarily
discrete) systems of meaning. To avoid recasting Indian state practices within the
theoretical limits of existing accounts, narrated from elsewhere, the task of research
must consist of 'penetrati ng, understanding and describing culture systematically the

29

Vrasti, Wanda (2008). 'The Strange Case of Ethnography in International Relations',
Millennium , Vol. 37, No. 2, pp. 279-301, 300.
30 Reus-Smit, Christian (2008). 'Reading History through Constructivist Eyes', Millennium, Vol.
37, No. 2, pp. 395-414.
31 Vrasti, 'The Strange Case of Ethnography', 300.
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way it is experienced locally; not to explain it by recourse to 'etic' 32 terms of
comparison or explanation, be they structuralist, materialist or otherwise'. 33 Given that
the meaning of social actions 'depends on the model of the social world which is in ...
actors' heads', I have sought a method of accessing, as far as possible, the contours of
this model in the Indian case. 34 As I noted above, the pursuit of such an endeavour
requires getting as close as possible to the 'who' and the 'how' of the Indian state that
enacts and imagines 'greatness'.

In my approach to this research project, I have attempted to pursue-if not completely
successfully, for reasons I explain below-the practice of critical ethnography as a way
of placing emphasis upon the meanings shared by those actors at the helm of the Indian
state, and, perhaps more obliquely, as a means of interrogating the way the
international politics of the Indian state has been read and written to date. 35
Ethnography as a methodological approach maps a range of interpretive contexts and
highlights the nuances that differentiate cultures. It is characterised by 'deep
immersion' in social worlds in order to understand day-to-day practices and look into
the ways these practices become meaningful when situated against larger symbolic and
interpretive structures that are the outcome of earlier acts and interactions. Critical
ethnography, however, describes not just the collection of data on the ground, but also
the study and interpr~tation of culture, its universalities and its variations. 36 Critical
ethnography therefore takes place not just at the level of data-cnllection but at the level
of enquiry, that is, at the stage of framing a research project and employing its
categories of analysis. 37 My conscious avoidance of the great power discourse in the
narrating of Indian aspirations to global prominence reflects this commitment. Just as
importantly, critical ethnography encourages researchers to be reflexive, 'to think

32

The terms 'emic' and 'etic', coined by the linguistic anthropologist Kenneth Pike, refer to two
perspectives that can be employed in the study of a society's cultural system, taking the point of
view of either the insider or the outsider. An 'emic' explanation is one formulated by the
subjects being studied, whereas an 'etic' explanation is one arrived at by an observer - Pike,
Kenneth Lee (1954-60). Language in Relation to a Unified Theory of the Structure of Human
Behavior. Glendale: California Summer Institute of Linguistics.
33
Eriksen, Thomas Hylland (2004). What is Anthropology? London: Pluto Press, 76.
34 Hollis, Martin (2002). The philosophy of social science. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
145.
35 Vrasti, 'The Strange Case of Ethnography'.
36 'b'd
I I .
37 'b'd
I I .
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about how they create meaning and to reflect on the necessarily subjective ways in
which they construct the final accounts that form the outcomes of their research. 38
1

Since the end of the Cold War, International Relations as a discipline has been the
subject of wide-ranging critique on account of its failure to situate state behaviour
firstly in relation to cultural identities, and secondly within the context of broader
1

historical processes. While what Wanda Vrasti39 identifies as an 'ethnographic turn has
offered one methodological solution, Christian Reus-Smit40 has identified another, in
the form of a distinctive mode of historical inquiry pursued within constructivist
scholarship. The constructivist mode of historical inquiry describes a reading of
international history based on a 'distinctive social ontology of world politics, that
situates agents and action within 'culturally and historically specific contexts of
argument and justification'.4 1 I show in Chapter Three how the Indian actors whose
worldviews I attempt to understand find themselves at the cusp of domestic and
international spheres and draw on identity discourses that are a product of cultural
encounters. A sensitivity to the co-constitution of times, places and cultures, delivered
by the constructivist social ontology, is thus essential to an understanding of the liminal
cultural position occupied by these elites. 42 An awareness of hybrid cultural identities
and temporal change is essential to grasping the complexities of Indian state identity
and agency in the international realm.

My approach to accessing the 'who' of the Indian state involves identifying the
predominant community within Indian society whose members serve as the agents of
India's pursuit of global prominence, and who draw upon, reiterate, and sometimes
create notions of 'greatness' within the national imagination at a given time. I identify,
and justify the focus of, this community in Chapter Two, and broadly refer to its
members as Indian foreign policy elites, the evolving and indeed, in recent years,
burgeoning group of foreign policy-relevant actors comprising governmental and nongovernmental individuals, communities, groups, institutions and corporations, whose
38

Rhodes, R. AW; 't Hart, Paul; Noordegraaf, Mirko (2007). 'Being There', in Rhodes, R. A. W; 't
Hart, Paul; Noordegraaf, Mirko (eds.) . Observing Government Elites: Up Close and Personal.
Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, pp. 1-17, 3.
39 Vrasti, Wanda (2008) . 'The Strange Case of Ethnography in International Relations ',
Millennium , Vol. 37, No . 2, pp . 279-301 , 300.
40 Reus-Smit, Christian (2008). 'Reading History through Constructivist Eyes
Millennium, Vol.
37, No . 2, pp. 395-414.
41 Reus-Smit, 'Reading History1, 405 , 414.
42 Blaney, David L. and Inayatullah, Naeem (2008). 'International Relations From Below in:
Reus-Smit, Christian and Snidal, Duncan (eds.). The Oxford Handbook of International Relations.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 663-674, 672 .
1
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activities feed into foreign policy making. These are the actors directly involved at any
one time in imagining, practising and performing 'India-as-a-global-leader' for both
internal and external audiences. These individuals, more than any others in the history
of independent India's external engagement, have needed to grasp and respond to the
complexity of the interplay between India's internal and external spheres, yet work
within evolving institutional and social contexts which are often as constraining as they
are enabling. In order to try to understand the social, cultural, political and historical
forces that shape Indian self-conceptions of greatness, I have sought ways of drawing
on the systems of meaning that both constrain and enable the actions of this
community of actors, which, as I show in Chapter Three, evolves and expands over
time.

Data collection and fieldwork
The aims of this study have led me to seek personal accounts of Indian foreign policy
elites through interviews and published work. 43 Part of this endeavour included an
attempt to 'practice' ethnography within this community over a three-month period of
fieldwork in the Indian capital, and through a series of engagements with Indian
diplomatic representatives in whichever outside contexts I encountered them.
Conducting an ethnography of Indian foreign policy elites is, however, not an easy
undertaking, as I discovered in the course of my research. While my attempts at 'deep
hanging out' 44 were welcomed by several retired Indian Foreign Service officers, who
gave generously of their time and were often exceptionally candid, serving Foreign
Service officers proved difficult to talk to /interview. Indian foreign policy elites are, as I
discovered, very busy people and often abroad. Nonetheless, the insights I did gain in
the field proved important in contextualising the position of foreign policy elites in
Indian society, and served as a useful triangulation point for many of the theories and
instincts I wanted to test.

While my on-the-ground experience of ethnographic practice left rather a lot to be
desired, I have sought other ways to learn about Indian diplomats and others with
foreign-policy interests. By going beyond official documents, speeches and statements,
to include autobiographical and biographical material, personal correspondence,
43

This is not an unproblematic undertaking, and I explore its limitations in Chapter Two.
Gusterson, Hugh (2008). 'Ethnographic Research', in Klotz, Audie and Prakash, Deepa (eds.).
Qualitative Methods in International Relations: A Pluralist Guide. New York: Palgrave Macmillan,
pp. 93-113.
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qualitative interviews4s, various forms of media, and other elite and popular cultural
representations of an Indian international role throughout India's independent history,
I have taken steps towards a wider interpretive framework within which the more
official narrative could be unravelled. In the acquisition of data, access to former and
serving Indian Foreign Service Officers both within and outside India, as well as experts
based at Indian institutes of higher education, think tanks and research institutes,
enabled me to conduct semi-structured interviews and have a number of insightful
though less formal conversations. While piecing together the various narrative strands
that make up the empirical chapters of this thesis, I have placed an onus on
supplementing official records-of which there is a dearth for some periods and
around certain issues -with less formal material, such as the written or spoken
perceptions of relevant actors and close observers, local analysis in the news media,
contemporary references to historical events, and popularly disseminated local
( re )interpretations and readings of key foreign policy issues.

Contrary to the ambitious intentions I had when I began this research, I ultimately
succeed in surveying only a fraction of elite understandings and imaginings of what it is
that makes India great and how and why India should pursue or enact a global
leadership role. As such, I do not claim to provide an overview of a 'national mindset' at
any point in India's history, nor a single or faithfully rendered set of Indian selfconceptions of greatness, primarily because it is unlikely that such a thing exists. What I
have unpicked, however, are elements of an Indian state identity that are not
necessarily visible through a clipboard-in-hand survey of externally defined and
perceived markers of greatness. It is important to recognise that what might be broadly
described as an intuitive Indian worldview-the default modes of understanding of a
national or civilizational self within a given historical context and vis-a-vis a particular
experience of the international sphere-contains an internal logic and a number of
elements quite different to those underpinning conceptualisations arrived at from an
outside vantage point. While limitations of space, exposure, 'i nside knowledge' and
subjectivity inhibit a fully faithful rendering of Indian elite worldviews, the deviations
45

In order to protect the anonymity of my informants, I have em ployed a coded reference
system. The dates, places and identities of my interviewees have been tabulated and are
available to the examiner upon request Since the number of Foreign Service Officers working in
a given location or within a given issue area at a given time is typically very small I have been
careful to only cite these informants where their comments add im portant insights to the
discussion, and in a manner that does not reveal contextual information that could render them
identifiable. My descriptions of these individuals is usually limited to whether they are in service
or retired, their broad level of seniority, and degree of expertise in a given area where this is
both relevant to the argument, and appears unlikely to identify them.
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from other, perhaps 'Western', understandings, presented in this thesis, aim to
interrogate and complement the assumptions of existing readings of international
politics and history, rather than replace them.

Sites of analysis
This thesis devotes three chapters to the historical analysis of Indian aspirations to
global prominence. The first, Chapter Three, offers a broad historical overview of
Indian elite conceptions of the grounds for India's global significance, which I identify
as primarily based upon a civilizationally-defined conception of moral pre-eminence.
The key figure in this narrative is India's first Prime Minster and Foreign Minister,
Jawaharlal Nehru, who mapped a pathway for the Indian state that was both based on
economic and scientific and technological development-as a means to achieve parity
with advanced nations-and guided by an alternative normative framework for global
politics, derived from India's moral pre-eminence, that aimed at fostering an integrated,
equitable and peaceful world. This chapter explores the genesis and origins of these
'great ideas', their evolution over time, and their 'producers' and 'consumers' at the
different phases of Indian's independent history. It also surveys- in a necessarily
summary way-the key trends in India's external relations over sixty years of postindependent history, showing how key historical junctures in India's international
experience contributed to shifts in India's status, in an Indian self-image and in Indian
leadership strategies. These events include India's emergence as a sovereign
independent state, the emergence of the Kashmir dispute between India and Pakistan,
India's decisive defeat in the 1962 war with China, the 1971 war with Pakistan, the end
of the Cold War and a closer relationship with the United States, India's economic
liberalisation and subsequent growth, and the nuclear tests of 197 4 and 1998. On the
basis of this analysis I identify three eras of India's global leadership, those of
leadership emergence, dormancy and resurgence.

From the contextualisation I provide in Chapter Three, it becomes evident that the
scientific-humanist and internationalist projects contained within Nehru's vision of
India's greatness found their fullest representation in his early ambitions for India's
development in the domain of atomic energy, and in a commitment to proactive, and
frequently activist, international engagement. The subsequent two chapters focus in
greater detail on these twin pillars of a global role for India by exploring the evolution
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of an Indian nuclear identity and by following India's engagement 1n three key
multilateral domains.

Chapter Four aims to demonstrate how elite aspirations to secure a globally prominent
role for India have found their expression in two parallel, and apparently contradictory,
policy pathways of the post-independent Indian state: diplomatic activism in
multilateral nuclear disarmament fora, and the development of an Indian nuclear
identity. Together they represent a site of analysis which reveals a number of coherent
and persistent Indian initiatives aimed at pursuing a global leadership role by
contributing normatively to the management of the international system and
challenging the institutionalisation of unequal rights and privileges within the global
nuclear order. The purpose of this chapter is to map the associations that sections of
the Indian elite have made with nuclear technology in an attempt to show how India
has consistently maintained and projected a unique nuclear identity, understood as the
self-representation of the nation and its appropriate role in global politics, and has,
across time, disregarded many of the international norms of the nuclear domain.

Chapter Five examines India's international engagement within multilateral fora,
exploring instances whereby India has sought, or even avoided, a leadership capacity as
part of a collective. In doing so, it analyses more closely the self-understandings of
greatness that are deployed on the global stage. It aims to capture, through three,
limited case studies, the negotiations required to navigate dominant understandings of
global prominence that are incongruent with an Indian international identity. By
analysing India's engagement in the Non-Aligned Movement, international climate
change negotiations, and the Community of Democracies, the chapter looks at the
evolution of India's international engagement and examines the extent to which India
has been socialised into adapting to the great power template in an attempt to pursue
its desired global leadership role.

Central Argument

This study argues that aspirations to global prominence derive from self-conceptions of
greatness, framed in reference to a subjective reading of the world, and that the
behaviour and goals of aspiring prominent states are at some fundamental level shaped
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by these self-conceptions. While a state may rank highly on inter-subjectively shared
material and quantifiable scales of greatness or may be gradually and reluctantly
granted membership into the club' of existing great powers, a prior, subjective
1

conviction of greatness on the part of that state must necessarily form part of the
worldview of its leaders. The grounds for such a conviction comprise part of a state's
identity, and it is questionable the extent to which this particularistic/ contextually
constituted identity will be traded for a homogenising status determined by other
global actors.

The account offered in this thesis reveals that the Indian international experience since
independence has been a learning curve that has led to the development of
sophisticated projection strategies which to a certain extent have redressed what was/
1

in the initial years following independence a mismatch between India's global
1

ambitions and the constraints of the international system. These strategies of
projection have/ howevec also been accompanied by strategies of protection} that isl the
guardianship of the Indian national identity. This explains how the core values beliefs
1

and norms that characterised aspirations to global prominence in the early
independent years still continue to create reinforce or modify policy understanding
1

1

and practice in the contexts of nuclear politics and India s multilateral relations.

The central continuous thread that runs through the narrative I present in this thesis is
1

the desire on the part of sections of the Indian elite for India to win esteem from the
community of nations and to increase its international standing. I show how esteem has
been sought on the grounds of a unique set of Indian values and with the intent of
1

achieving a degree of international inter-subjectivity on those values. Esteem is at the
heart of the narrative I present for two reasons each of which has both a universal and
1

a particular dimension. As I sho v in Chapter One esteem-seeldng can deliver benefits
1

that are both evidentiary and pragmatic: evidentiary in that they can make a valuable
contribution to self-esteem) and pragmatic in that they can have positive effects on the
outcomes of social relations.'TO I argue that
esteem-seeking are certainly a

\f

hile the t\vin advantages of successful

orthy pursuit for any state they are of substantially
1

more interest to states"' ho aspire to global prominence and of yet greater import still
1

to a nation

hich has both emerged from colonisation and centred its conduct of
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external affairs around self-restraint in the use of force. Being held in esteem is a
matter of self-respect and a ticket to high standing, but it is also a way of 'getting things
done' without recourse to the exercise of coercive power.

The thread of esteem runs throughout my historically informed account of Indian
aspirations to global prominence. I argue that a particular set of values comprise Indian
self-conceptions of greatness. They have been part derived, part mediated by a
discourse that emerged out of the freedom struggle, and became entrenched in the
worldview of key diplomats at the helm of post-independence India. As India's
preeminent expert in international affairs, Nehru was able to chart, almost unchecked,
a global course for the country in line with his own understanding of where India
should be headed, and how it might contribute to world history. He handpicked and
nurtured a core group of statesmen, diplomats and foreign policy elites whose
worldview and thinking on international affairs became institutionalised in the
Ministry of External Affairs and the Indian Foreign Service, and who became a distinct
community of elites.47

Nehru's vision built upon elements of the political and moral worldview of Mohandas
Karamchand Gandhi, whose central contribution to India's freedom movement was a
statement of Indian civilisation. This provided the basis for both a national identity and
an alternative frame of reference deemed superior to the value-system communicated
through British rule, thereby contributing to a recovery of Indian self-esteem. 48 For
Nehru, India's strength and uniqueness lay in its predominantly peaceable synthesis of
different traditions and worldviews over the course of centuries, and in its emphasis on
self-restraint in the conduct towards others. His internationalism in some senses
carried the Gandhian project out into the international realm, but his position differed
from Gandhi's in two key domains, those of economics and science and technology. At
home, through both domestic institutions and policy, Nehru mapped a pathway for
India that centred upon the development of an independent economy and was
committed to the modern temper of scientific and technological development. Each of
these pursuits was intended to achieve for India developmental equivalence with
advanced nations as a pre-condition for India's future freedom. At the same time,
guided by norms and values that aimed at fostering an integrated, equitable and
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peaceable world, free from imperialism, Nehru s foreign policy purported to offer
something unique to the world - a set of moral and spiritual guidelines that would
temper the materialist and destructive imperatives of modern Western civilization. The
long-term goal of material parity and the more immediate goal of international
recognition of India s moral pre-eminence thus formed the roadmap for the Indian
1

nation on the global stage.

1

The latter of these two projects-the quest for global recognition of India s moral preeminence-contained the seeds for the great means-ends conundrum that would come
to characterise the Indian state in its role as a member of international society. Nehru
and those who shared his ambitions were convinced of the need to disseminate Indian
values as widely as possible for the good, and the survival, of humankind. They were to
inform the practices and structures of international institutions, particularly the United
Nations, the modes of dealing with international conflict, and the more amorphous
patterns of economic, political and cultural relations that united the community of
nations. Yet the extent of normative revisionism envisaged by Nehru could not take
place in a political vacuum. Working within the constraints of a national discourse that
adamantly distanced itself from coercive methods rendered this a difficult prospect. A
sense of moral duty cohabited uneasily with a reluctance to lead.

The only alternative was for India to stand as a moral exemplar - to earn itself the
status of role model on the basis of esteem. The India that attempted to renegotiate the
norms of international society and the contours of international prestige thus had a
very narrow line to tread. Moreover, the required modes of persuasion essentially had
to be directed at two audiences: the nations heading the world order and their close
allies and followers, and the much weaker and larger tier of political communities that
were only just emerging as sovereign states onto the global stage. Moral pre-eminence
was intended to win the esteem of both, and for a time, India, under Nehru, saw quite
spectacular success. But as the years progressed, India s slow journey towards material
1

parity proved unable to elicit esteem from the major powers, and, damaged by a
number of material challenges, Indian moral pre-eminence-as ·an alternative
normative framework for global politics-began to lose its sheen in the eyes of the
weak. The ongoing Kashmir dispute with Pakistan rendered the sub-continent
susceptible to great power interference, and China emerged as a bitter rival that
seemed intent on undercutting Indian prestige in Asia and the world. India s traumatic
1
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loss of the 1962 Chinese border war saw the breakdown of Nehru's alternative
approach to global politics. Not only did India's valued-based grand strategy of nonalignment have to be compromised in the seeking of military aid from the Western
powers, but the hoped-for support of the other Third World states proved virtually
non-existent. India's campaign for esteern needed a fundamental overhaul. The gradual
militarisation of the Indian state that began under Indira Gandhi and continues up to
the present day is one manifestation of this. Other esteem-winning strategies of the
material kind emerged as clear national priorities, while a commitment to the moral
basis of Indian state behaviour remained, articulated at the domestic level and more
influential in mediating policy rather than commanding it, but all the while revealing a
continuity in discourse and identity.

The early decades of India's independent history witnessed a number of key foreign
policy disappointments: the loss of the 1962 war and a failure to renegotiate the
esteem-able contours of the nuclear world order, achieve the unquestioned leadership
of the developing world, manage conflict in the South Asian region, and secure moral
pre-eminence in the eyes of a global audience. India's early emergence as a global
leader gave way to a period of leadership dormancy until the quest for material parity
slowly reached its destination and en era of leadership resurgence began.

Part of the narrative of the post-N ehruvian era is the story of how the cockpit of foreign
relations, the Ministry of External Affairs (the institutional expression of the Indian
Foreign Service), has evolved from its role as India's sole global leadership aperture to
its current, struggling position as a central point of engagement for other ministries,
institutions, organisations and private sector actors, all of which impact on Indian
attempts to lead abroad. As other stakeholders make an international impact-such as
Indian business interests, the media, NGOs and others-it is startling how many share
aspirations to a prominent global role for India, and how the articulations of such
aspirations heavily depend on the

discourse

of the scientific-humanist and

internationalist projects of the Nehruvian era, no matter how much they purport not to
be. 49 The booming success of the Indian economy on the global plane has become one of
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the key legitimating functions of the Indian state, even while the domestic inclusiveness
intended by Nehru has been to a large extent discarded. Indian prowess in the domain
of science and technology has captured the attention of the world, most conspicuously
in the IT sector and space technology, but in other domains as well. The discourse that
predisposes Indian attempts at normative revisionism, too, persists clearly beyond the
Nehruvian era of India's independent history. India's foreign policy choices and basic
positions remain wedded to a normative rejection of international political hegemony,
a resistance to interference in the internal affairs of other states, a search for greater
representativeness in international institutions, and a refusal to engage in military
adventurism.

While the search for material parity has been publicly foregrounded and consciously
accelerated in recent decades, the quest for moral pre-eminence has been carefully
muted and only obliquely pursued. Yet a quite substantial degree of continuity in the
Nehruvian national discourse exists that operates independently of the changing fate of
India's material capability. This suggests that the post-Nehruvian acquisition of hard
power has not displaced Nehruvian politico-ethical ideals and may in fact enable their
recrudescence. Current discourses that stress India's role as a civilizational bridge or
global conciliator are emblematic of a revival of Nehru's internationalism.

India's enduring internationalist commitment is reflected in ·a persistent quest for
broad-based esteem. India has pursued a decades-long approach to international
engagement that has spanned a breadth of nations, both militarily powerful and weak,
aligned to the West and to the East, located in the North and in the South, both
developed and developing, democratic and autocratic, and across a number of what
have been posited as civilizational faultlines. 50 This desire to reach out to as many
international partners as possible points to an enduring obsession with esteem, an
obsession that is both evidentiary and pragmatic, a matter of self-realisation and high
standing, a way of 'getting things done without recourse to the exercise of coercive
1

power. In an emerging context of multipolarity, India's lonely position in the middle of
two global audiences-the great powers it has sought to challenge and equal, and the
less powerful states it has hope to lead and integrate-looks set to serve it well. As I
argue in Chapter Three, and demonstrate across Chapter Four and Chapter Five, the
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last sixty years of Indian history has not seen the disappearance of the twin aims of
material parity and moral pre-eminence, merely their synthesis and careful
rearticulation.

The particular historical trajectories and experiences of the Indian state within both
international society and vis-a-vis the club of the great powers reveal both what is
distinctive about Indian greatness-at the level of self-conceptions and practices-but
also how Indian self-conceptions of greatness have been mediated, either in substance
or in articulation, by India's international experience. As such, this project
demonstrates how aspirations to occupy a central, prominent place in global affairs are
observable in Indian attempts to lead in a very distinctive way. India's intended
leadership role has been particularistic in terms of the objectives and strategies it
envisages, the values it embodies, and the cultural resources and historical experiences
it draws upon. As such, it has, until recently, received limited understanding and
acceptance from other 'leaders', or major players, in the international sphere. While
India's externally observable great power credentials, such as its burgeoning economic,
military, scientific, technological and democratic attributes, have both increased and
received external attention in recent years, traditional Indian justifications for a
prominent role in global affairs have persisted. These self-conceptions of greatness,
based on a discourse of moral pre-eminence, have located greatness in modes of
conduct rather than in material capability. Though having acquired some of the
attributes of a great power in the form of hard power, Indian leaders have not
translated them into the behaviour of a great power. Thus the conclusion of this
research is that the observable shifts accompanying India's rise are more a 'powerful
performance' than a radical transformation of self.

Significance of the Study

This study joins other analyses of the rising great powers but does so by creating an
alternative idiom in which to tell the stories of ascending global players such as India.
An exploration of the ways in which India's global role has been imagined and enacted
at key junctures offers insights into the evolving role envisaged for the Indian nation, as
well as Indian readings of the exigencies of the international system over time. This
project stretches understandings of what it means to be a prominent global state in
international society and provides a clearer picture of hovv Indian elites are imagining a
24

world of increased Indian influence in international politics. It develops a conceptual
space outside of the great power discourse in order to provide fertile ground for a more
vigorous discussion of India's global ambitions, and shows how such a discussion can
teach us more about both the institution of the great powers and about India's present
and future role in the international realm.

Perhaps of greater interest for the International Relations scholar, this research shows
how Indian self-conceptions of greatness have derived from India's own readings of an
appropriate global role for itself at different periods during its history, rather than
sourced from the dominant norms of the great power discourse in international society.
It argues for the possibility that Indian elites are more concerned with acquiring the
material markers of a great power rather than actually becoming a great power by
mimicking great power behaviour and pursuing great power goals. If this is so, the
Indian case diverges from the processes of socialisation typically associated with rising
powers, whereby great power aspirants internalise the norms articulated by the
existing community of great powers.s1 In theoretical terms, the process of negotiation
between the norms and values inherent in an Indian international self (an identity
which I show to be relatively stable) and the norms and values of- an international
group of prominent states from which India seeks recognition of its suitability of right
to lead, is revealed as more complex than we might expect. By acquiring a deeper
understanding of Indian conceptions of greatness, it is possible to reveal a more
nuanced narrative of India's global ascendance and access complexities in India's
conduct of external affairs that are sometimes missed by dominant frames of
understanding in International Relations. This study demonstrates how attempts to
narrate, observe or predict India's ascendance in the language of great powers can only
incompletely capture the nuances of India's changing international identity and its
potential role in the international system, and as such points to limitations in the
theoretical rigour and the explanatory capacity of current dominant understandings of
greatness as they are applied to emerging powers such as India and China.

Thesis Overview
Chapter One begins with an exploration of the existing theorisations of great power
within the IR literature, and identifies how they are underpinned by a limited ontology
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that struggles to capture key elements of India's aspirations and attempts to achieve a
prominent global role. It goes on to introduce esteem as a conceptual tool that can
elucidate aspects of an Indian 'great' identity and Indian 'great' behaviour that lie
outside of the great power ontology. In order to integrate these new dimensions of
greatness, the chapter presents the analytical framework of global leadership that can
capture both the central, defining factors of the great power ontology, as well as
conceptions and practices of greatness that deviate from it. In addition to providing a
theoretical point of departure for the project, this first chapter also serves a literature
review of existing analyses of great powers.

Chapter Two presents the methodological approach I adopt as a means of mapping
Indian self-understandings of greatness and their location in practices and
performances of global leadership, and assessing their mutual constitution over time. It
explores how India's emergence, and the behaviour associated with it, has been
analysed and assessed within the existing scholarship, and thus functions as a literature
review of analyses of India's rise. It goes on to outline the cultural anthropological and
constructivist approaches adopted in the study and explains how an awareness of both
cultural hybridity and temporal change is essential to grasping the complexities of
Indian state identity and agency in the international realm. The chapter identifies the
community of individuals who form the central focus of the study, explains their
relevance and narrates some of the challenges involved in eliciting their worldviews.
The chapter also justifies the period under study, the sites of analysis selected, and the
methodological approaches applied, and functions as a review of existing analyses of
India's rise.

Chapter Three presents the 'great ideas', norms and values that have informed Indian
aspirations to a prominent global role, their origins and the changing patterns of their
consumption. As a means of contextualizing the sites of analysis pursued in the
subsequent two chapters, it slices into the key moments in India's independent history
that have had a critical impact on its international, and national standing, and identifies
three broad phases defined by the varying degrees off ndian global leadership activity.

Chapter Four explores the evolution of India's nuclear identity by mapping the
associations that sections of the Indian elite have made with nuclear technology in an
attempt to show how India has consistently maintained and projected a unique nuclear
identity, understood as the self-representation of the nation and its appropriate role in
26

global politics, and has, across time, disregarded many of the international norms of the
nuclear domain. It picks out a number of coherent and persistent Indian initiatives
aimed at pursuing a global leadership role by contributing normatively to the
management of the international system and challenging the institutionalisation of
unequal rights and privileges within the global nuclear order.

Chapter Five examines both India's leadership efforts and avoidance within the NonAligned Movement, international climate change negotiations and the Community of
Democracies. In doing so, it analyses the extent to which the core norms and values that
characterised aspirations to global prominence in the early independent years still
continue to create, reinforce or modify policy understanding and practice in the context
of multilateral relations.

Finally, the Conclusion surveys and pulls together the answers to the research question
generated over the course of the study and explores the usefulness and the limitations
of the conceptual framework, methodological approach and empirical scope that
delivered them. It attempts to take a stance on the question posed at the outset of the
project, a question whose answer may crucially affect the normative makeup of the
international society of the future: Have Indian leaders, ambitious in their aspirations
for a globally prominent role for their country, ever imagined India as a great power in
the classical sense, or are great power attributes simply intended to win esteem and
advance the pursuit of different set of leadership goals? Is India's search for global
prominence really a quest for a 'great power identity', or is the story narrated in this
thesis simply one of a very powerful performance?
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Chapter One
Great Power Stories - A Case for Multiple Narratives

Introduction
This thesis aims to examine Indian self-conceptions of greatness, Indian practices and
performances of global leadership, and the ways in which they have related to each
other and transformed over time. The purpose of this chapter is to define greatness as a
concept, and develop global leadership as a conceptual framework. In order to do this, I
take as my point of departure the IR scholarship that has explicitly concerned itself
with great powers. The reasons for this are twofold. Firstly, 'great power'-as a
concept-and 'great powers'-as an empirical category-have been central to
theorising in International Relations.sz Great powers, those states-to paraphrase
Hedley Bull-whose relations with one another form the essential skeleton of the
world body politic, form the critical substance of both international history and much of
the scholarship that attempts to describe, understand and explain it.53 Secondly, many
of the debates surrounding India's rise or emergence are framed in relation to great
powers, underscoring the centrality of the concept of great power to analyses of
international affairs.

While I draw on the great power scholarship, however, I also interrogate it. Conscious
of the historical moment in which we find ourselves, that is, at a time of power
transition within the international system, I assert in the thesis as a whole, and in a
preliminary manner in this chapter, that the identity of emerging powers 'matters'
when it comes to understanding international political outcomes, both at the current
time, and into the future. And while amidst a reconfiguration of Bull's 'skeleton of the
world body politic', the broader scholarship is turning to focus on emerging powers
52
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such as China and India, I argue that great power scholarship and theorising as it stands
is not able to incorporate the identities of emerging powers into its conceptual
horizon.s4 Essentially, I argue, current debates around power transitions, the relevance
of great powers, and the likely future role of China and India, are facing a quite specific
challenge, one of telling stories about new 'great' actors without recasting them in the
image of existing (or previous) 'great' protagonists. This thesis proposes a mode of
addressing this challenge by exploring the illuminative capacity of different traditions
of thinking about greatness, that is, it seeks a systematic way to consult narratives from
elsewhere.

The chapter begins by examining what I term the master-narrative of great powers, the
body of theory and scholarship that seeks to describe and explain the attributes,
behaviour and goals of those entities that are considered the most central and essential
actors in world politics. While there is certainly diversity in the theory and definition of
what constitutes great power in the International Relations and broader historical
literature, it is my contention that underlying this apparently heterogeneous great
power discourse is a virtually unquestioned ontology that produces an overarching and
dominant account, or master-narrative. I attempt to provide a broad-elucidation of the
limitations of this widely-accepted ontology.

The second part of the chapter makes a case for enriching the great power masternarrative with narratives from 'outside', in particular, from an Indian perspective. By
exploring some initial key elements of how practitioners of India's external affairs have
traditionally conceptualised, and sometimes successfully deployed, a role for the Indian
state as an influential global player, and how they continue to find purchase in Indian
state behaviour, I show how the great power master-narrative is unable to integrate
these key elements within its theoretical horizon. Conceptions of 'greatness' that follow
from Indian historical experiences and intellectual traditions differ in considerable
measure from what it has traditionally meant to be 'great' from the perspective of the
great power master-narrative, and as a result, practices of 'greatness' differ, too. By
54
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introducing what I term an esteem-led analysis, I propose a mode of accessing the
anomalies of the Indian case and introduce some conceptual tools with which to
illuminate the often perplexing nature of Indian international behaviour.

In the third part of the chapter, I develop a conceptual framework that posits a wider
ontology capable of integrating both the existing great power discourse and the
characteristics and behaviour of emerging global powers, including India. To a limited
extent in this chapter, but more comprehensively across the thesis as a whole, I show
how this framework, that of global leadership, permits a broader research agenda than
can emerge from the current modes of theorising that have emerged on the basis of the
great power master-narrative. I aim to integrate alternative ways of conceptualising
what I understand as the beliefs and practices that emerge from context or culturespecific self-understandings of greatness and the practices and performances of global
leadership that derive from them. By broadening both the terminology and scope of
what can comprise global leadership-as opposed to great power-and by allowing for
both successful and unsuccessful attempts at its enactment, the ontological priors
harboured within the great power master-narrative, such as the fixed attributes,
behaviours and goals of states, can be constructively side-stepped.

In elucidating what I see as the limitations of the great power master-narrative, I do not
overlook the sophisticated and nuanced nature of the existing great power scholarship
nor its theoretical and explanatory value in understanding much of the behaviour, to
date, of influential (as well as less influential) states, and the nature and evolution of
international society and the international system. I follow Wilfred H. Drath et al. in
their assessment that 'any ontology is not to be valued because it reflects a fixed,
underlying reality, but because it is useful with respect to some purpose

1
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As the

makeup of the group of states which function as influential global players is beginning
to shift, expanding beyond the cluster of states upon whose historical experiences and
intellectual traditions the great power master-narrative rests, existing modes of
theorising become not less true, but less useful. My aim in this chapter is to develop a
theoretical framework which can 'listen to' insights from outside the great power
master-narrative as a means of expanding, or refocusing, its scope. The framework I
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propose thus merely aims to add strands to the existing narrative rather than to
establish a coherent alternative.

Evidence of the Great Power Master-Narrative
Great powers - as an empirical category and a theoretical concept - have long been part
of the International Relations lexis. Through an overview of the literature below, I show
how, while IR scholars of varying theoretical orientations have developed different
understandings of great powers, these understandings have common to them a basic
set of assumptions about great power attributes, behaviour and goals, and hence draw
on a broadly common ontology. It is against this ontology that, in the second part of this
chapter, I set the 'anomalies' of the Indian case.

The IR scholarship I explore here comprises those central works which have explicitly
foregrounded great powers. Such works predominantly fall into the Realist paradigm,
are a product of the English School, or are English School-inspired. This is not to
suggest that other paradigmatic or theoretical approaches have nothing to say about
great powers. Indeed, in the following sections, I also explore elements of other
theoretical approaches. I conclude, however, that significant conceptual elements
remain missing, and that the broad ontology outlined here remains both intact and
limiting.

It is useful to observe some preliminary general criteria of great powers. Great powers
are generally considered to constitute a distinct category of state, marked by their
centrality to international politics.56 They possess general interests that extend beyond
their region, if not across the states-system itself, and they therefore contribute to the
settlement of political issues beyond national or regional concern.s 7 As a result, great
powers dominate, and exert the greatest impact upon, the course of international
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politics.ss In addition to these criteria, most scholars tacitly accept that there exists a
broad, inter-subjective understanding of what constitutes a great power at a given
historical moment. Several scholars begin by directly identifying those states occupying
a position at, or near, the top of the global hierarchy. For Martin Wight, an inquiry into
what constitutes a great power 'is easier to answer ... historically, by enumerating the
great powers at any date, than by giving a definition, for there is always broad
agreement about the existing great powers'. 59 Kenneth Waltz also suggests that
'[h]istorically ... one finds general agreement about who the great powers of a period
are, with occasional doubt about marginal cases.' 60 And according to Bull, the status or
standing of great powers 'can be gauged by the degree of attention paid to them by
other states in their foreign and military policies.'6 1 An apparently simple cataloguing of
the most powerful states forms, however, part of their larger theoretical projects. Any
real-world mapping of the term 'great power' reveals it to be a concept underpinned by
a basic set of assumptions.

Great power attributes
At the heart of an understanding of great powers as a distinct category of states is what
Bull terms 'the sheer facts of inequality of power ... between the states that make up the
international system'. 62 Where power is distributed unevenly, great powers are those
states possessing a superior relative share. IR scholars place a different emphasis on
the nature of great power and the manner in which it functions according to how they
envisage the structure of the international system. Structural realists generally assume
a context of anarchy, that is, a context in which there is no higher, centralised authority
that stands above states, and in which states are responsible for their own survival. 63
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Anarchy, as an ordering principle, suggests that all states will invest in some level of
offensive military capability as a means of securing their survival. The corollary of this
assumption is that states are posited as functionally similar units that respond in
similar ways to the imperatives of self-help in an anarchical realm, hence
differentiation exists only on the basis of the distribution of capabilities across units.64
Great powers are thus determined predominantly on the basis of their relative material
capability, measured in terms of material attributes. Waltz, for example, views the
ranking of states as contingent upon their 'size of population and territory, resource
endowment, economic capability, military strength' as well as their less tangible
'political stability and competence'. 65 While acknowledging the difficulties in measuring
and comparing different combinations of capabilities, he claims that how powers score
on all of these areas of capability determines their rank. 66

For structural realists, the nature of the international system is timeless and
unchanging. Great powers will be indefinitely identified on the basis of material
attributes in the form of military capability. Some classical realists such as Morgenthau
have defined power more broadly, declaring that 'power may comprise anything that
establishes and maintains the control of man over man' .67 Yet since for Morgenthau the
'content and use' of power are 'determined by the political and cultural environment',
military strength becomes 'the most obvious measure of a nation's power'. 68

English School scholars reject the static and unchanging structure of the international
system posited by realists and envisage instead a 'historically created, and evolving,
structure of common understandings, rules, norms and mutual expectations'. 69 As a
consequence, English School approaches work on the assumption that ideas, as well as
material capabilities, shape the conduct of international politics. While acknowledging,
along with realists, the importance of material capability, they identify an attendant
social dimension to power in addition to the material one. Thus while Bull notes that
great powers 'are all in the front rank in terms of military strength, and that there is no
64
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class of power that is superior to them', for him, power is also a social attribute.7° Great
powers are 'recognised by others to have, and conceived by their own leaders and
peoples to have, certain special rights and duties' .7 1 The conception of a great power for
Bull thus 'presupposes and implies the idea of... a body of independent political
communities linked by common rules and institutions as well as by contact and
interaction.'72 Great powers operate within an international society 73 rather than a
purely anarchic international system.

Barry Buzan's more recent reading of the traditional debate on the definition of great
power also distils from it material and social criteria: 'the material one of relative
capability and two more or less declaratory perceptual ones - declared self-status, and
status as recognized by others, particularly the top-table peer group'.7 4 In line with
Bull's assertion that great powers constitute 'a club with a rule of membership', Buzan
notes that 'the main criterion for a state to be a system-level power is that it is treated
as such by the other powers'.7 5 Key to Bull's and Buzan's understanding of great power
is thus the act of recognition. For the1n, a further attribute of great powers is therefore
the social attribute of status. Status may be awarded on the basis of law, or what
Simpson refers to as legalised hegernony, or through less formalised means, in line with
the common understandings, rules, norms and mutual expectations generally
understood as underpinning international society.76
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While the English School conception of great power thus allows for variation between
states and the evolution of the society of states over time, the rules of membership of
the great power club are understood to be determined by the existing great powers.
This means that in theory, rising powers will be broadly co-opted into the social
structure of the common understandings, rules, norms and mutual expectations
practiced by the existing great powers. Indeed, scholars who have built on English
School approaches to examine 'the process of great power recognition' and 'what it
means to be accepted as [a legitimate great power]' conclude that aspiring great
powers will attempt to convince the top peer group that they are deserving of great
power status.77 Emerging powers are thus not expected to challenge the rules of the
great power club but to be socialised into abiding by them. Hence Shogo Suzuki
predicts that 'frustrated great powers can inadvertently strengthen the normative
structures of international society'. 78 Recognition theory as it has been applied more
broadly to International Relations makes a similar prognosis.7 9 Thus the social attribute
of status incorporates within it an inevitable socialisation of emerging powers such that
there is little option-theoretically at least-but for them to conform to the common
understandings, rules, norms and mutual expectations of the existing club of great
powers. 80 Given both Bull's and Buzan's stress on the importance of material
capabilities to the definition of great power, part of this socialisation process will
involve the acquisition. of material attributes, and the attendant great power behaviour
and goals that is assumed to accompany them.
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Great power behaviour
From great power attributes flows great power behaviour. Realists view the
international arena as a competitive and hostile stage where power/ in the form of
military capability is the main currency.s1 It follows that power will be deployed
1

coercively and great-power status will be proven in war. For John J. Mearsheimer/ a
1

state qualifies as a great power if it has 'sufficient military assets to put up a serious
fight in an all-out conventional war against the most powerful state in the world' and if
it has 'a nuclear deterrent that can survive a nuclear strike against it/ as well as
formidable conventional forces.'sz For Waltz while anarchy does not imply that
1

violence is common in the international system the threat of violence is ever present
1

and state behavior will be primarily led by considerations of security. 83 At the base of
their reading of great power behaviour is the assumption of a commitment to the utility
of force. The willingness to use force is seen as an integral part of great power
behaviour.s4 While realists differ on the attitude great powers hold regarding the
maximisation of powers\ all agree that the behaviour of great powers is influenced
mainly by their external environment that is the structure of international system
1

1

rather than by their internal characteristics. Mearsheimer thus claims that 'all great
powers act according to the same logic regardless of their culture political system or
1

1

who runs the government.'86

The social dimension to power appreciated by English School scholars has a number of
implications for great power behaviour. For Bull, the power wielded by great powers is
not simply deployed coercively, but operates in a complex system in which other social
concepts such as prestige authority and legitimacy play an equally central role.8 7 Great
1

powers operate within a society of states and no society can operate on the basis of
1

81 For John J. Mearsheimer, power is the 'currency of great-power politics' - Tragedy, 12.
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coercion alone.BB This means that great powers will, on the one hand, attempt to
perpetuate a society 'which reflects the values and goals which they promote', while on
the other they need to 'elicit support for the normative changes they propose'. 89 At the
heart of such a project is the strategy of legitimation, a 'historical international practice'
by which states strive to present activities or actions as legitimate. 90 However, if one
state is in preponderant position, either at a systemic or regional level, it 'may be in a
position to ignore international law, to disregard the rules and procedures of
diplomatic intercourse, to deprive its adversaries of the possibility of resort to war in
defence of their interests and rights, or to ignore the conventions of the comity of great
powers, all with impunity'. 91 In this case, Bull's club of great powers can act as a check
on one another's behaviour: 'They accept the duty, and are thought by others to have
the duty, of modifying their policies in the light of the managerial responsibilities they
bear.'92 For English School scholars, therefore, great power behaviour is limited not
simply by relative material capability, as it is for realists, but by social constraints - the
legitimacy a great power can elicit for its actions from other states, ·and the balancing
function of its great power peers.

Great power goals
According to structural realism, great powers seek, at a m1n1mum, their own
.

preservation and, at a maximum, universal domination. Yet Waltz notes that 'great
power gives its possessors a big stake in their system and the ability to act for its
sake.' 93 Great powers have a fundamental interest in the stability and order of the
global system to both protect and advance their interests and are thus engaged in the
management of international affairs, international order and the stability of the states
system. Without them, the world would, according to a realist view, degenerate into
chaos. 94 Yet as Wight suggests, 'a dominant power must be described by purpose as
well as power. Each dominant power is engaged in straightforward aggrandizement,
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but it generally also appeals to some design of international unity and solidarity.' 95
Indeed) Wight suggests that a key aspiration of dominant powers is the political
unification of international society. 96

Unsurprisingly) since Buffs Anarchical Society is a study of order in international
politics) great powers are conceived of as one of the 'basic' and 'effective) institutions of
international society. 97 Great powers play a role in the promotion of international order
in two key ways: 'by managing their relations with one another; and by exploiting their
preponderance in such a way as to impart a degree of central direction to the affairs of
international society as a wholeJ. 9 8 The promotion of international order is a central
goal for great powers and their collaboration serves their basic interests in three key
ways: it preserves the status quo) allows for the collective deterrence of 'potential
1

challengers to their leading position and enables them to maintain their prominence
1

'within their respective spheres of influence

1
•
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Great power destinations
The attributes) behaviours and goals of great powers as understood by the central
approaches explored above have certain consequences for theorising. While it follows
from realist accounts that the identity of a great power is peripheral to its conduct in
the international realm) English School approaches

1

while acknowledging the

significance of a social dimension to great power hood) also provide little in the way of
theoretical scope for imagining other great power identities. Drawing on the w ork of
Bull and Buzan it may be argued that the specific character of great po ers as an
1

interstate society has determined the nature of 'greatness' or the specific indicators
that define members of the great power institution. These indicators comprise in part,
1

socially defined roles but also are assumed to rest, as
1

e sa\

abo e) on material

capabilities. As such) qualifying for great po er status implies a certain tautology in
1

that great po\\ ers are defined b the criteria of greatness-extending to include great
p o\ er attributes, behavio ur and goals-that the

agree upon among themsel es)

- \ iaht, Po\\ er Politic , 36.
ibid, 3 . Cohen also cite as one of the broader interests of ITea t po\ ers the desire to
'promote an ideolog) or a concept of political order' - Cohen, Stephen P. (2001). India: Emerging
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drawing on and perpetuating a dominant great power discourse. The logic of the social
attribute of great power status thus functions ·n a manner comparable to Michael
Barnett and Raymond DuvaH's socially constituted structural power, which 'concerns
the co-constitution of subjects' and 'typicaHy envisions hierarchical and binary
relations of domination that work to the advantage of those structurally empowered, to
the disadvantage of the socially w eak.'10o This renders the typical markers that define
the greatness of great powers relevant to the extent that they exist as prerequisites for
entry into the dub of great powers, not as the only definitive attributes that constitute a
'great' or 'powerfur international ro]e in and of themselves. In this vein, the term
'greatness' pertains to the possession of certain subjectively defined criteria ( material
or ideationa]) on the basis of which a state, society or dvBisation holds a conviction that
it desenres a significant role in g]oba] affairs. Thus the original institution of the Great
Powers emerging from the Congress of Vienna of 1814-5 drew upon notions of
greatness that had inter-subjective meaning to themselves in that particular space and
time. The implication is, therefore, that great power, as a hegemonic expression of
(shared) identity, contains 'VVithin it a limited ontology that ]eaves little conceptual
space for different types or identities of prominent global actors, different forms of
power, and different modes of great power behaviour. As such, emerging powers are
theorised as some way along a teleologically defined pathway to great power, and there
is, broadl concei ed, only one great power destination at which they may arrive.

The ine ·tability of the socialisation of emerging powers into the existing dub of great
po ers is something this thesis attempts to question. It is perhaps not necessary to
point out that India and China, posited as distinct dvHizationa] or cultural entities with
odd ·e, s quite distinct from that embedded in the social institution of the great
po ers, cannot facilely be expected to u.ndertake a who]esaJe modification of their
idenfties to seize the prize of great power status. Their ascendance, whether on the
basis of material or social attributes, wil] surely reshape the nature of the institution of
the great po ers. Indeed, Buzan has suggested that 'the character of in erstate societies
c a !Jes and e ol es alongwi h the character of the states that compose them'.101
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accounts, predicated as they are on accounts of socialisation that have at their heart the
primacy and power of the existing dominant social context, how norm innovation is to
come from outside the club of great powers, nor how power may be wielded in ways
that diverge from the expected spectrum of great power behaviours. Since a claim to
great power status may be based upon 'a distinctive ideological or political role which
1

finds harmonic resonance in states outside the region in addition to or apart from
material prowess, we can quite readily entertain the existence of a different identity of
global power which may not share the same material or ideational accoutrements as
the existing great powers.102 Indeed, Richard Ned Lebow argues that the statusenhancing role of military power may not endure in the international society of the
future. 103

I argue that the central reason for the limited nature of the great power ontology is that
it has derived from historical accounts with a primarily Euro-centric empirical scope
and intellectual provenance.1° 4 The stories told in the process of getting to theoretical
understandings of great powers are, quite unsurprisingly, based on time and placespecific readings of history. What emerges is a great power master-narrative, a mode of
story-telling about great states and greatness that may have served its purpose well in
the past, but has become limited by its own ontological foundations. The significance of
the social dimension of great power as highlighted by English School-inspired scholars
suggests that a deeper familiarity with the self-understandings of emerging powers

1

emerging global roles can offer valuable clues about the contours of an international
society of the future.

Recent scholarly analysis has questioned the relevance of the category of Great Powers
to today1s understandings of international relations, deeming the concept 'in doubf or
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determining it to be 'a quaint anachronism'. 105 While such debate reflects doubts about
the continued relevance of great powers as a conceptual tool in International Relations,
paradoxically it also reaffirms the centrality of this category of states to the discipline.
The category of great powers remains part of the intellectual landscape of scholars of
international politics, even while it is being challenged by shifts in power that allude to
a new global architecture. Since China and India appear to be heading towards global
prominence, assessments of the feasibility of their transmutation into great powers
have emerged as a common mode of framing their changing positions in the world
order. Yet the dimensions to great power outlined above-a predefined and apparently
non-negotiable checklist of predominantly material characteristics, acceptance or
recognition by existing powers of the centrality of these characteristics, and a lack of
clarity of the role for emerging powers in norm innovation-point to limitations in the
theoretical rigour and the explanatory capacity of the great power master-narrative.

A Narrative from Outside: Indian Conceptions of Greatness
-

In order to make the case that Indian self-conceptions of greatness diverge from those
embedded within the great power master-narrative-and to explain why this is
important-I begin with two basic and common observations about India as an
international actor. The first observation is that the history of the post-independent
Indian state is one of an apparently ambivalent and shifting attitude to material
power. 106 We find tangible expression of this ambivalence by charting a course from
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru's avowed commitment to the pursuit of international
relations on the basis of peaceful coexistence (a rejection, in essence, of power politics
and military aggression), through the gradual expansion of India's military capacity
under the leadership of Indira Gandhi, to the nuclear tests of 1998 that Prime Minister
Atal Bihari Vajpayee declared as 'the beginning of the rise of a strong and self-confident
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India'.107 The second observation is that many Indian elites, and increasingly members
of India's burgeoning middle-class, have strongly desired and sought national prestige
for India and have been committed to achieving a position of global prominence for
their country.10s The importance of national prestige finds its expression in a
predominantly elite but now increasingly urban middle class preoccupation with the
securing of certain prestige markers: in longstanding and widely-shared ambitions to
secure a permanent seat on the UN Security Council, for example, and in the
widespread eruption of pride at India's nuclear weapons tests of 1998. 109

I argue below that Indian approaches to power and prestige are quite distinct and have
guided, or at least mediated, Indian state behaviour in ways that are not always
intuitively understood by external observers. Nonetheless, Indian approaches to power
and prestige can be, and are, addressed by a number of mainstream IR explanations. A
realist reading of India's ambivalence towards power would, for example, explain the
apparent shift in Indian attitudes to state power by suggesting that an early paucity of
material capabilities necessitated attempts to gain international leverage through
alternative, non-material means, that is, through the deployment of moral suasion. 110
According to such a reading, India's relatively recent projection of hard power might be
assumed to have rendered the values that once underpinned Indian moral posturing
redundant, since now Indian interests can be pursued more fully in light of the power
that attends material capability. This account is implicit in readings of the trends in
Indian foreign policy that analysts have frequently expressed as a shift from 'idealism
to pragmatism'. 111 An explanation of India's preoccupation with prestige might view it
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as a natural corollary of India's identity as a dissatisfied power seeking to rise above a
suboptimal status in the global order.11 2 As a revisionist state, India is thus seeking to
maximise its rank and power within the international order. 113

At the heart of these understandings is an assumption that the extent of material
capability available to the Indian state over the course of India's independent history
has been a primary determinant of Indian motives and behaviour in the international
realm. Here it becomes useful to consider what Robert Jervis has identified as one of
the central challenges facing the discipline of International Relations: the problem of
endogeneity. 11 4 One aspect of the problem of endogeneity is the challenge involved in
theorising about the behaviour of actors, when actors may theorise their own
behaviour in completely different ways. In a preliminary manner below, and more
extensively in subsequent chapters, I suggest that accounts that place material power at
their centre might not accurately represent the conceptual frames that Indian foreign
policy elites-whom I view as the 'final decision-makers' and with whom we acquaint
ourselves more extensively in the next chapter-employ to both determine and make
sense of their conduct. Traditionally, those elites who have been at the helm of the
Indian state have functioned within a discourse 11 s that has not had material capability
at its centre. Discourses are both constraining and enabling, and can be seen to mediate
state behaviour. 116 As such, any theoretical approach or set of assumptions that
prioritises material capability will miss the conceptual frames Indian foreign policy
elites use to theorise their behaviour on behalf of the Indian state.
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Power and the Indian state
While India has fought one war with China and four wars with Pakistan 117 , possesses
the world s third largest military11s, and has overtly demonstrated its nuclear weapons
1

capability, the image of India as a civilization-state more prone to peaceful conduct
than belligerence abides. The influential American strategic analyst Stephen P. Cohen
identifies within India s 'distinct civilizational identity1 the idea that 'India is uniquely
1

unassertive towards others .119 Indian Foreign Service Officer Pavan Varma, in his
1

popular vignette of Indian identity, expresses a similar assessment:

The simple truth is that Indians are not warmongers. They have never initiated war
against another country. In victory they have been accommodating. In defeat ... they
have endeavoured to be forgiving. Their military track record has been marked by a
distaste for military adventurism, and lack of desire for conquest by violence. In no ·
other recently independent country does the army have such a relatively insignificant
role in the power structure.120

Assessments of a peaceful India are bolstered by a recent work that describes India's
militarization strategy as one of 'arming without aiming1. 121 It narrates how, in the
1

history of India s military modernisation, the Indian approach has been one largely
without strategic purpose, embedded within a historical doctrine of strategic
restraint. 122 Up to the present day, Indian leaderships have been reluctant to engage
1

militarily even where such engagement would highlight or further India s role as a
prominent global player. In 2003, the Indian Government under Prime Minister Atal
Bihari Vajpayee could not achieve the requisite national consensus to send Indian
troops into Iraq, and successive governments have resisted contributing an Indian
military presence to Coalition Forces in Afghanistan. Nonetheless, India is one of the
117

I fo ll ow Ga nguly in hi s definition of the 1999 Kargil 'crisis' as a war, see: Ganguly, Sumit
(2 00 2). Co nflict Unending: India -Pakistan Ten sions Since 1947. New Delhi: Oxford University
Press.
118 Define d in terms of acti ve troop s, see: Hackett, Ja m es (ed.) (2010) . The Military Balance 2010.
International Ins titu te for Strategic Studies; London: Routledge.
119 Cohen, India: Emerging Pow e r, 9; see also : Engelmeie r, Tobias F. (2009) . Nation -Building and
Foreign Policy in India: An Ide n tity-Strategy Conflict. Delhi : Foundation-Books; Nayar and Paul,
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highest global contributing nations of UN peacekeeping troops. 123 The possession of
military capability sufficient to perpetrate coercion, aggression or war, in tandem with
a code of conduct that deemphasises the belligerent use of force may not be puzzling in
itself.124 Yet if we accept the basic proposition that many Indian elites aspire to a
prominent global role for their country-as their prestige-seeking would suggest-and
then consider the central role we would expect power to play in a project of global
1

ascendance, India s ambivalence to material capabilities requires further theorising.
How might we go about conceptualising the relationship between the Indian state and
power, and how is this relationship linked to aspirations to global prominence?

As we saw in the preceding analysis of the great power ontology, the way power is
defined has implications for state behaviour, since it prescribes both the end goals of
great power leadership (status quo balancing or imperial expansion) and the means by
which those goals are pursued (coercion or the actual use of force). If we can expand
the definition of power, show how this expansion permits the understanding of a
broader range of state behaviour, and point to the variation in goals that such
behaviour might potentially give rise to, we will have made some initial steps towards
the development of a more integrative great power ontology.

Envisioning a hierarchy of power preferences
While the great power ontology has material power at its centre, a far broader
spectrum of conceptions and typologies of power are available to scholars of
International Relations and Political Science.12s Moreover, accounts exist which
appreciate conceptions of power defined according to different cultural or civilizational
123 As of January 2011, India was the third largest global contributor of UN peacekeeping troops
- United Nations (2011) . 'Ranking of Military and Police Contributions to UN Operations', see:
http://v\l\N\N.un.org/en/peacekeeping/contributors/2011/janl 1 2.pdf, accessed 14 February
2011.
124 Wendt and Barnett, for example, distinguish between 'militarization' and 'militarism', where
the former refers to 'the accumulation of capacity for organized violence' and the latter r efers to
a 'disposition to use organized violence, either internally or externally' - Wendt, Alexander and
Barnett, Michael. 'Dependent state formation," 324.
125 The broad Weberian definition states that power 'is the probability that one actor within a
social relationship will be in a position to carry out his own will despite resistance, regardless of
the basis on which this probability rests' - Weber, Max (1947). The Theory of Social and
Economic Organization. London : William Hodge and Co. Ltd., 139. I have noted Morgenthau's
broad definition of power, which 'covers all social relationships which serve that end, from
physical violence to the most psychological ties by which one mind controls another' Morgenthau, Politics, 9. Two useful typologies of power include: Lukes, Steven (2005). Po wer: A
Radical View. 2nd ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan; Barnett and Duvall, Power in International
Politics.
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perspectives. Gerrit Gong notes how prior to the expansion of the European system of
states, non-European countries 'defined, distributed and regulated political power' in
line with their respective civilizational self-understandings. 126

Despite appearing today as a militarised state, I suggest that a historically (and to an
extent civilizationally) defined hierarchy of power preferences abides within India's
foreign policy discourse. Part of the broader task of this thesis is to explore the
contours of such a hierarchy127, yet some preliminary framing is useful here. If we
accept that power has multiple manifestations, we can assume that the modes of
power-wielding available to a given actor will be ordered according to a hierarchy of
preferences. The notion of a hierarchy is useful since it avoids the binary distinction
between bellicosity and peace - it does not presuppose that an actor will never use
force, but that it will prefer to deploy power in other ways, and use force perhaps only
in extreme circumstances. If, as Gong suggests, definitions and uses of power vary
across cultural or civilizational contexts, we might understand a given hierarchy of
power preferences to be socially constituted within a given society or community, and
view the ordering of such a hierarchy as an important part of the identity of that society
or community.

In this vein, we might briefly identify four central influences on the Nehruvian foreign
policy discourse which dominated the early decades of Indian thought and action in the
international realm, prior to a more detailed exploration in chapter three. The first was
M. K. Gandhi's depiction of Indian civilization as overwhelmingly spiritual, peaceful and
accommodating; the second the vindication of the non-violent methods of protest
deployed against British rule during the independence movement. The third influence
emerged from interpretations of the uniquely syncretic nature of Indian civilization,
able to reconcile divergent interests and emphasise commonalities in position. A fourth
was derivative of the dominant narrative of the centuries-long diffusion of Indian
spirituality and values beyond the Sub-continent, in particular through South-east Asia,
without the need for active proselytising. Taken together, these influences allude to
certain power preferences throughout this formative phase of Indian foreign policy
thinking. They suggest that the dominant discourse of a community of foreign policy
elites at the time-drawing selectively on Indian civilizational values, mediated

Gong, Gerrit W. (1984). The Standard of Civilization rn International Society. Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 8.
12? I undertake this task in chapter three .
126
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through historical experience, and interpreted by a particular set of individualsdevalued the use of force both substantively and procedurally.

Transposed into the international domain, such power preferences suggest a somewhat
different pattern of interstate behaviour to that which falls within the great power
ontology, one tending towards peaceable relations between states, with conflict
mediated by international law and institutions and international outcomes shaped by
equitable and collective decision-making. Indeed, the history of India's engagement in
international affairs bears testimony to a preference of such conduct between states,
even if not a continuously successful adherence to such norms. 128 In chapter three I
show how Nehru's engagement in wod d politics began with a firm commitment to
international institutions,. through which he hoped to bring about normative change to
interstate behaviour. I argue that the Nehruvian strategy did not stem primarily from
an attempt to remedy a paucity of material power but formed part of a larger
normative-revisionist project, based on a particular identity or w orldview which aimed
at dismantling imperial pow er structures in the international system and approaching a
more equitable distribution of resources. As indicated in the Introduction, part of the
broader remit of this thesis is to explore how enduring that identity er worldview has
been in the context of India's external conduct.

In so far as revisionism of any kind, whether normative or materia , requires power129 ,
it becomes necessary to explore the r elationship between power and Indian aspirations
to gain a prominent role in global affairs. The conception of power a critical circle of
Indian foreign policy elites has traditionally held-and arguably continues to holdappears to function according to a different logic. As a preliminary descriptor- prior to
a more in-depth discussion below- we might refer to such power as (non-coercive
power'. 130 I explore in chapter three how the basis for such a conception of power is
rooted in the Gandhian techniqu e of satyagraha, variously understood as both a
philosophical system and a method of political, social and personal change, and which I
have described elsewhere as 'a wide-ranging method aimed at achieving ... the inter-
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subjective condition'.131 Here, however, and for the purposes of devising a broad
conceptual framework that can incorporate conceptions of non-material and noncoercive power into a project of global ascendance, I seek a general mechanism that is
not limited to the Indian context.

At this point a significant question arises: if it is not 'power politics' that is sought in the
Nehruvian worldview, in the strict sense of Machtpolitik - the politics of force 132 , but a
kind of 'non-coercive power politics', predisposed to the dialogical resolution of
conflict, does this 'matter' if it cannot obtain in the real world? I argue that the
exploration of non-coercive definitions of power is useful if it helps us to understand
why an actor, in this case India, behaves in ways that do not resonate with the logic of
power politics, strictly defined. It is also an essential step if we wish to take steps
towards the expansion of the great power ontology.

Prestige and the Indian state
India's ambivalence towards the appropriate use of power in the international realm
has led scholars to explore alternative explanations for episodes of seemingly illogical
Indian state behaviour. Since . widespread agreement exists that India's postindependence history has been characterised by ambitions fo r a high global status 133 ,
various scholars have explored the role of prestige in their analyses of aspects of India's
forei gn policy. One p rominent line of scholarship comprises accounts of India's nuclear
tests of 1998, w hi ch are dominat ed by either se curity-based explanations for
nuclearisation, or explanations that foreg round the r ole of prestige or status-seeking.134
The latter atte mpt t o show how India' s frustr at ed great power as pirations underpin the
desire for status enhancem ent.13 5 Karsten Frey' s ext ens ive 2006 study is one exampl e
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of such an approach. His account of India's nuclearisation posits status-seeking as a
primary national interest and diminishes the centrality of security concerns by
highlighting the lack of clarity and consistency among India's strategic elite about the
deterrence value of nuclear weapons. 136 Frey shows how the Indian nuclear
programme was characterised by a widespread acceptance of 'nuclear devices as
unusable,

symbolic

elements

of political

power'

and

'the

prioritization

of

conceptualizing nuclear weapons as devices to demonstrate national power rather than
as elements of military power (in the form of force).' 137 Indeed, Frey concludes:

In contrast to India's perception of its regional security environment, its
main motive in challenging the global nuclear order had less to do with
its perception of this order as a source of insecurity than as a source of
injustice and subjugation. Accordingly, the security dimension of the
nuclear order was less imminent and the Indian nuclear discourse
focussed more on a national interest defined in terms of status. 138

Frey's account is interesting since Indian motives are ascribed to a desire to
'demonstrate national power' and to challenge the 'injustice and subjugation' inherent
in the global nuclear order. He invokes both power and justice in this statement, but it
is only power which sqbsequently finds a place in his explanatory framework. His
prestige-based explanation for India's nuclear tests has at its roots certain assumptions
about the underlying motives of states vis-a-vis the international order that miss
significant aspects of India's nuclear intentions and self-understanding. Frey's account
posits an Indian identity as an emerging power-the flipside of which is a coexistent
identity as a dissatisfied power 139 -seeking to rise above a suboptimal status in the
global order and, by extension, seeking a revision of the international system. Yet in
Frey's definition, revisionist states see themselves as 'the losers of the power
competition at the time the international order was established', which, in the nuclear
domain, was the moment of the establishment of the nuclear non-proliferation regime
through the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).140 This kind of prestige-based
.account focuses on the accrual of national power, defined in material terms, as a
sufficient pathway to justice. It suggests that Indian elites believe the wrongs of the

Frey, India's Nuclear Bomb, 18.
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nuclear global order can be righted simply by becoming a nuclear weapons state, as a
step on a natural, teleologically defined pathway of development in a state's journey
from international underling to potential great power, via membership of the nuclear
club. In short, Frey's account leaves no space for an explicit analysis of the normative
elements he alludes to when he speaks of injustice and subjugation. His approach
implies that India's perceived injustice stems from its dissatisfying place in the global
hierarchy, rather than from its dissatisfaction with the nature of the global hierarchy
itself.

Chapter four of this thesis explores, in some detail, how influential sections of India's
elite have traditionally held a strong normative-revisionist stance with regard to the
global nuclear order, which still finds strong echoes in the current nuclear policy
discourse. India has not accepted or conformed to the prevailing norms of the
international community on nuclear issues, and its leaders have expressed a desire to
restructure both the material and the normative architecture of the global nuclear
order. In failing to interrogate Indian aspirations to achieve enhanced international
prestige through the acquisition of nuclear weapons (which may not be the same thing
as the acquisition of nuclear capability), we learn nothing about the aims and purposes
of that prestige. We also omit to inquire into the rationale for refraining from acquiring
nuclear weapons at a much earlier date. Prestige accounts of India's nuclearisation are
silent about why India did not test nuclear weapons in the 1960s, prior to the
establishment of the NPT regime when acceding to the nuclear club was likely to confer
prestige upon a new member.141

The limitations inherent in prestige-based accounts can be traced back to what I have
described above as the limitations of the great power ontology. Interestingly, Frey
draws on Morgenthau's 'policy of prestige'.142 While Morgenthau has a broad
conception of power, his elucidation of the role of prestige in the relationships between
states falls disappointingly short in comparison.143 For Morgenthau, the purpose of a
policy of prestige is 'to impress other nations with the power one's own nation actually
possesses, or the power it believes, or wants the other nations to believe, it
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possesses'.144 Ultimately, prestige must draw on forms of power that are recognised by
other states, that is, 'military strength ... the most obvious measure of a nation's
power'.14s Due to the inter-subjective understanding of what constitutes power in the
international realm, prestige cannot reflect any other form of power.

I argue that m1ss1ng from prestige is an equally important subjective dimension.
Morgenthau alludes to this in the following passage:

the desire for social recognition is a potent dynamic force determining social relations
and creating social institutions. The individual seeks confirmation, on the part of his
fellows, of the evaluation he puts upon himself It is only in the tribute others pay to his

goodness, intelligence, and power that he becomes fully aware of, and can fully enjoy,
what he deems to be his superior qualities ... The image in the mirror of our fellows '
minds (that is our prestige), rather than the original, of which the image in the mirror
may but be the distorted reflection, determines what we are as members of society.146

Of interest here is the disjuncture between the 'original' and the 'image in the mirror'.
While Morgenthau explores 'three corruptions of the policy of prestige', one of which
describes a nation overestimating its prestige, again prestige is couched only in terms
of material capability. Y~t what if an overestimation of prestige results from a positive
evaluation of oneself based on a different value-framework to- that which is shared
inter-subjectively? A lack of understanding of the disjuncture between the original and
the reflection can lead us to overlook a number of important factors that condition the
way states behave. This is particularly apparent when a nation that has a strong sense
of self valuation, meets with a lack of external affirmation of that valuation. Below I
show how one way to understand this disjuncture is by evoking the notion of esteem,
and exploring its crucial correlate, self-esteem.
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The case for an esteem-led analysis
In what follows I attempt to answer the two questions that have thus-far arisen in the
1

second part of this chapter: firstly if 'non-coercive power politics' or 'influence politics'
1

could obtain what would be its 'currency'? That is to say, how can we conceive of a
1

project of global ascendance that does not draw on power defined in terms of material
capability? Secondly, how might we conceptualise the disjuncture between the high
valuation a nation has of itself and the low prestige it enjoys among a society of states/
where this discrepancy in valuation is the product of two coexistent normative
frameworks?

In their monograph The Economy of Esteem, Geoffrey Brennan and Philip Pettit make a
plausible case that despite the decline in theoretical interest in esteem, 'there is reason
to think that it remains a powerful force in social life.' 147 Their introduction essentially
identifies two key instrumental reasons for seeking esteem: 'it clearly helps us attain
other goods and makes it easier to think well of ourselves to have self-esteem' .1 48
1

Esteem is thus sought and desired 'for a mix of pragmatic and evidentiary reasons'. 149
An actor's responsiveness to the esteem of others is pragmatic to the extent that it can
improve the nature and outcome of interactions between that actor and those others. In
evidentiary terms esteem is valued because it provides psychologically satisfying
1

confirmation of an attainment of certain standards. Thus esteem derived from without
1

can contribute to self-esteem within.

From the pragmatic and evidentiary nature of esteem I derive preliminary answers to
the two questions stated above. Firstly esteem conceived of in pragmatic terms,
1

1

appears to affect the outcome of relations between actors and thus may offer an
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alterative to power defined in terms of material capacity. 150 Secondly, the evidentiary
nature of esteem suggests both a distinction and a correlation between esteem, which
is contextually salient, and self-esteem, which is in part contextually salient but may not
be in its entirety. I explore the pragmatic grounds for esteem-seeking, esteem-as-power,
in more detail below. First, however, I explore the evidentiary grounds for esteemseeking, esteem-as-valuation, and the potentialities it opens up for illuminating key
aspects of state behaviour.

Esteem-as-valuation
Brennan and Pettit define esteem on the basis of three 'attitudes', since esteem
'essentially involves an attitude, not an action ... that may or may not be expressed in
praise or criticism'.1s1 In attitudinal terms, esteem is evaluative, comparative and
directive. Evaluative, because it involves rating a person 'for how they perform in
respect of some characteristic, positive or negative'; comparative, because it operates in
a 'constituency of comparison', that is with regard to others in a reference group that is
either 'explicitly mentioned or contextually salient'; and directive, because it is 'given in
areas where the assumption is that agents can do something about their performance ...
and improve the rating they receive.'1s2 As I explain below, each of these three attitudes
has implications that provide a broader theoretical base than is permitted by notions of
'prestige' or 'recognition'.

The evaluative attitude of esteem permits us to explore the valuation of a state held by
others (esteem) and the valuation that state has of itself (self-esteem). Brennan and
Pettit do not explore the concept of self-esteem in detail, however they do refer to it in
one useful sense. They state:

Enjoying the esteem of others provides me with evidence ... that I am living up to the
ideals assumed in the background evaluations; if I share those ideals, as I normally will,
then it should be welcome news that others think that I live up to them. And enjoying
the esteem of others provides me with corresponding grounds for thinking well of myself
and developing a degree of se/f-:esteem. These considerations work in the negative case
150
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as well, since the disesteem of others will suggest that I am falling short of ideals I very
likely espouse and, short of self-deception, will thereby reduce the self-esteem I can
feel.15 3

This brief allusion to self-esteem can be opened up usefully. The positive contribution
of esteem to self-esteem depends upon an agreement between 'background
evaluations' and the evaluations of the esteem-seeker. The disesteem of others arises
when an actor falls short of ideals espoused within a given esteem-context, thus
impacting negatively on the actor's self-esteem. Yet I argue that the shortfall may not
derive from a failure on the part of the actor to uphold a set of ideals, but can instead
derive from a conscious choice on the part of that actor to omit to uphold those ideals. 154
An actor operating in multiple esteem-contexts with multiple sets of ideals may choose
to eschew esteem in one context in favour of seeking esteem in another. The
relationship between esteem, which is contextually derived, and self-esteem, which I
argue can be derived from multiple social contexts, thus allows the functioning of
multiple normative frameworks in parallel. One held contextually, by the members of a
given community, and one or more others held by an individual actor deeply
entrenched in one or more additional communities. Esteem and self-esteem in a given
esteem-context are thus related, but do not necessarily co-vary.

The corollary of this is that an esteem-led analysis is sensitive to hybrid selves. Two
bodies of scholarship intuitively point to the hybrid identities of states yet hybridity has
not been explicitly or sufficiently explored within the International Relations literature.
The first, that which centres around historical accounts of the expansion of
international society155 , emerges from within the discipline of IR, though finds limited
expression in wider disciplinary theorising. Studies of the expansion of European
international society, and the attendant expansion of the international society of
European states, claim as the outcome of this process an adjustment and adaptation by
non-European countries of their cultural systems or civilizations as they confronted the
European challenge. 156 Thus Gong acknowledges that in the face of the spread of a
European 'standard of civilization', non-European countries seeking entry to the
153 ibid, 26, emphas is mine.
154 Brennan and Pettit acknowledge this in their statement that 'people don't have the same
degree of interest in es teem that is informed by ideals they do not share' - ibid, 33.
155 See, for examp le: Bull, Hedley and Watson, Adam ( eds.) (1984). The Expansion of
International Soc iety. Oxford : Clarendon Press; Gong, Standard of Civilization; Wight, Power
Politics.
156 Gong, Standard of Civilization, 6.
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'civilized' international society 'were first expected to learn its customs and norms, and
to embrace its institutions.' 157 Since Gong also argues that non-European countries
previously unfamiliar with the European states-system continue to face the challenge of
adapting their domestic and international practices, we might conclude that the
internalisation by these countries of some or many of the norms of international
society did not occur to any deep and stable degree. 158 We might therefore conclude
that while some of the norms of international society may have been internalised, nonEuropean countries did not undergo a fundamental shift in identity, but perhaps merely
acquired an additional repertoire of customs and norms. 159 Existing practices and
traditions were thus not necessarily displaced. Bull recognises, for example, that 'in
matters of values the distance between [Asian, African, and other non-Western
peoples] and Western societies is greater than, in the early years of national liberation
or decolonization, it was assumed to be'.160

A second body of scholarship that recognises hybrid selves is that of postcolonial
studies. Postcolonialism as a body of theory centres around notions of difference and
resistance in relations between the West and the Third World. 161 Concerned with the
onset of modernity in the non-Western world through colonialism and imperialism,
post-colonial theory seeks to understand the contemporary dynamics of cultural
diversity within a de-Eur.opeanised space of recovery and political sovereignty. One key
observation of post-colonial approaches is that the nature of 'modernity' is not culture
or value free, and that the variation in the historical trajectory of different societies is
more accurately represented as the existence of multiple modernities.162 The focus on
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difference and resistance within postcolonial perspectives, or the assertion of the
particular in the face of the dominant or universal, has thus been accompanied by an
emphasis on hybridity and ambivalence.

The understanding of the notion of hybridity I employ here is a necessarily broad one.
While hybridity is often conceptualised as a condition specific to postcoloniality, 'a
product of the interaction of cultures that was an inevitable manifestation of colonial
rule', I strip back its definition to incorporate any instance of a multiple self functioning
within a dominant and extraneously-defined normative context, to which that self is at
least partially socialised.163

My use of the concept of hybridity does not presuppose any extent of hybridity, nor
suggest that there are only two identities at a state's disposal, nor imply that these
identities are separate or 'pure' and thus mutually exclusive. 164 I could equally use the
term multiplicity. However in the present context I wish primarily to stress deviation
from the dominant context. If esteem is contextually derived, a state will operate in the
dominant esteem-context and in an internally oriented or 'domestic' esteem-context.
Moreover, the nature of the internally oriented esteem-context may shape a state's
proclivity to seek esteem in other external esteem-contexts, ones different to the
dominant external esteem-context. 16 5 Self-esteem thus derives both collectively from

except by saying that it is the culture of the dominant Western Powers' - Bull, Anarchical Society,
37.
163

Paolini, Navigating Modernity, 92. I consciously detach hybridity from its political context of
resistance, though I do so not out of a lack of sensitivity to the existence of master-narratives of
hegemony. Rather, it is my contention that Postcolonialism, posited as 'a celebration of the
particular and the marginal' often fails to enter into dialogue with the categories it resists, with
the not infrequent result of two separate and mutually unintelligible conversations - ibid, 6.
Echoing Jane Gordon's argument that in political theorising, 'our work cannot be limited to the
simple substitution of one universal revealed as particular by another overstated particularity', I
seek in hybridity a conceptual tool with which to develop an integrative framework, that is, 'a
genuine alternative to the seemingly inevitable dialectic between the universal and the
particular' - Gordon, Jane Anna (2007). 'The Gift of Double Consciousness: Some Obstacles to
Grasping the Contributions of the Colonized', in: Persram, Nalini (ed.). Postcolonialism and
Political Theory. Lanham: Lexington Books, pp.142-161, 157.
164
For an analysis of the politics of separation and purity and an exploration of ambiguous
identities, see Lugones, Maria (1994). 'Purity, Impurity, and Separation', Signs, Vol. 19, No. 2, pp.
458-479 .
165 The Indian state might be conceived of as operating in multiple external esteem-contexts
(with more success in some than in others and across different historical periods since
independence) in addition to the dominant context of international society. Examples include:
the group of decolonising Afro-Asian states in the 1950s, the group of non-aligned states from
the 1960s onwards, the South Asian region, and a broader number of. bilateral esteem-contexts
since the end of the Cold War. I explore these multiple external esteem-contexts acro·s s chapters
three, four and five.
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external contexts and from an internal esteem-context embodied in the most salient of
the narratives of the 'national self. Self-esteem is thus multivalent.

A hybrid state operates within the dominant discourse of international society yet is

embedded within at least one other system of meaning or normative framework. It is
expected that non-European or non-Western societies have further to 'travel' between
the dominant external esteem-context and the internal one, where each is contiguous
with differing normative frameworks or systems of meaning (which may overlap), and
we might equally expect this distance to advance into near irreconcilability in some
cases, where, for example, postcolonial states have consciously engaged in the
development of national identities that construct normative frameworks in opposition
to, and in rejection of, colonial rule.166

Where we are dealing with a state aspiring to global prominence, deviation from the
dominant context is from that which is described by the great power ontology. In
evoking hybridity, I do not seek to homogenise all that lies outside the great power
ontology. Indeed, I aim to particularise the great power ontology. Using hybridity as a
conceptual tool, I therefore make here a consciously simple distinctien between the
social reality that is recognised by the great power ontology and that which is excluded
from it, and equally allow for both the possibility that a state can 'move' between social
realities, and that these realities may overlap.

According to the second of their triad of attitudes, Brennan and Pettit conceive of
esteem as a 'comparative attitude'. Since esteem is a positional good, it differs from the
concept of recognition as it has been typically employed in critical social theory.167
Acknowledging Fukuyama's distinction between isothymia - 'the desire for recognition
as the equal of others' - and megalothymia - 'the desire for recognition as superior to
others', the authors suggest that esteem can incorporate both the former and the

166 I show in chapter three how India constitutes a distinct example since the Nehruvian
worldview which shaped Indian foreign policy drew heavily on M. K. Gandhi's construction of a
powerful critique of Western civilization, enunciated most clearly in the latter's Hind Swaraj see: Parel, Anthony J. (ed.) (1997). Gandhi: Hind Swaraj and other writings. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.
167 The standard reference here is Honneth, Axel (1995). The Struggle for Recognition: The Moral
Grammar of Social Conflicts. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. Philip Nel draws on Honneth to explore
the application of recognition theory to emerging regional powers in international society - Nel,
Redistribution and recognition.
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latter.16s Indeed, recognition implies the achievement of a given standard, thus situating
an actor in a struggle for equality rather than primacy. This means that both the English
School-inspired approaches outlined above, which I argued fall within the great power
ontology, and recognition theory as it has been developed else\vhere in relation to
emerging powers169, are limited to Fukuyama's isothymia - seeking recognition from
others merely as a means of gaining their acceptance that one is on equal footing with
them.

Apart from an intuitive sense that a state aspiring to global prominence is unlikely to
attempt to shape itself in the mould of an existing power, whose example it can never
completely, or perhaps willingly follow, recognition theory provides little space for
agency. As we saw from the first part of this chapter, being recognised as equivalent is
at some level always a process of homogenisation. While the socialisation of an
emerging power is predicted by the great power ontology, we might expect an
ambitious, aspiring power with a strong sense of self-esteem-derived from internal
and perhaps other external esteem-contexts-to be dissatisfied with the goal of
equivalency and to seek to reach beyond it. Since esteem is positional, a state seeking
esteem might ultimately have as its objective outside acceptance that it is both
equivalent to other states in some respects and yet superior to them in others. 170
Important here is the theoretical implication of the comparative dimension of esteem:
we endow emerging powers with an ability to conceptualise greatness in terms that
168 Brennan and Pettit, Economy of Esteem, 20n; For Fukuyama, 'megalothymia-the desire to be
recognized as superior' suffers from a 'lack of respectability' and 'has been ethically vanquished
in the modern world', banished by the liberal politics of the Hobbesian-Lockean tradition Fukuyama, The End of History, 190.
169 For Nel, the struggle for recognition on the part of emerging powers is limited to the denial of
full and equal membership of international society through formal and informal means: 'states
can be expected to behave as responsible world citizens only on the basis of their being
respected as full members of that society, that is, bearers of all the rights, privileges, and
responsibilities in terms of the principles and values that are embedded in international society'
- Nel, Redistribution and recognition, 966.
170 Indeed, the kinds of 'recognition strategies' pursued by the Indian state, and the discourses
that surround them, do not relay contentment with a mere acknowledgement of equivalency.
India's sites of recognition tend, nearly always in rhetoric and in often practice, to span both the
universal and the particular: India is the world's largest democracy, but it is also 'a unique
example of a developing country of... great diversity' functioning within a democratic
framework - Singh, Manmohan (2005). 'PM's valedictory address to the fifth session of the 14th
Lok Sabha,' 30 August 2005 , see: http://pmindia.nic.in/speech/content.asp?id=l 78, accessed 7
July 2010. India is a nuclear weapons state but one with a singular history 'marked by restraint
and striving for the total elimination of all weapons of mass destruction' and with disarmament
initiatives continuing to form 'the cornerstone' of its nuclear doctrine - Government of India
(1998). 'Evolution of India's Nuclear Policy,' India News, May 16 - June 15 1998, pp. 3-6, see:
htt~1:
'", -.indianembassv.org 'mews/mavjunelS98.pdf, accessed 10 June 2010. If those at the
helm of the Indian state have believed that their national ethos or c_o nduct to be superior to that
of others, we require a means of conceptualising this.
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overlap with existing global norms but also diverge from them in ways they subjectively
consider valuable. This further opens up the great power ontology.

Indeed, the understanding of self-esteem elucidated by the critical social theorist Axel
Honneth actually requires a margin of difference from a given context. 171 For him, an
essential component of self-esteem is that which renders an actor 'special, unique,
and ... 'particular".1n However, for Honneth, what is considered a valuable contribution
to society ultimately determines the social conditions for esteem, hence esteem is
situated 'in the horizons of values of a particular culture'. 173 The central issue is that 'it
is difficult to maintain self-esteem in the face of systematic denigration from outside
one's subculture'174 Thus while a particular esteem-context may encourage an actor to
stand out, the grounds of such uniqueness must be positively valued within that
esteem-context.

This point ties in with Brennan and Pettit's third dimension of esteem - the 'directive
attitude'. This attitude provides for a sensitivity to change in the behaviour of an actor
since it assumes that actors will attempt to improve their assessment in a given esteemcontext Taken in conjunction with the concept of hybridity-of an 'eKternal' and an
'internal' dimension-the directive attitude opens up the possibility of simulation and
ambiguity on the part of a hybrid actor. In the dominant context of international society

it thus becomes possible to simulate behaviour and acquire attributes to gain esteem,
and to derive a degree of self-esteem in the process. Such a strategy is akin to Wendt's
notion of calculation as a mode of norm internalisation: where the adoption of a norm
is seen to further the interests of an actor, compliance is elicited, but if no advantage
follows, the norm will be disregarded.175 At the same time, however, it is possible for
self-esteem to be co-derived from behaviour and attributes valued highly in a different
given esteem-context, where the two sets may even appear contradictory. The result is
behaviour targeted at two or more normative frameworks, which appears ambiguous
from the outside but is rational from an inside vantage point. A sensitivity to hybridity
therefore has far-reaching implications. It allows for identities to remain constant in
some or many respects, despite externally observable change. Esteem-seeking in the
171

Honneth, Axel (1995). The Struggle for Recognition.
Anderson, Joel (1995). 'Translator's Introduction', in: Honneth, Axel. The Struggle for
Recognition: The Moral Grammar of Social Conflicts. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, pp. x-xxi, xvi.
173 ibid, xvii.
174 ibid, xviii.
175
Wendt, Social Theory, 246-312. Calculation differs from coercion (see n108) in that norm
compliance is not the result of the threat of punitive sanction.
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dominant context of international society can thus be a matter of performance rather

than evidence of a deep internalisation of norms. This provides alternative ways of
reading apparent changes in the identity of states other than by invoking the simple
logic of socialisation. What appears as socialisation might in fact be performance and
not a fundamental shift in identity at all.

Amidst changes to India's material power profile, continuities in India's national
identity and in its operation within other esteem contexts are manifest that point to
something particular, and enduring, in the Indian mode of conducting global politics.
Using the lenses of estee1n and its correlate, self-esteem, we can make steps towards
understanding why a state shifts outward-oriented behaviour even where its identity
and preferences remain relatively stable. An awareness of hybridity allows for a
commitment to a relatively stable value order, derived from an internal social context.

Esteem-as-power
As noted above, esteem can serve as a resource for influencing the behaviour of other
actors. Being held in esteem can attract beneficial cooperation from other actors: if
actor A is held in esteem, it would be expected that other actors will behave more
positively differently in their conduct with A, than if they held A in disesteem. An initial
challenge is however that the pragmatic and evidentiary motivations for esteemseeking may not always be distinguishable. Brennan and Pettit note that the pragmatic
motivations for esteem-seeking suggest that an actor will attempt to increase the size of
the audience that holds them in esteem as a means of increasing the likelihood that
their interactions will be with others who hold them in esteem and thus positive.176 The
evidentiary motivations for esteem-seeking, on the other hand, suggest that an actor
will prefer to seek the esteem of a smaller audience: those with greater competence in a
given esteem-context, that is, those who are themselves highly esteemed.i 77 This is
complicated by the fact that an actor's preference for being esteemed by those highly
endowed with competence or esteem can also be pragmatically motivated since 'those
with greater competence in any area are also likely to be more influential in spreading
amongst others the opinion they happen to form of one's competence and

17 6

Brennan and Pettit, Economy of Esteem, 26

177

ibid, 27 .
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performance'.178 Thinking about the tension between the pragmatic and evidentiary
motivations for esteem-seeking, and their often complex reconciliation, can deliver
useful insights into why states engage in complex and sometimes contradictory ways
with other states.

While Brennan and Pettit view esteem as a 'domain of desire' that is 'relatively
autonomous' from the domain of power, it is not always easy to clearly distinguish (the
pragmatic motivations for) esteem-seeking from power-seeking since both can
manifest as an instrumental approach to the conduct of social relations. 179 Robert
Keohane, for example, suggests that the outcome of a state's effort to increase its
external esteem may include the attraction of foreign investment and other economic
benefits. 180 A state held in high esteem may become a preferred trading partner or
political ally and thus derive material benefit from its engagement with other states.
And apart from the benefits that accrue from outside, an increase in esteem can result
in heightened domestic support for those at the helm of a state and thus function as an
internal source of power. 181 For Barnett and Duvall, power is 'the production, in and
through social relations, of effects that shape the capacities of actors to determine their
circumstances and fate'. 182 Esteem may equally be said to do so. In i:heir taxonomy of
power, Barnett and Duvall present four concepts of power, compulsory, institutional,
structural and produc.tive, all of which I see as compatible with esteem.1s3 In their
description of compulsory power, for example, which covers 'the range of relations
between actors that allow one to shape directly the circumstances or actions of
another', they include the possibility that states will alter their actions as a result of a
strategy of 'shaming'.184 Their other concepts of power each implicitly have embedded
within them a normative framework, deviation from which may entail, in addition to
material costs, social costs - or disesteem.
178 ibid, 27. Thus while it may be pragmatic for India to seek esteem from a large number of
states in international society, there may be both evidentiary and pragmatic motivations for
India to seek esteem from the United States, to the extent that it enjoys a position of high esteem
in international society, and US conferral of esteem upon India can increase the esteem other
states confer upon India. Where the United States is held in disesteem in the eyes of other states,
however, India may do well to limit its modes of esteem-seeking from the United States.
179 Brennan and Pettit, Economy of Esteem, 13.
18 Keohane, Robert 0. (2010) 'The Economy of Esteem and Climate Change', St. Anthony's
International Review, Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 16-28, 19.
181 1'b'd
1 .
182 Barnett and Duvall, Power in International Relations, 42.
183 Barnett and Duvall, Power in International Relations.
184 ibid, 49-50. Keohane notes, for example, how '[i]ncentives for leaders to implement the
provisions of human rights treaties include the desire for esteem and aversion to disesteem' Keohane, The Economy of Esteem, 19.
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While it is not possible here to comprehensively explore the role that esteem plays in
determining the outcomes of social relations, the important point to note is that esteem
can be an autonomous domain to power, and that benefits can be derived from esteem

that do not require the direct exercise of coercive power. Being held in high esteem by a
large number of states may therefore be a priority for a state which de-prioritises the
use of coercive power in its conduct with other states. And as a form of non-coercive
power, esteem may be able to bring about normative change in a manner that is more
embedded and enduring than coercive power.1ss

It is important to note in conclusion that an esteem-led analysis has methodological
implications. Esteem-as-valuation, and its correlate, self-esteem, are intimately

connected to identity and psychology and thus necessarily felt by individuals rather
than institutions and states. Yet, to the extent that the state exists as an administrative
structure which endows elites with legitimate state power, elites both construct and
enact the identity of the state, and state identity can serve to justify the exercise of
power in a certain way. While I would not go so far as to anthropomorphise the state1B 6,
I agree with Richard Ned Lebow that 'to the extent that individuals identify with the
state-one of the defining characteristics of nationalism-they tend to project many of
their emotional needs on their state... and seek vicarious fulfilment through its
successes.' 187 Esteem and self-esteem do therefore attach to the state, however, selfesteem needs to be accessed at the confluence point between esteem-contexts. For
reasons I explain in the next chapter, in the Indian context it is necessary to examine
the way that esteem functions at the level of a particular community of actors, that of
Indian foreign policy elites.

The pu rp ose of the esteem-led analysis presented here is to illuminate state identities
an d co ncomitant behavi ours that exist apart from, parallel to, or in opposition to those
whi ch have bee n assumed by the great pow er master-narrative and mainstream IR
scho larship more bro adly. I have shown how an esteem-led analysis delivers a

iss Wendt's third mode of norm internalisation, belief, is co nsi dere d th e mo st robust and

enduring mode of norm internalisation, since the releva nt norm is perceived as legitimate either
in content or within the context it functions. In a highly prioritised esteem-context, the norms
held by the most highly esteemed may have a greater likelihood of bei ng perceived of as
legitimate and thus be more readily internalised - Social Theory, 246-312 .
186 Wendt, Alexander (2004). 'The state as pers on in int ernationa l th eory', Review of
International Studies, Vol. 30, No. 2, pp. 289-316.
187 Lebow, Fear, interest and honour, 433.
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significant second dimension of analysis. Whereas recognition theory is interested
primarily in 'the role that inter-subjectivity plays in constituting subjectivity and
identity'iss, an esteem-led analysis can illuminate the role of both inter-subjectivity and
identity and subjectivity in the behaviour of actors. By revealing hybrid or multiplex
identities, an esteem-led analysis allows for the possibility that identity and subjectivity
can remain resilient in the face of the homogenising forces of socialisation, and that the
locales of recognition in a dominant inter-subjective context can be incorporated into a
strategic performance that delivers interim payoffs, either materially or in terms of
self-esteem. Actors operating in an extraneously derived normative context thus are
not posited as the subjects of socialisation into a dominant inter-subjective context, but
are engaged in selective esteem-seeking from multiple esteem-contexts. Further, an
acknowledgement of the pragmatic role of esteem-seeking provides an additional lens
through which to explore the outcomes of social relations, rather than the coercive use
of force posited by the great power ontology. Together, esteem-as-valuation and
esteem-as-power thus provide the conceptual space for the identity and subjectivity of
aspiring global powers to elicit different behaviour and different goals to those
described by the great power ontology.

Global Leadership: An Integrative Framework of 'Greatness'
So far I have argued that a more integrative ontology is required in order to further the
theorising, and enable a deeper understanding, of the identity and behaviour of
emerging prominent global actors. To do so, in the first part of this chapter I outlined
the nature of great power theorising to date, and, in the second part, I demonstrated
the failure of such theorising to illuminate the case of India. Employing esteem as an
analytical device I attempted to create conceptual space for a deeper understanding of
the 'great' identity and the 'great' behaviour of the Indian state. In this final part of the
chapter I introduce new terminology with which to describe the identity and behaviour
of current or aspiring prominent global actors.

I conceive of global leadership as the broad conceptual framework in which this new
terminology sits. I do not use the term great power because as both a label and a
concept, it connotes too many of the existing, dominant assumptions of the great power
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Nel, Redistribution and recognition, 963.
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ontology which as I have argued above produce both a fixed identity and a related set
1

1

1

of relatively rigid behaviours and goals. My aim in presenting global leadership as a
conceptual framework is to integrate existing understandings of great powers with new
1

analyses} such as the one that follows in this thesis. Yet 'integration as I conceive of it
here is not meant as a conceptual manipulation that foregrounds less-than-prominent
states on the basis of an expanded definition. The global leadership framework aims to
enable a degree of comparative analysis of the beliefs and practices of aspiring global
leaders with those currently occupying the top table} without assuming the success of
the former. The rationale for this has been given above: in order to tell stories about
new 'greaf actors} we must avoid recasting them in the image of existing 'greaf
protagonists. By narrating the global leadership ambitions} attempts and outcomes of
emerging 'greaf actors from as close to an internal viewpoint as we can access we gain
1

insights into the interplay of relatively underexplored state identities and dominant
inter-subjective contexts. In doing so} we create alternative idioms in which to narrate
the trajectories of rising global players such as India and China} thereby freeing future
actors and modes of global leadership from the teleology of the historical experience of
members past and present of the institution of the great powers.

Conceptions ofgreatness
Central to global leadership is thus necessarily the subjective beliefs and values of
aspiring (or actual) prominent global actors (global leaders )J in contrast to their
attributes. I term these beliefs 'inter-subjective conceptions of greatness' where they
are broadly shared and legitimised in international society} and 'self-conceptions of
greatness' where they are subjectively held. Subjective beliefs can become intersubjective and vice versa. Great power attributes as they are understood within the
great power ontology can thus be understood as self-conceptions of greatness that

have} to an extent become inter-subjective conceptions. Self-conceptions of greatness
are therefore culturally or civilizationally specific grounds for assuming a prominent
role in global affairs. They can incorporate material characteristics behavioural norms
1

and other facets of identity in which ever combination is assumed to merit a more
prominent global role where merit is defined both subjectively and inter-subjectively.
1

In other words) actors must first be convinced of their own merit before they can begin
to persuade others} yet since merit can be .determined only on the basis of a comparison
with others) it is necessarily also inter-subjectively derived. Self-conceptions of
greatness may be both explicitly articulated or concealed. It is assumed that enduring
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inter-subjective conceptions of greatness will be ones that share broad acceptance
through their embodiment of norms and values that have common or near-universal
appeal.

Practices and performances of leadership
Rather than seeking to identify pre-defined or expected behaviours of states, global
leadership picks out practices and performances of leadership that intend to deliver

leadership outcomes.1s9 Conceptions of greatness, both subjectively and intersubjectively held, collectively determine both the outcomes and the modes of leadership
a state enacts, that is, both the substance and the procedure of leadership. Practices and
performances refer to how leadership is presented, debated and applied. Practices and
performances of leadership include attempts at leadership which may or may not be, or
have been, successful. Thus we are able to explore the intended leadership practices of
aspiring prominent states, even where their leadership success to date has fallen short
of elevating them to a higher standing in international society. In this way we are able
to access the historical record from the vantage point of the aspiring leader rather than
viewing leadership attempts as commencing only when practices and performances of
leadership resonate with inter-subjective conceptions of greatness.

Grand strategies of protection and projection
Since intended leadership outcomes are determined by subjectively and intersubjectively held conceptions of greatness, their content is not pre-determined by the
global leadership framework. However, a pattern of strategic behaviour19o follows from

the basis of leadership aspirations. Since an aspiring global leader will benefit most
where its self-conceptions of greatness become inter-subjectively shared for reasons
that are both pragmatic and evidentiary, such a state will endeavour to gain broad
recognition of it self-conceptions of greatness. If it is successful, it enables that state to
189

The idea of focussing on outcomes is sourced from on Drath et al's integrative ontology of
leadership - Drath et al, Direction, alignment, commitment.
190
An absence of the pre-determined content of leadership outcomes should make clear that by
strategic behaviour I do not refer to the notion of 'grand strategy' as it is commonly used in
Security Studies, which generally connotates a drive to increase national power and security in a
material sense - see, for example: Christiensen, Thomas J. (1996). Useful Adversaries: Grand
Strategy, Domestic Mobilization, and Sino-American Conflict, 194 7-1958. Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 7. I refer instead to a correlate enterprise, which entails domestic and
international policies framed within the broader vision of a leadership role and is thus deployed
as a cohesive 'strategy'.
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promote its values among other societies and to shape the international environment
to reflect its values.191 Part of a campaign to prominence must therefore involve a

projection of self-conceptions of greatness and a protection of the self from which they
derive. The twin processes of protection and projection form the basis of the 'grand
strategy' of any aspiring great power - without projection there is no mechanism to
persuade others of one's greatness, and without protection there is no guarantee that
the merit assigned to the self for assuming a global leadership role-an aspiring state's
self-esteem-will survive.192

Global leadership destinations
The framework of global leadership does not preselect certain types or identities of
state by measuring them against a checklist of 'great' attributes, but instead looks at the
subjective self-conceptions of greatness, that is, the beliefs and values of aspiring ( or
actual) prominent global actors. Moreover, it avoids the search for pre-existing 'great'
behaviour, but instead picks out practices and performances of greatness on the basis
of their intended outcomes, that is, particular imaginings of prominence and leadership.
The assumption is that both intended outcomes and practices and performances are
based on self-conceptions of greatness. Both practices and performances, and
outcomes, as products of particular identities ( embodying particular self-conceptions
of greatness), thus must remain content-free, however, a basic mechanism is assumed
to be at work Part of a campaign to prominence must involve a projection of selfconceptions of greatness and a protection of the self from which they derive. By
identifying intended outcomes we permit the exploration of leadership attempts that
are unsuccessful as well as successful and can thus chart the course of emerging
powers, gaining insights into their identity along the way, before they achieve salience
or attention from the global community.

Where to from here?

191

Morris states that 'great powers have a clear interest in perpetuating a society which reflects
the values and goals which they promote', while Huntington claims that '[s]tates pursue primacy
to be able to ... promote their interests, and shape the international environment in ways that
will reflect their interests and values' - Morris, Normative Innovation; Huntington, Why
International Primacy Matters, 69- 70.
19 2 This may either be because a state-or the actors at its helm-will no longer possess the
subjectively-defined traits of greatness or 'otherness' they assumed marked them as superior, or
because their leadership is challenged domestically.
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This chapter has produced a conceptual framework that aims to drive and justify an
examination of the interrelation, over time, between Indian self-understandings of
greatness and Indian practices and performances of global leadership. Since the central

question driving the thesis as a whole is the extent to which a 'great' Indian identity has
remained constant since independence, or differently posited, the degree to which the
Indian state has been socialised into adopting the common understandings, rules,
norms and mutual expectations of the existing club of great powers, the task ahead
consists of mapping the 'great' identity, the 'great' practices and the 'great' aspirations
of the Indian state over time. The particular historical trajectories and experiences of
the Indian state within both international society and vis-a-vis the club of the great
powers reveal both what is distinctive about Indian greatness-at the level of beliefs
and practices-but also how Indian self-conceptions of greatness have responded to
the dominant inter-subjective conceptions of greatness that characterise the existing
global leadership context, and how this dominant context appears from an alternative
viewpoint.

Rather than to re-theorise great powers, I have argued that by tapping into a vantage
point 'from without', it becomes possible to illuminate the existence and nature of some
examples of narrative remainders 193

-

parts of the story of global international history

which have remained at the edges of more dominant narratives, but which can
potentially offer new frames of understanding in a changing global context. In the next
chapter, I explore existing analyses of India's rise and their limitations in eliciting such
alternative narratives. To remedy what I consider a dearth of 'inside-out' readings of
Indian state identity, I propose a methodological approach that is sensitive to multiple
systems of meaning and modes of interpretation, and attempts to glimpse well-known
narratives through different cultural or civilizational lenses.

193

The notion of 'remainders' is sourced from an analysis of Gandhian political thought by
Ronald Terchek and describes neglected knowledge. Neglected knowledge is that which is
omitted from a given account of a phenomenon or which lies outside of the frame we use to view
or understand a given situation - Terchek, Ronald J. (1998). Gandhi: Struggling for Autonomy.
Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers. Terchek attributes the parentage of the term to the
work of Bernard Williams - Williams, Bernard (1973). Problems of the Self. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.
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Chapter 2
The Pendulous Gaze - A Hybrid View of India's
Greatness

Introduction

In the previous chapter I made a case for enriching the existing great power discourse.
In this chapter I lay out and justify a method of mapping Indian self-conceptions of
greatness and Indian practices and performances of global leadership, and assessing
their mutual constitution over time. The first part of the chapter begins by exploring
how India's emergence, and the behaviour associated with it, has been analysed and
assessed within the existing scholarship. It argues that the majority of these accounts
remain tied to the assumptions of a pre-defined great power template-whether this is
explicitly or implicitly rendered-and have a strong normative dimension. As such,
these accounts fail to assess India's international identity and conduct on its own terms,
firstly, since they deploy modes oftheorising about Indian actors that are exogenously
derived 194, and secondly, since they lack any significant historical contextualisation.

The second section of the chapter briefly surveys the critique that has been levelled at
International Relations as a discipline on precisely the two counts identified in the first
part: a failure to situate state behaviour firstly in relation to cultural identities, and
secondly within the context of broader historical processes. It goes on to outline two
remedial methodologies that have emerged in response to, or partly as the substance
of, this critique: a cultural anthropological approach encompassed in Wanda Vrasti's
reading of critical ethnography as it pertains to the discipline of IR, and a philosophy of
history that Christian Reus-Smit has presented as a distinctive constructivist mode of
historical inquiry. 19 s Critical ethnography functions as both an approach to the study

and interpretation of cultural identities and a mode of interrogating categories of

That is, ways of making sense of the world that are attributed to these actors rather than
sourced from their own understandings of what motivates their action.
19s Vrasti, Wanda (2008) . 'The Strange Case of Ethnography in International Relations',
Millennium, Vol. 37, o. 2, pp. 279-301, 300; Reus-Smit, Christian (2008). 'Reading His tory
through Constructivist Eyes ', Millennium , Vol. 37, No. 2, pp. 395-414.
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analysis, while the constructivist mode of historical inquiry presented by Reus-Smit
describes a reading of international history based on a 'distinctive social ontology of
world politics that situates agents and action within 'culturally and historically specific
1

contexts of argument and justification'.1 96 By undertaking a closer analysis of the
concept of hybridity and introducing the notion of the 'pendulous gaze', I explain how
an awareness of both cultural variation and temporal change is essential to grasping
the complexities of Indian state identity and agency in the international realm.

The third part of the chapter identifies what I consider to constitute the primary locales
of Indian state identity and agency. It makes a case for a key assumption that drives this
study: that Indian foreign policymaking elites have constituted a distinct community
and have been responsible-to a near exclusive degree-for imagining, practising and
performing 'India-as-a-global:-leader' for both internal and external audiences. I show
how foreign policy was the preserve of a tightly-delineated elite community in the early
decades after independence, and argue that, to a significant degree, this has continued
to be the case. In doing so, I present a set of arguments that are historical, institutional,
political and societal, and are strongly tied to the nature and evolution of the foreign
policy apparatus of the Indian state. This apparatus and the individuals who function
within it constitute a key strand of analysis in subsequent chapters, particularly in
Chapter Three. As a whole, this section provides a justification for the sites of analysis
that form the focus of the subsequent three chapters and which serve as a means of
assessing the production, deployment and evolution of self-conceptions of greatness.

In the final part of the chapter I identify some of the practical challenges of research
associated with accessing informants and textual sources. I outline the nature of the
fieldwork undertaken in the course of the study and the sources consulted as a means
of gaining proximity to the worldviews and modes of functioning of this community of
elites. I then go on to critique the approach adopted in this research project,
recognising the limitations inherent in surveying elite understandings and imaginings
of Indian greatness. It is important to note at the outset that I do not claim to present
either a coherent set of cultural norms or a distinct Indian national mindset on which to
base my subsequent analysis of Indian self-conceptions of greatness and Indian
practices and performances of global leadership. Conscious that such a delineation of
actors and state identity is an act of selective abstraction, and that the resultant
research is limited by scope, space, exposure, 'inside knowledge' and subjectivity, I
196
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nonetheless make a strong case that the approach posited delivers insights into Indian
self-conceptions of greatness and Indian practices and performances of global
leadership that transcend some of the problems of existing accounts and add valuable
depth and nuance to scholarship on India's international relations as a whole.

Existing Analyses of India's Rise
India's recent emergence as a prominent global actor has generated a vast amount of
scholarship that is both united and divided by ideas of continuity and change in the
conduct of Indian foreign policy. A number of scholars agree that one of the few clearly
continuous threads in the history of India's international engagement has been an

ambition, on the part of its leaders, to achieve global recognition of India's
significance. 197 Indian leaders are said to feel that their country has a unique
contribution to make to the world and consider India duty-bound to improve the
nature and functioning of the community of nations. 198 Variously, India's elite 'derive
their sense of self from a long and continuous history' and 'have proclaimed a special
destiny or mission for India in Asia and the world, based on the greatness of its
civilization, its strategic location, and its distinctive view of the world'.1 99 India wishes
to be recognised as having 'contributed to humanity within and beyond the
subcontinent' and lays claim to 'a distinct civilizational identity, composed of a number
of cultural patterns, social structures, and a special view of history' as well as 'a unique
set of values, images and ideas'. 200 While these scholars make easy reference to a
central continuity in ideas of Indian exceptionalism in the minds of Indian leaders, they
do not elaborate upon their substance or its relationship to real-world political
outcomes. Absent from their observations is a sustained analysis of who these leaders
are, the nature of their 'special' identity and values, how they envisage India's
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contribution to the world, the manner in which the values they espouse play into the
way they make decisions on behalf of the Indian state, and whether those values have
changed over time. 201 The result is that there is no clear argument for why, apart from
keeping alive elite ambitions to global greatness, the continuity of an elite faith in
Indian exceptionalism should be of much interest to scholars of global politics.

The dearth of accounts which explore the contours of an Indian worldview and how it
'matters' perhaps underlies, or at least does not circumscribe, the proliferation of
another, much vaster body of literature on India's emergence, whose focus is implicitly
one of discontinuity. It speaks to recent shifts in India's observable attributes and is
characterised by what I refer to as 'checklisting'. 202 Simply put, checklisting involves a
comparison of India's attributes and behaviour to the material and normative criteria
that are explicitly or implicitly held to characterise prominent states in the
international system. Many such analyses 203 assess the extent of India's conformity to a
list of great power attributes, such as population and territory, economic capability,
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Stephen P. Cohen's work is a partial exception - in his seminal India: Emerging Power, he
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military strength) nuclear status, and political stability, while others 204 focus on
individual dimensions such as the prospects of the Indian economy. Certain studies
unambiguously adopt a Waltzian framework of analysis. 205 Other approaches impute
the social dimension I linked in the previous chapter to English School approaches, by
assessing the contributions India makes or could potentially make to the 'special duties'
performed by current global leaders.206 They develop prognoses about the extent to
which India is likely to take on the responsibilities of global governance in the future
and are joined by numerous other scholars in their evaluations o( for example, Indian
contributions to UN peacekeeping missions) democracy promotion the Coalition of the
1

Willing in Afghanistan and knowledge economies as well as Indian stances on human
1

1

rights and the responsibility to protect and Indian behaviour within international
negotiations.2° 7 The act of checklisting is often supplemented by explorations of
'negative' Indian attributes that is deviations from a broader template that surrounds
1

1

the great power checklist such as IndiaJs poverty its potential for internal conflict
1

1

1

access to energy resources and lack of infrastructure; its regional challenges troubled
1

neighbourhood and not least its enduring conflict with Pakistan.zos These deviations
204 Bardhan, Pranab (2010). Awakening Giants, Feet of Clay: Assessing the Economic Rise of China
and India. Princeton: Princeton University Press; Baru, Sanjaya (2006). Strategic Consequences of
India's Economic Performance. New Delhi: Academic Foundation; Das, Gucharan (2006). 'The
India Model') Foreign Affairs, Vol. 85) N.o. 4, pp. 2-6.
205 Examples include: Hagerty. 'India and the Global Balance of Power'; Nayar and Paul, India in
the World Order; Perkovich, 'Is India a Major Power?'.
206 Cooper, Andrew F. and Fues, Thomas (2008). 'Do the Asian Drivers Pull their Diplomatic
Weight? China, India, and the United Nations', World Development, Vol. 36, No. 2, pp. 293-307;
Dormandy, Xenia (2008). 'Is India, or Will It Be, a Responsible International Stakeholder?', in
Lennon Alexander T.J. and Kozlowski, Amanda ( eds.). Global Powers in the 21 st Century:
Strategies and Relations. Cambridge) MA.: The MIT Press and CSIS, pp. 60-76; Grant, Charles
(2008). 'India's Role in the New World Order', Briefing Note, September 2008, London: Centre
for European Reform; Mohan, C. Raja (2009). 'India and the Asian Security Architecture,' in
Green, Michael J. and Bates Gill (eds.). Asia's New Multilateralism: Cooperation, Competition and
the Search for Community. New York: Columbia University Press ) pp- 128-153.
207 Bullion, Alan (1997). 'India and UN peacekeeping operations', International Peacekeeping,
Vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 98-114; Cartwright, Jan (2 009). 'India's Regional and International Support for
Democracy: Rhetoric or Reality?' Asian Survey, vol. 49, no. 3, pp. 403-428; Cooper and Fues, 'Do
the Asian Drivers Pull their Diplomatic Weight?'; Jaffrelot, Christophe (2008). 'India) An
Emerging Power, But How Far?', in Jaffrelot, Christophe (ed.) . The Emerging States: The
Wellspring of a New World Order. London : Hurst and CERI, pp.76-89 ; Krishnasamy, Kabilan
(2003). 'The paradox of India's peacekeeping', Contemporary South Asia, Vol. 12 ) No. 2, pp. 263280; Mallavarapu, Siddharth (2010). 'Democracy promotion circa 2010: an Indian perspective,'
Contemporary Politics, Vol. 16, No. 1, March 2010, pp.49-61 ; Mohan, C. Raja (2007). 'Balancing
Interests and Values: India's Struggle with Democracy Promotion/ The Washington Quarterly,
Summer 2007, pp . 99-115 ; Pant, Harsh V. (2010). 'India in Afghanistan: a test case for a rising
powe r', Contemp orary South Asia, Vol. 18, No. 2) pp. 133-153; Narlikar, 'Peculiar Chauvinism';
Narlikar, Amrita (2007). 'All that Glitters is not Gold: India 's Rise to Power', Third World
Quarterly, Vol. 28, No. 5, pp. 983-996.
20s Che llaney, Brahma (2006). The Asia n Juggernaut: The Rise of China, India, and Japan . New
Delhi : Harper Collins; Chiriyankandath, James (2004). 'Realigning India : Indian foreign policy
after the Cold War', The Round Table, Vol. 93, No. 37 4, pp. 199-211; Emmott, Bill (20 08). Rivals:
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are generally posited as detracting from or directly undermining whichever of the ticks
on the checklist are in place, and as such are predicted to slow, or impede India's
emergence as a prominent global player.

Checklist studies of India's rise raise legitimate and important questions. There is no
denying that the world has a clear interest in how India is likely to perform in a newly
powerful role, and that the items on the checklists aim to assess both the plausibility of
such a role and the political outcomes that will be associated with it. Yet these inquiries
delineate a quite specific space in which India's future might unfold. Central to the
checklist approach is a clear set of assumptions and expectations, which, as I argued in
Chapter One, are located within a quite limited ontology. In addition, they contain a
strong normative dimension. Overwhelmingly, a tacit consensus exists that India's
destiny as a great power is firmly dependent on its ability to adopt quite clearly defined
burden-sharing and norm-sharing practices. 209 For example, Xenia Dormandy asks
whether India will 'live up to the U.S. definition of an "international stakeholder'"; C.
Raja Mohan predicts, in the context of democracy promotion, that India, compared to
the United States, 'will take a long time to resolve the fundamental dilemmas of when
and where to intervene in defense of higher universal values'; and 'Fhomas Fues and
Andrew F. Cooper state candidly that India's rise as an economic power 'is ... tied with
expectations' and explo~e the extent to which India has lived up to these in its 'foreign
policy profile and performance'.210 Some scholars-perhaps in· an attempt to impact
upon Indian foreign policymaking-are particularly forthright about the inevitability or
desirability of India's conformity to this template: Mohan predicts that 'alliance
formation and balancing are tools in the kits of all great powers-and so they are likely
to be in India's as well', while Pant stresses emphatically that:

India must come to grips with its discomfort with the very notion of
power and in particular its wariness of the use of "hard power."

How the Power Struggle between China, India and Japan will Shape Our Next Decade. London :
Allen Lane; Ganguly, Sumit (2006) . 'Will Kashmir Stop India's Rise?' Foreign Affairs, Vol. 85, No.
4, pp. 45-56; Jaffrelot, 'India, An Emerging Power, But How Far?'; Varma, Subodh (2010) . 'India
ns1ng, falling, stumbling, speeding', Times of India , 25 January 2010, see:
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.

Throughout history all major powers have been required to employ the
1

military instrument skilfully. 211
The idea that there exists one pathway to a more or less homogenous great power
destination is implicit in almost all of the checklist analyses/ and sometimes/ as the
latter examples show it is quite explicit.
1

Taken together the two bodies of scholarship outlined above-one which focuses on
1

the aspirations and values held by elites and the other which engages in checklisting1

would seem to contradict one another in their differing focuses on continuity and
change

1

respectively. At least one scholar appears to offer a solution to this

contradiction. C. Raja Mohan in his Crossing the Rubicon presents an account of the
1

1

'qualitative transformation' of Indian diplomacy that came about in the wake of the end
of the Cold War. 212 Mohan's narrative of the 'radically different approach to world
affairs' that emerged in the 1990s is based on five substantive transitions which he sees
as transformations at the level of values too, since the foreign policy choices that have
1

ensued since the mid-eighties 'have slowly but surely transformed the ideas that have
guided India's worldview'. 213 Mohan's conclusion is that India's identity has
fundamentally changed: India has chosen to place 'considerations of realpolitik and
national security above its until recently dominant focus on liberal internationalism

1

morality and normative approaches to international politics.' 214 He is joined by other
scholars who see in recent Indian foreign policy a clear shift from 'idealism' to
'realism'. 215

Mohan's analysis is problematic for a number of reasons. Firstly, scholars differ
significantly in their opinions over the extent to which the Cold War is a crucial critical
juncture in the history of India's emergence. For Sumit Ganguly the end of the Cold War
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'necessitated fundamental changes in India's security and foreign policies', for James
Chiriyankandath, 'while India has shown itself prepared to shed old economic and
political shibboleths when necessary, its foreign policy remains cautious and tempered
by ... past legacies', while for Amrita Narlikar, 'though India's rise to power might seem
dramatic and sudden, it is a product of a long and incremental process'. 216 There exists,
within all of these accounts, little sustained analysis of the significance of the end of the
Cold War as a normative watershed in India's external conduct and thinking, even
where substantive changes in India's international role, such as its economic power,
nuclear weapons status and closer relationship with the United States are clearly
identifiable. Secondly, the plausibility of Mohan's interpretation is cast into doubt by
the normative project that undergirds it. Conspicuous is the evaluative language he
uses to chart India's shift in identity. What India wanted after the end of the Cold War,
Mohan claims, was to become 'a normal nation'.217 The 1998 tests were part of a
broader strategy to 'temper the idealism' in its foreign policy with a 'strong dose of
realism'. 218 Realism-defined as 'the conscious rediscovery of power as the crucial
dynamic by Indian foreign policymakers'-is thus the medicine that has cured India of
its abnormality. 219 India's 'transformation' is, for Mohan at least, a positive one. We are
left with some significant questions: do Indian foreign policymakers -really now think
about power differently and how can we tell? 220 What is the pre-history against which
Mohan can claim India's 'rediscovery' of power? Moreover, what is a 'normal' nation
and how do we know whether India has become one?

Mohan's study illuminates well the 'normalising' approach frequently taken in analyses
of Indian political behaviour. In a broader scholarly tradition of evaluating nonEuropean or non-Western political realities on the basis of an 'invisible' set of
standards 221 , India has frequently failed to match the supplied templates. Subrata K.
Mitra attributes the problem to the use of 'flawed paradigms' to analyse Indian political
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reality: 'India's complex social reality ... has dimensions not fully captured by the
methods drawn from paradigms originally designed for the analysis of Western
societies'.222 Dipesh Chakrabarthy makes a more political argument in his post-colonial
exploration of the 'capacities and limitations of certain European social and political
categories in conceptualizing political modernity in the context of non-European lifeworlds.'223 Nonetheless, the practice of employing such categories continues, as is
neatly demonstrated in the following excerpt:

India is less inclined than most other countries to evaluate and justify its
foreign policy purely in terms of its national interest and power
considerations, or even to distinguish clearly between ideal and interest,
between pious hope and reality. Why has India shuttled uneasily
between interests and values, between unit-level and system-level goals,
and between cool power-political calculation and statements of identity?
Why is Indian foreign policy not 'normal'?224

In contrast to attempts to 'normalise' India, are a number of studies-many of which
attempt to assess the threat of a rising India-which invoke a distinctive repertoire of
Indian norms and values. 'Cultural surveys' of India are emblematic of the studies of
strategic culture that have emerged since the 1970s in opposition to rational choicebased methods of theorising about military and nuclear strategy and in recognition of
the diversity of these strategies across different national contexts. 22 s These studies
generally omit, however,-in the same way as the above-mentioned descriptions of
elite aspirations-to plausibly link cultural factors to named instances of political
behaviour. Generally, they proffer a list of disembodied cultural traits and beliefs,
distilled from a seemingly randomly selected set of historical, cultural and religious
222 Mitra, Subrata K. (1999). Culture and Rationality. New Delhi: Sage, 41.
223 Chakrabarthy, Dipesh (2000). Provincializing Europe: Postco!onial Thought and Historical
Difference. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 20.
224 Engelmeier, Tobias F. (2009). Nation-Building and Foreign Policy in India: An Identity-Strategy
Conflict. Delhi : Foundation Books, 6. Engelmeier borrows the interrogation of the normality of
Indian foreign policy from Subrata K. Mitra but unfortunately does not pursue it in its the
original sense - Mitra, Subrata K. (2003). 'The Reluctant Hegeman: India's Self-Perception and
the South Asian Strategic Environment', Contemporary South Asia, Vol. 12, No. 3, pp. 299-417.
For Engelmeier, normal 'means a rational, strategic pursuit of national interests without
limitations such as considerations of values or identity' - Engelmeier, 6. His rationalist foreign
policy template is posi ted as the standard against which India's 'inflected' foreign policy is
thoroughly check-listed. See Engelmeier's model of India's foreign policy duality- 25.
22s For a brief history of the evolution of thinking on strategic culture within the broader
disciplinary domain of Strategic Studies see: Poore, Stuart (2004) . 'Strategic Culture', in Glenn,
John; Howlett, Darryl A., and Poore, Stuart (eds.) . Neorealism versus strategic culture. Aldershot:
Ashgate, pp. 45- 71.
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textual sources. 226 The notion of culture as it appears in these studies is presented as a
discrete set of ideas and beliefs and an enduring property of a distinctly bounded
collectivity.227 'Indian culture' thus emerges as homogenous, timeless, and mysteriously
driving the behaviour of policy-relevant actors or communities. The propensity for
cultural surveys to cherry-pick thinkers and ideas to fit with pre-existing conceptions is
ever-present, and the very diversity of Indian tradition lends itself exceptionally well to
the identification of strands of thought that reflect dominant norms of international
political behaviour. Indian and Western scholars alike selectively pluck texts from the
wealth of Indian history with no inquiry into their relevance to everyday political
practices: hence David Scott can claim that 'Kautilya, for example, showed vigorous IR
realism-realpolitik in action many centuries before modern realists like Morgenthau
and others'. 22 s Where studies are able to relate key norms or ideas to actors in the
history of India's international affairs, they are often reified, reduced, and inadequately
historically situated. Jawaharlal Nehru is frequently identified as having been
influenced by Gandhian thought, for example, yet only limited tropes of M. K. Gandhi's
complex body of thought are pinpointed: Nehru's stress on peaceful coexistence is
traced to Gandhi's commitment to ahimsa or 'non-violence'. 229 Yet several scholars of
Gandhi have shown that ahimsa is only one concept in a much broader system of
thought, which emerged in reaction to colonial encounter, and in critique of Western
modernity and Western c.ivilization.230

226 See, for example: Tanham, George K. (1992). Indian Strategic Thought: An Interpretive Essay.
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An awareness of Gandhi's critical approach to Western civilization-and its impact
upon the thinking of Nehru and other foreign policy actors-is hugely significant, as I
show in Chapter Three, because it highlights the liminal cultural space inhabited by
Indian colonial subjects at the time Gandhi was writing, and, one might argue, by postindependent India as a sovereign state in international society. 231 Indian foreign
policymaking does not take place within a sealed-off cultural place, but occurs at the
overlap between a complex range of systems of meanings and with multiple audiences
in mind. This liminal positioning, which I expand upon further below, is relevant for
many aspects of India's international identity, behaviour and outward projection. One
example of its manifestation is the curious policy document that was laid on the table of
the Lok Sabha 232 on 27 May 1998 at the first session of Parliament after India's nuclear
tests, entitled the 'Evolution of India's Nuclear Policy'.233 The language in this paper
included a unique mix of international and Indian idioms: the concepts of 'national
security', 'sovereign rights', 'responsibility' and 'credible deterrent' all spoke to
international norms or precedents, while notions of 'restraint', a firm reiteration of the
longstanding Nehruvian ideal of global disarmament, and protest at the absence of a
'non-discriminatory' and universal nuclear non-proliferation treaty spoke directly to
traditional Indian policy choices and modes of thinking. What it amounted to was an
address to two audiences, the international community and a domestic constituency,
with the outcome that, broadly speaking, the dominant language of power politics was
intertwined with India-specific references to restraint. While there is nothing 'normal'
about the policy document, there is also nothing entirely 'foreign' about it either-for
different reasons, obviously, depending on whether your perspective is from
Washington or Delhi. The policy document is an amalgam of ideas, norms and values of
varying heritage, situated in a larger decades-long conversation between a broader
international context and a domestic political context.

The issue of India's 'normality' has become a critical one, as I allude in the introduction
to this thesis, and from more than one vantage point. To recap on the puzzle with which
I opened: at a critical moment in Indian-and global-history, debates from 'outside'
are centred upon how India fares against the great power check-list, while debates
231 I argued in Chapter One that non-European states within in the European states-system
continue to face the challenge of adapting their domestic and international practices to the
dominant norms of the system.
232 The lower house of the Indian parliament.
233 Government of India (1998). 'Evolution of India's Nuclear Policy,' in: India News, 16 May - 15
June 1998, pp. 3-6, see: http ://www.indianembassy.org/inews/mayjune1598.pdf, accessed 10
June 2010 .
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from a domestic perspective concern themselves with apparent shifts in India's
identity. What is 'normal' in the former debate is what India is being compared to-a
pre-existing great power identity-, while what is 'normal' in the latter debate is that
which India is purportedly deviating from: an authentic Indian 'self which has been
cast into doubt by the very same shifts in observable attributes that have caught the
attention of scholars. Questions of continuity and change are thus at the heart of these
twin debates, but for quite different reasons, and ideas of dominant international
norms, in tension with apparently authentic or traditional Indian norms, are at its
heart.

The challenge is one of attempting to unravel this complexity. As the above survey of
the broad literature on India's rise demonstrates, the methodological approaches used
to explore both recent shifts in Indian foreign policy and the broader historical trends
in India's international engagement are of limited insight at best, and constraining and
controlling at worst. Moreover, the stances adopted in both assessments are not simply
evident in scholarship, but are employed by a vast number of policymakers and
journalists in their everyday practices of framing and making sense of Indian social and
political reality. Barry Buzan, for example, in his survey of the current-great powers in
the international system, comes to the conclusion that 'India, despite its nuclear test, is
not talked about or tre~.ted as a potential superpower, and so does not qualify'. 234
Conversely, Itty Abraham, noting India's recent acquisition of hard power, questions
whether India 'continue[s] to capture the imagination of the world through its unique
qualities and distinctiveness'. 235 The paradox is that India is discursively produced, and
reproduced, as not-quite-normal and not-quite-great both internationally and
domestically, but for quite different reasons.

I argue through the narratives of the next three chapters that the key to unravelling the
complexities of both of these debates lies in attempting to grasp the position of
liminality occupied by India within international society, and the condition of hybridity
lived by its foreign policy elites. In doing so, I come closer to what many scholars allude
to, but do not elaborate upon in their analyses of recent transformations in India's
international conduct: a shift not necessarily in values or identity but in the modes of
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self-projection, and the projection of the nation, enacted by Indian foreign policy
makers. The assessments of Indian leaders presented at the beginning of this section
claimed that these leaders, ambitions to global prominence have been enduring. Yet
Stephen P. Cohen has noted that, '[a] new generation of Indian strategists, politicians,
and officials is increasingly aware that the hectoring style of Krishna Menon, Nehru's
defense minister, is counterproductive'.236 Mohan, too, describes India's adoption of a
more 'modest foreign policy' and its abandonment of 'temptations to dabble in
extravagant power plays on the world scene'.237 Part of his narration is of India's
'journey from the uncertainties of the early 1990s to a more self-assured diplomatic
posture by India at the turn of the century', an assessment that has been echoed by the
US foreign policy establishment.238

The task ahead is to explore the nature of Indian global ambitions and the manner in
which their bearers have re framed claims to greatness in the face of wider structures of
international disinterest or opposition. This study seeks to explore whether, rather
than exemplifying a shift from idealism to pragmatism, India's acquisition of the
attributes of hard power and the new 'confidence' of Indian leaders are the outcome of
a shift in self-representation and self-esteem, rather than a fundamental shift in values;
a change in packaging rather than a change in content. It seeks to gain insights into
hybridity of the kind I point to in the previous chapter, of a state operating in an intersubjective context whose norms it does not embrace at a deep level, and to situate
'culture' in a broader national and global historical contexts of contestation. Below I
explore a possible methodological approach that may allow us to gain access to the
different layers of 'normality' encountered by the Indian state, and the different
performances of self required to appeal to them. Such a project-to which this thesis
can offer only nominal and preliminary contributions-is not only of significance to
readings of India's international affairs, but has the potential to offer new analytical
tools to scholars of International Relations.

Cohen, India Rising, 4 7. The contrast with Krishna Meno n's style will become clear in the next
chapter - for now it is sufficient to note that Menon, as one of India's most critical international
representatives both at the United Nations and elsewhere in the first decad e and a half after
independence, was renowned for his acerbic and arrogant posturing in multilateral contexts.
237 Mohan, Crossing the Rubicon, xiii.
23s ibid, 269. Strobe Talbott, for example, former Deputy Secretary of State to the United States
of America, has made reference to 'India's emergence as a more activist and self-confident player
on the world stage' - Talbott, Strobe (2007). 'Foreword', in: Singh, Jaswant. In Service of
Emergent India : A Call to Honor. Bloomington and Indianapolis, ix-xiii, xii.
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Culture and History in International Relations
Some of the key assumptions of International Relations have traditionally limited the
available theoretical space to explore and explain the constitutive role of cultural
identities in world politics, as well as their embeddedness within broader historical
processes. While the discipline is continually evolving 239 , and explicit approaches to the
study of culture are emergingz4o, some scholars have argued that IR continues to be
dominated by a hegemonic, rationalist mainstream founded predominantly on
(neo )realist and (neo )liberal modes of theorising. 241 Epistemological, methodological
and universalist tendencies have mediated against a sustained integration of culture
within this mainstream of the discipline. 242 Epistemologically, IR's disciplinary origins
spelt its emergence as an empirical science in search of law-like propositions, where
the focus of study gravitated to observable and measurable processes and behaviour
rather than ideas, meanings, and values-and their larger social and historical
contexts-that did not lend themselves to quantification. Methodologically, IR has, as a
result, typically displayed a preference for precise concrete terms and parsimonious
theory building, while culture has been considered too loose, imprecise and fluid a
concept to mesh with the tight conceptual rigour of IR theory. IR's claim to universalist
assumptions-the identification of rules of behaviour or processes in the international
system that are constant across space and time-have encouraged theory-building to
.

both transcend local or regional cultural specificities and neglect engagement with
broader social and historical contexts. Finally, IR has drawn predominantly on Western
239
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European historical experiences and intellectual traditions, has emerged from British
and American scholarship, and, as a discipline, has generally been dominated by
American scholars. 243 As such, it reflects a very particular set of historical, geographical
and political realities that, arguably, are endemic only to the experience of only a small
number of nations. Yet as Ole Waever notes, 'International Relations is quite different
in different places,' and although 'IR scholars are prone to think in universalistic
categories... they are likely to be reminded of the cultural specificity of these
categories.'244

/R's 'ethnographic turn'
While the Cold War period presided over a relatively static international context in
which IR as a discipline was able to foreground the structural imperatives of the bipolar international system and demote the relevance of variation between the political
societies contained with its constituent states, in the post-Cold War era, IR scholars
were confronted with a need to explain historical change, and, moreover, the kinds of
historical change that had brought about a shift in the global political order. 245 National
interests were no longer defined predominantly in terms of international balance of
power considerations but were increasingly seen as reflecting particularistic domestic
concerns and motivations. 246 Reactions across the discipline have reflected these
concerns. Beginning in the mid-eighties, critical theorists began to challenge the
rationalist assumptions of mainstream IR theory, critiquing its pre-social construction
of actors as atomistic, self-interested and rational and placing emphasis instead upon
the ways in which actors, identities and interests are products of social interaction and
social structures. 247 An emphasis upon interpretive modes of understanding, a focus
upon the social construction of world politics and recognition of the inherent
subjectivity of all knowledge claims has characterised this broad, albeit heterogeneous
critique.

24 3 ibid, 3 7-8.
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Part of the wider disciplinary move towards the incorporation of interpretative
methodologies is what Wanda Vrasti has described as IR's 'ethnographic turn'. 248
Broadly conceived, ethnography, as a methodological approach from the discipline of
Cultural Anthropology, engages in the mapping of interpretive contexts. As a practice,
ethnography is characterised by 'deep immersion' in social worlds in order to
understand day-to-day practices and look into the ways these practices become
meaningful when situated against larger symbolic and interpretive structures. While an
ethnographic turn would therefore seem full of promise for the discipline of IR, since it
has at its heart the interpretation of culture, its universalities and its variations, Vrasti's
survey of the resultant scholarship is a less than a happy one. In her analysis of studies
by feminist scholars, social constructivists and postcolonial scholars, she identifies an
'appropriation' of emancipatory methods from cultural anthropology in ways that
display only a 'selective, instrumental and somewhat timid understanding of what
ethnography is and does'.249 Indeed, Vrasti claims, 'doing' ethnography in IR has often
meant simply reducing the collection of cultural data to a set of mechanical and
theoretically unproblematic data-gathering techniques that has succeeded only in the
'objectification, reification and temporal fixation of the other', essentially reproducing
forms of ethnographic praxis that lost currency in their home discipline two or more
decades ago. 250 The resultant ethnographic data, she claims, has been brought under
the same lenses of InterQ.ational Relations with no attention paid to the 'specification of
the discourses' employed in analyses.2s1 Indeed, it is Vrasti's corttention that a 'critical
ethnographic study of IR', which makes IR's own theories, histories and actors its main
objects of critique is the only certain way of exposing the discipline to 'cross-cultural or
culture-to-culture engagements'. 252 Critical ethnography therefore takes place not just
at the level of data-collection but at the level of enquiry, that is, at the stage of framing a
research project and employing its categories of analysis.zs3

While I do not claim to circumnavigate the problems inherent in 'borrowing' from the
discipline of Cultural Anthropology in this study, I attempt a conscious deviation from
the great power discourse in narrating the evolution of Indian aspirations to global
prominence, as indicated in Chapter One. This reflects a deeper commitment to
interrogating the existing discourses that have dominated the discipline of IR, even
248
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where individual instances of interrogation-such as this thesis-remain only partial.
Broadly however in order to avoid recasting state practices within the theoretical
1

1

limits of existing accounts narrated from elsewhere the task of research must consist
1

1

of 'penetrating understanding and describing culture systematically the way it is
1

experienced locally; not to explain it by recourse to 'etic' 254 terms of comparison or
explanation be they structuralist materialist or otherwise'. 255 Such an approach
1

1

thereby moves closer to a mode of theorising that 'moves the centre' or changes the
1

vantage point from which theory itself is conceptualised since it attempts to
1

understand how actors themselves theorise the world around them and their own
1

behaviour within that world and to situate their practices and discourses against larger
1

interpretive structures that are the outcome of earlier acts and interactions. 256

The 'constructivist mode of historical inquiry'
The role of history must thus feature prominently in any attempt to explore Indian selfconceptions of greatness and Indian practices and performances of global leadership

1

as a means of exploring the genesis of the former and the evolution and adaptation of
the · latter. As part of the growth in critical scholarship that began challenging
mainstream rationalist IR following the end of the Cold War a 'renaissance in the study
1

of history1 in IR has emerged, embodied conspicuously within constructivist
scholarship. 2 57 While constructivism describes a range of scholars and epistemological
approaches at its base is a preoccupation with the ways in which world politics is
1

socially constructed and actors and institutions are socially constituted through intersubjective understandings. As such the role of identities, and the norms that are
1

associated with them in shaping interests and thus political action, is foregrounded in
1

1

constructivist accounts. Drawing parallels to the work of Quentin Skinner Christian
1

Reus-Smit has identified within the work of key constructivist scholars a distinctive
mode of historical inquiry that recognises the possibility of multiple histories, is
reflexive about the role of the scholar in constructing history and places emphasis on
1

254
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the 'culturally and historically specific contexts of argument and justification' through
which ideas constitute agents and action. 258 The approach I adopt in this study has in
common with unit-level constructivist scholarship 259 an exploration of domestic
normative frameworks and the way they structure national identity and interests and
thus mediate national policies or state behaviour. However, it goes further by
attempting to situate the genesis and evolution of domestic normative frameworks
within larger global historical processes, taking into account, in the Indian case, the
Indian experience of colonialism and India's experience as a non-Western sovereign
state in modern international society.

In the next section, I identify the community of Indian actors whose worldviews I
attempt to understand, and who find themselves at the cusp of domestic and
international spheres. This liminal position necessarily mediates against a mode of
theorising that draws on notions of discrete, bounded cultures, such as those adopted
in the analyses of Indian strategic culture outlined above. In answer to Talal Asad's
assertion that 'in a world subjected for centuries to the forces of European capitalism
and imperialism anthropological assumptions about cultural continuity, autonomy and
authenticity must be questioned', this study attempts to foreground- the location of
Indian actors between different systems of meaning, is attentive to the relations of
power between those systems and explores the demands placed upon actors to
negotiate between them. 260 While David L. Blaney and Naeem Irtay·a tullah have noted
that IR theorising 'treats states or groups as parts that are logically independent of the
larger systems of capitalism and modernity', the aim here is to develop a sensitivity to
the co-constitution of times, places and cultures.261
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The pendulous gaze
One model that is instructive for gaining preliminary insights into liminal spaces and
hybrid identities can be found in Lloyd Rudolph and Susanne Rudolph's reading (and
editing) of Amar Singh's diary.262 Amar Singh, a colonial subject of the British Raj in
India, kept an unusually reflexive daily diary from 1898-1942 which the Rudolphs have
shown to reveal striking insights into a 'hybrid self. The diarist inhabits a cultural
borderland between two selves-an Edwardian Officer-cum-gentleman and a martial
Rajput-cum-manor lord-and as such occupies a 'liminal positioning between two
societies, Rajput and English, the first "black," princely, and subordinate, the second,
"white," colonial and dominant'. 263 In particular, the Rudolphs note how Amar Singh's
interpretation of liminality, 'the permeable boundary between forms of life', allows him
to simultaneously 'play both British and Indian culture and roles'.264 They explain:

· We have spoken of An1ar Singh's positioning between two overlapping
but distinct worlds, princely and British India. Rather than experiencing
liminality as a rite of passage, as a temporary disruption between one
condition and the next, he experienced it chronically... In the diary's
early years we see him trying to learn and master the manners and
outlook of two societies, .the Rajput society of his birth and the British
society to which he is introduced at a relatively young age. 26s

While Amar Singh's reflexive account of his daily negotiation of two cultures sees him
repeatedly travelling between contexts, it also highlights the tensions between the two
worlds in which Amar Singh lived, their political relationship to one another, and his
constant attention to his conduct and its reception in both. While for the Rudolphs,
Amar Singh 'reverses the gaze'-'[i]t's him looking at them, not them looking at him'-I
see Singh's narrative as caught in pendulous motion: a pendulous gaze, or what the
Rudolph's des crib e as 'a game of double mirrors; he sees not only the Rajput ways of
262 Rud olph, Susanne Hae b er and Rudolph, Lloyd (eds.) (2002) . Reversing the Gaze: Amar Singh 's
Diary, A Colonial Subject's Na rrative of Imp erial India. Boulder, Colarado: Westview Press. See
a lso: Rud ol ph, Lloyd and Rudolph, Susann e (2003). 'Engaging Subjective Knowledge : How Amar
Singh ' s Diary Narratives of an d by th e Self Help Expl ain Identity Politics', Perspectives on Politics,
Vol. 1, No. 4, pp . 681-694; Rud ol ph Lloyd I. (2000). 'Self Constructing Culture : Ethnography of
the Amar Singh Diary', Econo m ic and Political Weekly, Vol. 35, No. 40 , pp. 3557-3560. For a
brillia nt essay tha t also highlights hyb ri dity, se e: Ra manujan, A. K. (1989). 'Is there an Indian
way of thinki ng? An informal essay', Contributions to Indian Sociology, Vol. 23, No. 1, pp. 41-58.
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his elders and the English ways of British Army officer but also the Rajput image
constructed by the British and the British image imagined by his master and mentor} .266
Amar Singh's diary-and the Rudolphs' reading of it-thus equips us with insights into
thought and action in 'inbetween' spaces and a sense that actors within these spaces
learn} over time, how to perform different selves in different contexts} while remaining
attentive to both. The awareness of contexts and of selves within contexts is closely tied
to the search for esteem I have abstractly outlined in Chapter One and I explore in more
detail over subsequent chapters. The central, continuous thread that runs through the
narrative I present is the desire on the part of sections of the Indian elite for India to
win esteem from the community of nations and to increase its international standing.
Esteem is sought on the grounds of a unique set of Indian values, and with the intent of
achieving a degree of international inter-subjectivity on those values, yet the quest for
esteem also has its roots in a comparative, and perhaps competitive, mode of reading
India's place in the world that is a product of a longer history of cultural, and colonial
encounter.

Locating an Indian Foreign Policy Communfty
This study is driven by the assumption that Indian foreign policymaking elites are a
distinct community, responsible-to a near exclusive degree-for both foreign
policymaking and implementation and the generation and projection of India's national
identity beyond its borders. In this section I make the case that international affairs, as
a domain of state activity, have traditionally been almost exclusively debated and
administered by a quite distinct group of elites in India. I argue in practical terms below
as a means of justifying a methodological focus on this community-but more
expansively and substantively in the next chapter as a means of tracing the trends and
trajectories of Indian foreign policymaking-that foreign policy was predominantly the
preserve of a narrowly defined elite community in the early decades after
independence, and that, for the most part, it has continued to be so.

Recent claims of IndiaJs imminent rise to great power status have met with controversy
in the Indian domestic realm. Explicitly left-wing critique has questioned the value of
the rapid economic growth that has attended India's rise on the grounds that it has
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'exclusively benefitted the new middle classes' and left the 'poverty of the dominant
popular classes ... unchanged'. 267 Aspirations to global prominence are viewed by some
sections of Indian civil society as 'mythical', the product of a 'tiny Indian elite', and part
of a project that ignores larger domestic social and political realities. 268 The projection
of India as a great power has been conceived of as a form of national chauvinism
propagated by a 'Indian ruling class politics' whereby it is the rulers themselves who
are 'desperate to be granted great-power status'. 269 Taken together, this critique points
to a fact which is common to political societies in general, but is especially true in the
Indian case: foreign policy is an elite domain that has little connection to the masses. 270

Both the lack of historical salience of foreign policy issues within wider Indian political
culture and the insularity and elitism of Indian foreign policymaking processes points
to the significance of Indian foreign policymaking elites as the primary, though not
exclusive, producers and consumers of India's foreign policy discourse. Indian foreign
policy elites essentially comprise two groups: political actors, a limited number of
formal

office-holders who have formal responsibility for foreign policy; and

bureaucrats, who generally 'provide ... much of the continuity and expertise which
make action meaningful' through their assigned tasks of running embassies, gathering
and assessing masses of information, and assisting in the conduct of negotiations. 271
While political actors in India are few in number, officially comprising, at the present
time, the Minister for External Affairs 272 and two Ministers of State 27 3, members of the
Indian Foreign Service (IFS) number between 600-750 officers ( of the rank of deskofficers and above), manning around 162 Indian missions and posts abroad and various
posts in the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) in New Delhi. 27 4 The traditional
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insularity of the MEA from other ministries and sources of policy influence, together
with the close and self-referential institutional culture of the Indian Foreign Service
(IFS), has created a distinct community of elites who influence foreign policy thinking,
making and implementation. The last two decades have witnessed, however, a gradual
broadening of influences on foreign policy. In the midst of political and social change,
other ministries, media and business interests, political debate and public opinion have
begun to erode the traditional insularity and isolation of foreign policy elites. I explore
these trends and the extent significance further in the next chapter.

Locales of Indian foreign policymaking
A recent study concludes that foreign policy in India has been and continues to be

dominated by the executive branch. 275 In the context of foreign policymaking in India,
the executive branch comprises the Ministry of External Affairs, staffed by the Indian
Foreign Service, and headed by the Foreign Minister (now referred to as the External
Affairs Minister - EAM). The portfolio of the EAM has typically been assumed by either
a Cabinet Minister or the Prime Minister, where the degree of stewardship by the
External Affairs Minister has depended on personality and the extent of involvement of
the Prime Minister's Office.276 K. S. Rana, a former IFS Officer who has written
extensively on foreign services, in particular the IFS, has stressed the high degree of
dependence of holder of the EAM portfolio on the 'formal advisory structures' of the
Ministry. 277 The incumbent is often consumed by domestic political and parliamentary
obligations, such that 'almost no EAM in recent times has appeared to master and run
his own ministry'. 278 The Foreign Secretary, then, as permanent head of the Ministry
and, in de facto terms, the most senior officeholder in the foreign policy bureaucracy, is
invested with a significant degree of authority and responsibility. 21 9 This set of
institutional precedents suggests the centrality of the Foreign Service in the
formulation and implementation of policy and the thinking that lies behind it, certainly
through an advisory role and the drafting of Ministerial speeches and official
documents, but also though decision-making at the apex of the Service. IFS officers
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abroad, in their role as local expert, also exert an advisory influence when extra-MEA
Indian ministers and emissaries are on state visits. 280

Inter-service rivalries and inter-ministerial rivalries are a recurrent feature in the
history of the Indian bureaucracy, and appear to have contributed significantly to the
insularity of the MEA.2s1 Cooperation with other ministries, such as the Research and
Analysis Wing (the Indian external intelligence agency), the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry, and the recently established National Security Council has been limited. 282
Civil-military relations in particular have been characterised throughout India's
independent history by an onus on civilian leadership in the formulation of strategy
and in policymaking on issues of national security and defence. 283 While a strategic
community has been identified 'outside the formal counsels and corridors of power
[whose members] both shape government thinking and represent or communicate that
thinking to the larger public and to the international community' 284, a number of
scholars identify strategic policy ( or, as many insist, the absence of such a policy) as the
near-exclusive domain of civilian politicians and bureaucrats. 2ss

Traditionally, the role of public opinion on foreign policy has been limited. Jayantanuja
Bandyopadhyaya, a former Foreign Service officer writing in the late 1970s, cited
widespread illiteracy and a paucity of audio-visual means of communication as a major
barrier to information dissemination on foreign policy issues. 286 Even had this barrier
not existed, very little accurate information on foreign policy issues was available due
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to the absence of pressure groups and the disinterest of political parties. 287 Partha
Ghosh has shown that at least until the early 1990s, foreign policy mattered 'very little
in the electoral politics of India' as a result of 'societal backwardness, an inwardlooking economy, lack of a strategic culture [in Indian intellectual life], and limited
interaction between the foreign policy establishment and academia'. 288 Further, George
Perkovich, in his detailed analysis of the election manifestos of Indian political parties
vis-a-vis their nuclear policies, has shown that while the major parties certainly outline
their respective stances on foreign policy issues, election campaigns have revolved
primarily around social, political and economic issues, with foreign policy being 'barely
debated'. 289

More recently, however, it has been noted that 'political parties are playing an
increasingly contributory role .in foreign policymaking and as foreign policy opinion
generators', a statement borne out by the recent and intense domestic debates over
India's proposed civil nuclear initiative with the United States. 290 Devesh Kapur, citing
wider scholarship on the role of public opinion on foreign policymaking and relating it
to the context of India, considers the executive to be 'mindful of public opinion on
foreign policy issues' since while much of the Indian public may noc- have access to
factual information, this does not imply an absence of opinion. 291 The expansion and
corporatisation of the Indian media, an erosion in foreign policy consensus within
domestic political circles, and the social transformation of Indian society, in particular
the expansion of India's middle and business classes, has seen greater public debate on
foreign affairs emerge, both in printed and audio-visual form.zn One recent study has
however argued that media is not an active component in foreign policymaking though
it must be borne in mind by decision-makers.293
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Elite insularity: The Indian Foreign Service
Accounts by contemporaries and within the broader scholarly literature point strongly
to Jawaharlal Nehru's dominance of foreign policy in the early years after
independence. I explore the extent and nature of his influence in some detail in the next
chapter. However, Nehru's command of India's international engagement was not
simply limited to the content of foreign policy, but also the bureaucratic structures and
the personnel through which it would come to be implemented. 294 From 1946-1949,
the creation of the Indian Foreign Service (IFS)-a cadre of officers to staff the
independent Government of India's diplomatic, consular and commercial posts abroad,
as well as to drive what would later become the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) at
home-emerged as a significant exercise in both institutional restructuring and the
selection of personnel.295 This selection process was of huge import since new recruits
would play a critical role in how India functioned and was represented abroad.
Through decisions about appropriate recruitment methods, the IFS became a site for
contesting notions of independent India's international identity and outward
projection.

Nehru was instrumental in the establishment, development and leadership of the
Indian Foreign Service, and the MEA became what many saw as his 'pet ministry'.296
Since the life of an IFS officer afforded a comparatively comfortable lifestyle, an
opportunity to work closely with, or at least close to, Nehru, and a belief-contributed
to substantially by the Foreign Minister himself-that foreign service enabled
important work to be performed on behalf of India and for the betterment of the world,
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a career in the IFS was perhaps destined to be of an elite nature. 297 What ensured this
however, was the mode of recruitment into the Service.

At the time of independence, the British Indian Foreign Department, which had been
under the direct command of the Viceroy, could claim only a minimal number of senior
Indian Officers among its ranks and manifested as a key locus of change between a
colonial and a national administration. 298 Despite financial stringency, staff were
required immediately to fill posts at all levels, and recruitment needed to target a range
of age-groups in order to avoid future bottlenecks in promotion. The vast extent of the
recruitment campaign-172 posts had been filled by 1952-meant an almost total
recomposition of the Foreign Office. 299 In 194 7, Nehru handpicked two 'vastly
experienced and internationally known persons', Sir Girija Shankar Bajpai and K.P.S.
Menon, to take the helm of the then Ministry of External Affairs and Commonwealth
Relations, as Secretary General and Foreign Secretary, respectively. 300 G. S. Bajpai was
the only ICS official with serious foreign expertise, garnered from his six-year posting
as India's Agent-General in Washington, and possessed a depth of knowledge and
experience relating to economic matters and internal developments in India. 301 K.P.S.
Menon had been the first Indian entrant into the Indian Political Servi-ce. 302 Together
with a third member, C.C. Desai, the Commerce Secretary, they formed a special
recruitment board with ~ajpai as Chairman. Initial recruits were taken from existing
central services, mainly the Indian Civil Service (ICS), while others came from the
defence forces following a series of psychological and other tests.303 The bulk of recruits
comprised individuals drawn from business and the professions and were selected
after competitive examinations and an interview by the Public Service Commission.304
All were, however subject to a second interview, held in English, before Bajpai's special
recruitment board 'on the grounds that the persons considered suitable by the Public
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Service Commission were not all quite suitable for the Foreign Service'. 305 Others,
including 'blue blood' from the princely states, came via direct applications or more
informal routes, but also had to be passed by the selection board. A clear sense of the
requirements of an IFS officer-above and beyond those of other services-prevailed.
Bajpai, as chair of the first selection committee was of the opinion that a member of the
Foreign Service must possess 'special aptitude ... to adapt himself to conditions of life in
foreign countries'.306 Heads of Mission were chosen partly from Indian public life and
partly from among senior members of the Civil Services.

The stringent interview process selected a certain 'type

1

of IFS officer, whose

'suitability appeared closely tied to a very distinctive kind of socio-economic and
1

cultural profile. Dixit's survey of initial recruits up to 1948 shows how the vast majority
were drawn from 'the upper middle class' or 'well to do semi-feudal segments of...
Indian society', and stemmed from wealthy families with a British educational
background.307 Officers drawn from the ICS had frequently been educated at Oxford or
Cambridge, and those drawn from the Armed Forces or the ruling families of the
princely states had passed through British educational and military institutions either
in · India or in Britain.3os The IFS recruited in this early phase was, as a result,
'essentially elitist and deeply influenced by British social, cultural and administrative
traditions' .30 9

Despite the elitist nature of the Service, in its initial years it was poorly integrated and
many of the newly selected personnel were new to Government service and lacked
experience of 'office procedure and diplomatic protocol'.31 0 With a lack of common
training and stemming from diverse professional and educational backgrounds, despite
similarities in socio-economic class and status background, the early Indian Foreign
Service presented a fragmented picture, showcasing a range of different talents, often
pulling in different directions.311 Yet at this time Nehru was deeply engaged in
overseeing the Ministry and invested significantly in guiding India's officers abroad,
ensuring that reports sent back from the missions were furnished with 'comments and
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sometimes long minutes'. 312 Nehru's Letters to Chief Ministers pay a significant amount
of attention to foreign affairs, and these same letters were sent out to 'Indian envoys
abroad, among others'.313 Thus Nehru served, to an extent, as a unifying force within
the Service in the early years, prior to the systematisation of recruitment.

Following the cessation of special selections in 1949, recruitment to the IFS took place
through the central scheme of recruitment to the Indian higher civil services, via the
Public Service Commission (later, and still today, the Union Public Service Commission UPSC), by means of a competitive examination. 314 The history of the IFS from the early
1950s was one of the solidification and homogenisation of an institutional culture, even
while the social base for recruitment gradually began to expand. One contemporary in
the IFS noted that many of the entrants who were selected through the open
competitive exam in the early 1950s 'imbibed the manners of their seniors and soon
thought of themselves as an elite group, a cut above the IAS and the other services'. 315
The IFS has traditionally attracted an extremely high calibre of applicants in terms of
intellectual ability and scholastic attainment. 316 As an insider reports, from its
establishment in 1948, 'the IFS was imbued with a sense of uniqueness and relative
isolation from the rest of the central government ... The fact that for the first 30 years
new entrants had to rank among the top 20 to 40 individuals in the Union Public
Service Commission annu?l combined Civil Services examination merit list, out of the
20,000 to 40,000 who sat for the exam ... reinforced the sense of elitism'.31 7 Over the
past fifteen years, the popularity of the IFS has however declined, and its sense of
elitism appears to be lower now in the eyes of new, young recruits, than that of the
Indian Administrative Service (IAS). 318 However, taking a long view, the narrow social
base of the Service is evident from the small number of elite educational institutions
that have historically produced many of its recruits, such as the Doon School in
Dehradun, which has produced over twenty diplomats and at least five Secretaries for
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External Affairs.319 IFS officer 'dynasties' also characterise the Service. 32 ° Certainly, the
social basis for recruitment had expanded by the late 1950s and early 1960s. 321 J. N.
Dixit, who joined the Service in 1958 'was proud that he belonged to the new
generation of Indian diplomats, who came from ordinary homes through ordinary
schools and colleges' .322 Yet Dixit graduated from Delhi University and went on to
pursue a PhD at Jawaharlal Nehru University-the capital's top two institutions for
higher education-while his father was a well-known Malayalam writer. 323 In an allIndia sense, Dixit's background was not exactly ordinary, even while it contrasted with
the Oxbridge-educated elite of earlier recruits. Ultimately a high degree of socioeconomic homogeneity within the Service persisted. Recruitment continues to take
place via the Civil Service Examination (CSE) of the UPSC, whose net of successful
candidates is gradually widening in terms of the regions and groups represented, and
their educational pedigree. However, a recruitment pattern with an upper class, urban,
English-speaking bias can still be observed. 324

A case can be made that the Indian Foreign Service has maintained the insularity of the

early years. Lateral intake at higher levels in the Service has been virtually nonexistent, with the exception of an intake of Short Service Commission officers from the
armed forces during the years of 1964-8. While Heads of Mission were initially chosen
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partly from Indian public life and partly from among senior members of the Civil
Services, this was not an entirely successful affair.325 Over the years there has been a
gradual increase in the appointment of career diplomats to these posts. Heads of
Mission from outside the Service now generally number less than ten out of 117
appointments.326

Another unifying factor is that of training, which has evolved over the years. Since the
early 1950s, a broad common base of both academic and practical training has been
dispensed to a whole year's intake of the higher civil services, including IFS
probationers. The mode of imparting IFS-specific expertise has been via an internship
period in the MEA, on top of a period of study at an English or American university
studying international relations, international law and one or two foreign languages
until 1958, and later becoming more professionalised (and economical) with the
founding of the Foreign Service Institute (FSI - initially the Foreign Service Training
Institute) in 1986. 327 As a whole, however, the training of IFS probationers, elements of
which I explore in the next chapter, might be imagined to foster a sense of solidarity
within the small cluster of recruits.

While I do not claim there to be a 'typical' Indian foreign policy elite, there are grounds
to believe that the IFS has a specific diplomatic-bureaucratic culture derived in part
from similarities in social background shared by its recruits and from the institutional
and acculturation they derive from their professional experience and training. A high
level of continuity in this institutional culture is suggested by the tiny annual intake of
n.ew entrants and the small size of the IFS as a whole. One retired Foreign Service
officer has stated that 'the small size of the Foreign Service ... leads to the mindset of an
inbred system'.328 Annual recruitment has been very low, beginning with four to six
new entrants in the early fifties and rising to between ten and fifteen by the early
2000s.329 Amidst plans to expand the Service, an intake of twenty-six was planned in
2009 for the subsequent year. 330 Overwhelmingly, IFS officers remain with the Service
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for the duration of their careers.331 This low rate of attrition is accompanied by a range
of intra-service influences, typical of any bureaucracy, but characterised by procedures
such as internal chairmanship of the IFS interview board, invariably by senior or
retired IFS officers.332

Viewing Indian foreign policy elites as a distinct community based upon and sustained
by a historical ethos of elitism, from elite and often Westernised social and educational
backgrounds, functioning in a politically and socially insular institutional setting, thus
positions them as the key protagonists of India's international engagement, and the
central channels of the official Indian international imagination.

Sites of Analysis
For the purposes of the study at hand, I have identified the predominant community
within Indian society whose members serve as the agents of India's external conduct as
its primary focus. These individuals comprise the community which has pursued global
prominence, and which has drawn upon, reiterated, and sometimes created notions of
'greatness' within the national imagination at a given time. While I do not claim that all
members of the community think or act in identical ways, or that all are concerned with
the pursuit of prominence, I do locate the pursuit of global prominence, both in
articulation and action, within the bounds of this community. I posit that broadly
speaking, this group draws on systems of meaning deriving from the historical
experiences and cultural self-understandings of the particular sections of Indian society
they identify themselves with, the national and international milieu they operate
within, and the professional culture within which they must function. My contention, as
I go on to show, is that the foreign policy they generate has historically contextualised
domestic roots, reflects domestic priorities and concerns, yet is embedded within, and
responsive to, a broad international context of norms and practices.

Over the next three chapters, I explore the self-conceptions of greatness communicated
by this community of foreign policy elites and their practices and performances of
global leadership, where the latter consist of policies and representations of the Indian
state. I avoid the rational choice, organisational process and bureaucratic models
characterised by Graham Allison's pioneering study of governmental decision-making
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during the Cuban Missile Crisis, since their intention is to provide explanatory tools to
account for the formulation of policies.33 3 My aim is one of illuminating the realm of the
possible, acceptable and desirable within the discourse and worldviews of foreign
policy elites. This interpretive commitment leads me to focus on 'modes of reasoning
rather than events or choices', where these are 'inter-subjective structures of meaningin-use' and thus represented in a range of textual and oral sources. 334 I join Cris Shore
and Susan Wright in viewing policy as 'located in the realm of ideas, outside the
individual yet manifest in individual thought and actions', and as fragmented, found in
the 'language, rhetoric and concepts of political speeches', in 'the written documents
produced by government ... officials', in 'institutional mechanisms of decision-making
and service delivery' and in 'whatever people experience in their interactions with ...
1

bureaucrats .33S I thus go beyond official documents, speeches and statements to
explore autobiographical and biographical material, personal correspondence,
qualitative interviews, various forms of media, and other elite and popular cultural
representations of an Indian international role throughout India's independent history.
In doing so, I take steps towards a wider interpretive framework within which to
unravel available official and semi-official narratives. In the acquisition of data, access
to former and serving Indian Foreign Service officers both within and otitside India, as
well as experts based at Indian institutes of higher education, think tanks and research
institutes, has permitted the conduct of semi-structured interviews336 and a substantial
number of less formal conversations that has proved useful for the-contextualization of
events.

Indian foreign policy elites have faced the challenge of bridging the gap-both in
rhetoric and action-between two distinct notions of 'greatness
333
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and the other dominant. They have, I argue, held a hybrid view of Indian greatness,
shaped by a sense of a distinctive national identity and its role and perception in a
larger international context. Over the next three chapters, I explore Indian selfconceptions of greatness in the discourse and behaviour of these elites and in the
practices and performances of global leadership they conceive of and enact. In holistic
terms, I juxtapose the dominant discourse of great power presented in Chapter One,
with the conceptions of greatness expressed by the community of foreign policy elites I
identify. I invoke hybridity as a marker of the difference between the particular and
dominant normative realms between which Indian foreign policy elites must navigate
through their discourse and behaviour, and employ the concept of esteem as a
conceptual tool with which to distinguish the evidentiary and pragmatic significance of
conduct in both realms.337 I also explore how certain elites have perceived external
assessments of India,s international status and how these perceptions have informed
their conceptions of India's greatness and the modes of representation they deploy.

Three chapters are devoted to the historical analysis of Indian aspirations to global
prominence. The first, Chapter Three, offers a broad historical overview of Indian elite
conceptions of the grounds for India's global significance, contextualised within
broader imaginings of the Indian nation and its position and potential in the world. It
explores the genesis and origins of these 'great ideas', their evolution over time, and
their 'producers' and 'consumers' at the different phases of Indian's independent
history. It also surveys-in a necessarily summary way-the key trends in India's
external relations over sixty years of post-independent history, showing how key
historical junctures in India's international experience contributed to shifts in India's
status, in an Indian self-image and in Indian leadership and projection strategies. From
the contextualisation I provide in Chapter Three, it becomes evident that the scientific
and humanist-internationalist projects contained within Nehru's vision of India's
greatness found their fullest representation in his early ambitions for India's
development in the domain of atomic energy, and in a commitment to proactive, and
frequently activist, international engagement. The subsequent two chapters focus in
greater detail on these twin pillars of a global role for India by exploring the evolution
of an Indian nuclear identity and by following India's engagement in three key
multilateral domains from independence until the present date: the Non-Aligned
Movement, international climate change negotiations and democracy promotion.
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Some methodological limitations
The availability of sources
Histories of India's international engagement are limited in number and largely
singular in voice. While vibrant, critical alternative readings 338 are emerging, and indepth histories on specific issue areas exist339, much of the existing scholarship
recounts a standard narrative that is frequently self-referential. One of the key
problems would appear to be adequate access to sources. The National Archives of
India in New Delhi keep an extremely low number of MEA files, and critique has been
directed at the Ministry of External Affairs for its reluctance to publicly share historical
information.34o Apparently 'international' histories and reference works invariably
have a core group of powerful states at the centre of their narratives, even where this is
not thematically justified. The Keesing's Research Report on disarmament, for example,
barely mentions India, despite significant Indian activism on the issue and Indian
contributions to disarmament negotiations.341

While p1ec1ng together the vanous narrative strands that make up the empirical
chapters of this thesis, I have placed an onus on supplementing official records-of
which there is a dearth for some periods and around certain iss_ue areas-with less
formal material, such as the written or spoken perceptions of relevant actors and close
observers, local analysis in the news media, contemporary references to historical
events/ and popularly disseminated local (re )interpretations and readings of key
foreign policy issues. I have attempted to triangulate the resultant data and narratives
wherever possible. Many of these sources were available to me in the course of my
three-month fieldwork period in Delht during which I was able to consult at National
Archives of India, the Central Secretariat Library the library of the Indian International
1

Centre/ the Nehru Memorial Library and the Jawaharlal Nehru University Library.
1

Supplementary material was sourced from the National Library of Australia the
1

Australian National University and the Bodleian Libraries at the University of Oxford.
338 See for example : Abraham The Making of the Indian Atomic Bomb; Abraham Itty (2008).
1

1
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'From Bandung to NAM: Non-alignment and Indian Foreign Policy 1947-65 ' Commonwealth and
Comparative Politics Vol. 46 No. 2 April 2008 pp. 195-219;
339 An example is: Perkovich India s Nuclear Bomb.
340 Markey) Daniel (2009). 'Developing India's Foreign Policy "Software"' Asia Policy No . 8 (July
2009) ) 73-96) see: http://asiapolicv.nbr.org, accessed 16 August 2009.
341 (1972). Disarmament: Negotiations and Treaties 1946-71. Keesing's Research Report New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons.
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Given the historical scope of this study, which I outline below, my approach has been
one of seeking out, as far as possible, the personal, subjective accounts of Indian foreign
policy elites, both historical and contemporary, textual and oral. One dimension of this
approach included an attempt to 'practice' ethnography within this com-m unity during
three months of fieldwork conducted in New Delhi, and through a series of
engagements with Indian diplomatic representatives in whichever outside contexts I
encountered them. Conducting an ethnography of Indian foreign policy elites poses
several challenges, however: not only was it very difficult to seek out appointments
with officials based in Delhi's South Block, home of the Ministry of External Affairs, but
appointments were often withdrawn at the last minute, due to some matter of urgency
arising. Serving Indian foreign policy elites are, as I discovered, very busy people and
often abroad. My attempts at 'deep hanging out'3 42 were welcomed by several retired
Indian Foreign Service officers, who gave generously of their time and were often
exceptionally candid, however such interactions were by appointment only, and the
spaces we met in were often exclusive, thereby prohibiting casual interactions of the
spontaneous, recurring kind.

The role of the researcher
Critical ethnography encourages researchers to be reflexive, 'to think about how they
create meaning' and to reflect on the necessarily subjective ways in which they
construct the final accounts that form the outcomes of their research.3 4 3 Contrary to my
intentions at the start of the research project, I have ultimately succeeded in surveying
only a fraction of elite understandings and imaginings of what it is that makes India
great and how and why India should pursue or enact a global leadership role. As such, I
do not claim to provide an overview of a 'national mindset' at any point in India's
history, nor a single or faithfully rendered set of Indian self-conceptions of greatness,
primarily because it is unlikely that such a thing exists. What I have unpicked, however,
are elements of an Indian state identity that are not necessarily visible through a
clipboard-in-hand survey of externally defined and perceived markers of greatness: It is
important to recognise that what might be broadly described as an intuitive Indian
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worldview-the default modes of understanding of a national or civilizational self
within a given historical context and vis-a-vis a particular experience of the
international sphere-contains an internal logic and a number of elements quite
different to those underpinning conceptualisations arrived at from an outside vantage
point. I do not however, claim to have represented these faithfully or in their entirety.
While I have undoubtedly gained insights into elements of Indian history and culture
through my study of the Hindi language and literature at undergraduate and
postgraduate levels, periods of study and fieldwork in Delhi that exceed a year, and a
deep engagement with modern Indian political thought and political philosophy during
my MA studies, I am conscious of my position as both an outsider and a fallible scholar.
I also acknowledge a number of omissions. I did not, for example, in my interviews, or
in my research as a whole, explore the realm of international politics as a racialised
domain or inquire to any in-depth degree whether racism is a felt experience by Indian
foreign policy elites. Memoirs by former IFS officers are conspicuously silent about
discrimination, both within their professional context and in the wider international
sphere, although oblique allusions are made in foreign policy discourse. 344 Neither did I
have occasion to interview a female Foreign Service officer-though a small number
feature in my narratives-or explore issues of gender, caste and class at any deep level.
Much of this omission stems from my hesitancy, as a young white female researcher to
broach these topics, or any topics of a significantly personal nature with my
interviewees. A greater degree of trust may have been developed had I spent longer in
the field.

It is notable that I have resisted defining what I mean by 'culture', primarily in an effort
to avoid adopting the widespread social science approach of assuming 'that all people
have culture, that Western-derived knowledge of one sort or another can know it, and
that culture has sound ontological standing'.345 It is perhaps unsatisfactory to make the
1

point that culture is 'everywhere such that Vrasti can claim that 'the radical promise of
,

ethnography lies in its ability to expose IR as a culturally and historically specific
ethnographic account of modern man and his political place in the world .346 Fo r the
1

purposes of this study, I invoke culture as a means of drawing attention to the
contextual social situation and constitution of actors, and in order to foreground the
pre-defined lenses through which scholars-including myself-approach the w orld.
344

1

An example is the notion of 'nuclear apartheid which I discuss in Chapter Four.
345
Brigg, Morgan and Muller, Kate (2009) . 'Conceptualising Culture in Conflict Resolution
Journal of Intercultural Studies, Vol. 30, No. 2, May 2009, pp.121-140, 122.
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Through an attentiveness to variation) both temporal and 'cultural' or normative) in the
worldviews which shape actors self-understandings and behaviour) I aim to take steps
towards a more nuanced reading of India)s engagement in external affairs.

I have proposed) in the course of this chapter) that the key to unravelling the
complexities of Indian state behaviour involves recognising the liminal cultural space
occupied by a clearly delineated community of Indian foreign policy elites, and a deeper
investigation of the evolution in the modes of self-conception, self-projection) and the
projection of the nation, enacted by this community. It is the nature of this evolution
that I turn to in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Projecting India - A Century of Great Ideas

'New India is based on a conception of life w hich
does not belong to the West, nor wholly to her
own past traditions. [... ] the life that India is
developing is a new life, a synthesis, though no
doubt imperfect, between the East and the West.'

- K. M. Panikkar 347

Introduction
The overall aim of this chapter is to explore the ong1ns, parameters and broad
evolution of Indian self-conceptions of greatness over the course of India's independent
history. To do so, it adopts a two-part approach. Firstly, it explores the evolution of a
dominant discourse of Indian identity that emerged during the pre-indE;pendence era
and came to be articulated through post-independent Indian foreign policy discourse
and practice. Secondly, it traces more closely the emergence of a specific Indian identity
within the bureaucratic setting of the Ministry of External Affairs and the Indian
Foreign Service. Both 'locales' of identity deliver different but complementary insights
into ideas about Indian greatness.

The first part of this chapter traces-very broadly-the evolution of a dominant
discourse of Indian identity. In doing so, it draws on written and oral 'texts' produced
by Indian thinkers, politicians, foreign policy elites and from within the broader public
discourse,. and is illuminated by the interpretations of 'secondary theorists' 348 of Indian
self, society and politics, where these deliver added insight. It traces the ideas upon
v.rhich Indian self-conceptions of greatness are founded and describes the hybrid
historical contexts out of w hich they have emerged. It shows ho w Indian selfconceptions of greatness are located within a distinctive and enduring identity
347 Panikkar, KM. (1960) . Common Se nse About India. London: Victor Go llancz Ltd, 173-4.
348

The idea of secondary theorists is gratefully attributed to Subrata K Mitra and refers to
scholars and thinkers who have engaged at length with various schools of Indian thought and
sought to contextualise, theorise and interpret them. I refer to well-known individuals such as
Ashis andy, Bhikhu Parekh, Lloyd and Susanne Rudolph, Anthony Par el and Gyan Prakash, as
wen as lesser-known theorists such as Nirmal Verma, Ronald Terchek, V. R. Mehta and others.
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discourse and argues that this discourse has remained largely intact, even while
undergoing domestic contestation and the assimilation of new ideas, during the sixty
years of India's experience as an independent state.

The second part of the chapter aims to deliver additional insights into Indian selfconceptions of greatness by exploring the production and consumption of the Indian
foreign policy discourse within the Indian Foreign Service and the institutional context
of the Ministry of External Affairs. It argues that Indian self-conceptions of greatness as
they have come to be articulated in the foreign policy discourse were imagined and
reproduced primarily within this community in the early decades of independence.
While India's foreign policy discourse is now less dominated and monopolised by the
foreign policy bureaucracy, its early development reveals critical insights into the
origins of the 'India' that would come to be projected onto the global stage. I present
the Indian Foreign Service as both a crucible and an enduring repository for Indian selfconceptions of greatness, and argue that its institutional insularity has assisted in their
perpetuation.

The chapter concludes by surveying-in a necessarily summary way-the key trends in
India's external relations over sixty years of post-independent history. It shows how
certain historical junctures in India's international experience contributed to shifts in
1

India's self-esteem and its international esteem. I identify three eras of India s global
leadership, those of leadership emergence, dormancy and resurgence. In the light of the
insights presented in parts one and two, I conclude by contextualizing and justifying the
sites of analysis pursued in the subsequent two chapters.

Great Ideas
The aim of this section is to show how a dominant and distinct Indian identity, within
which Indian self-conceptions of greatness have been located, has both evolved and
1

persisted throughout India s independent history. I explore five broad 'ideational
phases' that span the pre-independence period of the national movement and the sixty
years of India's history as an independent state in world affairs. I argue that as a whole,
these phases are linked by the perpetuation of a dominant, civilizationally and
historically defined discourse of Indian identity. Central to this identity have been two
core, overlapping concepts, moral pre-eminence and autonomy, which emerged during
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the independence struggle and came to be incorporated into the dominant foreign
policy discourse after independence.

Moral pre-eminence, as a characteristic of a distinct civilizational self, places India
above 'Western' and other civilizations and encourages value-projection within the
international realm. It is thus fundamentally comparative and entails a sense of
mission. Its key principles, which have not always been clearly defined, draw on values
such as restraint in the conduct towards others, the prioritisation of non-violent modes
of conflict resolution, an avoidance of absolute truth claims, and an assimilative
capacity or tendency towards cultural synthesis. Autonomy, has been a concept central
to Indian identity both prior to independence and throughout India's post-independent
experience in the international realm. It relates to the maximisation of freedom of
action in both the domestic and the international realms, but not at the expense of
another's autonomy. It thus concerns itself with self-control, the guardianship of the
self and with self-realisation. I show how an impulse for 'moral leadership' and an
related, active concern with autonomy have been persistently articulated in India's
foreign policy discourse. Critically, I demonstrate that India's moral pre-eminence,
which prescribes particular modes of international conduct, has formed the primary
basis of Indian self-conceptions of greatness.

Moral pre-eminence has as its focus conduct. It has been accompanied by other
conceptions of greatness, such as territorial and demographic size and industrial and
economic potential, and has expanded to incorporate additional conceptions of
greatness in the form of military capability and economic power. Yet India's gradual
acquisition of material capability, I argue, has not fundamentally challenged moral preeminence as the main site of greatness, but has been subsumed within it. Material
capability has been discursively produced as a means of preserving and enhancing
autonomy, that is, as a facilitator in the preservation and the realisation of a distinct
civilizational or national self. In the narrative that follows, I show how, as a central
defining characteristic of a national and civilizational self, moral pre-eminence has
endured within the foreign policy discourse, serving as a limiting framework of
possibilities for foreign policy conduct. Parallel to, and overlapping with, moral preeminence, autonomy has been discursively produced as the means through which
moral pre-eminence can be practised or deployed and has incorporated, over time,
notions of self-esteem, national independence, sovereignty, freedom from external
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constraints freedom from external interference, national security, and broader notions
I

of self-realisation.

Summarising nearly a century of ideas can only be a selective enterprise. This chapter
does not and cannot claim to offer a comprehensive of history Indian foreign policy
thinking. Nor does it assume that the broad Indian foreign policy discourse is
uncontested or unitary. Indeed, the heterogeneity of Indian political thought and, more
recently, the Indian party political landscape necessarily throws up a variety of
positions on questions such as the nature of Indian identity, the role of the state, the
meaning of Indian sovereignty, the importance of international institutions, the
acceptability of the use of force, and the significance of equality. 349 While the deeper
domestic political processes behind India's identity discourse are fascinating, it is
unfortunately impossible to explore them in any great detail here.

I identify five broad 'ideational phases', spanning 1) M. K. Gandhi's elucidation of a
distinct Indian civilization during the course of the Indian independence movement, 2)
the emergence of Jawaharlal Nehru's scientific humanism as an extension and
adaptation of Gandhian thought, 3) Nehru's development of non-alignment as a grand
strategy of protection and projection, 4) a post-Nehruvian phase underscored by a reevaluation of India's relationship to material power in the international sphere, and 5)
a change in attitude, though not values,· resulting from the resultant accumulation of
military, economic and material power. My delineation of these phases is based on the
premise that Nehru's influence, as a result of his role as the primary shaper of both
India's foreign policy and as the architect of the bureaucratic structures that have
perpetuated his global vision, still continues to substantially influence the foreign
policy discourse. I view Gandhian thought, too, as central to my narrative, since
Gandhian ideas and values were initially widely drawn on as a set of guidelines for
India's international conduct, as demonstrated in debates in the Indian Constituent
Assembly, which I explore both below and in Chapter Four. Moreover, Gandhi's
influence on Nehruvian thinking and policy has been widely noted.3so Thus, while the
first two ideational phases are not directly related to international affairs, they serve to
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elucidate aspects of the philosophical system and the psychological imperatives upon
which moral pre-eminence is founded and the historical contexts out of which a
preoccupation with autonomy emerged. I consider a grasp of these two phases central
to an understanding of India's identity discourse as both a set of values and an impulse
for international engagement, or what might be termed 'internationalism'. The last
three of the ideational phases fall within the span of India's independent history. I show
how foreign policy thinking and making was forced to respond to crucial international
challenges, yet moral pre-eminence has persisted as a framework of values which have
been repeatedly invoked in the foreign policy discourse.

Seeking swaraj: Gandhi and the recovery of Indian civilisation
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi's name, teaching and much of his distinctive vocabulary
continues to be regularly evoked in Indian political discourse, including that on foreign
affairs. His exposition of Indian civilisation can be considered the most coherently
articulated and widely disseminated contribution to Indian identity-formation to
emerge during the independence movement.351 As I show below, his statement of an
Indian self was central to early discussions about the appropriate conduct for India in
the international realm, and his conceptual and personal influence upon Nehru during
1

the latter s emergence as a statesman was significant.

Gandhian ideas are difficult to both isolate and define since they function within a
1

larger system of thought which draws on both 'a greater Sanskritic culture and a
longer tradition of revivalist or renaissance thinkers, who from the latter part of the
19th century engaged in a conscious synthesis of European thought with 'elements of

Indian life, its metaphysics, spiritualism and aesthetics'.3sz The aim of this brief
discussion is simply to explore the outcome of these, and other3s3, influences upon
Gandhi's conception of Indian civilisation, namely his monistic worldview3s4, which
351 See: Brown, Judith M. (1972) . Gandhi's Rise to Power: Indian Politics 1915-1922. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press; Brown, Judith M. (1977) . Gandhi and Civil Disobedience: The
Mahatma in Indian Politics 1928-34. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
352
Nandy, Ashis (1970). The Culture of Indian Politics : A Stock Taking The Journal of Asian
Studies, Vol. XXX, No . 1, pp. 57- 79, 64; Mehta, V. R. (2008) . Foundations of Indian Political
Thought. New Delhi: Manohar, 160.
353
It is impossible to explore here an exhaustive list of the ideas that shaped Gandhian thinking,
since) like NehruJ he read and corresponded with thinkers from across India and the world)
explored European political thought and philosophy) consulted works on India by European
scholars, and engaged extensively with the central texts of the world's religions.
354 By monism I refer to a belief in the unitary nature of reality and the correlate of an
assimilative mode of politics) see: NandyJ The Culture of Indian Politics') 64-5.
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tapped into a deeper Sanskritic philosophy of synthesis, and his formulation of a
distinct Indian identity, which built upon the religious and social thought of earlier
revivalist thinkers, and manifested as a conviction that India had unique mission or
duty to pursue moral leadership in the world.3ss Gandhi's intellectual development and
political practice was a response to the context of British colonial rule, and aimed
primarily at restoring Indian self-esteem. I argue that an appreciation of this is key to
understanding the enduring power of his discourse.

India's 250-year economic, political and cultural encounter, firstly with the English East
India Company and later with the British Raj was based on a combination of
'perpetrating violence and extracting consent'. 356 While conquest itself came about as
the result of a succession of military campaigns and saw its culmination in the violent
quelling of the Mutiny of 1857, British rule did not rest entirely on military force. It
depended from the outset on winning the support of certain groups, such as the
princely rulers, on enlisting Indian troops, and recruiting Indian civil servants. 357 Yet
more effective than the colonisation of local power structures was what Ashis Nandy
has referred to as a colonisation of the self, the gradual establishing of a general culture
of consensus that was more potent in its psychological form than military might in its
physical manifestations. Colonial rule was not limited to economic extraction and the
exercise of political power but was embodied in what Nandy has termed the 'codes'
shared by both rulers and ruled, whereby the colonial system could perpetuate itself by
'inducing the colonized, through socio-economic and psychological rewards and
punishments, to accept new social norms and cognitive categories'.3ss For Nandy, 'the
ultimate violence' of colonialism is that it 'creates a culture in which the ruled are
constantly tempted to fight their rulers within the psychological limits set by the
latter'.359 Indeed, the nationalist struggle was pursued by 'moderates' though the
channels of British constitutionalism, and by 'extremists' through terrorism or violent
uprising, both of which emerged as ineffective modes of protest against colonialism.
Nandy views the Indian identification with the aggressor as permeating the colonial
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relationship.3 6o Many Indians viewed the British as a form of role model, regardless of
their respect or antipathy for their rulers. Indeed, Nirmal Verma explains how 'to
Indians at the time, Europe alone symbolised the pinnacle of human civilisation - both
in the sphere of intellectual progress and of intellectual achievement'. 361 As traditional
learning was steadily replaced by the European system of education, and the English
language became the compulsory medium of instruction, an· acceptance of European
education and its implicit world-view was closely tied up with the historical idea of
progress, placing Europe at the forefront of the march towards knowledge and
enlightenment. 362

A strategy aimed at challenging colonialism in India needed to address its psychological
basis, undermine its culture of consensus, and generate the necessary political power to
challenge its overt indicators of oppression and dominance. This is where Gandhian
thought and political action became central. 363 Gandhi avoided the Western categories
of nation and nationalism3 64 and turned to the 'vaguer but politically more relevant and,
to him, morally more acceptable concept of civilisation'. 365

It was through the critical re-conceptualisation of Indian civilisation that Gandhi made
his most significant contributions to developing a coherent 'national'366 identity.
Perhaps his most politically significant work, Hind Swaraj, presented a damning
critique of Western civilisation and its manifestation in the form of British rule, but also
allocated blame to India for 'keeping' the English. Gandhi argued that if 'the English
entered India for the purposes of trade', it was then true that '[t]hey remain in it for the

Nandy, The Intimate Enemy.
Verma, Nirmal (2000) . 'India and Europe', in: Verma, Nirmal. India and Europe: Selected
Essays. Shimla: Indian Institute of Advanced Study, 32-3 .
362 ibid, 37.
363 I do not explore the nature of Gandhi's politcal action here.
364 Parekh, Bhikhu (1989). Gandhi's Political Philosophy. London: MacMillan Press, 191. Parekh
notes how the use of the concept 'nation' presupposes a country to conceive of itself in the
'conventional sense of a more or less homogenous and self-conscious ethic, cultural or ethnocultural unit', whereas recourse to 'nationalism' is based on the assumption of beliefs 'that
mankind is 'naturally' divided into nations, that each nation has an unambiguous and
homogenous identity, that it shapes the consciousness and character of its members and that it
has a natural or historical right to self-determination' - ibid. Such assertions, grounded as they
are in the European historical experience are frequently irrelevant in other parts of the world.
365 ibid, 193 .
366
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refer to have evolved. From one perspective it makes little sense to think of Gandhf s as a
'nationaY movement, yet from another, given its position in a broader movement aimed at
achieving independence of the Indian nation, it was indeed national.
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same purpose, and we help them to do so'.367 The true enemy of India was therefore not
the English, but modern civilisation. Modern civilisation had 'made bodily welfare the
object of life', such that 'men are enslaved by temptation of the money and the luxuries
that money can buy'.368 Greed and the pursuit of material wealth had rendered such a
civilisation captive and diseased, and was at the root of the exaltation of force that had
lead to both colonial rule in India and the tolerance of Indians to its continued
existence. The ideal civilisation, for Gandhi, entailed self-control and enabled selfrealization and enlightenment, since it was 'that mode of conduct which points out to
man the path of duty', where '[p]erformance of duty ... is to attain mastery over our
mind and our passions. So doing, we know ourselves'. 369 Through an obsession with
material advancement and prosperity, modern civilisation had become divorced from
morality and tradition. India's strength was in the continuity of her traditions:

I believe that the civilisation India has evolved is not to be beaten in the
world ... India is still, somehow or other, sound at the foundation ... What
we have tested and found true on the anvil of experience, we dare not
change. Many thrust their advice on India and she remains steady ... This
is her beauty ... 370

For Gandhi, the continuity of Indian tradition was in contrast to the technical revolution
that had swept industrial Europe. Machinery had 'begun to desolate Europe' and
further, had 'impoverished India' through the extraction of wealth and the destruction
of local systems of production. 371 Technology was to be rejected, since it functioned as
the great enabler of global domination.372 The concentration of economic and political
power had led to corrupt rule and an alienation of the individual. India, if she persisted
in her tradition of material restraint was, as an enduring civilisation, in a position to
spread her wisdon1: 'a nation with a constitution like this is fitter to teach others than
to learn from others'.373

367 Gandhi, M. K. (1921 ). Hindi Swaraj, or, Indian Home Rule. Madras: S. Ganesan & Co., 26.
368 ibid, 22 , 19, 21 .
369 ibid, 48 .
370 Gandhi, Hindi Swaraj, 4 7-8 .
Gandhi, Hind Swaraj, 85 , 84.
3 72 Prakash, Gyan (1999) . Another Reason : Science and the Imagination of Modern India.
Princeton : Princeton University Press.
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The conclusion was unequivocal: '[t]he tendency of Indian civilisation is to elevate the
moral being that of the western civilisation is to propagate immorality 374 Indeed
1

•

1

1

Gandhi claimed that the apparent successes of modernity had wrought terrible costs.
The modern world had brought industrialization

1

the division of labour and

technological innovation but had also contributed to severe unemployment and
poverty and had compromised the ability of individuals to meet their basic needs. 375
1

His solution was an idealised conception of traditional village life in rural India

1

politically and economically decentralised and self-sufficient, an alternative to the
materialism and poverty that characterised modern society. 376

What was striking about Gandhi1s critique was that it addressed colonisation in a
manner that empowered ordinary Indians. He criticised Indian mimicry of the British
and urged a reinvigoration of Indian civilisation in order to address the weaknesses
that had emerged from the colonial experience. Markovits describes the nature of this
change:

In the struggles launched by Gandhi there gradually emerged a new type
of individual, influenced by a value system different from the one
common to the British and their terrorist/ extremist adversaries-the
system based on an exaltation of force as a manifestation of masculinity.
Thanks to GandhC hundreds of thousands of 'ordinary, Indians ... could
recapture their self-esteem ... Gandhi helped them free themselves from
a passive acceptance of the norms of behaviour imposed by the
colonizer.377

1

Gandhi s exposition of Indian civilisation thus provided alternatives to the struggle to
achieve parity with the British in terms of martial competence or constitutional skill.
An Indian identity was established not by eclipsing the colonial experience but
1

incorporating it as a valid lesson and a motivation to critically undertake traditional
reform.
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A second mode of enhancing Indian esteem and empowerment was through Gandhi's
related conceptions of individual and collective autonomy. 378 A search for autonomy,
or swaraj, was at the centre of a critical set of ideas that came to define the Indian
nation during the independence movement, and later its outward projection to the
world. Swaraj, as a multi-level concept, could stand for both 'home rule' and 'self-rule',
and thus referred to both national or political independence and the autonomy of
individuals. It rested upon Gandhi's assertion that political self-government was
inalienable from individual self-government, thereby placing the responsibility of steps
towards freedom within the realm of the individual. Power, freedom and esteem in the
eyes of others could only come from self-esteem. As Gandhi claimed, '[i]f we become
free, India is free. And in this thought you have the definition of Swaraj'.37 9 Control over
the self thus formed the precondition for purna swaraj, or national freedom, which
became both a moral duty as well as an inalienable right. Swaraj shifted the focus from
freedom from restraint, to self-restraint, an ethical and spiritual undertaking as opposed

to and outward, violent struggle. Self-restraint as a concept has a long tradition in
Indian political thought. As Rudolph and Rudolph have argued, the Western political
tradition has typically relied primarily, although not exclusively, 'on external rather
than internal restraints, on institutional rather than ethical limits' as a means of
exercising control over those who wield power... The conviction, most conspicuously
enacted-and embodied-by Gandhi, that 'private morality ha[s] public consequences'
is a reflection of the traditional emphasis of what may broadly be termed 'Hindu
thought' on ethical rather than institutional restraints.3so The continued centrality of
self-restraint in foreign policy thinking and rhetoric becomes evident both in the
discussion below, and in the context of India's nuclear discourse, as I show in Chapter
Four.

Gandhi's overall approach to the pursuit of individual and national autonomy was
through his method of satyagraha, which has been conceived of in various terms, but
can

be

viewed as

both

a philosophical system

and

a

'process

of moral

transformation'.381 As a philosophy, satyagraha provides insights into the role of values
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and power in what is held to be peaceful change. As a transformational process, the
ability of satyagraha to transform a conflict or a situation is based upon an application
1

and continual analysis of satya or 'truth in a dialogical process of social interaction,
distinguishing it from purely metaphysical deliberation. 382 Satya distinguished between
1

the twin notions of 'absolute truth and 'relative truth

1
,

where the former was

synonymous with the realization of God, the Absolute, a spiritual quest grounded in the
Hindu tradition, and the latter was conceived of as only a fragment of absolute truth. 38 3
The distinction between absolute and relative truth is important since their interrelation embodies both dynamism and monism. Since absolute truth can never be
attained, merely striven towards, as an ideal it compels the individual to ·unceasingly
engage in its search, on the grounds of its inherent incompleteness. Relative truth, on
the other hand, permits multiple interpretations of reality and demands respect for the
integrity of the individual and his own subjective reading of what is ultimately one
world or universe. Common values can only be uncovered through interaction, teaching
and learning. Truth is thus characterised by social engagement rather than limited to
thought. As Gandhi remarked, 'the quest for truth cannot be prosecuted in a cave' .384

Since satyagraha denies absolute truth claims, it is necessarily characterised by ahimsa.
Ahimsa, often translated as non-violence, originates in the Hindu, Jain and Buddhist
traditions, and although subject to subtle differences in interpretation, is generally held
as synonymous with 'non-injury1 and 'non-killing'. 385 Since au - truths are relative,

'Gandhi and Human Rights : In Search of True Humanity', in: Parel, Anthony J. (ed.). Gandhi,
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383
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satyagraha 'excludes the use of violence ... because man is not capable of knowing the
absolute truth and is therefore not competent to punish'. 386 Indeed, Gandhi claimed that
truth depended on the avoidance of violence: 'a perfect vision of Truth can only follow a
complete realization of Ahimsa'.3B7 Further, ahimsa as a manifestation of self-control
invoked autonomy through restraint.

From the outline above, I highlight a number of key ideas that are significant for later
thinking on and approaches to the appropriate role for India in world affairs. Firstly/
1

1

central is Gandhi's conception of Indian civilisation which serves as both a statement of
1

a distinctly Indian identity and a critique of Western modernity. Gandhi positions
Indian civilisation as superior to its European counterpart on account of India's
traditionally greater tendency towards morality or self-control, and the related
renunciation of material acquisition and the use of violence. A civilizational identity
based along these lines was a major contribution to Indian self-esteem since it
1

established an alternative normative framework against which to measure the self and
the oppressor. Secondly Gandhi's notion of swaraj was a further contribution to self1

esteem since it evoked autonomy in the sense of a control over, and ultimately a
realization o( the self. Autonomy was thus conceived of as both freedom from external
oppression and fron1 the oppression of others, and was strongly tied to ideas of selfrestraint Thirdly, Gandhi's monistic world view that is, his belief in satya, which
1

implied both a unitary oneness of the universe (absolute truth) and the fragmentary
nature of the self (relative truth) was in essence a philosophy of synthesis and had as
its correlate an assimilative mode of politics. Moreover, it stressed the contingent
nature of truth the absence of a right to punish and demanded a constant quest for the
1

1

spiritual upliftment and self-realisation of both individuals and mankind as a whole.

I go on to show below how these ideas were central to the evolution of Indian selfconceptions of greatness as they emerged vis-a-vis international sphere. Yet it is
significant to note that each of these three central ideas-a civilizational definition of
sel( autonomy and a search for truth-are all concepts which transcend the Indian
context and engage with what lies beyond it. The notions of swaraj and satya both
include and supersede the self and the nation, and are inherently universalist. Though
Indian civilisation is defined comparatively, it is presented by Gandhi as a repository of
universal moral values and principles and as an exemplar to mankind. These

386 Gandhi, cited in Bondurant, Conquest of Violence, 16.
387 Gandhi, An Autobiography, 420 .
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overlapping, subsumable concepts intuitively pointed to India's engagement with the
wider world upon the achievement of freedom from British rule and a refashioning of
the relations between nations.

Nehru's discovery: scientific humanism
Gandhian thought influenced Nehru's worldview substantially, but not entirely. Unlike
Gandhi, Nehru considered the appropriate means to bring about India's regeneration
not in terms of critical traditionalism and a celebration of village life but through
modernising India along the lines of European societies. Parekh identifies Nehru's
national philosophy as one of 'modernisation'. 388 Nehru considered national unity and
central government as essential for the consolidation of the country; parliamentary
democracy as a form of governance that inherently respected the individual;
industrialisation as a pathway towards strengthening the country and eliminating
poverty; socialism-conceived of as a planned, mixed economy with a dominant public
sector-as a means of 'securing economic growth, rapid industrialisation, national selfsufficiency and an equitable distribution'; and the inculcation of a 'scientific temper' as
an energising force that included rational and empirical thinking and the development
of science and technology.3s9

The hallmarks of Nehru's vision of a modern Indian nation were quite distinct from the
Gandhian emphasis on the spiritual, the traditional, the sanctity of the village and a
loosely-knit society characterised by political and economic decentralisation. Nehru's
wider national project aimed at consolidating and strengthening a society that he
believed had been subjected to repeated conquest and foreign rule on account of its
weakness and fragmentation, its stasis and self-absorption. 390 In the context of the
modern world, India had no choice but to join Europe on the march of progress. Indeed,
in the mid-1940s Nehru claimed,

It can hardly be challenged that, in the context of the modern world no
country can be politically and economically independent, even within
the framework of international interdependence, unless it is highly
industrialised and has developed its power resources to the utmost. Nor
388
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can it achieve or maintain high standards of living and liquidate poverty
without the aid of modern technology in almost every sphere of life. An
industrially backward country will continually upset the world's
equilibrium and encourage the aggressive tendencies of more developed
countries. 391

In stark comparison to Gandhi's understanding of material acquisition as the path to
enslavement and a loss of autonomy, Nehru saw material parity with the nations of the
developed world as the only means of securing India's future freedom and the
upliftment of the Indian masses. A pursuit of industrialisation and the development of
science and technology could be the only means of achieving such parity. Yet Nehru's
1

concept of a 'scientific temper was strongly influenced by elements of Indian tradition.
Indeed, if Nehru described himself as a 'mixture of the East and the West', his vision for
modern India was equally a synthesis of both.3 92 Nehru's self-assurance in the melding
of Indian tradition and Western modernity perhaps testified to the self-esteem that had
emerged from Gandhi's contribution to the national movement. In his autobiography he
recalled how Gandhi had wrought 'a psychological change, almost as if some expert in
psycho-analytical methods had probed deep into the patient's past, found out the
origins of his complexes, exposed them to his view, and thus rid him of that burden'. 393
Gandhi was 'the symbol of India determined to be free ... of a refusal to submit to
arrogant might, of never agreeing to anything involving national dishonour'.394

Nehru's admiration for Indian civilisation is most clearly evoked in his national classic

The Discovery of India, written during a period of imprisonment by the British. 395
Published in 1946, it argued that India was a great civilization with a rich and complex
past, a land of the peaceful teachings of Buddha and the Emperor Ashoka that had
synthesised a number of cultural and religious strands, and a nation with a right to
sovereignty. Its spiritual teachings had universal appeal, and India had already played a
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substantial role in the spiritual and cultural molding of East Asian cultures through the
peaceful spread of Buddhism out of the sub-continent. 396

Where Gandhi had reclaimed the value of Indian tradition, Nehru felt this value could
be retained even throughout reform. His view was that 'National progress can ... neither
lie in a repetition of the past nor in its denial. New patterns must inevitably be adopted
but they must be integrated with the old'.3 97 That Indian tradition was flexible and
enduring enough to survive and adapt was proven by the very same continuity which
Gandhi had proclaimed, indeed, Nehru noted, ·

Indian historT is a striking record of changes introduced in this way, a
continuous adaption of old ideas to a changing environment, of old
patterns to new. Because of this there is no sense of cultural break in it...
there was a reverence for the past and for traditional forms, but there
was a freedom and flexibility of the mind and a tolerance of the spirit'. 398

Nehru's philosophy of Indian nationalism aimed at both incorporating modernity and
yet remaining distinctive. He saw much to be learnt from the West, and drew
extensively both on liberal and socialist thinkers as he envisioned the Indian polity of
the future. Equally attractive was the West's mastery of science and technology, indeed,
'the West brings science, and science brings food for the hungry fnillions.'3 99 But, like
Gandhi, he believed that conflict, destruction and competition was inherent in Western
civilization. He observed that 'the civilization of the modern West, with all its great and
manifold achievements, does not appear to have been a conspicuous success or to thus
far have solved the basic problems of life'.4oo For the West, science was not a means to
an end but an end in itself. Indeed, within science, 'some vital element was missing ...
science had told us nothing about any purpose in life'.401 Nehru's great ambition was for
India to recover science as a search for truth, to give moral direction to science and
technology.
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Scientific humanism served as both a continuation of Gandhian thought as well as a

deep engagement with the rationalism associated with Western modernity. It was
Nehru's solution to the 'apprehension that purely factual and purposeless science is not
enough'.402 Yet while science had its limitations, there was no option but to retain it, 'for
without that firm basis and background we can have no grip on any kind of truth and
reality'.403 Science was thus the framework within which truth was to be sought, but it
required 'some reliance on moral, spiritual, and idealistic conceptions, or else we have
no anchorage, no objectives or purpose in life'.404

Nehru, like Gandhi, conceived of mankind as ultimately engaged in a quest for truth. His
notion of truth was circumscribed by the limitations of man's knowledge, just as
Gandhi's truth was limited by man's proximity to the divine. For Nehru,

Truth as ultimate reality, if such there is, must be eternal, imperishable,
unchanging. But that infinite, eternal and unchanging truth cannot be
apprehended in its fullness by the finite mind of man which can only
grasp, at most, some small aspect of it limited by time and space, and by
the state of development of that mind ... And so, truth has ever to be
sought and renewed, reshaped and developed... Only then does it
become a living truth for humanity.4os

In a near reproduction of Gandhi's conception of satya, Nehru's view of truth implicitly
recognised a greater unified structure to which all of humanity belonged, but of which
man could only uncover fragments. Unlike the self-other duality of Western thought,
truth was not absolute or unyielding, but only ever partial. And just as Gandhi's
relentless quest was to grow ever nearer to the ultimately unreachable Absolute,
Nehru's search for truth, too, contained within it an impulse, a pursuit of greater
knowledge and understanding as part of a larger human project. The right path for
India was to 'function in line with the highest ideals of the age we live in [science],
though we may add to them or seek to mould them in accordance with our national
genius'. 406 'There is a growing synthesis between humanism and the scientific spirit',
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Nehru observed, 'a kind of scientific humanism

1
•

407

Since the next phase in the

development of mankind consisted in 'removing the old boundaries between ... the
1

external world of science and the internal world of introspection India had a particular
,

role to play. 408

The postcolonial vision of India projected a particular ideology: science and rationality
1

became the conduit between India s past and its future; they stood as a hallmark of
1

progress and reform. 409 In practical terms Nehru s project was about harnessing
science and technology in the name of economic growth and was imbued with an
interpretation of science as the vector for national development, tempered by moral
direction, particularly in the realm of atomic energy, as I show in Chapter Four. Nehru
saw as undeniable that humanity was currently living in a scientific age, but science and
rationality became conceived of as sites to be appropriated and infused with the genius
of Indian civilisation. Ultimately, they offered an alternative vision of modernity, and,
by corollary, an alternative mode of development that served as a substitute for the
template for undeveloped nations and impoverished peoples. Scientific humanism, as a
worldview, thus stood as a means to material parity with the powerful nations of the
1

world, to the uplifting of India s impoverished millions and the future freedom of India,
and to a moral leadership role for India in the wider world.

Non-Alignment as 'grand strategy'
If scientific humanism mapped an alternative pathway of development for India, nonalignment, as both a framework for the conduct of international affairs and a system of
ideas, outlined an alternative model of national security. For Nehru it was clear that
India's continued independence relied on freedom in international affairs: 'What does
independence consist of? It consists fundamentally and basically of foreign relations' .410

The commitment to autonomy that had arisen during the independence movementand the grounds upon which that autonomy was seen as legitimate and desirable-was
therefore projected into the external sphere. India was not only vast in size and
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population) but, Nehru seemed to suggest, great 1n spirit, and should not fear her
independent future in the international realm,

I can understand some of the smaller countries of Asia being forced by
circumstances to bow down before some of the greater Powers ... But I
do not think that consideration applies to India. We are not citizens of a
weak or mean country and I think it is foolish for us to get frightened)
even from a military point of view) of the greatest of the Powers
today.411

The early articulation of non-alignment, in substance if not in name) is often traced to
1

Nehru s first public statement of his governmenfs intentions for India in the
international realm. 412 On becoming head of the Interim Government in 1946) he
declared that India was to engage with the world)

as a free nation with our own policy and not merely as a satellite of
another nation. We hope to develop close and direct contacts with other
nations and to co-operate with them in the furtherance of world peace
and freedom. We propose) as far as possible) to keep away from the
power politics of groups) aligned against one anothec which have led in
the past to world wars and which may again lead to disasters on an even
vaster scale.413

Though the label 'non-alignmenf was to come later) as a set of domestic and
inte r national policies this broad approach stood as the culmination of an evolution of
ideas that emphasised the desirability and indivisibility of freedom and peace. It
mani fested in attempts to ass ist in the decolonisation efforts of other emerging nations)
t o negate thro ugh disarmament the concentration of power that permitted imperialism
and war ) to dismantle imperial power structures by strengthening the United Nations)
and to enco urage a mo r e equitable distribution of resources between nations and
peop les.
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Non-alignment challenged, as a result, the traditional way in which world politics had
been conducted. At a speech delivered Speech at Columbia University in 1949, Nehru
1

emphasised how India s policy 'is not a negative and neutral policy. It is a positive and
vital policy that flows from our struggle for freedom and from the teachings
of Mahatma Gandhf .414 Its aim was peace, which 'is not only an absolute necessity for
us in India in order to progress and develop but also of paramount importance to the
world .41s The method for preserving peace, he declared, was '[n]ot by surrendering to
1

aggression, not by compromising with evil or injustice but also not by the talking and
1

preparing for war .416

The policy framework of non-alignment was also a response to a context. With the
memory of the Second World War clearly in mind, Nehru was adamant that 'the lesson
1

of the past two wars has to be remembered .417 Peace was essential for the
development, consolidation and freedom of impoverished nations across the world and
1

the alleviation of India s poverty. It was therefore imperative to shield a · still
unconsolidated and weak India from any enmeshment in conflict. Moreover, an
unaligned stance could provide avenues for a practical role in world affairs. In April
1

1948, in response to mounting Cold War tensions, Nehru declared in a letter to India s
Chief Ministers,

The international situation continues to be tense ... I am co·n vinced that
1

lndia s role should be as far as possible to continue to remain apart from
any particular bloc. This is safest for India and it may in the future give
some chance to India to play a pacific role. We cannot place this too high
as we are not strong enough at present to exercise much influence.
Nevertheless it would be equally wrong to ignore the fact that we can
and do count in international affairs. It would be a very short-sighted
policy for us to line up with any group in order to gain some temporary
advantage. 418
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Non-alignment thus aimed both at maintaining freedom and constituted a broader,
long-term vision of a role for India as global peacemaker. Certainly, the primary aim of
non-alignment was to protect national sovereignty and political independence. But
again, freedom was conceived in multiple terms, like Gandhi's concept of swaraj. The
freedom implicit in non-alignment was equivalent to an avoidance of the external
constraints that would arise from entanglement in conflict or alignment with one of the
great power groups. But beyond this negative notion of freedom was the positive
freedom of a realisation of self. Non-alignment was active in its projection of a
commitment to peace and its provision of a neutral, bridging force in a polarised
context of warring factions. It stood as a normative framework that critiqued prevailing
patterns of aggression and injustice in the existing world order. Non-alignment served,
therefore, as a grand strategy: it was a strategy of the protection of sovereignty and a
mode of projecting India's civilizationally-defined moral pre-eminence.

Despite clear limitations to India's capacity to manoeuvre in the international realm,
Nehru believed India's autonomy, in the form of non-alignment, could not be
compromised. A struggling economy, which under British rule had stymied and shrunk,
had led to a decision to adopt a mixed economy and work towards a model of economic
autarky based on forced industrialization policies and import substitution. It was aimed
firstly at alleviating poverty, and secondly at self-sufficiency, but proved insufficient.
India became substantially dependent on both bilateral and multilateral foreign aid, yet
Nehru remained firm in his refusal to bow to any form of international pressure. In a
speech to the US Congress in October 1949, he emphasised the need for India to
alleviate poverty through 'greater production, more equitable distribution, better
education and better health'. He continued,

We realize that self-help is the first condition of success for a nation, no
less than for an individual. We are conscious that ours must be the
primary effort and we shall seek succour from none to escape from any
part of our own responsibility. But though our economic potential is
great, its conversion into finished wealth will need much mechanical
and technological aid. We shall, therefore, gladly welcome such aid and
co-operation on terms that are of mutual benefit... But we do not seek
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any material advantage 1n exchange for any part of our hard-won
freedom. 419

Even while over several years US administrations attempted to link food assistance to
adjustments in foreign and domestic policy, Indian leaders made barely any adjustment
to their policy stances.420

Nehru's internationalism and embrace of liberal ideals also extended to the external
sphere. Despite a vehement guarding of Indian autonomy, Nehru understood that
ceding some amount of sovereignty might be necessary for global interdependence. He
recalled that, during the independence movement,

When we talked of the independence of India it was not in terms of
isolation. We realized, perhaps more than many other countries, that the
old type of complete national independence was doomed, and there
must be a new era of world co-operation. We made it repeatedly clear,
therefore, that we were perfectly agreeable to limit that independence
in common with other nations, within some international framework.4 21

As a great believer in the United Nations, Nehru wished to strengthen it through India's
active participation. He initially viewed the UN as a platform, free from entanglements
with either of the two Cold War blocs, that would become the great enabler of
international cooperation. 422 Indian leadership took the form of advocacy for
developing countries and playing a crucial role in the Afro-Asian cooperation that
would eventually, and indirectly, lead to the emergence of the Non-Aligned Movement.
This 'third world activism' pressed for an end to colonialism, racialism, imperialism and
political and economic inequality between states, and collectively rejected the Cold War
policies of military alliances and the balance of power. Yet as I show in Chapter Five, the
Indian approach was not always well-received. While Nehru stressed at times that
India's approach was to foster cooperation rather than to lead, India's role was
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sometimes domineering and its vision too broad to appeal to all countries. Moreover, a
defensive approach to India,s freedom of action in international affairs often led to
caution within multilateral contexts that did not maximise collective goals. Yet
nonetheless, Nehru believed, 'a special responsibility is cast on India. India realises it
and other countries realise it also. The responsibility is not necessarily for leadership,
but for taking the initiative sometimes and helping others to cooperate,. 42 3

'Helping others cooperate' required a certain kind of international standing. If material
power was not to form the foundation of India's role in managing world affairs, esteem
was essential. Unluckily, however, the partition of the sub-continent and the communal
violence it unleashed unfolded just as Nehru was seeking to find a just and honourable
place for India in the international community. He was extremely conscious that the
eyes of the world were watching developments in India and Pakistan and that
judgements would be made about the new governments' management of domestic
conflict. In a letter to Chief Ministers on 15 October 194 7, he referred to intercommunal disturbances in the Punjab, and attempted to answer accusations from
within India that he was 'following a policy of appeasement towards Muslims':

we have got to deal with this minority in a civilised manner. We must
give them security and the rights of citizens in a democratic State ... we
are now on severe trial in the international forum. I have it on the
authority of our delegates to the U.N.O. that the friendliness towards
India which existed before the recent tragedy has changed and we are
looked upon with distrust and almost with a certain degree of contempt.
We cannot afford to ignore this feeling. We are dependent for so many

things on international goodwill - increasingly so since partition. And
pure self-interest, apart from moral considerations, demands that world
opinion should be on our side i.n this matter of treatment of
minorities. 4 2 4

India's reputation in the eyes of the world was critical to Nehru, and he saw the
upholding of principles in both the domestic realm-particularly on the issue of the
integration of the princely states, which in the case of Hyderabad eventually involved
the use of force-and in conduct with other countries as critical to India's prestige.
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However, partition had left behind not only ongoing violence within India and Pakistan,
but had bequeathed an Inda-Pakistani dispute over the political status of the area
known as Jammu and Kashmir. Nehru was determined to pursue peaceful channels for
its resolution, both to spare India the consequences of investing in war, but equally as
importantly as a moral statement and a means of upholding India's esteem in the eyes
of the international community. In November 194 7, he noted,

From the military point of view there is little doubt that if there was war
between India and Pakistan, Pakistan as a State would perish. But,
undoubtedly, India would suffer very great injury and all our schemes of
progress would have to be pushed aside for many many years.
Therefore, we must do our utmost to avoid war, and that is our definite
policy... We must all, in our own way, try to make people understand the
situation and to reduce the tension so that normal relations might be
maintained with Pakistan. Both statesmanship and expediency, as well
as humanity, require this. That, of course, does not mean we should
surrender our honour or self-respect in the slightest.425

An adherence to peaceful conciliatory means thus stood as a requirement for
internationally acceptabiHty and moral rectitude, yet it could not undermine a
fundamental sense of self.

In January 1948, a political-military statement had been reached and India referred the
Kashmir dispute to the Security Council of the United Nations. Nehru's justification for
doing so was that 'we wanted to avoid, in so far as this was possible, any development
which would lead to war'. 426 He stressed the importance of maintaining domestic peace
and order, since '[a]ny communal disturbances will... discredit us before the United
Nations'. 427 Nehru's conviction was that a high regard for India would ensue from the
exercise of self-restraint. He drew the attention of the Security Council to that fact that
it was within India's capability to hit strong and strategic bases inside Pakistan
territory, but that '[w]e do not propose, however, to do this'.428 Yet restraint and the
moral approach within the UN seemed not to deliver the hoped-for results. Nehru
reported a month later that,
ibid, 9 - 2 November 194 7.
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'[t]he Kashmir issue in the Security Council has given us a great deal of
trouble ... the attitude of the great powers has been astonishing ... Some of
them have shown active partisanship for Pakistan... the Kashmir
question is not being discussed fairly and ... considerable pressure is
being brought to bear against India'.429

Again a defence of India's integrity was critical: 'while we have tried and shall continue
1

to try to have a peaceful settlement, we have no intention whatever of giving in on the
fundamental points'.43o

India's 'bad experience of what takes place in the Security Council' soon led Nehru to
develop a deep distrust of the tendency of the superpowers to assume international
control, and a wariness of their designs on newly emerging post-colonial societies. 431
He seemed to feel the lack of international support for India almost as a betrayal,
complaining that ' [o] ur experience of international politics and the way things are done
in these higher regions of the United Nations has been disappointing in the extreme.
1

No doubt, all this will affect our international relations in the future'. 432 There was,
however no question of altering India's course, even while it was clear that 'the
1

achievement of independence and a desire to maintain our own foreign relations, free
of attachment to blocs, has brought us sharply against the ugly forces of power
politics'. 433 'We must not get discouraged', he counselled.434 India was on the right path,
indeed, he emphasised to the Constituent Assembly in March 1948,

obviously we are not a great military Power, we are not an industrially
advanced Power [but] - India even today counts in world affairs and the
1

trouble that you see in the United Nations or the Security Council is
because she does count... If we had been some odd little nation
somewhere in As ia or Europe, it would not have mattered much ... But
because we count, and because we are going to count more and more in
the futu re ... it is merely the fact that we are potentially a great nation

ibid, 61 - 5 February 1948.
430 l'b'd
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and a big Power, and possibly it is not liked by some people that
1

anything should happen to strengthen us. 435

Nonetheless, the tensions between India and Pakistan emerged as the great blot upon
Indian esteem in the international realm. International successes within the United
Nations, such as the mediation of the Korean War and corridor diplomacy at the Geneva
Conference on Inda-China engagements, had generated enormous international
1

prestige for Nehru and India and did much to foster a belief in India s capacity to make
substantial progress towards world peace. ·Yet Kashmir emerged as a persistent
problem.436 Nehru attempted to persuade the international community that the entire
issue was a result of Pakistani provocation, directing his representatives at the UN to
put the case again and again to the General Assembly. When this did not prove
successful, he refused UN involvement in the issue, since it was not on Indian terms,
and implicitly framed India as a co-aggressor. Ultimately, it was damaging to an Indian
1

sense of self. What had begun as an optimistic faith in the UN s capacity to mediate
conflict had revealed the continuation of great power dominance through the Security
Council. This necessitated a more defensive policy that did not open India to external
interference, and reinforced the belief that an entanglement in power politics would be
disastrous for India.

Convinced that a commitment to peace would automatically deliver-advantages to India
on the issue of the Kashmir dispute, the disavowal of the use of force had been as much
a strategy of persuasion, aimed at winning influence, than a simple expression of moral
conviction. As the leader of independent India, Nehru perhaps felt a personal
responsibility to live up to the ideals he professed and maintain a consistent line and
1

1

approach in India s foreign policy. K. P. S. Menon, India s first Foreign Secretary recalls
a meeting of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Cabinet in the early 50s in which the
appropriate course of action with regard to the Portuguese settlement in Goa was
discussed. 437 After much debate, Sadar Patel (the Home Minister) suggested that India
'go in since it was '2 hours work 438 Nehru s apparent response was shock: 'How could
1

1

1

1

•

we use force? he asked, we who have been condemning the use of force in international
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affairs and insisting that every dispute should be solved by peaceful means'. 439 A
commitment to the non-use of force was, at a deeper level, an assertion of India's moral
pre-eminence, but it was also a matter of consistent policy and retaining international
stature.

Quite apart from international op1n1on, domestically, an overwhelming consensus
appeared to exist among the Indian political elite at this time that non-alignment and
the avoidance of conflict offered the only appropriate for India. The contours of India's
policy in the international realm were discussed formally during the Constituent
Assembly Debates and laid out in Article 51 of the Indian Constitution. Article 5 t which
abides today, obliges the Indian state to '(a) promote international peace and security;
(b) maintain just and honourable relations between nations; ( c) foster respect for
international law and treaty obligations in the dealings of organized peoples with one
another; and (d) encourage settlement of international disputes by arbitration' .44 0

The main debate over the content of the Article took place on 25 November 1948, in
discussions over various amendments.4 41 One common articulation was an affirmation
of the unique moral role India was required to play on the international stage. For
Biswanath Das, India's 'mighty contribution to the betterment of international
relations' was 'not in the shape of influence of prowess or wealth, but by bringing her
thought into the field of international concept - the mighty, intellectual and moral
influence of. .. Gandhi who taught nothing short of intentional amity, honourable and
open relations between nations and countries'. B. H. Khardekar, equating the 'morality
amongst nations' with 'the morality of robbers', saw India's role as 'certainly very
important because foundations of international morality have to be laid and only a
country like India with its spiritual heritage can do it.' Indeed, he reassured the
Assembly, 'when we have men like Pandit Nehru at the helm of foreign affairs and when
the foundations of peace and non-violence have been laid down by the Father of the
Nation [Gandhi], this country need not despair of its future; it can even hold out a
439 l'b'd
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future to the whole of the world'. The consensus was one of both India's moral
superiority and a necessity to dispense its principles-though these were not spelt
out-in the international realm.

There were, however, deviations. K. T. Shah represented the extreme Gandhian
position, urging for a commitment to abjure the use of force. He wondered whether it
would not be 'well for us to declare that... we as a people will take an oath whereby for
no reason shall we resort to arms, to settle our differences with other countries, and
with other peoples'. To his mind, if the first step to securing international peace was
disarmament, it was clear that 'such a beginning cannot be made unless an open, frank
declaration of policy, pledging a nation unreservedly to peace ... is given'. To the
Assembly, Shah's suggestion to pledge an oath of non-aggression appeared, however,
unacceptable - there was no debate over the content of his quite lengthy speech, and
his proposed amendment was simply not moved.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, Mahavir Tyagi took a striking stand on the
proposed amendment that would become clause (d). Clause (d) was intended as a
statement of a practical method for promoting peace. But Tyagi saw India's pledge to
settle international disputes by arbitration, as 'a mere pious wish' which did not 'add
any substance to the Constitution'. His opinion was that 'any nation speaking in these
terms [of arbitration]' was 'always immediately followed by ... guhs and aeroplanes'.
While he was firm that '[w]e cannot question our own motives', his view was that,

[t] or the purposes mentioned in this clause what we want is armament,
both of will and weapons, moral armament as well as physical
armament. We should see to it that our nation is militarily strong ... Our
aim should be to become a first-class power, a strong power, so that our
voice, our pleadings and our arguments may have some weight and
people may know that they should not annoy this great country ...

Again, no discussion followed, apart from an oblique statement from P. Subbarayan: 'I
do not think that we want to use force of any kind either in the future Government of
India or in the Government as it is constituted today.' The broad parameters of the
Article, laying out the foundations of India's official national approach to foreign policy
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were thus demarcated by elimination and elicited broad agreement. 442 Speaking in the
1

Assembly a year later in 1949 Sardar Hukam Singh could state that the appropriate
1

conduct for India in the international realm had been delineated 'as Mahatma Gandhi
would have wished us to do' since it was 'a policy which is in complete accord with the
principles of truth and non-violence' .443

However other alternatives to Nehru's policy of non-alignment were expressed during
1

this period, though not as part of the political discourse. In his several works of
scholarship, K. M. Panikkar, an academic and one of Nehru's most respected diplomats/
had considered India's position in the Indian Ocean to render the sub-continent
particularly vulnerable to outsiders and counselled the development of strong defence
capabilities. 444 Indian leadership of a multilateral regional council in Asia was the only
way to ensure India's freedom and security, since ' [o]wing to the weakness of the units
comprising this area and their great importance as the reservoir of raw materials, the
organization of the region for security is of vital importance to future world peace'. 445
In a 1952 volume of research on international affairs G. S. Bajpai, whom Nehru had
1

selected as Secretary General in 1948 expressed his concern over India's policy as it
1

stood and saw 'danger ... in the unqualified condemnation of 'power politics". 446 While
1

emphasising his commitment to India's moral, neutral stance Bajpai's view of the
1

correct way to approach neutrality was framed within a nuanced critique of Realist
approaches to international politics. Quoting Thucydides he concluded that "Balance of
1

Power' is not an ethical principle or even a permanent feature of international
relations: it is a product of circumstances which the righteous and the upright may
dislike but cannot afford to ignore'.447 He asserted that 'moral strength is not enough ...
to prevent a collision between [the Great Powers] or even to protect a neutral's
neutrality'. 448 Questioning the Indian aversion to power he claimed that '[a] strong
1

India is .. necessary not only for the defence of its neutrality in the event of a world war
442
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but also for the effective pursuit of an independent foreign policy founded on her
ideals'.449 Material power would enable India to fulfil her 'supreme aim' of peace, he
argued, since its use would be curbed by 'India's determination to use power only when
forced to defend her freedom, her sense of values and her way of life.' 450 Though a
minority position, Bajpai's essential claim was that the acquisition of material power in
no way eclipsed India's moral pre-eminence, and was indeed essential for its
projection.

The power of power
While ideas based upon the necessity of hard power to back up India's moral message
were in circulation, they did not gain mainstream currency until after India's defeat in
the 1962 border war with China. Nehru's approach to China, as another ancient and
enduring civilization in Asia, had always been one of friendly interest and a desire to
work in partnership towards a pan-Asian identity and a peaceful world order. He made
a priority of Inda-Chinese friendship and believed that 'the future of Asia and to some
extent the world depends on this'.451 The blueprint for peaceful coexistence that
emerged in 1954 as a treaty between the two countries, panchsheef,45 2 promised an
area of peace in Asia that he hoped might extend beyond the region. Yet China's Tibet
policy and intentions were .a cause of concern and suspicion for some. Despite vigorous
warnings from Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the Home Minister, G. S. Bajpai and even the
Indian President, Rajendra Prasad, in the years preceding the war, Nehru believed that
mutual understanding with China was a fully sufficient means of meeting India's
security needs. His dominance of India's foreign policy and his unquestioned authority
· as India's leader at home and in the world meant that few were equipped to seriously
challenge him. The shock of the war with China and India's stunning defeat overturned
much of what Nehru had built up and believed in. It eroded his personal standing both
at home and abroad. Worst of all, it was widely felt as a national humiliation and the
collapse of Indian prestige. Even those sympathetic to Nehru conceded that India had
'failed to develop a realistic view of its defense needs' and suggested that reconciling
the Gandhian philosophy of nonviolence in relations with other countries was
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impossible in 'a world which had not disavowed war and the use of force in general'. 453
Nehru's international vision was shattered. India was never more alone in the
international community, and Nehru was forced to compromise Indian neutrality by
seeking military assistance from the United States and Great Britain. When Nehru died
in 1964, it was in the knowledge that the 'high place he carved for India in the 1950s
had proved to be transient and illusionary.' 454

Nonetheless, while 1962 constituted a major rupture in India's international relations,
the key impulse behind Indian foreign policy thinking appeared to remain intact.
Opinions about the merits of military preparedness changed but non-alignment was
still overwhelmingly considered operative. K. P. S. Menon, writing in 1977 and referring
to the 1962 war pithily summarised the new approach: 'Trust in non-alignment, but
keep the powder dry1. 4ss An admission that '[i]n certain circumstances the use of force
was indispensible' had come to characterise India's foreign policy consciousness, but it
was through necessity rather than choice. 456 India s ethical approach was not
1

inherently faulty, but circumstances had demanded its recalibration.

India's commitment to third world solidarity, for example, continued. Out of the NonAligned Movement grew a platform that rallied for more equitable economic relations
between nations, known as the New International Economic Order (NIEO). It was
drafted, elucidated and advocated in various fora of the United Nations, the
Commonwealth of Nations and the NAM. Indian contributions to the platform were
evident in its hosting and participation in meetings, as well as practical and intellectual
inputs. However India, according to Surjit Mansingh, a former Indian Foreign Service
Officer, 'did not occupy a leading place in negotiations between the industrialised North
and the Developing South when they took on a confrontationist tone'. 457 Instead, India
assumed the role of mediator, urging moderation among radical members of the South
and the continuation of dialogue on the part of the North.4ss
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Yet the synthesis of the existing approach with the newly-apparent demands of the
international system was explicit in the report of the Committee on the Indian Foreign
Service chaired by N. R. Pillai and released in 1966. 459 The Report was as much an
assessment of India's conduct in the international realm as of the Service itself, and in
an era of recalibration its commissioning was likely prompted by the war with China.
While the report recognised new challenges, it also exemplified the continuities in
foreign policy thinking. It began by offering a brief survey of India's glittering
achievements so far in the international realm, stressing the 'universality of appeal' of
India's foreign policy aims of 'peace, freedom and justice; friendship for all; and full
support for peoples still under colonial yoke in their struggle for freedom'. 460 It noted
how India had held 'a position in the councils of the world out of all proportion to ...
strength', and at the UN had been 'foremost in ... advocacy and support for the peaceful
solution of international disputes, and ... among the countries participating in the United
Nations peace-keeping operations in many regions of the world'.461

It continued, however, with an acknowledgment of the biggest new challenge to India,
in terms of both security and India's greater global vision:

China... has emerged as an arrogant military power, expansionist and
hegemonic ... Because of its aggression against India and its unabated
belligerence and hostile propaganda China poses a threat nol only to our
security but a challenge to our diplomacy.462

The expenence with China and Pakistan had 'wrought a profound change in our
thinking by destroying the illusion that unilateral demonstration of peace and goodwill
can be a substitute for strength and ability to defend ourselves'.463 Indeed,
'[i]ncreasingly, for eign policy and defense policy should be brought together into
mutual relationship ... as with other countries, so with us, the safeguarding of our
sovereignty and territorial integrity and the promotion of our national interests are
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among the pnmary objectives of our foreign policy.' 464 To this end, economic
development and self-sufficiency were of paramount importance: 'On the rapid
advancement in our export performance and in our export potential hangs in fact our
whole economic future. 465

Nonetheless, a conviction of the inherent merits of the existing approach persisted. 'Our
foreign policy' the report claimed, 'in its totality has continued, external changes
notwithstanding, to retain its validity' .466 This was underscored by a proclamation that
in regard to China, 'our relations with this great neighbour should be based on
friendship and good neighbourliness' although '[w]hat is attainable is conditioned by
China's policies and moods and the extent to which it conforms to the norms of
international behaviour' .467

The 1962 war had two major effects on Indian foreign policy thinking. The first was
recognition that a refusal to spend on defence-even though there was limited foreign
exchange to do so-had fundamentally undermined Indian aspirations to foster a
peaceful and more equitable world order. India faced an apparent paradox: moral
leadership on its own was an insufficient basis for international esteem, yet without
international esteem, moral leadership was impossible. Even the most pacific Indian
foreign policy elites began to recognise a link between military power and international
standing. Arthur Samuel Lall, a diplomat, explained how India's neglect to raise its
military profile had resulted in 'exclusion from the councils of the great to which it was
entitled not only because of its population but also because it has been for several
millennia among the world's major civilizations.'468 A discourse emerged that linked
esteem with a curious mix of principle and material power. An adaptation to the logic of
power politics did not necessitate a negation of a civilizational self. The task was to test
the claim that G. S. Bajpai had made back in 1952, that the acquisition of material power
need not eclipse India's moral pre-eminence, and was indeed perhaps essential for its
projection.

The se con d major effect of the Chinese defeat w as the introduction of a significant
competitive element in the Indian psyche. China was no longer a potential partner in
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Asia but a menace to India's integrity, and, most importantly, to India's international
standing. Perhaps the threat went even deeper. As a great Asian civilisation, one of
India's core definitional distinctions against the West was its civilizational longevity,
but such an argument of superiority could not be advanced against China. As becomes
clearer in the next two chapters, a competitive project emerged from the unlucky
encounter that over subsequent decades would emerge in various forms across
military, economic, political and social domains. The acquisition of military and
capabilities that India began to pursue thus were partly aimed at rebuilding India's selfesteem and status in the international realm, but had they had a distinct reference
point. India's defence strategy was targeted at meeting a threat from Chinese forces
along its northern border, and avoiding further national humiliation.

Shortly after Nehru's death, Indira Gandhi came to play a vital role in India's acquisition
of military and economic power. She was less active in advancing the moral influence or
universalist principles her father had sought. As an IFS officer during Indira Gandhi's
time in office, Surjit Mansingh noted how the Prime Minister,

'valued power-in contrast to Mahatma Gandhi who preached love, and
Jawaharlal Nehru who was content with moral influence. Her insistence
on possessing tangible attributes of power, along with her pragmatic or
expedient methods of acquiring them, were her major contributions to
the conduct of India's foreign relations.'469

Yet Mansingh noted 'an ambivalence in attitude towards ambition and power which
restrains pursuit of them.' 470 While Indira stressed that '[w]e want India to be selfreliant and to strengthen its independence so that it cannot be pressurized by anybody',
India's foreign policy was 'motivated to defend autonomy rather than extend power'.471
The 1971 war with Pakistan that resulted in the formation of Bangladesh was
presented as an intervention on humanitarian grounds rather than an act of aggression.
India intervened briefly in East Pakistan but withdrew its forces almost immediately
once liberation was complete and promptly returned territory seized from Pakistan in
the West. In a letter to Richard Nixon Indira Gandhi explained that '[we] sought nothing
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for ourselves, neither territory nor special privileges, only everlasting peace,. 472 The
statement was perhaps not quite credible, since the main motivation for Indian action
was the enormous refugee problem emerging in West Bengal, caused by civil violence
within East Pakistan. Certainly a divided Pakistan was also a strategically sound
outcome for India, too, since it weakened a long-term antagonist. Yet attempts to
project a moral case for the decision to intervene, backed up with the hard evidence of
self-restraint after the conclusion of the war, were evident in Indira Gandhi,s approach.

Undeniably, the Indira era had pragmatism at its core. Her attempts to maintain peace
and stability in South Asia and protect India from great power interference in the
region, while defensive in intent, could not but intimidate her neighbours. Under her
leadership, India began to relinquish its staunch independence in world affairs and rely
increasingly on Soviet economic and military assistance. The Inda-Soviet Treaty of
Peace, Friendship and Cooperation of 1971, whose Article IX invoked Soviet
intervention if a foreign power-either China or the US-intervened militarily during
India,s war with Pakistan, signified a Soviet tilt and what many saw as an end to India,s
non-aligned policy. The Indian victory in war consolidated India,s power and prestige
over the whole of the sub-continent. Yet Indira claimed that her government had no
intention of transforming India into a typical power and that a basic continuity lay at
the root of Indian foreign policy:

India,s foreign policy is a projection of the values which we have
cherished through the centuries as well as our current concern. We are
not tied to the traditional concepts of a foreign policy designed to
safeguard overseas possessions, investments, the carving out of spheres
of influence and the erection of cordons sanitaires ... Our first concern has
been to prevent any erosion of our independence... Non-alignment...
implied neither non-involvement nor neutrality. It was and is an
assertion of our freedom of judgement and action.

47 3

Vhile the maintenance of sovereignty remained a key theme in Indian foreign policy,
the search for international prestige endured, too . The test of a nuclear explosive device
at Pokhran in 197 4
contrasted starkl

4,2
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as perhaps the clearest statement of both, even though it
vvi th a longstanding and activist moral stance on nuclear
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disarmament. Yet there was a logic behind India s decision to test. In 1965, Sisir Gupta,
a diplomat and academic, had referred to India as the 'sixth Power in a world where
only five are recognized to be greaf .474 He saw that India could 'either enter the club by
defying the world and making a bomb or see to it that the bomb as a status symbol
loses its significance because of effective progress towards disarmamenf .475 I discuss
Indian attempts to bring about the detachment of esteem from nuclear weapons in the
next chapter. Yet at the time Gupta was writing, it was already becoming clear that
these attempts would prove unsuccessful and that his suspicion that 'military capability
1

remains the most important source of a countris status, prestige and power would be
validated.476

Despite what seemed like a shocking aberration, the 197 4 test was couched as a
1

'peaceful nuclear explosion and successive governments opted to refrain from overtly
developing a nuclear weapon capability in what was underlined as an act of selfrestraint This commitment appeared to be abandoned 24 years later when the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)-led Government, in an assertive move to decisively raise
1

India s international status, conducted five nuclear tests in the spring of 1998. Yet in a
subsequent statement delivered to the Lok Sabha, Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee
1

stressed that the tests and India s future nuclear policy would 'continue to reflect a
commitment to the sensibilities and obligations of an ancient civilization, a sense of
responsibility and restraint, but a restraint born of the assurance of action, not of
doubts or apprehension 477 As I show in Chapter Four, the tests, rather than a message
1

•

1

of aggressive intent, were framed as a defense of India s sovereignty. Yet as part of the
broader discourse of empowerment and potency that characterised the broader rightwing political discourse of the BJP, Vajpayee was keen to emphasise the tests as a
radical assertion of Indian self-esteem.

I argue at length in the next chapter that the nuclear tests of 1998 stood as the ultimate
1

synthesis of India s quest for material parity and its assertion of moral pre-eminence.
The nuclear bomb was a great symbol of India s power and freedom, but also a site
1

1

within which India s supreme moral judgement could be applied and exhibited. The
credibility of Indian claims to responsibility contributed to the exceptional treatment
474
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India received1 outside the bounds of the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty/ in the form
of the later Indo-US civil nuclear agreement. 478

Like the acquisition of military capabilities and accelerated economic growth/ India's
tests were 'a means of asserting India's autonomy in international affairs ... a means of
establishing India's international status and prestige1 and [a means] to enhance India's
self-image'.479 Yet I argue that they were not simply an act of conformity to the
dominant normative structure of the international system, but a synthesis with an
enduring set of values, and an enhancement rather than a negation of a civilizational
self. They did not result in new policies based on the use of force. Moreovec the esteem,
and self-esteem, they appeared to lend the Indian leadership 1 along with India's
increasing economic growth and influence, paved the way for a deeper engagement
with the United States, in what some saw as the death knell to the autonomy of nonalignment1 and others saw as the 'bridge to the entire West1 to all that had been denied
to India through the entire half-century of Independence'.4so

The same, but better: discourses of synthesis, knowledge and anti-power
In the wake of the end of the Cold War1 Indian foreign policy elites faced an array of
new external challenges as global transformations redefined the global parameters
within which foreign policy had functioned for some four decades. Not only did the
collapse of the USSR signal an end to what had evolved into nearly twenty years of a de
facto Indo-Soviet alliance 1 but India had to adapt swiftly to a unipolar world in which

the USA emerged as the dominant power. The imperatives of globalisation prompted
the gradual liberalisation of the Indian economy in the 1990s and contributed further
to India's economic growth, which had begun to accelerate from the 1980s. In 1993, the
US Department of Commerce marked India as one of the top ten global emerging
markets and a new destination for US corporate investment. An expanding Indo-US
economic partnership emerged. The 1998 nuclear tests1 though met with a harsh and
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punitive response from the international community, ultimately resulted in a crucial
turning point in India's approach to the United States. While Indian governments had
for decades been wary of, and often hostile towards America, Vajpayee's BJP-led
governing alliance proactively sought an improved relationship. The success of this
enterprise was evidenced by President Bill Clinton's visit to New Delhi in March 2000.
In a post 9 /11 era of transnational terrorist threats, India was seen as a potential global
ally of the United States as both a democratic and economic partner. The material gains
in the economic and nuclear realms had led to an enormous boost in India's
international recognition.

In comparison to the anti-imperialist, defensive and often anti-Western orientation of
Indian foreign policy that had characterised the Cold War period, the warming of
relations between India and the United States was a striking break with the past.
Indeed, the closer relationship with the United States required both a new synthesis in
Indian foreign policy and a substantial shift in mindset. India's early rejection of close
ties with the great powers transformed into an explicit and self-confident engagement
with them, particularly the United States, often couched in terms of 'equal partnership'.
Indeed, an acceptance by the United States, in addition to India's economic growth,
contributed greatly to Indian self-esteem. Jaswant Singh, Minister for External Affairs
from December 1998 to June 2002, described India's transition as a 'journey from the
uncertainties of the early 1990s to a more self-assured diplomatic posture ... at the turn
of the century', an assessment that has been echoed by at least one US foreign policy
elite. 481 Yet the shift signalled a rift in India's traditional foreign policy consensus as
questions began to be raised about what remained of India's distinctive international
role and identity.482

The trend of deepening relations with America continued under the subsequent
Congress-led coalition headed by Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, most conspicuously
through the Civil Nuclear Cooperation Agreement, signed with President George Bush
in March 2006. The nuclear deal caused intense domestic controversy, and in the
recently emerged context of a fragmented party political landscape and an expanded
481
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middle class, this lack of consensus played out in both parliament and the media. In
what formed part of larger concerns about a seeming 'alignment' and ceding of Indian
sovereignty to the United States, objections to the nuclear deal focussed primarily on
issues relating to India's freedom in the international realm. The opposition ranged
from concerns over strategic autonomy on the part of the BJP and fears of the imperial
intentions of the United States from the Left parties.483 The Congress position on the
deal focussed on economic growth, global interdependence and the potential for a more
equal set of relations between states. In a speech made shortly before the signing of
Indo-US Civil Nuclear Cooperation Agreement in March 2006, Manmohan Singh
highlighted the necessity to maximise freedom and retain core values whilst adapting
the means required to pursue new national objectives in repsonse to the changed
international context:

Over the past five decades and more, we have strived to create the
necessary space to exercise our freedom to make policy choices in an
increasingly interdependent world. The means we adopt to pursue our
enduring

objectives

of peace,

national

security

and

economic

development will of course change from time to time. They must evolve
in response to the changing realities of an everchanging world. While
the instruments of policy and the tactics and strategy we adopt may
change with time, the values in which they are embedded are universal
and will remain true for all time.4B4

In the Lok Sabha, Singh later stressed the promise offered by both the deal and the
resulting stronger ties with the United States in terms of an enhanced global status.4ss
Striking was the way the nuclear deal revealed the new impact of foreign policy on
domestic politics: on the issue of the US-India nuclear cooperation agreement, the
Government was obliged, for the first time in India's independent history, to seek a vote
of confidence on a foreign policy issue in July 2008.486
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In a new era of Indian ascendance, common themes have emerged in the official foreign
policy discourse. I outline three of these, and highlight how their central elements reach
back into a persistent discourse of moral pre-eminence. The first theme is the idea of a
role for India in a globally interdependent and economically integrated world. Nehru's
universalist impulse has resurfaced as India has sought to engage with multiple global
partners for the purposes of trade. The global trend of heightened economic
interdependence and the increasingly dominant ideological preference for democratic
values resonated well with the Nehruvian liberal ideals and a commitment to idea of
peaceful, cooperative relations between states. Indian rhetorical pride in its identity as
1

the world s largest democracy and in its role as a model for emerging democracies has
grown, as I show in Chapter Five. One key discourse that links into this greater
economic integration into the global economy and the spread of pluralist values has
1

been the idea of India as a 'bridge between the different regions of the world. This
discourse emerged as the debate over the nuclear deal continued to rage. In August
2007, in an attempt to legitimate the closer relationship with the United States,
Manmohan Singh claimed a new role for India:

We have emerged as a bridge between the many extremes-of the world.
Our composite culture is living proof of the possibility of a confluence of
civilisations. India will always be a nation bridging the many global
divides. 487

This synthesising role for India as a mediator between different parts of the world was
also framed as an expression of India's potential role as a major contributor to the
solution of global problems. Shyam Saran, while Foreign Secretary, reflected on the
Indian view of its role as a conduit in September 2006:

We believe that India as a mature and stable democracy, and as an
increasingly important economic powerhouse, will have the capabilities
to contribute to ... a global order which relies increasingly on multilateral
approaches and on broad-based consensus to tackle transnational

Bagchi, Indrani (2007). 'India will bridge global divides', Times of India, 16 August 2007, see:
http: //articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2007-08-16/india /2 7971390 1 foreign-policybridge-india, accessed 7 July 2010.
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challenges. Therefore we see our emergence as a major and positive
1

development in international relations. 4BB

Thus while India has grown closer to the West and particularly the United States/
1

Indian leaders appear keen to retain strong links with developing countries. India
continues to play a prominent role in forming coalitions of developing countries/
particularly in international trade and as I show in Chapter Five also in climate change
1

1

negotiations.

The second theme of greatness has been the notion of India's role as a global centre of
1

knowledge with a 'demographic dividend a vast young human capital that is the key to
1

future productivity and growth.489 The Task Force Report produced by the Indian
government's Planning Commission in 2001i sketched out a roadmap to 'India as a
Knowledge Superpower' and highlighted the role of India's youth in creating a
knowledge society.490 Drawing on a longer discourse of size and population as a
justification of India's significance in global affairs, this new emphasis is a result of the
origins of India's economic growth the service sectors. The new opportunities for
1

Indian entrepreneurship in the IT sector have been enabled by liberalisation but also
1

by Nehru's higher education policy implemented in the 1950s that had as its
1

1

predominant focus science and technology. 491 Democracy the English language and a
1

free market economy are deemed to ensure India's future economic growth and foster
knowledge transfer. This influence has been stressed by the Indian leadership - as
Manmohan Singh pointed out in January 2011 'The strength of a nation is no longer
1

determined by the might of its army. It comes from the quality of collective knowledge

1

the productivity of its working people, the creativity of its entrepreneurs and the
dedication of its professionals'.492
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The third theme of greatness is a distinction, despite India's increasing economic power
and military might493 of India from existing great powers. While India's aspirations for
a prominent global role have been underscored by an insistent demand for a seat on
the UN Security Council since the early 1990s, the UNSC is seen as badly in need of
reform, not simply in terms of an expansion in membership, but also in its practices. As
one recently retired IFS officer has noted,

The United Nations (UN) Security Council reflects the mid-20th century
power balance

rather than today's

realities · and is, therefore,

unsurprisingly ineffective in its core purpose of ensuring peace and
security. But the answer is not what the West in general and the US in
particular is prescribing, namely the brazen licence to undertake
military

operations

without

UN

authorization

under

vanous

euphemistic pretexts.494

The implicit assertion is that India would urge a different form of conduct, indeed, India
'has known for many centuries, "the essence of power is to know the limits on
power". 495 Indian discourse, and, as I show in Chapter Five, many of its policy practices
have remained averse to the use of force and interference in the affairs of other nations.
A distrust of the heavy-handedness of the great powers, contributed in no small part
from India's experience of the UNSC's handling of the Kashmir issue, abides. A panpartisan suspicion exists of the 'imperial garb' of the United States and there is a
widely-held view that 'the Americans... do not demonstrate the needed restraint,
patience and tolerance; they are too unilateral'. 496 The same distinction between an
Indian normative framework and that of the West continues in the suspicion of great
powerhood in its classical sense. A key marker of this is a persistent Indian reluctance
to enter into military alliances.497 In 2003, the Indian Government under Prime
Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee could not achieve the requisite national consensus to
send Indian troops into Iraq, and successive governments have resisted contributing an
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Indian military presence to Coalition Forces in Afghanistan.49 8 Nonetheless, in a bid to
appear as a responsible international stakeholder committed to achieving peace
through the legitimate framework of the United Nations, India is one of the highest
global contributing nations of UN peacekeeping troops. 499 In possession of a temporary
seat on the UN Security Council froin January 2011, India also voted against UN
Resolution 1973, which was passed in March 2011 to authorise measures to protect
civilians from pro-Gaddafi forces. India's explanation for the vote was that,

The resolution that the Council has adopted today authorizes far
reaching measures ... with relatively little credible information on the
ground in Libya ... It is ... very important that there is full respect for
sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity of Libya.soo

In addition to these central themes in India's recent universalist policy discourse-a
role for India as a cultural or civilizational bridge or synthesiser, as a leader in
knowledge production , and as anti-military adventurism, a conspicuous discourse on
India's role or future as a major global power has also emerged, though not all political
elites appear comfortable with it. 501 One aspect of this discourse, particularly in the
public sphere, has been an emphasis on India's 'soft power' and, explicitly, its unique
value system. Shashi Tharoor has found fault with conventional analyses of India's
global standing, which rely on 'the all-too-familiar indices of GDP, impressive economic
growth rates, and our undoubted military power'. 502 Tharoor is convinced that 'to
enhance our country's standing', a more worthy pursuit is India's 'soft power', those
'aspects and products of our society' that are 'attractive' to the world.S03 But more
important than this, claims Tharoor,
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are the values and principles for which India stands - above all our
precious pluralism .. . India must reclaim its true heritage in the eyes of
the world. Our democracy, our thriving free media, our contentious
NGOs, our energetic human rights groups, and the repeated spectacle of
our remarkable general elections, all have made of India a rare example
of the successful management of diversity in the developing world.S04

India's ability to manage diversity is now more frequently highlighted in terms of
India's democracy, which has increasingly formed part of India's outward project, as I
show in Chapter Five.

Another prominent intellectual, in the context of others' perceptions of India's lack of
international aggressiveness, has made reference to the Indian worldview as
fundamentally predestined to pluralism and averse to absolute truth claims, suggesting
that a spiritual worldview predicated on the understanding of the universe as
essentially one perhaps has enduring influence on Indian thinking
1

1

The idea of becoming a military power in the 21st century embarrasses
many Indians. This ambivalence goes beyond Mahatma Gandhi's
nonviolent struggle for India's freedom or even the Buddha's message
1

of peace ... When you have millions of gods you cannot afford to be
1

theologically narcissistic. It also makes you suspect power.'s os

Andi reaching out to a broader audience across the globe the idea of a great yet benign
1

India found explicit mention in the 2006 Bollywood blockbuster film Namastey London

1

in which the key male protagonist catalogued India's technological and professional
achievements and concluded 'we have the third largest army in the world and even
then I fold my hands in humility before you because we don't believe that we are above
or beneath any individual.'So6
1

504
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In the official foreign policy discourse, too, the idea of India as a great power has
received increasing attention. Significant, and worth quoting at length is a speech given
in New Delhi in March 2004 by Yashwant Sinha, a Minister of External Affairs under the
BJP-led alliance from July 2002 to May 2004.so7 Entitled 'vVhat it takes to be a world
power', the speech engaged explicitly with a future global role for an increasingly
powerful India. Despite the assertive stance on foreign policy characteristic of the BJP,
which was evident in Sinha's claim that 'India's self-perception has shifted from that of
a weak developing country to that of a great povver in the making', he nonetheless
portrayed a vision of a 'great' India in clear distinction to existing powers, and in terms
that were distinctly Nehruvian:

The term 'Great Power' or 'Major Power' should be seen in a modern,
21st century setting and not in its historical context. India does not

subscribe to the conventional idea of power. India approaches the
notion of power with an alternative vision ... For us, power is a means of
advancing the welfare of our people and a tool for preserving and
consolidating the autonomy of our foreign and domestic policy. Our
pursuit of power is firmly anchored in an international mission aimed at
eliminating

the

scourge

of war,

protecting

international

law,

strengthening the U.N. and striving for a new deal for developing
countries whose people constitute the large majority of the world ... We
do not seek to snatch territory from others or re-write the history of our
sub-continent. .. As a major po\,ver, the values that India will seek to
spread in the world and the goals that we will strive to achieve will be
the same values and goals that infuse our national and civilizational
experience. India will always stand for democracy within and amongst
countries. It will act as a pro-active agent of peace. India will continue to
strive for international equity and justice. It will be a champion of the
free movement of goods, services and persons across national frontiers.
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Finally, by combining democracy with economic growth and by
successfully managing its pluralist society through an open, transparent
and participative process, India is already setting an example for the rest
of the world.s os

In a statement that could have been penned by Nehru himself, moral pre-eminence and
autonomy-the core values, beliefs and norms that characterised aspirations to a
globally prominent role in the early independent years-are still clearly evident in
India's foreign policy discourse.

Great Producers and Consumers
In this section I look more closely at Indian conceptions of greatness as they emerged in
the institutional context of the Indian foreign policy bureaucracy. In the previous
chapter I made a case that the Indian Foreign Service has been marked by a specific
diplomatic-bureaucratic culture derived in part from similarities in the social and
educational backgrounds shared by its recruits and from the instit~tional acculturation
they have derived from their professional experience and training. In this section I
explore this broadly common identity. It is my contention that this community of elites
constituted the primary consumers of Indian self-conceptiol}S of greatness under the
leadership of Nehru, and later emerged as their primary reproducers and
disseminators. The Indian Foreign Service is of interest as a community of political
actors who have imagined and enacted Indian greatness, as a repository and engine of
the Indian foreign policy discourse and a locus for the projection of a specific Indian
identity deemed both domestically and internationally esteemable. The IFS has been,
therefore, in a crucial sense a significant interface between India and the world, and I
show how debates around the nature of the Service-commencing with an initial lack
of consensus even over its existence, followed by intense discussion over who should
staff it and public analysis of its efficiency and functioning-deliver additional insights
into ideas about Indian greatness.

Initial debates over India's representation abroad were concerned with its actual
necessity rather than its substance. As both Harishwar Dayal and Badr-ud-din Tyabjithe former an initial recruit to the Indian Foreign Service and the latter 'one of the

sos

Sinha, 'What it takes to be a world power'.
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architects of the Service'5o9_recall, no clear consensus existed at the time of power
transition to the Indian leadership on the establishment of diplomatic relations with
other countries.510 In the face of significant internal challenges posed by the violence of
Partition and .the integration of the princely states, a segrnent of leadership opinion
considered that internal consolidation and development should take precedence over
international engagement, and that the creation of a foreign service was merely 'a fad
or fancy of the Prime Minister'.511 The debate appears to have played out most
dramatically between Nehru as Prime Minister and Minister of External Affairs, and
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel as Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Home Affairs. While
it dwelt briefly on two key practical concerns-the limited availability of competent
staff, and the lack of funds to 'sustain the luxurious burden of exchange-consuming
missions overseas'-at its core was the question of the relevance of the outside world
to India, and of India to the world.51 2 This debate appeared to be founded on divergent
opinions about the value of projecting India as an entity abroad when it was not yet a
consolidated and stable state at home. In a reference made by both Dayal and TyabjC
which, though not overtly attributed to Patel, appears to stem from him, the foreign
front was deemed to be 'only a show-piece, a plate glass show-room abroad for
window-dressing', and India should not place all its 'goods in the shop-window' when
there was 'an inadequate record of achievement at home to back up this external
display'. 513

While Patel clearly had little interest in diverting material resources and manpower
towards the development of a foreign dimension to India's administration, Nehru and
his supporters were convinced of the significance of international engagement to both
the Indian nation and the wider world. Dayal was one such adherent of the positive and
proactive role envisaged for India in external affairs. To him,

It was obvious ... that no striving after national introversion could prevail
in the conditions of the modern world. India, by her very size and
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situation, could not be left out of account in the councils of the nations.
The interest that the world had taken in the long years of national
struggle was heightened by the approach of its spectacular conclusion.
The manner of its achievement seemed to bear a message for the wartorn world ... It was clear, therefore, that the early establishment of direct
relations with a number of countries was necessary and could not be
avoided. 514

This vision of the significance of India's relationship to the wider world appeared to
identify 'ideas' rather than 'goods' for display in India's shop window. It expressed a
conviction that India had something to offer the world and that the world would be
receptive. Moreover, it defined international engagement as a crucial assertion of
independence. It was, in short, a Nehruvian vision.

As the uncontested leader of independent India abroad, Nehru had to not only decide
how to manage India's new sovereign space in the world, but-and perhaps more
crucially-how India should appear to the global community within which it was to
play a significant role. Creating a foreign service was, like many other developments in
the early period of intensive administrative reconstruction, about both building and
reflecting the Indian .nation. Decisions about the selection of a cadre of officers to man
the IFS stood at the centre of that larger project. Early Foreign Service officers would be
the first to showcase the new Indian nation on the global stage, attempting to display a
modern, independent and esteem-winning India in the eyes of other nations. Nehru
announced his plans to establish an apolitical foreign and diplomatic service-which
would both advise government on foreign policy options and implement foreign policy
in line with government directives-in 1946, in his capacity as first Indian Member of
Council in charge of External Affairs within the Interim Government. 515 His
announcement was met with 'some two thousand unsolicited applications' to the
proposed foreign service, ranging from 'princes and politicians to village schoolmasters
and unemployed frontier tribesmen', and while the applications themselves were not
considered directly, since the protocol for selection was only settled later, they did
raise some important questions about the kind of qualifications desirable for entry.si6
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Were a command of foreign languages and expenence abroad more preferable, or
should an understanding of India's internal political and economic challenges take
precedence? As Dayal recounts, the issue at hand was 'whether the dental surgeon who
sought entry into the Foreign Service on the ground that he had received his training at
Paris should be preferred to the candidate whose sole qualification was that he had
'worn khaddar all his life".s17 Ultimately, the qualifications in demand were decided to
be 'a good university degree, a general awareness and alertness, and adaptabilitf .518

1

The prerequisite of a 'good university degree perhaps points most clearly to the type of
individual selected for the Indian Foreign Service, since such a definition could only
point to a Western, or Westernized, education and proficiency in the English language.
Early IFS recruitment ran clearly along these elitist lines and as a result, Dixit notes, the
Service was 'deeply influenced by British social, cultural and administrative
1

traditions .s1 9 The nature of this selection is suggestive of the skills deemed crucial to
the work of an emissary, but also the implicit cultural standards against which he or
she 520 should be measured. While Nehru stressed the leading role India needed to play
in Asia, it seemed his sights were set, whether consciously or not, on winning esteem
from Europe and the West. As Tyabji later recalled,

[Nehru] had stressed repeatedly (and it was recognized in the Foreign
1

Office) that India s main interests lay in Asia, and the principal aim of
our foreign policy was to establish a close relationship with our Asian
neighbours. In practice, however, everyone, including occasionally the
Prime Minister himself, acted in quite the contrary manner. The plain
fact was that to all of us, Europe was more familiar-intellectually,
culturally and materially-than South-East Asia. Many of us had spent
their impressionable years there; the glamour of its material progress
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drew us towards it; inevitably we made our best and most sustained
efforts there to put India on the international map.s 21

A simulation of British ideals lay at the foundation of the social conduct and modes of

articulation employed by early IFS officers.s22 Indeed, many of the senior officers of the
IFS who had been selected from among the ranks of the ICS had spent perhaps more
than half of their service life in an atmosphere of competition with British peers and
superiors, during which time they were often 'anxious to show how good they were ... in
comparison with their British colleagues' .s 23 Nandy suggests that this elite attitude was
based on 'a sense of inadequacy generated by [the] internalization of Western
norms 1.524 It was a curious position, since a strongly nationalist mindset was deemed
essential to the role of a Foreign Service officer. The duality was captured well by
Tyabji, who noted that '[a] Foreign Service Officer ... has a dual role to play; as a National
agent abroad, and as a member of a historic International organisation-the Diplomatic
Corps. [... ] We have to produce a type that is capable of holding its own according to
International norms, and yet retains the distinctiveness of our National ethos. 15 25 This
accounts for Dixif s observation that in the early years of the IFS, that the only
difference in substance to the 'ethos of the British-Indian Civil Services 1 in prescribed
social behaviour was a 'spirit of assertive nationalism 1 that was advanced through
training, and the visually symbolic trading-in of the British-style 'morning coat and
black tie' for the Bandgala and Achkan.s26

Nandy's reading of Indian elites during the last years of British rule posits the 'reaffirmation of one 1s nationalist self and identification with nationalist interests 1 as one
of their major coping strategies employed to alleviate feelings of inferiority to the West.
As I have outlined above, nationalism as it was defined in the context of international
521 Tyabji 1988:296
522
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affairs was couched in the language of India's unquestioned civilizational moral preeminence and was felt as a sense of mission that encouraged the projection of a key set
of values into the international sphere. Under the influence of Nehru, Dixit describes
how this nationalist attitude became a hallmark of the Service, since a widely shared
feeling emerged among its members that:

India had a catalytic role to play in establishing a moral and just world
order ensuring peace and cooperation all over the globe. Indians
expected the world to acknowledge this role of their country not only in
terms of the policies that it would follow but also in terms of the
historical and civilizational orientations of Indian socio-economic,
political and cultural values.s 27

On this basis, a conviction developed among officers that India merited a leadership
role-conceived of in a vaguely didactic sense-at the global level. 528 Yet these
individuals defined themselves as leaders in the context of the domestic realm, too.
Arthur Samuel Lall 529 , for example, a key Indian diplomatist of the 1950s and 60s, was
not only convinced that India had an exclusive role to play in international affairs, but
saw himself and his equals as significant historical figures within Indian society. Lall
indirectly described himself as one of 'a trickle of Indians' who had been able to gain
admission to Oxford or Cambridge, and the·n returned to India to 'the envious, less
fortunate, and usually less well-educated'.s3o These Oxbridge alumni 'formed a
glittering elite whom the other educated Indians... looked up to and secretly
admired.' 531 And while this 'new elite' posed a problem within Indian society, since they
generated 'a great gulf between the masses of the people whose lives, in all respects,
went on outside the pale of Anglicism', the resultant and 'unfortunate social rift' also
had a positive influence: through these individuals, Indian thought and tradition was
brought into contact with European literature, philosophy and science, generating a
new and powerful synthesis. 532 It is not difficult to conclude that Lall saw these menand himself-as the future of India. Positioned socially, culturally and intellectually at
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the crossover from India to the [WesternJ world, these men considered themselves
uniquely qualified to serve as spokesmen to, and for, both. They had not only brought
European enlightenment to India, but they had combined it with the spiritual and moral
genius of India, and were now poised to deliver the unique product to the world.

Thus in many ways, the tendency of Indian tradition to synthesise provided a unique
rationale for the very existence of these individuals. In a radio broadcast on the
External Services of All India Radio in 1955, the diplomat K. M. Panikkar gave a detailed
overview of the nature and significance of 'Indian culture'. 533 Its three essential
characteristics were tolerance, a universal outlook and an attention to the worth of the
individual. While tolerance and a universal outlook had led to cultural absorption,
assimilation, synthesis and renewal, a respect for individual worth had led to a concern
for the good of the whole and its component parts together. 'The desire to absorb and
assimilate and thereby create a new culture', explained Panikkar, 'may be seen also in
our current history ... the last hundred years of Indian history marks a significant
chapter in the history of the world, because of which India accepted new ideas from the
West and transformed her own social and political thinking'.534

Above and beyond the greatness of Indian civilisation as an abstract ideal and
legitimising device was the very tangible figurehead and increasingly persuasive record
of achievement of Nehru himself. Nehru's increasing international profile was a
vindication of the Indian vision. But more than that, the 'queer mixture of the East and
the West' emerged as a leader, guide and professional-perhaps personal-idol. 535 He
was not only a man who 'thought differently and was far ahead of his colleagues, as well
as most of his countrymen'S36, but whose 'reputation and international stature' were at
the root of 'a self-confident India whose foreign policy was backed up by a national
consensus'. 537 Dixit notes how the '[a]ttitudes, policy analyses and advice on foreign
policy options undertaken by the Foreign Service during the Nehru era were deeply
affected by his stature and his world vision's3s, and Tyabji claimed, with perhaps as
much irony as affection, 'I cannot imagine any other Master whom one wanted more
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fervently to please. It was not easy to separate the Man from what he stood for; the
Country's interests from his own desires'. 539

Certain members of the Service engaged intellectually and at length with the
uniqueness and significance of India and the idea of Nehru as a national and
international luminary. For Lall, India was burdened by poverty, but had two great
strengths. The first was a rendition of Panikkar's observations about Indian culture: a
non-dogmatic system of philosophy, grounded in an ancient civilization, which
manifested itself in an ability to synthesise seemingly irreconcilable positions and
cultural elements.s 4o Indeed, Lall believed, the central theme of India's more than five
thousand year-old history was 'the patient endeavour to integrate a variety of ethnic
and cultural streams.'541 Accordingly, 'anyone who has become aware of this prominent
strand in India's history, and feels himself or herself to be part of it, tends strongly
toward being a universalist, one who seeks to arrive at syntheses and understandings
between potentially conflicting groups and views'. 542 India's second strength was a
rejection of power as the fundarnental guiding logic of international relations. For Lall,
non-alignment was an outlook as much as a policy, and 'a most remarkable and
profoundly important contribution by Nehru to world politics'. 543 Many international
statesmen had been acclaimed for advancing the power and prestige of their respective
nations, but Nehru was an exception. His main objectives were 'the betterment of the
world, the development of a philosophy whose central aim was peace, disarmament
and world cooperation leading to the achievement of an era of "One World"'.s 44 Lall saw
India's nonaligned approach to international relations as descending from India's
heritage, from both Gandhi's engagement with the British during India's independence
struggle and from Ashokan foreign policy, which 'renounced the notion of an expanding
empire in favour of "conquest through dharma".'s4s Indeed, he claimed, positioning
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himself as a recipient of this heritage, 'We should bear in mind that foreign relations are
a reflection of the ideas and norms peoples develop and practice in their own lives' .546

It was perhaps then a degree of recognition that both defined Nehru's choice of
international representatives, as well as their allegiance in return. While Nehru
dominated the realm of foreign policy thinking, he did not find an attentive audience
everywhere. Dayal notes how 'Nehru had little in common with most of his ministerial
and party colleagues whose vision did not extend beyond the confines of their home
states or, sometimes, the borders of the country', and while he would 'expiate at length
on global developments' in parliament, he would frequently be met with 'an
unresponsive, and sometimes bored audience.' 547 Nehru considered as his four best
diplomats his sister, Vijayalakshmi Pandit, and his close friend Krishna Menon, who
served as India's first High Commissioner to London and led the Indian delegation to
the United Nations from 1952 to 1962, together with two academics: K. M. Pannikar, 'a
historian who had also served in the Indian princely states', and S. Radhakrishnan, 'a
former Professor of Philosophy at Calcutta University who from 1935 had held the
Chair of Eastern Religions at Oxford'. 548 These individuals had in common with Nehru a
keen intellectual interest in India's history and place in the world, at a time when few
minds could match his breadth of knowledge or international experience.

Nehru's isolation perhaps explains his unyielding loyalty to Krishna Menon, in whom he
found an intellectual equal, advisor and confidant. Krishna Menon was widely viewed
as the implementer and Nehru the architect of Indian foreign policy. Yet Menon was
one of the most divisive figures of the era, both at home and abroad, and was widely
held responsible for India's defeat in the 1962 border war with China. While work
abroad was probably the best option for Menon, since at home he was more politically
vulnerable to the polarising effect he appeared to have on all around him, during his
decade as U.N. representative he 'made a strong but rather negative impact in the
council of chambers of the United Nations'.5 49 Regularly portrayed as possessing a
sharpness of mind that was matched only by the sharpness of his tongue, Menon's
abrasive and unusually anti-Western manner was held responsible for eroding the
'former image of the Indian delegation as 'conscience of mankind' and the apostles of
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peace and friendship among nations'.55o Despite some spectacular successes, such as his
active role in resolving the Korean and Suez crises, he was as damaging to India's and
Nehru's reputation as he was useful.

It was unlikely that Krishna Menon was the only abrasive or arrogant influence in the
Service. K. P. S. Menon recalled how Nehru, 'exasperated by the tendency of some
Indian diplomats to speak in season and out of season', had once stated before
parliament that a diplomat should 'keep his eyes and ears open and his mouth shut'. 551
He saw an ambassador's business 'to be on friendly terms with the nation to which he is
accredited, to raise India's prestige there, to gain benefits for India where he can, and at
the same time, firmly to adhere to India's general policy'.5 52 Since that policy was one
'of not aligning with any power group but of being friends with all countries as far as
possible', how IFS officers conducted themselves abroad was critical to India's foreign
policy outcomes. The importance of 'diplomatically maximizing a light hand in terms of
power, and of the light vvord that turns away wrath' were considered 'important
lessons at a time when Indian diplomats had a lot to say but little influence on the
course of global events'.553

At their best, Indian Foreign Service officers could assume a leading role in
international negotiations as caretakers of procedure, directors of discussion,
unrivalled repositories of information and sources, and with a fine sense for the
heterogeneity of their audience.55 4 An effortless command of the English language was
deemed 'perhaps the greatest single factor favouring [India's] external relations', since
it was invaluable both in diplomatic social circles as well as a working language in
multilateral work, such as drafting memorandums and seeking oral and written
formula that highlighted the commonalities in interest between antagonists.555 Yet at
their worst, the same officers-and along with them, Nehru himself556-could come
across as supercilious and arrogant. Strikingly, the Report of the Pillai Committee on
the Indian Foreign Service, released in 1966 as the first-and only-public document
550 George, T. J. S. (1964). Krishna Menon: A Biography. London: Jonathan Cape, 7; Dayal, A Life of
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on the IFS and its reformss 7 was regretful of the 'unfortunate tendencf of 'the superior
tone and manner that our spokesmen were inclined to assume' which 'caused some
irritation abroad'. 558 Interestingly, amidst all the changes in Indian society and the
international realm, Indian foreign policy elites continue to hold a reputation for
chauvinism and arrogance.ss9
Nehru's death was a watershed in history of the Indian Foreign Service. 560 He had held
the foreign affairs portfolio for seventeen years, and though the glory of the IFS had
begun to be diminished by India's military defeat by China in 1962, with his demise the
glamorous status of the service 'came to an abrupt end'. 561 It marked a period of flux in
the MEA. As Secretary in charge of Administration Rajeshwar Dayal recounts how
Nehru's passing left a 'yawning chasm' in the Ministry 'that could never fully be
bridged'.s62 Nehru's successor, Lal Bahadur Shastri, revealed 'with disarming candour'
his complete ignorance of foreign affairs, and the fact that 'he had never been beyond
the country's borders'.563 He chose to relinquish the portfolio of Foreign Minister,
selecting Swaran Singh from among his ministers, for reasons Dayal suggested were
more to do with Singh's height than his familiarity with foreign affairs. 564 Whereas
Nehru had written long minutes on reports sent in from missions abroad and sent
detailed letters to Indian envoys outlining his thoughts and hopes on foreign affairs,
Swaran Singh was cautious and preferred tentative verbal discussions rather than
expressing his views on paper.s6s The Ministry had lost Nehru's 'guiding hand that gave
reassurance to India's envoys abroad' and his 'comforting presence'. 566 When Dayal
returned from Paris to become Foreign Secretary in August 196 7, Indira was Prime
Minister, and like her father, had assumed the foreign affairs portfolio. Unlike her
father, however, she 'was not at that time particularly interested in her new charge ...
seldom raised any matter herself, nor ... [did she] pen a well-reasoned minute on any
557
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question of particular concern or ... propos e a new line of policy. She discontinued her
father's practice of daily discussion on current regional and global issues'.567 In the
absence of clear leadership, the Ministry functioned in the memory of Nehru, 'as if
Panditji's protean personality was reflected in hundreds of mirrors, some of them very
blurred and distorted indeed; and none large enough anyway, to contain it whole'. 568

Following the death of Nehru, change was slow to come to the Ministry. The Pillai
Committee Report of the Indian Foreign Service, released 1966, reviewed the
organisation and working of the Service and the MEA and put forward a number of
recommendations aimed at increasing their efficiency and cohesiveness. 569 While
several of these were implemented, two key recommendations were successfully
ignored. 570 The first was a proposal to base promotion on merit and permit early
retirement for those found to be unfit for the Service. The second was a plan to
institutionalise lateral entry into the Service from the Indian Civil Services and through
special recruitment. Essentially, the failure of both of these recommendations
guaranteed the insularity and continuity of the Service. One other review was produced
from 1982-3, however its authorship was primarily the work of only one senior retired
IFS officec the Chairman, Samar Sen, ostensibly because the rest of the Committee
failed to turn up to meetings.571 The Sen Report was presented to the government in

1983, but it was never made public and generated 'almost no follow-up '.sn

Ove r t ime, the need for reform of the Service began gradually to be emphasised. In

19 86, N. V. Raman concluded, in his history of 34 years of the Service, that '[a]s
dip lomacy be comes more and more complex, diversified and specialized, so will the
diplomats be expe cted to adapt themselves to the new changes and challenges; and a
country like In dia cannot afford to lag behind ever again'.573 This statement made
reference to two im po rtant issues, firstly the role of the Service as a determinant of
India's international status, and secondly the new challenges faced by Indian diplomacy
and diplomacy in ge neral.
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The connection between the IFS and India's global role has, like foreign policy more
generally, recently become a focus of domestic political and public interest and
scrutiny. 574 Outside observers, too have raised questions about the 'intellectual and
institutional infrastructure needed to exercise power on the international scene' and
claimed that 'India's diplomatic service, think-tanks, and universities are not yet up to
the task of managing an agenda befitting a great power'. 575 One critical reason cited for
this has been the small size and the overburdening of the Service: 'India's foreign policy
elites... remain mired in the exigencies of day-to-day pressures emanating from
immediate challenges'.576

The 2009 Report of the Committee on the Foreign Service Institute, a training institute
for IFS officers and probationers formed one response to the call for reform, suggesting
ways in which training could meet the needs of a new global age. In its opening pages, it
outlined the nature of the new challenges to Indian diplomacy in a post-Cold War and
globalised age and the particular and pro-active role India would play:

the option of turning our back to certain major powers is no longer
available to us ... Our safety and well being now require us to have more
commitments and not less with a larger number of power centres ... the
agenda of cooperation with other countries has spread from defense to
security to common action on policies relating to terrorism, energy,
climate, international economic systems, piracy, etc. In these changed
circumstances the task of statesmanship is to shape events according to
our vision of the future with a moral fibre to act boldly in the multi-polar
world.577

In language that underscored the new significance of diplomacy, it also noted how
'military solutions have become less decisive and more costly' and stressed that 'is
political and economic diplomacy, international public opinion and culture as it is
574
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expressed in the form of soft power' would play an important role in framing foreign
policy. 57 8

A shift in mindset following the wars of 1962, 1965 and 1971 may have meant the

military was more frequently brought into foreign policy consultation, yet advice was
sought only on an ad hoc basis.579 Despite the assertive foreign policy posture of
Vajpayee and the BJP-led government from 1998 to 2004 and Singh's proactive pursuit
of the nuclear deal, an externally recognisable national security strategy has not been a
central policy plank of any Indian government. India has historically lacked a strategic
planning architecture. Even the decision, under the Vajpayee government, to establish a
National Security Council (NSC) in November 1998 to serve in an advisory capacity to
the Indian government did not result in what would be identified by outside strategists
as a strategic vision. Indeed, as Harsh Pant notes, '[i]f there is any continuity in India's
approach to foreign policy and national security, it is the inability and unwillingness of
policy-makers across political ideologies to give a strategic vision to their nation's
foreign policy priorities.5so

IFS officers perhaps more closely espouse the traditional aversion to the use of force
than other members of India's political elite, drawing on enduring institutional
discourse. Certainly, there appears to be confusion among some IFS officers about the
uses of India's power. As Ambassador Chinmaya Gharekhan has noted,

we feel offended if our country is described merely as a regional power ...
But the more relevant question to ask is: why are we anxious to become
or be acknowledged as a major power? Is it because it will make us feel
good abo ut ourselves? Or, are we planning to use that status for some
define d obj ectives?5s1

Others have continu ed to invoke the discourse of India's moral pre-eminence, though
perhaps less vocifero us ly and abrasively than before : Ambassador Lalit Mansingh
stated in a 2008 speech that,
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The cynical use of power is alien to India's cultural and civilizational
traditions. The legacy of Gandhi and Nehru is still very strong in Indian
foreign policy thinking. And therefore India will be a benign force, using
its newly acquired strength to reach out to the other stakeholders of the
planet and make it a better place.ssz

A significant shift has been the expansion of India's economic diplomacy, and the
increasing centrality of economic relationships to global politics. The MEA was not in a
strong position with regard to economic diplomacy in the early decades. While the
Economic Division in the MEA was created in 194 7 it undertook little in the way of
significant work.SB3 Tyabji complained in 1972 that the MEA had 'practically no say in
either shaping, implementing or supervising our external economic policies, our aidgiving or extracting mission; in a word, over the entire range of our economic dealings
abroad.'SB4 The oil crisis of 1973 first brought the significance of economic diplomacy
into the minds of the Ministry. India's unified diplomatic missions abroad had
commercial services as part of their command structure, rather than as separate
entities. However, the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and the Ministry of Finance
have dominated the economic dimension to foreign policy, and dialogue between
ministries has been limited. Indeed, the MEA has struggled to incorporate the activities
of other Ministries and also of local governments in the international realm.

Other challenges have been posed to foreign policy making, too. The end of the Cold
War brought not only changes to the international system but coincided with
significant changes within the Indian polity. Following what had been a broad party
political consensus on foreign policy, the end of Congress Party dominance in 1989
meant an abrupt change in the domestic parameters within which Indian foreign policy
had been conducted for four decades. A competitive multi-party system and the
pronounced role of coalitional politics in contemporary government have meant that
the days of the dominant Congress 'party of consensus' influenced by a 'margin of
pressure' were over. 585 Changes in institutional patterns of consensus-building thus
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occurred almost in tandem with the end of the Cold War. In the same broad period, as a
result of India's economic growth, accompanied by a rise in consumer goods and the
culture of capitalism, the Indian middle class expanded, and shifted from a potential
source of opposition to official policy, to an occasionally active one. A revolution in the
media has been significant in terms of its expansion and shift in patronage from the
government to the private sector, and increased independent reporting. However,
Indian media has very few foreign correspondents, and Indian foreign reporting tends
to be derivative of outside news agencies.ss6 In a study of the link between foreign
policy and public opinion, Devesh Kapur sees the past decade as a turning point in
media's role in shaping foreign policy but still does not see media as a decisive element
in foreign policy making.ss7 Indeed Sanjaya Baru believes that 'in the corridors of
decision-making, especially when it comes to the permanent civil service, contrarian
thinking in the media and disagreeable media coverage is at best a nuisance to be
tolerated, not a viewpoint to be taken account of in formulating policy'.sss

Part of the narrative of the post-N ehruvian era is thus the story of how the main engine
of the Indian foreign policy discourse, the Ministry of External Affairs and the Indian
Foreign Service, have evolved from their role as India's sole global leadership aperture
to their current, struggling position as a central point of engagement for other
ministries, institutions, organisations and private sector actors, all of which impact on
Indian attempts to lead abroad. 58 9 What perhaps remains, however, is a sense of elitism
within the Service, drawing back on a tradition of Nehruvian grandeur and a belief in a
unique Indian talent for cultural bridging and synthesis, key to the practice of
diplomacy. In a 2006 study of India's diplomacy, K. S. Rana, a retired IFS officer,
described the Indian diplomatic style as 'innovative, assiduous and brilliant in
persuasive ability,. 590 He notes that 'Indians are generally adaptable to different
environments ... probably the result of living in a multi-cultural country, and ... strong in
"cross-cultural" skills ... It is also a fact that Indian diplomats in Missions Abroad are
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held in respect by their foreign peers, and are reputed for being able to get things
done.' 591

Conclusion: Three Eras of Leadership
In the above two sections I have explored how Indian self-conceptions of greatness
have manifested in two sites of an Indian 'national' identity, the dominant Indian
foreign policy discourse and the institutional setting of the Ministry of External Affairs
and the Indian Foreign Service. In many ways, the latter can be seen as a microcosm of
the former, and the evolution of both shows how a distinct civilizational identity,
emerging as a product of cultural encounter, has been central to ideas of Indian
greatness in the international realm. This last section of the chapter draws on insights
from both and identifies three eras of India's global leadership. It is the purpose of the
following two chapters to illuminate the ways in which Indian practices and
performances of global leadership have been pursued across these three eras of
leadership and how they have reflected and perpetuated Indian self-conceptions of
greatness.

This chapter has outlined the genesis of a civilizationally, historically and institutionally
defined discourse of ·Indian identity that has had at its core two central, overlapping
concepts, moral pre-eminence and autonomy. These impulses have characterised India's
global leadership through their shaping of a strategy of projection-the projection of
values within the international realm-and a strategy of protection-in the form of
Indian sovereignty, freedom from external constraints, freedom from external
interference, national security. The thread that runs through the narratives presented
above reveals a desire on the part of sections of the Indian elite for India to win esteem
from the community of nations and to increase India's international standing. The
search for esteem from the international community was conducted on the basis of
India's moral pre-eminence, as an alternative normative framework for global politics.
Esteem was sought on the basis of moral pre-eminence for reasons that were
predominantly pragmatic, but also evidentiary. Moral pre-eminence both contained a
template or example for the conduct between states, and it was a political strategy for
change that did not demand the use of coercive power, which India neither possessed
nor was willing to use. India's moral pre-eminence thus needed to be guarded carefully
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- if it was compromised it would no longer serve as a credible example, and it would be
damaging to Indian self-esteem. The success of the moral pre-eminence as a basis for
esteem depended on India's autonomy and was measured in terms of both its real
world outcomes and its acceptance by others.

In the early years after independence, India's projection of moral pre-eminence
garnered a relatively high degree of international esteem and saw certain real world
successes, such as instances of successful mediation between the great powers and the
leadership of groups of third world states. This phase saw India's leadership emergence.
Yet India's moral pre-eminence, and its international esteem, were repeatedly
compromised through conflict with Pakistan and threats to India's autonomy and
sovereignty that emanated from great power strategies in the context of the Cold War.
The 1962 war with China spelt an end to India's international esteem, and a crushing
blow to India's self-esteem, as moral pre-eminence was revealed to be an insufficient
basis on which to pursue a global leadership role. A period of leadership dormancy
followed, during which a material basis was sought to both guard India's autonomy and
sovereignty, and bolster India's international and self-esteem. The acquisition of
military and nuclear capabilities and the growth of Indian economy demanded a
modification of India's claims to moral pre-eminence. Nehru's commitment to an
avoidance of the acquisition of military might and to developmental goals that aimed at
equality between nations and between citizens became deprioritised. Yet the
articulation of key values of moral pre-eminence such as restraint in the conduct
towards others, the prioritisation of non-violent modes of conflict resolution, an
avoidance of absolute truth claims, and an assimilative capacity or tendency towards
cultural synthesis remained central to the foreign policy discourse. However, India's
gradual acquisition of material capability did not displace moral pre-eminence as the
main site of Indian self-conceptions of greatness. Since moral pre-eminence has been
the key distinguishing characteristic of Indian identity, it has remained critical to Indian
self-esteem. Material capability has been discursively incorporated as one dimension of
Indian greatness, but not the defining one. Moral pre-eminence and the value-based
conduct it is based upon, has regained enduring salience as a defining element of an
Indian self and as a platform from which to pursue a re-energised global role in an era
of leadership resurgence.

By surveying the 'great' ideas that have been articulated through the dominant Indian
foreign policy discourse over the past sixty years, I have argued in this chapter that
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Indian self-conceptions of greatness have not prioritised great power attributes in the
form of material capabilities. Instead, while material factors such as the size of territory
and population, the potential or actual strength of the economy, and military capacity
have served as adjunct self-conceptions of greatness, the basis of Indian greatness has
been persistently articulated in terms of a civilizationally-defined discourse of moral

pre-eminence. In the next two chapters I turn to two sites of global leadership that
explore the enactment of these self-conceptions of greatness in India's practices and
performances of global leadership.

The first is the domain of nuclear politics. Since Nehru's scientific humanist project
aimed at providing moral direction to the domains of science and technology, atomic
energy was considered a critical scientific domain in the early years after
independence, on account of its developmental promise, its aggressive, destructive
potential, and a realisation on the part of Indian elites that a nuclear weapons capacity
formed a non-negotiable marker of international esteem. The next chapter, Chapter
Four, explores the evolution of India's nuclear identity by mapping the associations that
sections of the Indian elite have made with nuclear technology and by tracing the
nuclear policies of the Indian state. It explores the extent to which moral leadership
within the realm of nuclear politics was sought, the extent of its success, and the degree
to which it modified the basis of India's moral pre-eminence and thus Indian selfconceptions of greatness.

The second site of analysis is India's international engagement in multi-lateral settings.
The strong universalist impulse that characterised India's period of leadership
emergence encouraged Indian leaders to pursue a global leadership role directed at a
broad global audience. An exploration of leadership practices and performances within
multi-lateral settings delivers greater insights into Indian attempts to win esteem from
the community of nations and to increase India's international standing. As I noted
above, the success of moral pre-eminence as a basis for Indian esteem in the eyes of the
international community depended on India's autonomy and was measured in terms of
both its real world outcomes and its acceptance by others. Chapter Five examines
patterns of leadership success, failure and avoidance within three multi-lateral
contexts. In doing so, it assesses the extent to which the core norms and values that
characterised aspirations to global prominence in the early independent years still
continue guide India's leadership practices in the context of India's multilateral
relations.
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Chapter 4
Mastering the Atom: The Evolution of India's Nuclear
Identity
'Conquering the physical world, [man] fails to
conquer himself

- Jawaharlal Nehrus92

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to explore the relationship between self-conceptions of
greatness and Indian practices and performances of global leadership in two parallel,
and apparently contradictory, policy pathways of the post-independent Indian state:
diplomatic activism in multilateral nuclear disarmament fora, and the development of
an Indian nuclear identity. It maps the associations that sections of the Indian elite have
made with nuclear technology and aims to show how Indian leaders have consistently
maintained and projected a unique nuclear identity that has reflected a distinct
civilizational self and have, across time, disregarded many of the international norms of
the nuclear domain. Here, the concept of a 'nuclear identity' is understood as the selfrepresentation of the nation and its appropriate role in global politics, within the
domain of nuclear issues. The milestones in India's journey from non-nuclear power, to
'peaceful' nuclear power, to an unrecognised yet defacto nuclear weapons state, and to
a nuclear weapons power, tacitly accepted outside the bounds of the NPT, mark India's
uniqueness and run counter to assumptions that India's leaders have seen mimicry of
nuclear powers and straightforward entry into the 'nuclear club' as an easy shortcut to
a pre-defined great power destination. India's unique nuclear identity reveals a number
of coherent and persistent Indian initiatives aimed at contributing normatively to the
management of the international system and challenging the institutionalisation of
unequal rights and privileges within the global nuclear order. I attempt to show how
the dual policies of disarmament activism and nuclearisation have across time-though
to varying degrees-drawn on the civilizationally defined discourse of moral preeminence outline in Chapter Three. India's international engagement on nuclear issues
has revealed a complex pattern aimed at the protection of Indian sovereignty and the
s92
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projection of a distinct moral approach to international conduct. Its envisaged
destination has been an implicit moral-political Indian contribution to leadership on
nuclear issues.

I do not attempt to add to explanations of why New Delhi decided to conduct a 'peaceful
nuclear explosion' in 197 4 and five nuclear tests in 1998. Of note, however, is the
manner in which these two landmark events in India's nuclear history have dominated
scholarly debate and analysis to the extent that the evolution of India's nuclear identity
has been monopolised by the narrative of India's acquisition of nuclear weapons. In
focussing on the question of 'why' and only on the narrative thread of nuclear
development, however, such analyses largely overlook other elite imaginings of the
opportunities offered and the challenges posed within the global nuclear domain. If
India's nuclear history, as Deepa Ollapally argues 593, has been permeated with
ambiguity over whether or not to become a nuclear weapons power, part of the account
must also address the question of 'why not?'. Missing from existing accounts is an
exploration of a status-serving rationale for not having the bomb throughout India's
long years of not testing but not signing away the right to test either. Although
reference is made to the incompatibility of the early, idealistic or moralising stance of
Nehru with his parallel commitment to developing India's nuclear potential, a sustained
analysis of the meanings attached to India's abstinence from the bomb does not form
part of the literature.594

Instead, two broad arguments have dominated accounts of India's nuclearisation: a
security-based explanation for the tests, and an account which foregrounds the role of
prestige or status-seeking. Sumit Ganguly, in an example of the former, places the
regional security concerns within a post-Cold War context at the centre of his account
of India's 'pathway to Pokhran II' 595, along with the enabling and encouraging role of
India's nuclear scientific community, and the cumulative political choices of India's
national leaderships. 596 The 1962 war with China, China's subsequent nuclear tests in
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1964 and India's inability to derive a satisfactory nuclear guarantee from the great
powers provide the explanation for the test of 197 4, while increased threat perceptions
in a unstable post-Cold War world and evidence of nuclear and ballistic missile
development in the South Asian region form the primary rationale for the tests of 1998.
This narrative sees a succession of India's leaders leaving the nuclear option open by
both developing India's nuclear infrastructure and refusing to accept external
constraints on India's nuclear programme. In short, '[t]he evolution of the nuclear
program and the 1998 tests were the product of calculated political choices based upon
considerations of national security.'597

Security-driven explanations have as their referent object the state, and place ultimate
value on the enhancement of military power. Yet, as I show below, embedded in India's
commitment to global nuclear disarmament is an understanding of universal security,
that is, security for all states in the system, which rests on the wholesale removal of a
nuclear threat. This commitment has persisted in official discourse even after the
nuclear tests of 1998. Inherent in this notion of universal security is a rejection of the
inequality and coercion inherent in a global nuclear order dominated by a handful of
militarily powerful states, especially where these states are unbridled by either
external constraints or self-restraint.

Other scholars adopt the view that security considerations alone cannot account for
India's nuclearisation.sgs Karsten Frey's 2006 study, as I showed in Chapter One, does
this perhaps most extensively, by highlighting the lack of clarity and consistency among
India's strategic elite about the deterrence value of nuclear weapons. 599 Frey's account
thus diminishes the centrality of security concerns. His study highlights status-seeking
as a primary national interest and argues that over the course of India's nuclear
programme, '[t]he development of adequate deployment strategies, delivery systems,
and other components necessary to make these weapons 'usable' as deterrence devices
was long neglected.'600 The Indian nuclear programme was, therefore, characterised by
a widespread acceptance of 'nuclear devices as unusable, symbolic elements of political
597
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power' together with 'the prioritization of conceptualizing nuclear weapons as devices
to demonstrate national power rather than as elements of military power (in the form
of force ).'601 These latter insights are useful, and resonate with the arguments I made in
the previous chapter that the acquisition of military and nuclear capacity has served as
a strategy aimed at the enhancement of India's international esteem. Yet as I argued in
Chapter One, prestige arguments assume that a revisionist state accepts the
fundamental guiding principles of the international system, its basic framework and
dynamics and seeks only to maximise rank and power within this framework. Yet, India
has not accepted nor conformed to the prevailing norms of the international
community on nuclear issues, and has expressed a desire to restructure both the
material and the normative architecture of the global nuclear order. By focussing solely
on the story of India's nuclearisation, scholars have omitted to investigate the benefits
envisaged in any alternative to having the bomb.

This chapter therefore explores in greater detail the meanings-pertaining to status
enhancement-attached to both India's nuclear identity and its commitment to
disarmament. The first section looks at India's early development of a nuclear identity,
particularly its relationship to the discourse of scientific development. Looking at the
role of science in imagining the nation and exploring the debate in the Constituent
Assembly on the issue of atomic energy, we see how key figures envisaged alternative
notions of development and modernity in line with a distinct Indian worldview on
international affairs. The second section looks at the attempted deployment of these
alternative notions of development and modernity through India's efforts towards
disarmament in the 1950s and 60s. In particular, it examines India's early advocacy and
initiatives in the United Nations, with an emphasis on Indian participation in the
Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee from 1962 to 1969. I view this early activism
as an attempt to project certain norms internationally, as an ideational incubator for
India's later, and enduring, stance on the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), and
as a learning experience which informed a reassessment of the potentialities of India's
international role. Not only was the early involvement in these negotiations of
substantive significance, in that it helped to solidify the parameters of India's
international position on issues of disarmament and non-proliferation, but it also
delivered important insights into the limitations faced by a non nuclear-power in
shaping issues of global importance. The third section looks at the development of
India's nuclear identity in the post-NPT global nuclear order, that is, at the changes in
601 l'b'd
l .
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nuclear status achieved by India through three critical events in the evolution of its
nuclear identity: the peaceful nuclear explosion of 197 4, the nuclear tests of 1998, and
the signing of the US-Indo nuclear deal. Despite the failure of earlier visions, Indian
elites have consistently imagined, portrayed and enacted India as a 'different nuclear
power'.

An Alternative Development: India's Early Nuclear Identity
This section explores the early development of an Indian nuclear state that had its roots
in an elite preoccupation with atomic energy in the early years after independence. In
Chapter Three I described how part of the Nehruvian national project aimed at
engraving the emblem of science and rationality upon the Indian state. In practical
terms this project was about harnessing science and technology in the name of
economic development yet it also aimed at providing an alternative to emulation of the
West, and a site within which to project Indian civilizational norms. Here, and in the
chapter more broadly, I look holistically at these and other meanings attached to
nuclear development, both in domestic and international terms. Drawing on the work
of Itty Abraham, I too assert that the Indian nuclear programme serves as a revealing
lens into 'the postcolonial state's project of modernity', though I argue that a bifocal
approach which includes India's nuclear disarmament objectives adds substantially to
these insights. 602 While Abraham explores how atomic energy 'can be and has been
used with equal ease to invoke economic progress or military supremacy,' and asks
whether the seeming inseparability of development and security derives from the
inherent duality of atomic energy or from the nature of modernity itself, I argue that
initially, in the elite Indian imagination, these goals were distinguishable.6° 3 Indeed,
Nehru and other early statesmen and women explicitly attempted to distance the vision
of an atomic India from competitive notions of development and security, and a
conflation of the two. Again, as I have explored in Chapter Three, alternative visions of
modernity-and, by extension, alternative modes of development and security-·
emerged during India's independence movement. As I show below, mastery and
innovation in the field of atomic energy was invoked as a levelling device, aimed at
achieving material parity and as close to a common starting point as could exist in the
international quest for scientific and technological sophistication, whose ultimate goal
602
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was universal development. If India could establish itself as a forerunne r in the
discovery of the uses of atomic energy, not only would it, as a nation, not be 'left
behind', it would be able to contribute positively to humanity. India's atomic
imagination in the early years, then, was not simply an attempt to 'catch up' in a global
technology race, it was a hope to partake in, contribute to, and actively shape the future
of what was envisioned as a common human endeavour: the atomic age.

Identifying atomic research and development as one manifestation of the promise of
1

science, Nehru s vision for a nuclear India both built on Gandhian and scientific
humanist values. Like his broader philosophy of Indian nationalism, which was able to
1

both subsume modernity and distinguish itself from the West, Nehru saw India s
relationship to atomic energy, if pursued in a manner consistent with the essential
elements of Indian thought, as an opportunity to harness technology for the upliftment
of humankind and as a unique chance for India to become a role model for the rest of
the world. In short, Nehru's aim was to give moral direction to the applications of
science and technology.

1

In the early years after independence, Nehru dominated India s -nuclear policy and
discourse. In 19 54, when a separate Department of Atomic Energy was created, he
assumed the portfolio of India's first Minister of Atomic Energy, in addition to his roles
as Prime Minister and Minister of External Affairs. He retained all three positions until
his death in 1964. Through these channels he attempted to deploy his vision of atomic
energy as a way into the shared future of mankind, and India's role as a key protagonist
in utilising and furthering its constructive applications. He also adopted a strong
position against atomic energy as a destructive force, making his position on nuclear
disarmament and India's role in foreign affairs clear in an early session of the
Constituent Assembly, in January 194 7:

In essence today there is a conflict in the world between two things, the
atom bomb and what it represents and the spirit of humanity. I hope
that while India will no doubt play a great part in all the material
spheres, she will always lay stress on the spirit of humanity; and I have
no doubt in my mind that ultimately in this conflict that is confronting
the world the human spirit will prevail over the atom bomb .604
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Atomic Energy and the Constituent Assembly Debates
It was this early phase that witnessed the first official discussion regarding the future of
atomic energy in the Indian state. Nehru introduced the Atomic Energy Bill before the
Constituent Assembly on 6 April 1948. It was to provide for 'the development and
control of atomic energy and for purposes connected therewith', and laid out guidelines
for the state to provide 'every facility' for the development of the peaceful uses of
atomic energy and to maintain a state monopoly over such research and the resources
required for it. 605 It also proposed that atomic research should be conducted in privacy,
since only then, as Nehru explained, could India collaborate with scientists from
nations placing an onus on secrecy; and it should proceed with the utmost of speed and
urgency. 606 The voices in the Assembly that responded to Nehru's initial statement
were predominantly and overwhelmingly in support of the Bill, and spoke strongly in
favour an outright rejection of the destructive uses of nuclear technology. In this
respect, they echoed Nehru's position, which recognised the immediate connotation of
atomic energy with war, but placed emphasis instead on its value as a resource for
human progress:

probably, even the great destruction of the atomic bomb will be
forgotten, while the use of . atomic energy may in future powerfully
influence the whole structure of the world. No one can say when that
use will be perfected or brought into the common life of man ...
Therefore, it is not from the point of view of war that I am placing this
Bill before this House but rather from the point of view of the future
progress of India and the Indian people and the world at large. If we do
not set about it now, taking advantage of the processes that go towards
the making of atomic energy, and join in the band of scholars and
researchers who are trying to develop it, we will be left behind and we
shall possibly only just have the chance to follow in the trail of others.
That is not good enough for any country, least of all a country with the
vast potential and strength that India possesses.6°7

This opening statement discloses Nehru's basic assumptions about the role of atomic
energy in both Indian and global history. In the progress of atomic science he
605 Constituent Assembly (Legislative) Debates Vol. V (hereafter CALD-V) , pp. 3315-3334.
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anticipated a new historical era of far-reaching potential. Dismissive of atomic energy's
destructive capacity, he instead saw its constructive applications ushering in a new
phase of progress and development. To fail to engage with this important, new,
material chapter in the history of mankind would be of detriment to both India and the
world. Later in the same debate, he elaborated:

we are on the verge I think of a tremendous development in some
direction of the human race. Consider the past few hundred years of
human history: the world developed a new source of power, that is
steam - the steam engine and the like - and the industrial age came in.
India with all her many virtues did not develop that source of power. It
became a backward country because of that; it became a slave country
because of that. The steam age and the industrial age were followed by
the electrical age which gradually crept in, and most of us were hardly
aware of the change. But enormous new power came in. And this is
something infinitely more powerful than either steam or electricity ... if
we are to remain abreast in the world as a nation which keeps ahead of
things, we must develop this atomic energy quite apart from war.6os

Nehru's plea for India to keep abreast of global change was based on a conception of
human progress whereby each stage of advancement is marked by a 'source of power',
be it steam, electricity or atomic energy. 60 9 Nehru placed India in an international
context where progress is dependent on the mastery of ever more developed sources of
energy. 610 The persuasiveness of his argument stemmed from the inherent
rationalization it provided for India's colonisation by the British, and the manner in
which it simultaneously reduced that colonial experience to a simple asymmetry
between coloniser and colonised in their respective mastery of energy sources . The
message was clear: if scientific advancement was not appropriated by India
contemporaneously with the scientifically dominant societies of the past, development
1

would be an impossibility and India s future freedom would be at risk The advantages
of India's engagement with atomic energy thus accrued, in developmental terms, to
entities ranging from 'the common man' and 'the Indian people' to 'the world at large'.
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By invoking 'the world at large') India's equal participation in a new) atomic age) also
implied a valuable Indian input into the shaping of the pathway of atomic progress.
While the potential of an Indian contribution was evoked only subtly in Nehru's words
(though more strongly elsewhere) as I show below\ it formed the mainstay of the
statements made by subsequent speakers in their various appraisals of the Bill before
the Assembly. Seth Govinddas proposed that India was especially well-equipped to
utilise science for constructive purposes since 'from the point of view of manpower and
supply of minerals required for this work India commands an important place in the
world' .611 Yet he stressed that India was not just suited to such an endeavour in
material terms. From 'the point of view of philosophy/ India's achievement of
independence though non-violence had 'no parallel in the history of the world.' 612 India)
claimed GovinddasJ will 'carry on this research with such ends in view as may become
ideals for others to follow.)613

In a similar vein) H. V. Karnath stressed that the 'genius of India ... has always been
throughout the ages of a constructive nature) and never of a destructive type ... We shall
make it clear to the world that we shall proceed to harness it for creative purposes and
not for destructive ends.' 614 Karnath envisages the application of atomic energy 'not
merely to move our engines, our railways, our steamships) but also for coming to the
aid of the most ancient of occupations) that is, cultivation and agriculture.' 61 5 But in
addition to this developmental bent, Karnath explicitly drew on Indian philosophy in
order to link mastery of the atom with the human spirit: 'Our seers and sages four
thousand years ago ... said something about this energy which scientists today are
propounding ... In the infinitesimal as well as the infinite, in the atom as well as the
universe resides the one shakti-the cosmic shakti ... ' 6 16 By equating the power of the
atom with sakt( the divine power or energy617J Karnath rendered it one with the power
inherent in the universe: 'The shakti of the atom and the shakti of the atman are the
same shakti.' Refe r ence to the atman here was instructive : in the Upanishadi c view)

atman is both the essential soul of the universe) as well as the human soul. By knowing
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the human soul, it is possible to know-and control-the universal soul. 618 And by
placing the power or sakti of the atom in the realm of the atman, so it becomes possible
to control the atom with the human spirit: 'A vast fund of energy has been released
which can be used for creation or destruction ... the challenge of the day is this very
challenge of the atom and the human spirit. 1619 The implications for India1s role were
clear, to Karnath: 'today it is high time that we with our ancient heritage of creative, of a
constructive spiritual genius, should put our shoulders to the wheel, and show to the
world the way of using this newest, this rarest, this greatest energy for the welfare of
1

mankind. 62 0 The best method for undertaking this was tod be for the Prime Minister
1

1

and India s representatives to play 'an active role in establishing the international
control of atomic energy through the United Nations and, if possible for India to 'outlaw
atomic warfare. 162 1 This last statement reflected what would become India1s stance on
nuclear disarmament objectives within the United Nations.

One deviation from the overwhelming consensus that India should develop only the
peaceful uses of atomic energy came from Shibban Lal Saksena. While careful to invoke
Mahatma Gandhi, whose 'inimitable life and example will shed eternal luster on our
1

great country', highlight India s predilection for world peace, and stress that India
would 'by developing this energy and using this power for constructive ends show the
world that it can be. used for good purposes', his support of the Bill had its caveat.
Identifying himself as a 'realisf, Saksena stated that if India did not possess the
knowledge and the ability to use atomic power, there is 'no virtue in saying that we
shall not so use it. 1622 He continued:

in todafs world when the clouds of war hang all around us we cannot
but prepare ourselves for our defence. It is also a fact that the respect a
nation enjoys is directly proportional to its armed might. We might not
engage in war and we might do our best to stop war but the effective
way of stopping war is only when we have got the means or power to
have our might felt all over the world ... I think if India which has been a
slave country for the last two hundred years is to come unto her own
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she must very soon come in line with the great powers of the world, and
for that we must develop our military potential. 623

For Saksena, India would derive little in the way of international esteem from forgoing
the bomb. India would also not be able to adopt a moral stance, since if deployment of
nuclear weapons was not possible, neither was the moral choice of restraint. Saksena
did not disagree on the ultimate goal of peace, nor on the assertion of India's moral preeminence and duty to pursue moral leadership in the international realm. But for
Saksena, India's message of peace could only be successfully conveyed if it was fortified
by military might:

When we are able to produce all the things which can be produced by
atomic energy, both for constructive purposes and for warfare, I hope
we shall be able to use the moral strength of our nation to see that the
other nations also do not use the energy for warfare ... But unless we are
in point of military strength a very big nation and unless we can have a
say in world affairs I do not think we can make the world pacific ... Until
we have the capacity to use atomic energy for destructive warfare it will
have no meaning for us to say that we shall not use atomic energy for
destructive purposes. If we have the capacity but do not use it then it
will be a virtue.624

Nehru's response followed in his conclusion of the debate around the Bill, which was
subsequently passed. Noting that 'somehow we cannot help associating atomic energy
with war', he nonetheless did not specifically address Saksena's 'realist' position and
reiterated his initial view that the developmental applications of atomic energy would,
in history, be of greater consequence than their military alternatives. 625 The only
reference to military uses, here as in later statements beyond the margins of the
Assembly, were expressed firmly in terms of defence:

Of course, if we are compelled as a nation to use it for other purposes,
possibly no pious sentiments of any of us will stop the nation from using
it that way. But I do hope that our outlook in regard to this atomic
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energy is going to be a peaceful one for the development of human life
and happiness and not one of war and hatred. 626

The two positions, though seemingly wide apart, both placed an emphasis on the
principle of self-restraint: whereas Nehru and others expressed their hope that
restraint would preclude the pursuit of nuclear weapons development, Saksena saw
true restraint to lie in the possession of weapons and their non-use. The
implementation of restraint features simply at different stages in the pathway between
the non-existence of weapons and their deployment: Nehru's was restraint born of
material renunciation-a commonsense pathway for a state limited in resources-,
whereas Saksena's was a restraint borne of possession, but non-use, of material power.
This contrast is significant both at this juncture and later, as justifications for the
nuclear tests of 1998 reveal.

The continued place of self-restraint in the Nehruvian approach to the uses of atomic
energy is apparent in Nehru's address at the inauguration of India's first nuclear
reactor Aspara at Trombay on 20 January 1957:

No man can prophesy the future. But I should like to say on behalf of my
Government-. and I think I can say with some assurance on behalf of
any future Government of India-that whatever might happen,
whatever the circumstances, we shall never use this atomic energy for
evil purposes. There is no condition attached to this assurance, because
once a condition is attached, the value of such an assurance does not go
very far. 627

The notion of external constraints or 'conditions' being attached to applications of
atomic energy, and the limited efficacy of such external constraints, find their
resonance in later policy positions and pronouncements on nuclear issues, particularly
within the international domain, as I explore below.

While the Constituent Assembly debate provided a domestic crucible in which to forge
the early outlines of an Indian nuclear identity, for Nehru, however, the mission of
nuclear peace was also intended for a global audience. In a broadcast to the USA from
626
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Delhi on 3 April 1948, just days before the Constituent Assembly debate on the Atomic
Energy Bill, he pointed to Gandhi's doctrine of non-violence as 'an active and positive
instrument for the peaceful solution of international differences' since it had revealed
that 'the human spirit is more powerful than the mightiest of armaments.' 628
Recognising the 'limitations of human nature' and 'the immediate perils which face ...
statesmen' he conceded it might be impossible to rule out war in an absolute sense, but
he had 'become more and more convinced that so long as we do not recognize the
supremacy of the moral law in our national and international relations, we shall have
no enduring peace.'629

Both the Constituent Assembly debate and later commentaries on the issue of atomic
energy reveal Nehru's preoccupation with the developmental promise of atomic
energy, rather than its military potential. Yet while national development was Nehru's
central goal, his concept of development, as the above expositions suggest, spanned
several domains. The first of these was the role atomic energy could play in the
economic development of the nation. British rule had shaped India's economy
according to imperial interests and for many nationalists the Indian freedom struggle
had become synonymous with ending the drain of wealth from the Sub-continent.
Economic growth was one means of negating the devastating effects of colonialism on
India's overall wealth, and addressing the pressing issues of basic literacy, housing and
welfare. Atomic energy could provide an additional power source for India's
industrialisation, and might prove itself to have many profitable applications in other
domains such as agriculture and medicine. A second dimension to development
followed from this urge to undo the material wrong-doings of Empire by
acknowledging the danger inherent in India's backwardness vis-a-vis other societies in
an international context. While the competitive logic of the West, especially, posed a
threat, Nehru's grasp of India's role was one that would resist oppression, but yet not
assume the role of the oppressor. The true test of development would be its universal
application and its contribution to equality among nations. During the debate within
the Constituent Assembly around the Atomic Energy Bill Nehru had felt it necessary to
defend at length his decision to conduct privately the Indian atomic programme, whose
benefits he felt should be made available to all.63o Nehru believed, however, that the
risk of losing out on the exchange of technology and know-how with nations who were
628 Nehru, Jawah arlal (1 954). Speeches. Volume Two : 1949-1953. Delhi : Ministry of Information
and Broadcasting, 306-7.
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intent on retaining secrecy over their respective programmes was too great for such
work to be carried out publicly. How far this claim is merely rhetorical and masks a
covert desire to create at least a potential for weaponisation, avoid public scrutiny, or
veil the progress - or lack of progress - of an Indian atomic development programme is
not clear. Yet Nehru's desire to make a broader contribution to wider humanity is
communicated across many of his writings and speeches. In the nuclear domain this
would not merely be through sharing the material spoils of development: pursuing an
atomic energy programme would also present an opportunity for India to make an
ethical contribution to a new human era. The third dimension of development
envisaged by Nehru thus positioned India in a moral leadership role. A non-violent
approach to international affairs, symbolised by a rejection of power and a rejection of
the atom bomb, was based on an ideology that envisioned a post-imperial age, and a
future inspired by other-worldly forces for peace rather than this-worldly struggles for
monopolies over material goods. Introducing this non-material dimension to what was
ultimately envisioned as a universal pathway of atomic development would contribute
to the development of a new moral global order.

Nehru's notions of development are significant in terms of their tmplications for his
attitude to security. The inherent duality within atomic energy, alluded to in the
Assembly debate, vests in nuclear technology a potential for both economic progress
and military supremacy. Itty Abraham, in his reading of India's early development with
regard to atomic energy, links these twin goals of the modern state by equating the
developmental goal of economic strength with a quest for national power.631 National
power, he argues, 'follows from the idea of an international system made up of states,
even though it is considered a foundational category in modern theories of
international politics'. 632 This competitive notion of national power presupposes 'a
world already filled with states, against and in relation to whom national power is a
meaningful category.' 633 In attributing a competitive inter-state dimension to
development, national power 'discursively mutates into the other prime rationale of
state behaviour, 'national security".63 4 In other words, once economic development is
identified as a rationale of the state, a preoccupation with national security becomes a
foregone conclusion: national power exists on the bas is of economic and military might.
The third, moral dimension inherent in atomic energy, which was time and place631 Abraham, The Making of the Indian Atomic Bomb, 12.
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specific, does not form part of Abraham's analysis. As such it omits to capture fully
Nehru's conceptualisation of India's security, which could be served by avoiding the
vulnerabilities of underdevelopment, and removing the dangers of competition through
universal development and conflict, as the next section outlines in more detail, through
nuclear disarmament.

Several scholars have applied the modern logic of national power to retrospective
analyses of this early period in India's nuclear history and have highlighted the
ambivalence in Nehru's approach to the uses of nuclear technology. 635 George
Perkovich, for example, by presenting the relationship between Nehru and the 'father'
of the Indian nuclear bomb, Homi Bhabha, as shrouded in secrecy, provides ample
space to hypothesise about Nehru's involvement in a parallel development of nuclear
weapons technology, alongside India's peaceful atomic energy programme. He paints
one picture of Nehru, the 'moralist visionary', struggling with the 'power inherent in
Western technical culture and the humanistic wisdom of India' and plagued by the
inherent duality of nuclear technology, and another of the 'ambitious, realist prime
minister who recognized that nuclear weapon capability could enhance India's status
and power in the Western-dominated world whose logic he understood well from his
Cambridge education and his reading in science and European history.'636 Yet to pit
these two images of Nehru against one another misses the point I make above about
elite aspirations, expressed clearly in the Constituent Assembly debate, for India to
contribute to the morality of international politics. Within these aspirations we find
both the implicit status of the role model or moral leader, together with the realization
of one fa cet of an Indian 'national self in a new era of freedom and possibility. A view of
t he acquisition of nuclear weapons capability as the only route to status enhancement
leaves ou t this crucial objective of moral leadership and self-realisation in the realm of
internat ional atomic energy, and the transformation of India's global status that a
successful impl ementation of these objectives promised.

As a critique of mo dernity, as a blueprint for a pronounced global role for India based
on its civilisational, and spiritual heritage, and as a ticket to a new historical era of
progress, a mast ery of the atom was a promising destination. The discourse was
powerful, and vestiges re main in the nuclear and disarmament discourses of today.
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Moreover, the philosophy of development embodied within it was not merely
embraced by Nehru, it infused the worldview of a number of other elite figures who
would have a bearing on India's nuclear identity.

In sum, the domain of atomic development represented, in this early phase, a way of
bridging India's past and its future and engaging with the world in a way that permitted
the expression of a particular Indian identity, as defined by the members of a small, yet
commanding political elite. The roadmap for India's atomic energy programme
incorporated a critique of the destructive uses of the atom and, by extension, a critique
of modernity. It distanced India from competitive notions of development and security
and imagined atomic technology as a vehicle for the emergence of India into a new
world order. Above all, a mastery of the atom necessarily included a mastery of the self.
One of India's roles would be to convey the necessity and contours of restraint to the
rest of the world. First steps were made towards these ends through India's
engagement in multi-lateral disarmament fora, which I explore in the next section.
These formed the institutional context in which India would attempt to establish its
nuclear identity in the eyes of other members of the global community.

An Alternative Modernity: Indian Efforts toward Nuclear
Disarmament, 1954 - 1969
In the previous section I attempted to show how Nehru's vision of a nuclear India was
centred upon a critique of Western modernity and contained a blueprint for an
alternative mode of development and security. According to this vision, nuclear
technology would be a domain for cooperation, rather than competition, conflict or
imperialism. My aim in this section is to provide an account of attempts to deploy this
vision, primarily through the apparatus of the United Nations, and most conspicuously
in the UN-sponsored Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament
(ENCD). 637 Key outcomes of the Conference were the rewriting of the parameters of
global nuclear testing through the Partial Test Ban Treaty (PTBT) of 1963, and the
establishment of a non-proliferation regime via the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
637
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(NPT), which came into force in 1970. A close reading of the objectives, stances and
strategies of key Indian delegates over the course of this conference, which ran from
1962-1969, reveals important shifts in India's engagement in nuclear diplomacy, and
by extension, gradual shifts in India's nuclear identity. India's leadership failures within
the ENCD led to the unsavoury realisation that a nuclear weapons capability, whatever
its moral value, was a crucial diplomatic fulcrum in the international realm. This
growing awareness would eventually lead to a serious questioning of the real-world
benefits of India's policy of nuclear restraint. Meanwhile, the Conference also spanned
some tumultuous years for India. The 1962 border war with China, Chinese nuclear
tests, a second war with Pakistan, and the death of two prime ministers were just some
of the major, groundbreaking events to shake the Indian polity. Occurrences both
within and outside the conference of the ENCD thus served as an important set of
feedback mechanisms through which Indian foreign policy elites would reassess their
aspirations for India in the nuclear realm, and in the world at large.

Early nuclear policies
India's central nuclear policies of the fifties reflected two broad interests: the desire to
make efforts towards global nuclear disarmament and the avoidance of attempts by the
existing nuclear powers-the United States, the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union, and
from February 1960, France-to limit the flow of nuclear-related materials and
technologies to non-nuclear countries. 6 38 To a lesser extent, security concerns also
featured in policy-making on nuclear issues. All three policy preoccupations were full
or partial manifestations of the notions of development, peace and modernity that had
emerged in early debates and statements on nuclear issues. Yet they were also
responses and inputs to a process of multilateral negotiation from which an
international nuclear order would emerge and become institutionalised by 1970, and
through which Indian leaders would acquire a deeper understanding of the
opportunities and limitations faced by India in the international realm.
From an Indian vantage point in the early years after independence, success at
disarmament activism within the United Nations and through global conference
diplomacy would deliver both material and non-material rewards. 639 Disarmament
promised a reduction in global tensions and the removal of the dangers of nuclear war
638
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and radioactive fall-out from nuclear tests. Developing countries would be able to
devote resources to economic development rather than a costly arms race, and it was
anticipated by some optimists that major powers might even redirect their arms
expenditure to assist developing states.64o Above all, India would be more secure in a
disarmed world.641 Yet success would have more meaning than this. Disarmament
could only be effected by those major Powers already in possession of nuclear
weapons, in particular the USA and USSR. If India could play a role in this process,
whether by moral suasion, the mobilisation of majority pressure or through 'rational'
argument, mere material benefits would be minimal compared to the resultant shift in
normative architecture and the boost to India's international esteem. A prominent role
for India in the process of nuclear disarmament would certainly mean a rewriting of
relations between states, but, most importantly, it would place India at the forefront of
change and at the helm of the alternative, India-inspired modern world that Nehru
envisioned.
In the context of the bipolar international system, however, India encountered not just
opportunities but also constraints amidst the alternating pattern of cooperation and
contention between the United States and the Soviet Union. 642 While differences
between the Powers created a space for India to manoeuvre itself discursively into the
role of mediator or conciliator, US-Soviet cooperation, even if only tacit, also provided
the context for Indian isolation, marginalisation and impotence. 643 Great Power
attempts to monopolise the nuclear domain were one manifestation of this kind of
cooperation, and Indian objections to it were based on concerns that were both
practical and ideological. The harnessing of atomic energy for industrial requirements,
representing a unique opportunity for the furtherance

of India's

economic

development and the avoidance of relative scientific and technological backwardness,
was a central policy imperative.644 Any curbs on India's ability to pursue atomic energy
goals would be of stark detriment to those broader aims. Perhaps more troubling
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1

would be a non-reciprocal imposition of such curbs by a minority of states upon a less
powerful majority, on the basis that the former possessed nuclear capabilities. Nehru's
statement to the Indian parliament in response to U.S. President Eisenhower's 1953
'Atoms for Peace' proposal revealed clearly the outer parameters of his commitment to
disarmament. Eisenhower's statement before the UN General Assembly in December

1953 had proposed the creation of an international Atomic Energy Agency under the
aegis of the United Nations, which would be responsible for 'the impounding, storage,
and protection of the contributed fissionable and other materials' and the devising of
'methods where by this fissionable material would be allocated to serve the peaceful
pursuits of mankind'.645 The United States, he said, 'would be more than willing-it
would be proud to take up with others "principally involved"-the development of
plans where by such peaceful use of atomic energy would be expedited .. .' 646 By 'those
principally involved', Eisenhower was referring to the existing nuclear powers. Nehru's
reaction to what he saw as an attempt to institutionalise a great power monopoly of
nuclear technology was to emphasise his commitment to a peaceful world, but stress
that he could not promote disarmament proposals that limited India's sovereignty and
bolstered imperialist great power ambitions. In his statement in Parliament on 10 May

19 54, he said:

Either you make the body of control as big as the United Nations with all
the countries represented, or it will be some relatively small body with
the great powers sitting in it and lording it over ... We are prepared in
this, as in any other matter, even to limit, in common with other
countries, our independence of action for the common good of the
world. We are prepared to do that, provided we are assured that it is for
the common good of the world and not exercised in a partial way, and
not dominated over by certain countries, however good their motives. 647

Nehru's refusal to accept an existing nuclear power monopoly over the control of
nuclear materials and their uses was essentially political: discussions on any aspect of
world affairs would necessarily always include more materially powerful states but
could not be dominated by them. But it also contained a security dimension: any kind of
645
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imperialism at the international level, moral assessments aside, would compromise
peace and security between states. The Indian government thus participated in
disarmament activism and global conference diplomacy with a view to developing
global norms and policies concerning atomic controls that embraced equality and were
not skewed in favour of the great powers.

Early disarmament initiatives
Nehru's formal advocacy against nuclear weapons commenced with the atomic
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945. During the meeting of the All India
Congress Committee in September 1945, he moved a resolution, in which the AIIC
deplored the atom bomb and what it stood for: 'the immoral and self-destructive
elements of the present-day political, economic and spiritual structure of the world.' 648
The Indian position on nuclear disarmament after independence was expressed
through parliamentary debates and, internationally, through the United Nations,
although India's formal participation in disarmament bodies outside of the General
Assembly was some years in the making. The official Indian position in this early phase
was that disarmament would be possible only if there was agreement among the major
powers but that it should also be essentially multilateral: disarmament negotiations
should take place through the United Nations since it carried the principle
-

responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security. 649

The Fukuryu Maru incident, in which a Japanese fishing vessel was contaminated by
radioactive fallout from the U.S. detonation of a thermonuclear hydrogen-bomb device
in the Marshall Islands on 1 March 1954, drew global attention to the dangers of
nuclear weapons testing and generated sustained international controversy.6so The
continual testing of nuclear weapons became a matter of primary international concern
and a month later, in April 1954, Nehru made a novel move: he requested the United
Nations to put the question of the cessation of nuclear weapons tests on its agenda.6si
The statement, issued as a UN document and circulated to the Disarmament
Commission, repeated India's earlier stance that 'nuclear (including thermonuclear),
chemical and biological (bacterial) knowledge and power should not be used to forge
648 Cited in Mirichandani, India's Nuclear Dilemma, 5.
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these weapons of mass destruction' and recalled how India had previously 'advocated
the prohibition of such weapons by common consent and immediately by agreement
amongst those concerned'.6s2 It hoped for voluntary measures by those possessing
nuclear weapons, essentially calling for self-restraint on the part of the 'principally
concerned': the nuclear weapons powers. While placing onus on the responsibility of
the weapons possessors to disarm, Nehru's rhetoric foregrounded the broader
international community. Referring to the test explosions conducted by the U.S.A. and
the U.S.S.R. in the preceding two years, he described the threat of death and disease
from nuclear weapon explosions and radioactive fallout as 'horrible prospects' which
'affect us nations and peoples everywhere, whether we are involved in wars or power
blocs or not.'653

Nehru's statement included a list of practical measures, the most groundbreaking of
which was the 'standstill agreement' on explosions as an interim measure 'even if
arrangements about the discontinuance of production and stockpiling must await more
substantial agreements among those principally concerned'. 654 This statement was in
some senses a milestone, though it initially drew little in the way of attention and
consideration by the Disarmament Commission. It was the first UN document to
mention the cessation of nuclear tests, and the first to separate testing from other arms
control and disarmament measures.

The statement also encouraged other states and peoples, though not involved in the
production of weapons, to express their concern about nuclear experiments and their
effects. Nehru was candid in his admission that 'informed world opinion is in our view a
most effective factor in bringing about the results we desire.'6ss In order to serve this
strategy, he asked the Indian Defence Science Organisation of the Government of India
to compile an objective study of the consequences of the use of nuclear and other
weapons of 1nass destruction under the rubric of Nuclear Explosions and their Effects in
1955. It was the first of its kind. Through it, Nehru hoped to 'direct people's minds to
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the dreadful prospect of war in the nuclear age and to the danger of continuing nuclear
test explosions'.656

The importance of disseminating knowledge on the effects of nuclear testing also found
its expression in the UN General Assembly's tenth session through Krishna Menon's
proposal on the question of 'Dissemination of information on the effects of atomic
radiation and on the effects of experimental explosions of thermo nuclear bombs'. 657 It
found a response in the General Assembly resolution establishing the United Nations
Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) dated 3 December
1

1955. 658 The original Committee was composed of senior scientists from 15 designated
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USSR. India had thus contributed to the mobilisation of world opinion on the harmful
effects of tests

1

and the composition of UNSCEAR reflected the broad global

representation many nations now considered appropriate on nuclear-related issues.

Despite these incremental moves frustration at the continuation of weapons testing
1

and the limited membership of the sub-committee6s 9 of the Disarrrrament Commission
precipitated an Indian proposal introduced to the Disarmament Commission in July

1956 which again demanded 'the cessation of all explosions and nuclear and other
1

weapons of mass destruction' and proposed 'that the Commission and its SubCommittee be reconstituted and enlarged to make them more representative of the
world both geographically and politically thus providing more facilities for adjustment
1

of major differences. 660 The message of this proposal was clear: the Powers had proven
1

themselves incapable of covering any ground in disarmament talks. Increased
representation was not only desirable politically; it would likely be the only solution to
the ongoing stalemate.
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India continued to press for a ban on nuclear weapons testing. In 1957, at the twelfth
session of the General Assembly, an Indian diplomatic team consisting of Krishna
Menon and Arthur Samuel Lall proposed a commission of scientists from neutral
countries to monitor and pronounce on cases of suspected weapons tests, in the event
that a ban on weapons testing be set up. It was opposed by the United States and
defeated when it came to the vote, but the resulting voting pattern on the Indian draft
proposal was of significance: the total of the votes in favour of the proposal and the
abstentions-which included Western European States-was higher than the votes
against it. 'From now on,' Lall later recounted, 'the weapons testing states had to take
the opposition more seriously'.66 1 India's and other countries' initiatives were
beginning to make an impact.

The Disarmament Commission, as the main disarmament body outside of the General
Assembly, was expanded in 1957 when fourteen members were added, including India.
India had submitted an item entitled 'Expansion of the membership of the
Disarmament Commission and of its Sub-Committee' during the twelfth session of the
General Assembly. 662 The Disarmament Commission was enlarged again in 1958 to
include all of the Members of the United Nations, a step which reflected growing
consensus that nuclear tests were a global concern. The major Powers, however,
continued to seek exclusive conference machinery linked to but not integral to the UN
within which to discuss disarmament issues on an ad hoc basis. A tripartite Conference
on the Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapon Tests, between the Soviet Union, the United
States and the United Kingdom, commenced in October 1958 and ran until 1962,
reviewed each year by the General Assembly. It achieved little progress. A Ten-Nation
Committee on Disarmament established by France, the USSR, the UK and the USA in

1959 met in 1960. The Committee had a 'two-sided East-West pattern of
1

representation composing of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania, and the USSR
on one side and Canada, France, Italy, the United Kingdom and the United States on the
other. 663 Eventually, though, it led to the formation of the Eighteen-Nation Committee
on Disarmament, adding to the original ten countries of the 1960 conference eight
members of the United Nations not aligned with either of the two major military blocks.
The composition of this disarmament committee emerged from an endorsement by the
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General Assembly of an agreement between the United States and the USSR. 66 4 These
eight new members were Brazil, Burma, Ethiopia, India, Mexico, Nigeria, Sweden and
the United Arab Republic.665

The Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament
The establishment of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament was a
groundbreaking development: for the first time, countries not aligned with either of the
Cold War antagonists were involved in a forum specifically dedicated to disarmament
issues. Moreover, the Conference of the ENCD would, in its initial years, come to include
broad-based discussions on the cessation of tests, a discursive domain hitherto treated
as exclusive to the existing nuclear powers. The new role in disarmament given to nonaligned countries was described by the UN Secretary-General, U Thant as 'an important
element exercising a moderating and catalytic influence in helping to bridge the gap
between extreme positions of either side.'666 The symbolism of the new breadth of
participation at the conference, aiming to represent as it did broad international
opinion rather than the narrow interests of the major Powers, was not lost on its
participants, inciting hope and optimism in some and discomfort in others. France
refused to attend the Conference, declaring itself unwilling to discuss disarmament in a
forum that included parties who did not possess nuclear weapons. In his letter of 18
February 1962 to Khrushchev, which explained France's absence from the Conference,
President de Gaulle opined that '[i]n order to have a chance to succeed, it is ... necessary
that negotiations take place between the powers that possess nuclear weapons or that
will possess them in the near future'. 66 7 He was unable to see 'how the participation of
States that at present have no direct responsibility in this matter could lead to positive
results.' 668

The ENCD convened its first plenary session on 14 March 1962 at the Palais de Nations
in Geneva, opening at the level of Foreign Minister, underscoring its significance. The
Committee's primary objective was to reach agreement on general and complete
disarmament, its practical goals being the implementation of measures aimed at 'the
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lessening of international tensions; th e consolidation of confidence among states; and
facilitating general and disarmament'.669 It w as a rather broad and vague brief.

India's delegation was headed initially by Krishna Menon, since Nehru, holding the
portfolio of Foreign Minister as well as the office of Prime Minister, was unable to
attend 'owing to heavy internal commitments'.670 Menon's and Nehru's stances on the
issue of nuclear disarmament were close: Menon, too, wanted technology to be used in
the service of mankind and for the achievement of economic advancement, rather than
for destruction.6 71 Like Nehru, he also saw a need to control science, believing that
unless 'mankind can reconcile technical advice with humanity and wisdom, there will
be people which have no vision and those who have no vision must perish.' 672 Menon's
engagement on disarmament issues and the high level of autonomy afforded to him by
Nehru was recognised by certain of his international interlocutors. At the height of his
prominence as a spokesman for India on international matters, the British Foreign
Office saw Indian policy formation on disarmament issues to be 'entirely in the hand of
Krishna Menon who, as in so many other subjects was not receptive to advice from his
r

officials'. 673 A British foreign office document recommended that 'the injection of
important Western ideas and policies' would have to take place at the (ministerial)
level of Krishna Menon and, 'anything we produce in the nature of a really compelling
argument in favour of the Western position should be so framed as to be suitable for
di r ect discussion with him.'674 In the early phase after independence Menon and Nehru
dominated India's international stance on nuclear issues

The Indian debut in the conference of the ENCD was delivered by Menon in its fifth
session on 20 March 1962, and was, in Menon's typical style, both encyclopedic and
longwinded. No other delegate's speech came remotely close to the length of Menon's
disquisition - the s econd longest opening speech, that of the United States, being only a
little over half as long. Yet not just Menon's monopoly of time drew the spotlight
towards India. In enu nciating his government's views in the plenary, Menon first
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recounted, in impeccable English67s, right down to the serial numbers of the UN
documents that had led to its convening, the events leading up to the conference, the
lack of progress which had been achieved in other negotiation forums to date, the
positions and documents submitted to the conference by the USA and the USSR, as well
as a holistic overview of the proceedings so far and the stances adopted by each nation.
1

Already he was marking out the Indian delegation s role as an invaluable presence in
the negotiations: a caretaker of procedure, a director of discussion, and a repository of
information and sources. The success of this role would be evidenced by the continuous
reference made by other delegations to the summaries and arguments made by Indian
delegations over the course of the Conference.

Menon participated in the first six sessions, along with other foreign ministers or their
representatives, before the conference was left in the hands of senior negot_iators.
1

1

India s next in command was Arthur Samuel Lall, who had worked as Krishna Menon s
closest aide at the Indian High Commission in London, as Minister at the Indian Consul
1

General in New York, and then had served as India s Permanent Representative to the
UN from 1954-59. 676 The connection between Lall and Menon was strong, with the
former described variously as the latter s 'protege' and even his -'lackey'. 677 Indeed,
1

through Menon, Lall was given a fleeting chance to enter the Indian political scene
when Nehru selected .him to serve as Menon's defence secretary from early 1963, as a
prelude to running for a seat in parliament. The catastrophic effect of the 1962 border
war with China on Menon's career meant, however, that Menon lost his portfolio and
Lall his future appointment, after which he returned, instead, to the Conference in

1963. 678 While Laffs prestigious stake in the ENCD negotiations may have seemed to
rest on Menon's patronage, Lall was described as 'by general consent, the brains behind
the [UN] delegation ... its patience and its urbanity'.67 9 Sumit Ganguly has gone further,
describing Lall as a 'lynchpin' at a time of 'extraordinary international activism in
675
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Indian diplomacy', not least because of his behind-the-scenes, moderating role at the
United Nations at a time when Krishna Menon proved acerbic and anti-American. 680
Lall's selection for the ENCD was, then, a wise choice. One of the small number of ICS
officers handpicked by Nehru in 194 7 for responsibilities abroad, his experience had
equipped him with practical and personal skills essential to multilateral negotiations.
He could draft memorandums, make common-sense recommendations on procedure,
had a skill for finding the right formula to assume the middle ground between a
number of parties, and a talent for highlighting the commonalities in interest between
even the most diametrically opposed. Rhetorically, he could both charm and strongly
berate, often by turns, and he had a fine sense for the heterogeneity of his audience. His
was a strategy aimed at achieving synthesis rather than engaging in overt
confrontation. Like Nehru and Menon, Lall, too, was convinced of India's unique
credentials for seizing a leadership role in the achievement of global disarmament and
peace. 681

The parameters of the Indian position at the conference of the ENCD were in line with
previous commitments expressed in the United Nations. As Menon announced at the
start of the conference, the aim of the Committee must be to work towards 'a world
without war' since 'the only answer to armament and the menace of war is total
disarmament'. 682 India's initial intervention via Menon included both a normative and a
practical component. He began by making an argument that detached prestige form the
use of force. There was an imperative, he believed, to become 'gradually accustomed to
the idea that war is not glorious or necessary.'683 Previous causes of war, such as
'colonial expansion, the desire to capture markets, or perhaps to establish rival
ideologies' were either outdated or in decline.684 Indeed, Menon considered, it would be
'inconceivable today that any country would try to conquer another by force of arms
and subjugate it, or seek to advance commercial interests by forcible means, because
this method defeats its end'. 685 The thrust of Menon's analysis was that the minds of
men were changing, and along with them the dynamics of relations between nations.
This was a vision that saw human history at the cusp of a new age:
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in this age security comes through peace and not peace through security.
It is not merely juxtaposition of words, because in the pursuit of security
for the establishment of peace we seem to sow the seeds of greater and
more deadly war and conflicts. We have today come by sheer pressure
of circumstances to an appreciation of the world in a more universal
way.686

Already the fundamental value of an international approach that placed primacy on
universal security over national security had been conveyed. It was a vision that had
been projected time and again by Nehru, but here, in the Conference of the ENCD, it
would become the guiding principle of the Indian delegation and be handed down from
delegate to delegate like a gleaming baton that, unfortunately for India, would
eventually tarnish.

Practically, too, Menon emphasised the urgency in accomplishing disarmament and did
not deem it necessary to wait for a disarmament treaty before other constructive
moves be made.687 These he listed as 'the non-spread of weapons' - which would later
come to be known as non-proliferation-a proposal put forward by Ireland and
endorsed by the UN, and which entailed curbing the transfer of weapons technology
and knowhow and the movement of assembled weapons. Menon also expressed India's
support for nuclear-free zones as a step towards complete denuclearisation of the
planet. Finally, he requested that the great Powers refrain from conducting nuclear
explosions while the Conference was in progress. His formulation was typically
abrasive:

For three years the ingenuity of men of several nations has been found
wanting with regard to reaching a settlement [on the cessation of
nuclear testing]. These negotiations should go on while we are here, if
possible. For years these tests have been regarded not only as
dangerous to mankind in their immediate effects, but also as the engine
of nuclear war. We have a right to see that every attempt is made to
reach agreement.688
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Menon concluded with a warning about a fatalistic acceptance of the existence of
nuclear weapons: 'The more humanity gets conditioned to such an attitude, the greater
will be the difficulty of preventing war and even more of outlawing it.' 689

One major source of hope and optimism underpinning Indian ambitions for an
international consensus on the illegitimacy of military aggression was the new breadth
of representation embodied in the ENCD. Both Menon and Lall stressed the role of India
as representative of a broader global constituency. To the question of the
discontinuation of nuclear tests, there were 'not just two sides ... namely, the Western
side and the other side' but a 'third side, represented by the unaligned countries', and
an even broader side: 'the world itself.' 69 0 The reality of numbers was the basis of Lall's
argument, and the problem of both disarmament and nuclear weapons tests concerned
'many times the number of Americans, Russians and British .691 The expectation of the
1

non-aligned nations, according to Lall, was that the nuclear powers would acknowledge
that peace was 'not a monopoly of the nuclear Powers' but 'a necessity for the peoples
of the world'.692

Implicit in LalI1 s frequent reiteration of the representative nature of the conference was
his ambition for the non-aligned countries, with India at their helm, to be actively
involved in shaping debate. Writing in 1964, he recounts how decision-making in the
committee was to be unanimous. This he saw as positive since it meant that the
nonaligned countries would not be placed in the position of judges when the two sides
voted in predictable patterns. 69 3 Yet Lall hoped that the non-aligned countries,
implicitly led by India, would make a contribution to bringing about a resolution. He
recognised however, that this participation would have to occur behind the scenes and
could not be loud or abrasive. Part of Laff s strategy, for example, was to institute
informal meetings, which had been proposed by Krishna Menon only a few days into
the conference. These off-the-record meetings would provide scope to the nonaligned
to be 'more sharply incisive in the criticism of the two sides for their lack of movement
towards agreements, permit them 'without embarrassing either side on the record' to
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'make suggestions' and 'urge them forward.' 694 To Lall's disappointment, only two
informal meetings were held in 1962-3, both of which he himself had called.

Not just the tact and discretion required for exercising influence demonstrated that the
nuclear powers dominated the decision-making processes at the conference. For the
first three months of the conference, one meeting was that of another sub-committee,
consisting of the three nuclear powers, the purpose of which was to provide a forum for
attempting to reach an agreement to end nuclear testing. Lall recalls the frustration of
the nonaligned countries over this development, since the constellation would likely
reproduce the unproductive debates on the issue of nuclear weapons tests which had
been going on for three years.695 The non-aligned participants informed the nuclear
powers that all or some of them would be prepared to join the subcommittee, but no
agreement could be reached about their admission. Eventually, however, the
subcommittee produced no movement on the issue of testing and broke down. Instead,
the test ban was discussed once a week in a plenary session devoted to it.

This was to be a welcome development for Lall. His desire to step in and make a
difference to the deadlock was apparent in his nearly every speech.-Lall's account 696 of
his participation in the conference, published in 1964, candidly regales some of the
behind-the-scenes imperatives and challenges and strategies behind the involvement of
the Indian delegation. One critical innovation on the part of the non-aligned nations
was the Eight-Power Memorandum of 16 April 1962.697 This was a proposal drafted by
India, Ethiopia and Sweden, and supported by the other five non-aligned delegates. Lall
claims he was mostly responsible for the contents and language of the eight power
proposal. 698 It addressed the main sticking point on the issue of the test ban, namely the
Western assertion that an international control system would be necessary to police a
ban on tests in all environments and the Soviet counter-position which rejected such
international control. The deadlock spurred the eight individual nonaligned delegations
into joint action.699 The non-aligned countries could not support the Soviet rejection of
on-site inspections, but they also refused to agree with the West that an international
control system would have to monitor a weapons test prohibition in the atmosphere,
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outer space, under water and underground.700 The memorandum met with little
enthusiasm from the great powers and was resisted initially by both sides, but both
eventually agreed to use it as a basis for discussion. It was discussed for the next five
months, and in Lalrs opinion, the memorandum triggered a reconsideration of the
minimum necessary scope of an international control system. As such,

The Eight Nation effort helped in opening the door to form a Western
position on a ban without controls in all but one environment. The
outcome was two draft treaties for a test ban - one was for a
comprehensive treaty that prescribed onsite-inspections only in the
event of dubious underground activities, and the other to stop tests in
the other three environments without any international control. The
firming up of this position was one of the foundations of the partial test
ban when it finally came on July 25, 1965.701

Lall viewed the ultimate weight of the memorandum in the ENDC, and the subsequent
session of the UN General Assembly at which it was endorsed, as having increased the
standing of the nonaligned as partners in negotiation and as sources of practical
suggestions for conciliation.7° 2 Whether or not his account is exaggerated, his
comments reflect a belief, or at least a projection, that India, alongside the non-aligned
countries was making headway in achieving its goals within the bounds of the ENCD.

Indeed, there was much optimism when, on 5 August 1963, a partial nuclear test-ban
treaty (PTBT or Moscow Test Ban Treaty) was signed by representatives of the United
States, the Soviet Union and Great Britain, banning nuclear tests in the atmosphere, in
outer space and underwater, though not underground.703 India was the first country to
put its signature to the Treaty in Moscow after it was signed by the three original
parties. 704 At a debate at the 18th session of the UN General Assembly on 15 October
1963, at which a resolution was passed by 97 votes to one (Albania), calling for all
states to become party to the PTBT, Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit expressed her
congratulations and commendation to the three nuclear powers for reaching the
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agreement and to the ENCD for their role in its preparation.7° 5 Among the advantages of
the Treaty she counted its contribution to the prohibition of nuclear weapons, its
restriction on the arms race, and its role in reducing world tensions.7° 6 But most
importantly, it 'paved the way towards other agreements including general and
complete disarmament.' 7 07 Indeed, Mrs Pandit believed that by way of the Treaty, 'the
purpose that India had sought to achieve had been three-quarters accomplished.' 708

The general optimism emanating from India's foreign policy establishment following
the signature of the PTBT was reflected in a September 1964 article in the government
publication Indian and Foreign Review, disseminated through India's missions abroad.

It is now becoming increasingly more evident that both the US and the
USSR now genuinely desire disarmament, although it is inevitable that a
lot of patient work remains to be done before the present fears and
suspicions of the cold war are removed and progress achieved in the
way of a final agreement on general and complete disarmament.7° 9

Belief in an ability to achieve conciliation between the two Cold war antagonists as a
basis for enduring peace still formed the mainstay of the Indian strategy. This optimism
was based on the conviction that both sides genuinely desired disarmament and simply
needed to arrive at the appropriate formulation with the help of an insightful, and
perhaps wiser, mediator. In 1964, Arthur Samuel Lall still believed that an international
consensus existed that disarmament was 'not a subject for unreal and naive
"idealism."' 7 10 He resigned from his role in the Indian delegation at the ENCD to teach at
Cornell in 1963, a decision perhaps related to the fact that in Geneva he had met-and
was soon to marry-Betty Goetz, an American arms-control specialist. Yet nearly two
decades later, Lall's frame of reference for the ENCD had changed dramatically. Almost
as an aside in a narration of his experience of Indian government service, he would
later refer to his experience at the Conference as 'the highly frustrating so-called
negotiation to reduce armaments' .7 11
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Indeed, the years of the Conference of the ENCD following Lall's departure witnessed a
remarkable decline in Indian optimism, conciliatory efforts and subtlety. The aftereffects of the 1962 war with China and the drop in India's international esteem were
likely also being felt. As the focus of the Conference shifted from test bans to a nuclear
non-proliferation treaty, those privy to its inner workings grew increasingly aware of
the limitations of India's place in global nuclear affairs. The drafting of a nuclear nonproliferation treaty, in particular, demonstrated a key similarity in US and Soviet
interests. Their collaboration was borne of the opportunity a treaty would offer to
secure formally a prominent position in the international system for nuclear states.
From a sense of functioning as an equat sovereign mediator, Indian negotiators at the
Conference saw their country relegated to a second-tier position. The former proactive,
though discrete, management of discussion would transform into open and defensive
confrontation.

After Lall's departure in 1963, a prominent figure assumed the leadership of not just
the Indian delegation to the ENCD, but Indian policymaking on nuclear issues more
generally. Vishnuprasad Chunilal TrivedC a Cambridge-educated ICS officer who had
entered government service in 1940 and joined the Indian Foreign Service in 1948,
served as chairman of the Indian intelligence board in the Ministry of External Affairs,
and as Joint Secretary in the Ministry from 1961-64.712 In his subsequent role as
Ambassador to Switzerland, he joined the ENCD from March 1964 until his departure in
December 1967. In the foreign affairs vacuum left by Nehru's death and in the absence
of Menon as India's key spokesman on disarmament issues, Trivedi became the new
voi ce of India in the international atomic domain. Conspicuous for his strident
enu nciation of the Indian viewpoint on the evolving parameters of a non-proliferation
treaty, Trivedi was described as 'able and alert' by senior bureaucrats at home, and as
'an exo ti c' by outside observers at the ENDC .713 Like Lalt he had an excellent grasp of
previo us statements, resolutions and draft treaties, was extremely articulate, and was
even known to correct th e English grammar of treaty drafts .714 He was an expert on
nuclear energy, secu rity and disarmament matters, and as Ashok Kapur recalls, 'he
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escalated India's arguments in a manner that was logically and politically relevant, and
the points he developed clarified the reasoning behind India's political and nuclear
strategy.' 715

Trivedi eschewed Lall's subtle and careful behind-the-scenes work, instead stressing
India's position forcefully and unambiguously in the open plenaries. This approach was
partly down to personal style, but was also in response to the more overt challenges
posed by the changing focus of the Conference. From 1964, discussion began to centre
increasingly upon the objective of the 'non-dissemination of nuclear weapons', and the
development of an international agreement to achieve this end. 716 For India, especially,
such a treaty would be of enormous import. Since October 1964 a new nuclear power
had appeared across India's northern border. China had not signed the PTBT and
Chinese aggression towards India could still be felt from the clash of 1962. India's
security concerns in the nuclear domain were under the spotlight as never before. At
the same time, Indian representatives felt the need to remain vigilant that the two
superpowers did not devise a treaty creating space for the future growth of their own
nuclear arsenals, while inhibiting the progress and development of atomic energy
technologies in other countries. Such a treaty would not only undermine the spirit of
the ENCD and run counter to the goal of general and complete disarmament, but it
would have catastrophic implications for the Indian vision of security, peace and
-

equality in the world as well as atomic development at home. Most importantly, the
final contours of a non-proliferation treaty would impact upon more than the
proliferation of nuclear weapons or general and complete disarmament: they would
define the basic parameters of global politics. As Trivedi stated in the Conference: 'The
attitudes that we take and the approaches we adopt on this [non-proliferation treaty]
will reflect our attitudes and approaches on international relations in general.'71 7 With
the two superpowers set on maintaining their global nuclear prominence, the
negotiations around a non-proliferation treaty could become nothing but a normative
battle. With the parameters of India's stance clearly in mind, Trivedi embarked on a
deployment of moral language spanning trans-civilisational norms, logical reasoning
and rhetorical parrying. His was a strategy aimed not at reconciling the interests of the
two major nuclear powers, but at devaluing their shared commitment to securing a
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nuclear monopoly. Indeed, Trivedi was attempting to detach esteem from the
possession of nuclear weapons.

The basic thrust of Trivedi's position within the ENCD from 1964 onwards did not
deviate from the Nehruvian goal of universal security through general and complete
disarmament. The primary rationale of any non-proliferation treaty, as Trivedi would
repeat again and again, must in no way fail to serve the broader goal of disarmament.
He explained,

We believe that a rational international treaty on non-proliferation
should specifically embrace the essential requirements of cessation of
production of nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles and agreed
arrangements for reduction of existing stockpiles thereof. Dealing only
with the limited question of what is being described as "further
proliferation,, or "proliferation to new countries" does not deal with the
real problem at all.718

As such, 'measures to prohibit the spread of nuclear weapons should be coupled with,
or followed by, tangible steps to halt the nuclear arms race and to limit, reduce and
eliminate the stocks of nuclear weapons and the means of their delivery.'71 9 Rather than
stem the increase in states with nuclear weapons capability, known as horizontal
proliferation, the emphasis, according to Trivedi, should be placed on limiting
proliferation by states already in possession of weapons, vertical proliferation. The
fundamental problem facing the world was, after all, 'the proliferation that has already
taken place', since 'the question of further proliferation is causatively linked with that
of existing proliferation.'no

At the same time, a second dimension to the Indian standpoint was becoming
prominent within the Conference. The bottom line of the Indian stance was that any
international instrument seeking to control the spread of nuclear technologies had tci
be applied equally to all states. Yet as part of the parameters of a non-proliferation
accord, the Committee was now focussing on the level of international control
appropriate to ensure that countries exploiting the peaceful uses of atomic energy did
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not direct their technology into weapons production. This issue began to manifest as
attempts by the existing nuclear weapons states to apply restrictions on the behaviour
of non-nuclear weapons states. From the perspective of emerging civil nuclear powers
like India, such a project impacted upon issues of development, sovereignty and, most
significantly, equality. In short, they were diametrically opposed to India's own goals in
the international sphere. Indian policies had pronounced on the undesirability of
unequal external limitations before, and Trivedi cited Nehru's earlier parliamentary
statements at length. But his own formulations on the issue were far more forceful and
dramatic: 'a proposal to institute controls on peaceful nuclear activities while
instituting no control at all over warlike nuclear activities' would be akin to an 'attempt
to maintain law and order in a society by placing all its law-abiding citizens in custody
while leaving its law-breaking elements free to roam the streets.' 721

Apart from the abstract principles of sovereignty and equality, the very practical matter
of what would effectively be curbs on India's development formed the crux of Trivedi's
objections to unequal safeguards . Citing the 'view of the Indian Government' he
1

stressed that the non-proliferation treaty should 'not... impede the growth of nuclear
science and technology in the developing countries where the need for such
development is great'.nz Since in developing countries atomic reactors were
'instruments of economic development' weighty consideration should be given to 'any
1

proposal which, without achieving anything really worthwhile in the field of genuine
disarmament, only hinders the economic development of developing countries.'72 3

Another issue of concern was the way the discussion of such unequal provisions in the
Treaty w as leading to wards a formal and classification of states according to the ir
nuclear status. Trivedi denied that there could be 'three categories of nations : nuclear
nations, non-nuclear nations in alliance -w ith nuclear nations, and non-nuclear nonaligned nations ' and spoke at length about the problematic nature of the prestige that
had become attached to nuclear status.72 4 He believed that 'there should be no
enshrinement or perpetuation of a privileged status of nuclear Pow ers.' 725 Inde ed, in
the first instance,
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we must ensure that no prestige accrues to those misguided nations
which have embarked or which are embarking on nuclear-weapon
programmes. There must be an end to all this talk of a high table or a top
table, a select club, centres of nuclear power and a superior coterie or a
group of four or five who could meet among themselves and work out
the salvation of the world.726

At that time, however, this was not the case. The nuclear powers were acquiring 'an
overwhelmingly

privileged

position'

which

would

only

be

enhanced

in

'a

discriminatory treaty which gives a privileged licence to the existing nuclear weapon
Powers to proliferate at will and which heaps ever-increasing prohibitions on nonnuclear Powers.'727 At this juncture, Trivedi evoked a phrase which would echo down
the corridors of the Indian foreign policy future, reappearing again and again in
discourses on the international non-proliferation regime: 'The civil nuclear Powers can
tolerate a nuclear weapons apartheid, but not an atomic apartheid in their economic
and

peaceful

development...

To

us

this

is

a

matter

of vital

principle.'ns

Counterproductively, a treaty embodying 'apartheid' would 'in itself be the strongest
incentive to a new country to embark on a nuclear weapons programme.' 729

Trivedi's moralising stance on the indivisibility of a non-proliferation treaty and the
goal of complete and general disarmament, the dangers and injustices of an unequal
treaty, and the undesirability of an association of nuclear weapons status with prestige
was not without foundation. The strength of the Indian position was that India was a
working example of a state in possession of the technical ability to engage in nuclear
weapons proliferation, but which had refrained from doing so. India's occupation of the
moral high-ground was not merely based in conviction, but also in fact:

As the Committee is aware ... [i]f any country wishes to embark on a
nuclear weapons programme, it must have a chemical separation plant
or a gaseous diffusion plant. India is the only one of the countries not in
possession of nuclear weapons which has this facility. And yet our Prime
Minister has repeatedly declared that India does not intend to enter the
nuclear weapons race. India believes that nuclear energy must be used
726
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only for peaceful purposes. This is our national decision, a decision
which we have taken on a thorough examination of relevant political,
economic and strategic factors, and we are determined to stand firm on
it.730

This unique position of India was, in effect, a demonstration that nuclear self-restraint
was possible. The maintenance of a nuclear capacity at the level of a peaceful nuclear
power represented the embodiment of the values Trivedi was espousing on behalf of
his country. These drew on the means-ends philosophy of Gandhi and Nehru, and
echoed the oft-cited maxim that 'technology in itself is not evil'.7 31 Indeed, he added,
'[c]enturies of history have proved to us that the use that people make of their skills is
entirely a matter of will. It is completely wrong to deduce that what is evil is science
and technology, skill and progress.'732 Echoing the Nehruvian sentiment of scientific
humanism, Trivedi was suggesting that moral direction could be applied to science, and
that India was well-equipped to serve as an exemplar.

To underscore his belief that the unique embodiment of values in India's nuclear
programme was not a mere historical accident, Trivedi made severa1 attempts to show
how India's development on this issue was in keeping with the natural progression of
history, rather than an aberration, and that these values were part of a common, transcivilisational heritage. In the ENCD session of 3 May 1966, Trivedi, like Nehru and
Menon before him, expressed his belief in the moral and spiritual progress of mankind
towards the 'complete abolition of all arms and of total repudiation of the use of
force.' 733 It was his conviction that

[t]he evolution in man's thinking on the questions of peace and security,
which led finally to the formulation of the goal of general and complete
disarmament, is one of the most hopeful features of modern civilization.
It has been a slow evolution, but it has been sure and unmistakable.7 34

In a historical scan that began with 'Ashoka's philosophy of peace and morality' in the
third century B.C. and then drew broadly on European history, Trivedi pointed out that
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'[a]s early as the 18th and 19th centuries there was growing realization among the
nations of Europe that the balance of power could be maintained not only by
frustrating the growth of the opponent's strength but also by restraining as a matter of
policy the growth of one's own strength.'735 He added to this narrative a brief account of
the evolution of the United Nations, documenting the shift from the General Assembly's
engagement in the regulation and reduction of armaments to its newly professed goal
of general and complete disarmament. In doing so, Trivedi projected a evolution in
human conduct towards peace and disarmament that spanned both centuries and
continents.736 Tacitly, his implication was that India was well ahead of the trend, and
benefitted from a philosophical lineage of peace. But while reiterating in another
speech his delegation's conviction that 'international security lies not in armament but
in restraints on armament and in disarmament,' he also pointed out this idea was
'integral to the basic philosophy underlying all discussions on disarmament, whether in
our Committee or elsewhere.'73 7 Indeed, the very raison d'etre of the Conference was
premised on this philosophy of peace.

By presenting peace as progress within this historical and spatial frame of reference,
and by drawing legitimacy from the current institution of the United Nations and the
disarmament conference it had deployed, Trivedi was in effect portraying the nuclear
weapons powers as deviant, immoral, and even backward. Allusions to drunkenness,
disease, criminality, colonialism and even evil were employed frequently in his
speeches to add rhetorical, and often sardonic, weight to his arguments. India's 'true
feelings', if Trivedi was her mouthpiece, were barely concealed and wryly delivered.
The conduct of the existing nuclear powers-their possession and further development
of nuclear weapons and their attempts to place unjust constraints on non-nuclear
powers-was either criminal or pathological, depending on Trivedi's choice of
invective.

Somewhat surprisingly, perhaps, by the time of his departure from the Conference on
14 December 1967, Trivedi had won no end of respect and admiration from all of its
delegates. This was evident from 'the heartfelt expressions of esteem, friendship and
affection' that were publicly aired during Trivedi's last session at the Conference,
before his departure for Vienna to serve as India's representative at the IAEA.7 38 Just
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when it seemed the copious compliments had reached their natural limits, U Kyaw Min,
the representative for Burma, intervened and suggested adding a line referring to
Trivedi in the official communique for the day.7 39 Given the fastidious approach to
formulating the dry, terse communiques, which were the Conference's official
information flow to the press and whose content often had to be negotiated, this was
something of an anomaly.7 40 Duly, the Committee expressed its 'best wishes to
Ambassador Trivedi on his departure to a new post' .7 41 This was an honour awarded to
no other delegate of any other country across the 430 meetings of the Conference of the
ENCD.

Domestic approaches to the NPT
Ashok Kapur relates how, following Trivedi's departure from the ENCD, India's
'disarmament and atomic energy diplomacy slipped into a low gear.' 742 Yet Trivedi had
'permanently altered India's disarmament stance'.7 43 His influence on policy positions
both within the Government and the Ministry had been critical.7 44 C. S. Jha, Foreign
Secretary from February 1965 to August 1967, recounts how Trivedi had kept the
Ministry 'fully informed through his cables and weekly dispatches'.7 45 The nuclear nonproliferation issue had become Jha's 'principal preoccupation' towards the end of 1966
and during the first half of 1967, and there was 'much diplomatic activity' in Delhi, as
-

well as that within the ENCD.7 46 While Trivedi had been putting forward India's
position consistently from 1964, the joint draft of a treaty on nuclear non-proliferation
formulated by the Soviet Union and the United States, and endorsed by the United
Kingdom, in early 196 7 demanded an official government position.7 47 Jha recalls how
the draft appeared 'one-sided' on two counts: it committed non-nuclear powers not to
manufacture nuclear weapons while including no commitment from the nuclear
weapons powers to nuclear disarmament, and it prohibited nuclear explosions for
peaceful purposes. 748 As such, 'implicit in the draft treaty was the recognition by the
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rest of the world of the legitimacy of the possession and use by the five countries (USA,
USSR, UK, China and France) which already possessed them. 1749 The draft treaty also
had 'a patent lacuna' since it made no mention of the security of non-nuclear powers in
the event of nuclear attack.750 In this context, Jha deemed that the threat to 'India's
security and territorial integrity' from China was an important factor in deliberations
over this missing aspect of the treaty.751 Given the 'wide ramifications' of the treaty, Jha
organised a Secretaries' Committee with the approval of the Prime Minister which met
a number of times from 1966-7.752 M. C. Chagla, External Affairs Minister from
November 1966 to September 1967, visited Geneva for the purpose of securing a
guarantee within the Treaty for non-nuclear powers against nuclear attack He recalled,
however, that 'I could make no headway as I found that the nuclear powers were only
interested in maintaining their own nuclear supremacy and monopoly.' 753 Ultimately,
Chagla regaled, 'we had strong objections to the treaty on the grounds, first, that it
created a nuclear monopoly; secondly, that it discriminated between nuclear and nonnuclear powers; thirdly, that it prevented the underdeveloped countries from acquiring
nuclear knowledge which they could use for technological advance.' 754 Despite limited
alterations to the drafts of the treaty, this position was to remain the official Indian
stance on the treaty.

The draft UN Security Council resolution presented by the USA, the USSR and the UK to
the ENCD on 7 March 1968, incorporating a unilateral declaration to link immediate
Security Council action to nuclear aggression faced by a signatory to the · Treaty,
triggered a debate in the Lok Sabha one week later. In a statement before the House on
14 March 1968, the Deputy Minister in the Ministry of External Affairs, Surendra Pal
Singh, said that while the Government welcomed 'the steps taken by nuclear weapon
States ... t o make more effective the role of the United Nations for peace-keeping and for
providing effect ive security', a security guarantee could not be made 'a quid pro quo for
signi ng the Non-proliferation Treaty in its present form '.755 This was a position drawn
from Trive di's sta nc e in th e ENCD, and stemmed from the belief that a treaty pledging
security assurances gave a n indirect licence to the 'assurers' to retain their nuclear
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capability.756 Trivedi's position had been clear: 'Security assurances or guarantees are
not the same thing as security.' 757 India's security would be best served by the
elimination of nuclear weapons.

Fundamentally, Singh stressed that above all, the draft treaty did 'not promote
disarmament'JSS Indeed, '[a]s long as the elaboration of nuclear weapons by nuclearweapons powers continues unchecked, it does not advance the security of the world.
Measures which do not involve an element of self-restraint on the part of all Statesnuclear weapons states as well as non-nuclear weapons States-cannot form the basis
for a meaningful international agreement to promote disarmament.' 759 While at this
juncture Prime Minister Indira Gandhi stressed that the Government's position was 'not
rigid', by the time of the wide ranging parliamentary debate on India's external affairs
that took place from 3-5 April 1968, it was clear that India was not going to sign the
Treaty.760 The Prime Minister stressed on 5 April that the Government still did 'not
propose to make nuclear weapons', but that this decision was 'unrelated to the
treaty'.761 India's path ahead would be self-chosen and not dictated by an unjust
international instrument. Ultimately, she concluded, 'the issue before us is essentially a
political one. And it also has serious implications as regards security matters'.7 62 The
Indian government would be 'guided entirely by our enlightened self-interest. .. the
considerations of national security and, of course, adherence to our values' .7 63

As the wide-ranging parliamentary debates from 3-5 April demonstrated, a rejection of
the NPT found overwhelming support across political divides. In a survey conducted in

197 4, too, Ashis Nandy found that 81 per cent of the strategic elites he questioned had
also rejected the NPT, and 66 per cent of respondents did so unconditionally. According
to Nandy, '[t]he most frequent reasons given for the reject of the NPT were that the
treaty was "dishonest and unequal" ... and that it did not curb the nuclear powers and
was designed to preserve the nuclear status quo'.764 He surmised that '[t]he responses
are obviously correlated in that they both articulated the theme of an in-group, from
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which second class nations like India were excluded.' 765 An editorial in the Economic
and Political Weekly, too, saw in the treaty an attempt by the 'nuclear Brahmins' to

acquire a perpetual place at the top of a 'well-defined status hierarchy' .7 66 Indeed, 'the
patterns of international relations being sanctified through the non-proliferation treaty'
were tantamount to a 'complete integration into a system of politics dictated jointly by
the United States and the Soviet Union' .767 The underlying sense was a solidifying of the
structures of power in the international system and that of India's exclusion. To sign
the Treaty would be an act of collaboration in India's international diminishment. The
parameters of NPT were therefore impossible for the majority of Indian elites to accept,
both practically and ideologically. Only a handful of individuals advocated signing the
treaty when it was finalised in 1968, most notably Rajeshwar Dayal, the one-time
conveyor of Nehru's request to the UN for the cessation of tests in 1954 and by 1968,
Foreign Secretary.768 For him, India's established policy of supporting disarmament
initiatives spoke in favour of signing of the treaty, however his views went unheeded. 769

With the exception of lone voices such as Dayal's, the optimism with regard to the
future of disarmament, witnessed in the early days of the ENCD, had all but faded,
replaced instead by suspicion and defensive posturing. One measure of this shift was
the about-turn in attitudes towards the Partial Test Ban Treaty. In his first speech at the
Conference in 1964, Trivedi had expressed optimism over the future progress of the
negotiations on the basis of the PTBT, upon which the Committee had 'abundant re·ason
to congratulate [itself] '.7 70 Yet by June 1966, the decision taken by China to test nuclear
weapons and the lack of progress on bringing underground testing within the gambit of
the PTBT had doused the euphoria.7 71 The 'partial' treaty had been 'unable to fulfil its
promise' and had remaine d 'doubly partial', since it had been 'adhered to only partially
and not by all countries' and remained 'partial in its prohibited environments' .772 Some
ten years after the signing of the PTBT, one Indian commentator on nuclear affairs
depicted the PTBT as an instrument of control by the existing nuclear powers, and
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hence an early attempt to curb proliferation. Indeed, 'the Moscow Treaty was designed
to prevent or make more difficult the task of new entrants into the nuclear club.' 773

With a loss of optimism came a sense of inevitability about India's nuclear future. In
retrospect, the ENCD had told a story of gradual exclusion. Arthur Samuel Lall's
indulgent attitude of the early years, which saw the nuclear powers within the ENCD as
misguided but ultimately corrigible, became replaced by a realisation that the nuclear
status quo was unlikely to change. While a principled adherence to disarmament
persisted, realisation dawned that without the trappings of a nuclear power, India was
not only at a loss to bring about change in the domain of international nuclear politics,
it was going to be relegated to an inferior position within the increasing rigidity of an
unbalanced global nuclear order. Indeed, the threat of such an eventuality had been
foreshadowed by France's withdrawal right from the very start of the ENDC, on the
basis that the French were unwilling to discuss disarmament in a forum that included
non-nuclear powers. As early as 1964, Lall had ventured, almost as an aside, that the
French position was 'an inducement to countries to join the nuclear club', since the
possessors of nuclear capabilities would be 'the decision makers and ... in a position to
dominate the world.' 77 4 Later, writing in 1981, and with little memory of the optimism
of the era, Lall recognised the paradox of the situation:

Did it not occur to the great powers that they w·ere, 1n a sense,
strengthening the forces in India that believed the country should, in the
view of the values of the real world, develop a major military posture?
... In Indian eyes it is puzzling and paradoxical that, in order to be an
acceptable worker for peace and human well-being, a country had better
first join the international elite club, which has come, by tacit agreement,
to consist of those countries that also have arsenals of nuclear
weapons. 775

The opening sessions of the Conference of the ENCD reveal a snapshot of an India high
in self-esteem, expectant of a role as a global player. Its delegates voiced a desire to
adopt a leading-though in Lall's case a purposefully inconspicuous role-on issues of
nuclear disarmament; provide innovative solutions; mediate between the great
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powers; secure equitable access to the peaceful uses of atomic energy; and work
towards global peace on the basis of nuclear disarmament. Nearing the end of the
Conference the picture was rather different. While many of these goals persisted, the
tone of the Indian delegation shifted to cynicism, overt sensitivity to inequality,
condemnation and suspicion of the nuclear powers' intentions. India's participation in
the conference of the ENCD thus mapped a journey from hope to frustration, and from
impassioned peacemaker to defensive outcast. While these positions relate to the
idiosyncrasies of the delegates in question and the very different domestic and
international contexts that prevailed at each period, they also reveal something about
the mood of Indian elites vis-a-vis the international domain at the time. This shift,
documented through the Conference of the ENCD, provides in some senses a powerful
metaphor for the broader story of India's global engagement during this period. In
particular, the negotiations that had taken place in the ENCD and the UN General
Assembly under Trivedi's watch were not simply about the increase or spread of
nuclear weapons and the number of nuclear powers, they were about the international
architecture of the future, and India's role within that edifice. As the trickle of
signatories to the NPT grew from 1970, there was no denying that those seated at the
nuclear high-table were the real masters of the atom.

The Loss and Recovery of Self under
'Nuclear Apartheid' - 1970 - 2010
While the Nehruvian era of India's international relations was a period of grand visions,
activism and advocacy, the years following Nehru's death signalled a shift to a more
defensive, limited, though still vociferous position on issues relating to nuclear
disarmament. The negotiations of the sixties that led to the NPT and through it the
establishment of an institutionalised non-proliferation regime, marked a crystallisation
of norms in the global nuclear domain and a turning point in India's nuclear history. As
a non-nuclear power, India had been unable to derive international esteem from
forgoing the bomb. India's security environment had also been threatened by the war
with China in 1962 and China's subsequent nuclear tests. A further sense of
vulnerability to the coercive threat of nuclear weapons emerged in 1971 when the USS

Enterprise, a US aircraft carrier, was deployed in the Bay of Bengal during the IndoPakistani War of 1971. Despite the commitment embedded in Article Six of the NPT, to
pursue 'negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating to cessation of the
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nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament', the intentions of the
existing nuclear powers to maintain a nuclear-dominated wo rld order seemed clear.
Attempts at achieving a mediatory role and a shift in global norms on disarmament
issues had failed, relegating India to a position outside of the ranks of the Powers
managing the international system and impotent to influence them in line with a
specifically Indian vision.

The tests of 1974 and 'Nuclear Apartheid'
With the onset of the post-NPT era, India found itself in an intractable position.
Compromising an earlier Indian nuclear identity as a peaceful state committed to global
nuclear disarmament was not an option, unless India's international stance on
disarmament, and many of the values that underpinned it, was simply to be abandoned.
Yet the realisation had also dawned that a status as a non-nuclear power reduced a
country's esteem and significance in multilateral negotiations and could also have
security implications. The answer was India's 'Peaceful Nuclear Explosion' conducted at
Pokhran on 18 May 1974. The explosion demonstrated India's technological capability
and global significance while at the same time proclaiming peaceful intent.

As public experiment ,in conspicuous technology, the PNE evoked an overwhelmingly
-

positive domestic reception, at least among the majority of India's intellectual elite and
urban public.7 76 The government and majority line on the tests was that the PNE was 'a
minor incident' in India's total nuclear programme and that powerful nations could not
be permitted to 'have a monopoly over ... human enterprise and achievement'.7 77
Moreover, India was not prepared to miss 'the second industrial revolution'.778 This
stance resonated with earlier ideas of the imperative of developing atomic technology
to avoid lagging behind on a pathway of material development and stressed a
commitment to Indians sovereignty. While voices in favour of India's transition to the
rank of a nuclear weapons power existed, especially among the Jana Sangh Party, with
its largely Hindu nationalist tilt, and the conservative Swatantra Party, a shift to
weaponisation was not a serious consideration for the majority of the political and
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bureaucratic elite.779 Prime Minister Indi ra Gandhi insisted that nuclear energy would
continue to be used only for peaceful purposes and that India had no intention of
making a nuclear bomb. In her Lok Sabha address on 22 July 1974, echoing Trivedi's
earlier statements at the ENCD, she emphasised that '[n]o technology is evil in itself. It
is the use that nations make which determines its character. India does not accept the
principle of apartheid in any matter and technology is no exception.' 780 The test was a
portrayed as a message of defiance, but as a display of capacity rather than aggression.
While the notion of a 'peaceful explosion' bemused onlookers, it was fully in line with
the technological aspirations of the elite, reassured those lobbying for a nuclear
deterrent, and did not disavow India's peaceful approach. The identity projected was
that of a nuclear power, not a nuclear weapons power. This overtly proclaimed
distinction was, in effect, intended to prove, beyond the rhetoric deployed in
disarmament fora, the existence of a new way of 'being' internationally. As such, the
PNE was defiant not only in its subversion of the recently established global norms of
non-proliferation, but also in its professed demonstration of a long-advocated
alternative to aggressive weaponisation. A nuclear programme which could conduct
explosions but did not embark on a programme of weaponisation had come into being.
Restraint remained at the core of India's nuclear identity, but its application had simply
shifted a little further along the pathway between the non-existence of explosive
weapons and their deployment.

Ash is Nandy, shortly after the 197 4 explosion, attempted to provide 'some idea of the
psychopolitical environment within which India may have decided to go nuclear'. His
findings, that the majority of the 80 elites1s 1 he interviewed were both against India's
acquisition of nuclear weapons and viewed the NPT negatively, led him to surmise that
national consensus had been sought by the Indian leadership by 'flouting the NPT (by
exploding the nuclear device) and, simultaneously, carrying with them the opponents
of the bomb (by stressing the peaceful aims of the explosion, by drawing a line between
nuclear powers and nuclear-weapons powers, and by pledging not to produce nuclear
armaments).' 782 For Nandy, the PNE represented 'a decision into which has gone some
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hardheaded political thinking.'783 Interestingly, quintessential opponents of nuclear
weapons apparently had no problem incorporating the 1974 PNE into their worldview.
Samuel Arthur Lall, for example, later expressed his pride in India's atomic capabilities,
and believed that India had neither become a nuclear weapons state nor was in
command of a nuclear weapons programme. India, in his eyes, was thus 'the only
country that has voluntarily restricted itself to purely peaceful explosions of atomic
devices-a uniqueness which some countries still look at with suspicion.' 784

The 'Peaceful Nuclear Explosion' of 197 4 signified India's public and symbolic
transition to a nuclear power, though an avowedly peaceful one. Yet as much as India's
refusal to accede to the NPT, this early test pushed India further outside of
international norms on proliferation issues, which was to have even more serious
implications for Indian aspirations to occupy an influential role in global affairs. As
Ashok Kapur writes, 'by overplaying the theme of Indian utopianism in international
relations ... India effectively dealt itself outside the global power game ... Nehru and his
successors had wrapped themselves in the legacy of anti-imperialism'.785

Indeed, the

Non-Proliferation Treaty negotiated through the Eighteen-Nation

Committee on Disarmament had led to the formalisation of a non-proliferation regime
which allocated benefits to the five nuclear powers and consolidated a global nuclear
order with a distinct hierarchy. 786 The regime brought about -a shift in global nuclear
norms: whereas nuclear testing was considered 'prestigious and legitimate' in the
1960s, any country acquiring nuclear capabilities after 1 January 1967 was deemed to
be 'illegitimate and irresponsible' .7 87 By not signing the Treaty, India had hoped to
evade the 'nuclear apartheid' implied within the NPT, yet in actuality, India was served
with its own tailor-made version. The 1974 nuclear explosion was met with punitive
responses that were to endure for the next few decades, and many of these were
designed specifically with India in mind. After the 197 4 test, the US and Canada ceased
all nuclear cooperation with India, the US Congress passed a series of legislative
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curbs 788 in the 1970s that restricted military and economic assistance to countries
receiving nuclear weapons-related equipment, materials or technology in the absence
of full International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards, and the US sought multilateral
limitations to the sale of sensitive and dual-use technologies to non-signatories to the
NPTJB9 Limitations continued into the 1980s and 1990s with the establishment and
growth of multilateral technology denial regimes, such as the 1987 Missile Technology
Control Regime (MTCR), which attempted to slow down transfer of dual-use materials
and technology, and the Nuclear Suppliers Group, which attempted to control it. The
United States also actively advocated an indefinite extension of the NPT, which was due
for review in 1995 and called upon all states that had not yet acceded to it, to become
signatories. The net of sanctions that denied India access to nuclear material,
technology and equipment was extensive and stultifying. It was also unsustainable.
India's defacto isolation and vulnerability on nuclear issues finally came to a head
within the context of the negotiations over the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
negotiations in the mid-1990s.

The punitive response of the international community to India's non-signature of the
NPT had certainly been apprehended by Indian elites back in the late 1960s. In
deliberations among the Secretaries' Committee that met over the winter of 1966-7 to
discuss the NPT, concerns regarding the cessation of economic aid to India were voiced,
though members of the MEA apparently did not take these threats seriously. 790 In the
Lok Sabha debate on 5 April 1968 Indira Gandhi had warned that 'not signing the
Treaty may bring the nation many difficulties. It may mean the stoppage of aid and
stoppage of help' .791 Yet the same day, Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit had opined that there was
no need to sign the treaty 'through fear' .7 92 Her view was that the United States could
'not afford to deny aid' to India: 'If she wants to preserve democracy in India, she will
give you aid whether you sign or you do not sign.' 793 Despite both confidence and
wariness, Ganguly notes how the 'the sharpness of international reactions and the
variety of nuclear export restrictions that the major industrial powers placed on India
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came as a surprise to the Indian political elite'.7 94 In particular, the intensive denial of
access to nuclear material, technology and equipment was viewed by many as a
manifestation of the imperial interests of the United States. Raja Ramanna, widely
considered the 'father' of India's first nuclear test in 197 4, during which time he was
director of the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, provided one rendition of this view in
an extremely candid paper, presented in the United States in October 1993.7 95 His
appraisal of the non-proliferation regime was that it was, in essence, a colonial
enterprise with racist undertones. The 'righteous' supervisory role of the major powers
over nuclear materials had given rise to three divisions in the global nuclear order: 'one
for developing countries, another based on ethnicity for Europe, ... and the third for the
five countries who were the victors of World War II and were totally exempt from all
international supervision and control.' 796 At the root of these divisions was 'the
contempt for countries who have had a different background, a different history and a
different culture'.797 For Ramanna, the 'selective embargo' on nuclear technology could
only have one outcome: developing countries would inevitably exercise their nuclear
option in their search for 'the maintenance of sovereignty' in the face of 'a return to
new forms of colonialism.'798

Nonetheless, India remained remarkably resistant to formal entry into the nonproliferation regime, despite the high costs of trade limitations. While these measures
restricted India's nuclear development, they also invigorated indigenous aspects of
India's programme, leading to an increased measure of self-reliance in the nuclear
domain. In the future, this self-reliance would be a source of pride and confidence, yet
the meagre conditions for the evolution of atomic technology made for some trying
years.

Meanwhile, India's adherence to key norms of the NPT were nonetheless

apparent across a range of policy domains. While India rejected the MTCR and similar
groups, such as the Nuclear Suppliers Club, on the basis that they were 'illegitimate
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regimes applying discriminatory export controls that undermined efforts by less
developed countries to modernize their economies and achieve a competitive position',
successive Indian governments continued to agree on the broad goals of the nonproliferation regime, avoiding selling technology that could be used to manufacture
nuclear weapons.799 Indian elites remained committed to the essential principles of
non-proliferation: vis-a-vis the NPT, India would protest but not be irresponsible.

Indeed, by occupying a position outside of the non-proliferation regime, India derived a
certain number of benefits. While nuclear technology denial regimes were deleterious
both materially and psychologically, Indian elites were able to maintain for their
country a limited, but significant sovereign space. Having not signed the NPT, India's
delegates could continue their principled articulation of an alternative vision of global
nuclear disarmament, based on the discourse of moral pre-eminence, both at UN fora
and within the standing Geneva Conference on Disarmament. A rejection of the NPT
certainly enabled India to retain its nuclear option. But more importantly, it permitted
the Nehruvian vision to live on. By not acceding to the Treaty, Indian elites retained
their discursive freedom and their moral high-ground. India had opted to avoid the
constraints of the NPT but had not abandoned its own policy of restraint.

India's disarmament activism continued. A comprehensive ban on nuclear weapons
testing was proposed, together with other disarmament measurements, by Prime
Minister Morarji Desai at a special session of the UN General Assembly on 9 June
1978. 800 Exactly a decade later to the day, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi unveiled his

Action Plan on Nuclear Disarmament at the special UN Session on Disarmament in
1988. 80 1 At the centre of this plan were proposals for a comprehensive test ban and

global cut-off in fissile materials production, together with a proposal for a deal that
tied India and other potential nuclear weapons states to forgoing nuclear weapons if
the existing nuclear powers agreed to phase out their own weapons stockpile by
2010. 802 The initiative was, however, rejected by the United States.

While a place at the periphery of the non-proliferation regime provided India with
several benefits, its nuclear niche in the world was severely compromised by
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international efforts to force India into acceding to the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
(CTBT) in 1996. Arundhati Ghose, serving as India's delegate to the Conference on
Disarmament (CD), a successor of the ENCD, during this critical phase entered into
negotiations on a comprehensive test-ban in 1993. The Indian position remained as it
had when Nehru first advocated a test ban treaty in 1954: it would be no more than 'a
single element in a time-bound program, with the ultimate goal of the total elimination
of nuclear weapons'.so3 As such, Indian involvement was predicated on a negotiating
mandate that specified an effective contribution to 'the prevention of proliferation in all
its aspects'.so4 As Ghose explained, '[t]or India, this mandate meant that the concerns of
all countries would be taken on board if the CTBT were to be universal'. 805 It also
provided a tight definition of proliferation, which included the qualitative improvement
or modernisation of existing weapons.

Set against the context of the NPT Review and Extension Conference in 1995, however,
which locked in the status quo of nuclear and non-nuclear powers in perpetuity, the
short and long-term goals that Ghose viewed as a non-negotiable part of the CTBT
appeared increasingly unlikely to emerge. What followed was a rerun of the kinds of
debates that had surrounded the drafting of the NPT, with the - Indian delegation
demanding concrete measures towards the creation of a nuclear weapons free world.
Once again, it became clear that India's concerns were not going to be met and that the
CTBT represented another discriminatory treaty. In particular, the Indian delegation
was unable to accept a provision in the CTBT that permitted 'laboratory-type or subcritical tests, which meant that the five nuclear powers would be free to continue
building their arsenals'. 806 On 20 June 1996, in the plenary of the CD, and in line with
parliamentary consensus and majority public opinion in India, Ghose signalled India's
unwillingness to sign:

The CTBT that we see emerging ... (is) not the CTBT India envisaged in
1954 ... Our capacity is demonstrated, but, as a matter of policy, we

exercise restraint. Countries around us continue their weapon
programmes, whether openly or in a clandestine manner. In such an
environment, India cannot accept any restraints on its capability, if
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other countries remain unwilling to accept the obligation to eliminate
their nuclear weapons ... Such a Treaty is not conceived as a measure
towards universal disarmament and is not in India's national security
interest. India, therefore, cannot subscribe to it in its present form. Bo?

An emphasis on maintaining Indian sovereignty through the avoidance of external
restraints, and the clear signaling of Indian self-restraint, formed the main themes in
the Indian argument. Yet Ghose's objections were not heeded, and the subsequent
Indian proposal that the nuclear weapons states make a commitment to eliminate their
nuclear weapons within a negotiated timeframe was 'dropped' by the Chairman of the
Conference.BOB Instead, an Entry Into Force article that included India as a mandatory
signatory was introduced in a move perceived by Ghose as 'clearly aimed at pressuring
India to sign a text that it considered to be against its national interest.'Bo 9 Ghose was
'forced' to block the transition of the Treaty from CD to the United Nations General
Assembly. On the basis of these coercive moves within the CD, a sense that India's
nuclear option was being eroded permeated the diplomatic corps, the political domain
and the strategic community alike. Indian sovereignty appeared fundamentally
comprised. Ghose's attempts to have the Entry Into Force clause dropped so that India
could disassociate itself from the Treaty failed. In the interests of Indian sovereignty
and security there was no remaining option but to hold the CTBT hostage within the
Confere nce on Disarmament. India's experience of 'nuclear apartheid' had never been
so extreme, and its unique nuclear status never more tenuous.

Th e 1998 Tests: Prelude to a Recovery of Self!
While the PNE of 1974 could be accommodated, if only domestically, within the
prevailing anti -nuclear armament discourse, the five nuclear tests of 11 and 13 May
1998, explicitly designed to demonstrate India's capability for a weaponised nuclear
programme, sat unco mfort ably with the country's long history of a commitment to
disarmament. Major contending schools of thought emerged in public and political
debate over what was to be th e future of Indian nuclea policy.Bio Within this context, a
paper laid on the table of th e Parliament on 27 May 1998 at the first session of
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Parliament after the tests, entitled the 'Evolution of India's Nuclear Policy', constituted
a landmark document.s 11 Justification for the tests, which had been conducted in
secrecy and without consultation with Parliament, was attempted both within this
document and in a statement delivered by Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee to the
Lok Sabha on the same day.s12 The role of both the statement and the paper was to
create a new space in India's nuclear discourse, and to formally declare India's new
identity as a nuclear weapons power. The unilateral declaration found its dramatic
expression in Vajpayee's spoken statement:

India is a nuclear weapon state. This is a reality that cannot be denied. It
is not a conferment that we seek; nor is it a status for others to grant. It
is an endowment to the nation by our scientists and engineers. It is
India's due, the right of one sixth of humankind. 813

Delineating India's nuclear identity within a broad, historical context, the paper claimed
a continuity in Indian nuclear policy, noting that the decision to test was 'based on the
same policy tenets that have guided the country for five decades'. 814 It also referred,
however, to a longer civilizational tradition: both the tests and 'future actions' would
'continue to reflect a commitment to sensibilities and obligations of an ancient
civilization, a sense of .responsibility and restraint, but a restraint born of the assurance
of action, not of doubts or apprehension.'s1s The redefinition-of restraint formed the
rhetorical crux of India's shift in nuclear status. Restraint had to 'arise from strength'
and could 'not be based upon indecision or doubt'. Indeed, the parliamentary paper
ended with a quote from the Bhagavad GitaB 1 6 evoking the necessity of potency in order
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for restraint to be meaningful. Like a forty year-old echo of Shibban Lal Saksena's
'realist' approach to nuclear restraint in the Constituent Assembly, the mode of
restraint described in the 1998 parliamentary paper was borne of the possession of
material power, rather than its absence; of strength rather than weakness. Vajpayee's
statement ended with a stirring call: 'let us work together towards our shared objective
in ensuring that as we move towards a new millenium, India will take its rightful place
in the international community.'817 As part of a broader, ideological project, the tests,
conducted by the BJP-led government, were couched as an act of recovery of self, a
necessary step forward into a new and powerful dawn for India.

The nuclear identity revealed in the parliamentary paper was built on four central
pillars: sovereignty, responsibility, peaceful intentions and global engagement. The
inclusion of these components was telling - even if the ruling BJP alliance did not
subscribe to them all, it certainly presumed that a shared set of experiences and
sentiments would find resonance among members of the House. Both continuity and
uniqueness were also emphasised through two focal points within the paper. The first
was India's singular history of disarmament initiatives, 'the cornerstone' of India's
nuclear doctrine, which was 'marked by restraint and striving for the total elimination
of all weapons of mass destruction.' 818 Secondly, the paper was careful to make a
distinction between the notions of universal and national security. The belief that
global security was best-served by a 'nuclear weapon-free-wo'rld' remained 'the
principle plank' of India's nuclear policy.sig As such, India would 'continue to urge
countries, particularly other nuclear weapon states to adopt measures that would
contribute meaningfully to such an objective.'szo India was compelled however, to
address its national security to ensure that in a context of 'the gradual deterioration of
our security environment as a result of nuclear and missile proliferation' it would not
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be 'subjected to nuclear threats or coercion'. 821 Security referred not only to a threat of
war from India's neighbours, however: the tests were conducted to 'ensure that the
country's nuclear option, developed and safeguarded over decades not be permitted to
erode'.s22 The paper also highlighted restraint in the pursuit of national security: 'The
action involved was balanced in that it was the minimum necessary to maintain what is
an irreducible component of our national security calculus. This Government's decision
has, therefore to be seen as part of a tradition of restraint that has characterized our
policy in the past 50 years.'s23 Of note was that the universal security paradigm was
given preference, while the national security paradigm was presented as an
unavoidable replacement policy and one which was intended as an interim measure. 824
The legitimating language displayed a sensibility to both international and Indian
idioms: the concepts of 'national security', 'sovereign rights', 'responsibility' and
'credible deterrent' all spoke to international norms or precedents, while notions of
'restraint', a firm reiteration of the longstanding Nehruvian ideal of global
disarmament, and protest at the absence of a 'non-discriminatory' and universal
nuclear non-proliferation treaty spoke directly to traditional Indian policy choices and
modes of thinking. What it amounted to was an address to two audiences, the
international community and a domestic constituency, with the outcome that, broadly
speaking, the dominant language of power politics was intertwined with India-specific
references to restraint.

While it was Prime Minister Vajpayee who presented the paper before parliament,
Jaswant Singh, Senior Advisor on Defence and Foreign Affairs to the Prime Minister
until his assumption of the portfolio of Minister for External Affairs in December 1998,
and MP for the Bharatiya Janata Party, was its likely author. An article he published in

Foreign Affairs in September 1998, drew on Trivedi's catchphrase and was entitled
'Against Nuclear Apartheid'.szs It attempted to inform international opinion on India's
decision to test, was essentially an expanded version of the parliamentary paper
submitted on 27 May, and contained some identical passages. The text appeared again,
in a slightly different form, in Singh's later and elaborately titled memoir-cumautobiography, In Service of Emergent India: A Call to Honor. This memoir, and a parallel
account of US engagement with India in the wake of the tests penned by Strobe Talbott,
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US Deputy Secretary of State, both portrayed Singh as the major spokesman for India
on nuclear issues in the years after the 1998 tests. 826

Singh's memoir delivers significant insights into this period, recounting how the tests
were intended to decisively reshape the global nuclear order.s27 In broad terms, his
narrative describes how, during the period of BJP-led governance from March 1998 to
May 2004, a transformation occurred from a 'cautious, tentative India' to a 'selfconfident, resurgent India'szs. The tests signalled not only India's emergence from its
own version of 'nuclear apartheid' but the onset of a broader confidence within the
international realm. This was of course not unrelated to the other advances India was
experiencing within the international context, not least the profound economic
transformation accelerated by the liberalization policies of the early 1990s. However
Jaswant Singh's memoir presents his 'service' to the Indian nation under the auspices of
the BJP-led government as 'a process of rerouting-from the unrealistic idealism of a
past that was long gone to the needed realism of a new, demanding, and impatient age;
between the fixities of handed-down wisdom and the needed dualism of our times'B 29.
For Singh, the tests signaled a transformation in not just India's nuclear status, but also
its identity. The second, still fledgling, version of India's international projection of self,
according to Singh's presentation, disposed with tetchiness about the past and drew
instead on 'a deep-rooted sense of history, of cultural and civilizational longevity'.s3o It
was, however, only partially successful. The 'new', pragmatic Indian identity imagined
through the lens of the BJP's brand of Hindu nationalism, which attempted to dispense
with Nehruvian 'idealism' in the nuclear realm, was not only largely imagined, but only
endured as long as the incumbency of the BJP-led government. What endured, however,
was the new global prominence accorded to India through its emergence as a defacto
nuclear state.

826 Talbott, Strobe (2004). Engaging India: Diplomacy, Democracy and the Bomb . Washington
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India's strategic culture, which he outlines in both his memoir and in his book Defending India
(Singh, Jaswant (1999) . Defending India. New York: St. Martin's Press.).
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The Indo-U.S. nuclear deal
If the tests of 1998 were a first, dramatic, yet unilateral step on the path to India's
nuclear 'recovery', the Indo-US Civil Nuclear Cooperation Agreement, signed on 2
March 2006 and concluded on 10 October 2008 was an unprecedented move in the
history of Indo-US relations, the foreign policy of both states, and the nuclear nonproliferation regime. President Bush undertook to make adjustments to America's
domestic laws, work within international regimes to secure the provision of fuel
supplies and the transfer of nuclear technology, and grant full civil nuclear energy
cooperation to India. The epoch-making deal signified not only the fortification of
India's new strategic partnership with the US, but recognition of India as a responsible
nuclear weapons state and its proposed inclusion in the global nuclear technology
regime. In return, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, leading the Congress-led UPA
government committed India to assuming the same responsibilities and practices of
other leading countries with advanced nuclear technology, agreeing to separate India's
civilian and military nuclear programmes and subjecting the former to the IAEA
safeguards system. The agreement was thus of immense symbolic importance to India
in broader international terms, since it heralded the tacit recognition of India's de facto
status as a nuclear weapons state. Indian attempts at nuclear cooperation outside of the
Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty had remained unfulfilled since the nuclear explosion
of 197 4. It was also ground-breaking from a domestic vantage point, since India was
effectively accepting, for the first time in its independent history, limited external
constraints on its nuclear policies and processes.

In view of this domestic shift, in the months of August, September and October 2007,
following the release of the text of the 123 Agreement which detailed the terms of the
cooperation, domestic opposition to the deal was at its height in both the Indian media
and the two houses of parliament. India's planned adoption of nuclear responsibilities
and safeguarded practices and the wider implications of India's closer engagement with
the US became the subject of contention in extensive domestic debate over the nuclear
deal. Both of these issues were framed in relation to the discourse of national
sovereignty. In particular, the National Democratic Alliance (NDA), the main
government opposition, led by the BJP; and the Left parties, whose support the
Congress-led UPA government required for a parliamentary majority, voiced thei r
opposition. Both sets of opposition to the nuclear deal centred on freedom from
external interference: BJP concerns were founded upon the belief that India's strategic
independence was being compromised, and the Left parties resented a closer
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association with the US and the extent to which such a relationship could, and in fact
already did, infringe upon India's national independence. The furore over the nuclear
deal revealed on the one hand the newly fragmented nature of the Indian party system
and the increased significance of coalition politics in the country, yet it also
demonstrated a still fledgling consensus over India's future role within the altered
structure of the post-Cold War international system. While the nuclear deal provided
evidence of India's increased significance on the global stage, national confidence was
yet to catch up. The baggage of India's years of nuclear apartheid could be easily
invoked to launch an oppositional political assault.

The debate surrounding the civil nuclear deal was not only significant in terms of the
opposition voiced strongly against it, however. Evident from parliamentary statements
in support of the Inda-US civil nuclear initiative, was that the Congress-led UPA
government was making a case for its nuclear agenda in terms which stressed the
deal's potential economic and developmental impact. Other primary motivating factors
in favour of the agreement included the shift towards global equity promised should
India gain access to the nuclear technology regime, and the added value to India's
scientific development in the nuclear field. Couched in terms that resonated strongly
with the early Nehruvian ideals of social and economic justice, an emphasis on
technologic.al advancement and the achievement of development goals, the Congress
leadership's foreign policy primacy could be seen to be clearly focused on economic
growth, global interdependence and equality between states. It promised a more
influential role for India in the international sphere and once again appeared to be
embracing the optimism of the Nehru era.

Most significantly, the nuclear deal India signed with the United States, outside the
parameters of the NPT, effectively changed the rules of the nuclear non-proliferation
regime, arguably undermining 'at least a part of the philosophical foundation on which
the treaty is based.'B3 1 How India manoeuvres in its new, and once again unique nuclear
space-outside the bounds of the NPT but no longer excluded from nuclear technology
trade-remains to be seen. Significant, however, is that Indian ambitions to achieve
global nuclear disarmament have not abated, at least not in rhetoric. In a new prodisarmament context evidenced by the almost universally referenced statements
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authored by Henry Kissinger, George Shultz, William Perry and Sam Nunn, and
strengthened

by American

moves

towards

disarmament

under

the

Obama

administration, India could potentially be drawn to a leadership role in this domain.83 2
Sixty years of discourse would suggest that it would not be difficult to pick up the reins
of disarmament in a manner that once again foregrounds India's moral pre-eminence
and the longstanding principles of universal security. Yet Nehru's original ambition of
man's mastery of the atom through self-restraint will likely only come to fruition if
disarmament leadership is allocated more international esteem than the robes of a
nuclear weapons power.

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter has been to explore Indian practices and performances of global
leadership as they have been reflected in both disarmament initiatives and nuclear
policies. The twin themes of disarmament activism, as a site for the projection of India's
moral pre-eminence, and nuclear development, as a domain for the protection of
limitations upon Indian autonomy, have been central to, and indivisible from, the
development of a persistently unique and prominent Indian nuclear identity.

The history of India's nuclear identity has revealed a consistent rejection of the
prevailing norms of global nuclear politics and has drawn on a radical discourse that
has embraced notions of the universal security afforded by nuclear disarmament; the
developmental promise of, and universal right to, atomic energy; and the conviction
that self-restraint in the nuclear domain must be placed above all other instruments of
control. An exploration of the discourses and policies surrounding both disarmament
and nuclear development in India reveals vastly different beliefs about what actions are
legitimate or appropriate in international relations.

In the above exploration I have outlined aspects of India's early nuclear identity as
envisioned by a narrow, yet commanding section of the political leadership of a newly
independent India. This identity was predicated on the belief that an atomic energy
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programme would serve as a critical resource for economic development, resistance to
imperial interests, and as a domain to deploy civilizational norms. Such benefits would
accrue not just to the Indian people, but to the wider world, according to the spirit of
Nehru's scientific humanism. Built into Nehru's thinking was an assumption that by
mastering the peaceful uses of atomic energy, India would be in a position to shape the
way the globe employed that energy. Yet even at this early stage there were voices that
foresaw a need for the generation of material power to bolster India's missive of peace,
and viewed the rejection of the atom bomb as a morally empty gesture if restraint could
not be demonstrated. Nehru did not appear to engage publicly with this viewpoint. His
central aim was that of generating a prominent place for India in the world as a moral
leader in the domain of nuclear politics.

As the second section of the chapter showed, Indian diplomats were ultimately
thwarted in their attempts at deploying the Nehruvian vision. Limitations upon India's
atomic ambitions grew out of discursive manoeuvring by the two nuclear superpowers
within the ENCD and were further augmented by the subsequent non-proliferation
regime enshrined in the NPT. Further exclusion from the regime through the web of
nuclear sanctions that followed the nuclear explosion of 197 4 relegated India to the
periphery of global nuclear politics. This experience as an outcast did not only involve
material constraints and feelings of diminishment, but entailed the negation of an
imagined global future. Surprising in this context, however, was the resilience of an
Indian nuclear self that consistently, at least through the voices of the political and
bureaucratic elite, placed value on notions of the universal security afforded by nuclear
disarmament; the developmental promise of universal access to atomic energy; and the
primacy of nuclear self-restraint. This broad discourse finds its echo today, whether in
the justification of the 1998 tests or in support of the US-Inda civil nuclear deal.

The third section of this chapter revealed how a continued emphasis on discourses of
autonomy and sovereignty point to an abiding sensitivity among sections of India's elite
to external limitations on India's nuclear freedom. Significant is Indian awareness to
the ways in which technology has frequently functioned as an instrument to block
India's entry into the nuclear club. The terms of the PTBT narrowed testing
opportunities for countries with less sophisticated nuclear technology since they were
initially ill-equipped to test underground . .Later, the imposition of restrictions on the
trade of nuclear technologies, primarily through US law but also through sustained
multilateral efforts and institutions meant that India's nuclear programme was hobbled
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and forced to develop on the basis of self-reliance. Finally, the terms of the proposed
CTBT, though the treaty was never ratified, permitted the refinement and upgrading of
existing weapons, again placing the nuclear powers at an advantage. Limited
technology flows to India and the narrowing of the scope for testing have been read as
strategies of domination and forcefully resisted.

India's experience with - and without - the bomb is reflected through two often
conflicting discourses in relation to nuclear politics. The first, that of moral preeminence, has articulated a sense of civilizational superiority that places India above
the developed world on the basis of a distinctly moral approach to the uses of atomic
energy. Self-restraint has been a key theme, whether in the sense of a refusal to develop
a weapons capacity, a commitment to abide by the non-proliferation ethos, even
outside the bounds of the NPT, or, post-1998, assurances that India would behave as a
responsible nuclear power. The second discourse has revealed a fierce commitment to
the guardianship of sovereignty that has sought the upholding of an autonomous Indian
self, both as a sovereign territorial unit and as a polity fully in charge of its own internal
affairs. This discourse manifested firstly as a critique of nuclear weapons and their
threat to universal peace and freedom, and in the form of Nehru's developmental
aspirations, which sought parity with developed states amidst early concerns of being
'left behind' in the atomic age. Concerns about sovereignty were at the heart of the antiNPT discourse, which led to a refusal to cooperate with the unequal parameters of its
institutionalised global nuclear order. Threats to India's strategic freedom posed by
moves towards the CTBT in the mid-1990s were cited as one reason for the nuclear
weapons tests of 1998, though a sense of frustration and impotence that had been
mounting since India's failure to detach international esteem from the possession of
nuclear weapons also featured in the discourse.

By exploring elite discourses initially in the Constituent Assembly debate and echoing
throughout the history of India's nuclear and disarmament discourses, as well as their
expression in policy practice, it is possible to identify repeated Indian attempts to
normatively challenge the norms of modern international society. While India's
leadership failures within the ENCD led to a reassessment of the currency of a nuclear
weapons capability as a mode of deriving international esteem, successive Indian
leaderships have reiterated the continued centrality of the goal of nuclear disarmament
and the value of nuclear restraint and responsibility. Indian elites appear to have found
a balance, suggested by Saksena in the Constituent Assembly Debate in 1948, between
229

internal and external esteem contexts, enjoying the international esteem inherent in
the possession of nuclear weapons, and the self-esteem found in continued claims to
moral pre-eminence, on the basis of nuclear restraint.
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Chapter 5
Indian Internationalism and the Challenges of
Multilateral Engagement

'With few cards in hand, Nehru crafted an
ambitious universalist foreign policy for India. As
we enter a new decade, India for the first time may
have the resources and opportunities to realise
Nehru's vision.'
C. Raja Mohan, 2009 833

Introduction
This chapter examines India's practices and performances of global leadership within
the context of multilateral engagement, and explores instances whereby India has
either sought, avoided or fallen short of a leadership role. - By analysing India's
engagement in the genesis of the Non-Aligned Movement, in international climate
change negotiations, and in multilateral democracy promotion, it examines Indian
diplomatic behaviour within and between groupings of states across three phases since
independence. The chapter attempts to show how India's international engagement
within collaborative contexts has been driven by two central impulses: the projection of
a value system derived from its distinct civilizational identity, and a protective
commitment to pursuing an independent foreign policy. These goals have at different
times proven incompatible with leadership : in differing contexts, a conscious avoidance
of certain kinds of leadership has sometimes been the price of maintaining sovereignty,
while attempts to assume a self-defined global role within a group have at times
resulted in the failure o( a play for leadership. The account below attempts to further
delineate the contours of India's preferred global or 'leadership' role in the years since
independence, as it has manifested in these three contexts.
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In Chapter Three I described the contours of Nehru's universalist foreign policy, that
had as its goal global interdependence and a high level of cooperation between states.
In keeping with the Nehruvian vision, I showed how Indian foreign policy elites have
generally considered themselves natural multilateralists, with a distinctive ability and
readiness to engage multiple and diverse interlocutors and generate consensus on
divergent positions. Yet the self-image of India as a leader, mediator and synthesiser
would appear to have been undermined by what Rubinoff has termed India's 'historical
lack of success at conference diplomacy', Cohen has referred to as 'the India that can't
say yes', and Narlikar has described as the tendency of Indian foreign policy-makers
and negotiators to adopt a 'high-risk defensive, hard-line strategy' within multilateral
negotiations.834 Indeed, Narlikar makes the point that 'the same policy-makers who
have tried to present their country as a proactive and constructive member of diverse
international organizations and a signatory to many international treaties can also act
as among the most unyielding within those same regimes.' 835 Rubinoff writes of India's
'desire for collaboration, but its failure to lead'.836

While the early Nehruvian phase of multilateral diplomacy-a period of leadership
emergence-reveals India's p!"oactive projection of an alternative global normative

fram ework, formal alliances or forms of multilateral engagement that demanded the
subord ination of national interests-in particular the ability to impact upon world
events-were typically avoided or subverted. During the phase of leadership dormancy
of the post-Nehru decades, however, preserving India's sovereignty and avoiding
external intervention in policy-making formed the mainstay of approaches to
international cooperation, though a more muted desire to project a responsible,
cooperative inter national self abided. The post-liberalisation period of India's
leadership resurgence is showing a shift back towards the Nehruvian style of proactive

international engagement, though perhaps with a comparatively lesser concern with
sovereignty issues. Each of these three phases is characterised by the relative interplay
of the imperatives of protection and projection that has characterised India's
deployment of its national or civilizational identity abroad, and the expression of this
834
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identity has accordingly determined the extent to which Indian foreign policy elites
have been able or willing to lead a group.

This chapter therefore aims to capture, through an exploration of three sites of analysis,
the ways in which Indian foreign policy elites have navigated both leadership roles that
have resonated with an Indian identity and those which have been incongruent with it.
Its chief conclusion is that preferred modes of Indian leadership do not overlap fully
with dominant modes of global leadership, that is, forms of global leadership that have
generally been pursued by the great powers. By analysing India's engagement in the
genesis of the Non-Aligned Movement, in international climate change negotiations,
and in multilateral democracy promotion, I trace the evolution of Indian modes of
leadership in multilateral contexts and examine the extent to which India has been
willing to adopt the requisite norms that dominant forms of global leadership would
appear to require. These potential leadership domains broadly span India's
independent history, and range from Indian interactions with other developing
countries, to a position of negotiation between developing countries and the developed
world, and a closer engagement with major powers. The first section explores India'sor Nehru's-early collaboration with other states as a means of pursuing his goals of
universal peace and freedom through an analysis of India's role in the Afro-Asian
cooperation that would eventually, and indirectly, lead to the emergence of the NonAligned Movement. This narrative of Indian engagement with th'e Third World reveals
how India was far from its 'natural' or 'obvious' leader, and had to negotiate a way
through-and against-other collectives before the NAM-a collective which best
served India's own version of nonalignment-came into being in the early 1960s. The
second section goes on to examine collective and individual Indian stances on
international policy-making on environmental issues from the early 1970s until the
present date, which remained constant for almost four decades and placed India in the
role of a defensive and primarily opportunistic advocate of developing countries.
India's recent reemergence on the world stage, however, has signalled a very recent
and tangible shift in this stance as the potential for new modes of leadership comes into
view. The third and final section examines a new site for India's international
engagement which has arisen in the wake of India's dynamic period of liberalisation
and growth in the 1990s: democracy promotion. While India has engaged
enthusiastically with the Community of Democracies, it has not extended th is
engagement to a proactive role in concert with other democracies within the United
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Nations. In this way, and others, India's pursuit of democracy promotion has differed
from that associated with the United States.

Through these three explorations of Indian multilateral engagement a picture emerges
of an India that carefully weighs up the costs and benefits of international cooperation
against a national self that must be defended from limitations and constraints. India's
caution within multilateral contexts has frequently seen it 'stranded' in an in-between
space, unable or unwilling to interact on free and equal terms with major global players
while appearing competitive or domineering from the perspective of other developing
states. Yet while this space has frequently left India 'out in the cold', it has however
permitted the preservation of self and a resistance to the wholesale adoption of the
norms of any collective, including that of the great powers. It has also allowed India to
more freely and actively pursue its preferred global leadership role, that of mediator or
conduit, a potential which is, however, yet to be fully realised. The account below
delineates the nature and limitation of Indian leadership attempts and avoidance
within multilateral fora and tentatively attempts to delineate the kind of leadership role
India has sought and may seek into the future.

India and the Genesis of the Non-Aligned Movement
In standard narratives of the emergence of the Non-Aligned Movement India assumes a
prominent role: both as one of the Movement's founders and as the country that
'naturally assumed the leadership' of nations seeking a third way in the polarised Cold
War world. 83 7 A head-start as a sizable post-colonial state after a dramatic freedom
struggle, an insistence upon independent policies in the face of overt pressures from
Cold War antagonists, and prominent anti-colonial activism at the United Nations, all
pointed to an obvious place for India as a prime mover of Third World solidarity. Yet
despite Jawaharlal Nehru's commitment to the furtherance of peace and freedom and a
global voice for new and emerging states in Asia and Africa, a leadership role for India
in this kind of multilateral forum was less of an intuitive and automatic step than
popular history suggests. While a neat narrative often links India's role in the Asian
Relations Conference of 1947, the Bandung Conference of 1955, and the first Non-
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Aligned Conference of 1961, the degree of disharmony, disjuncture and even sabotage
that accompanied India on the journey from the former through to the latter reveals
something of the complexities and realities of early Indian attempts to lead.838 A
prominent role for India within regional groupings during this period depended on the
fulfilment of three central criteria: the guarding of Indian sovereignty, a preeminent
space for India within the proceedings, and where possible a focus on issues of global
relevance. Where these criteria were left wanting, Indian interest in participation
waned. Where they were fulfilled, they often meant the erosion of India's popularity
and standing among other members, or a competitive response from other regional
powers.

This section explores how Indian approaches to regional and third world multilateral
engagement in the phase leading up to the formation of the Non-Aligned Movement
were complicated by a number of factors, including competing worldviews, differing
understandings of the imperatives of global problems, regional rivalry, Indian
insensitivity to the needs of smaller states, and a sense of an Indian capacity and
entitlement to lead that often proved alienating. It traces India's involvement in the
convoluted trail of conference diplomacy that resulted in the emergence of the NonAligned Movement (NAM) and explores the ambivalence during this phase of both
Indian representatives and their foreign counterparts towards a primary role for India
in other groupings . It concludes that the paradoxes inherenCwithin an attempted
marriage between Indian non-alignment and the development of a multilateral 'third
way' spelt the inevitability of an Indian preference for a groupings such as the NAM.
The logic, membership and preoccupations of the main contender of the NAM, an
institutionalised Afro-Asian collective similar to that which had met at Bandung in
1955, resonated poorly with the kind of regional and international role Indian
representatives envisaged for their country - or the kind of national self they wished to
maintain and project.
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The narrative below shows how the strong pursuit of both the imperatives of
protection and projection often interfered with an Indian ability to lead: a desire to
maintain sovereignty often meant the avoidance or subversion of formal alliances or
multilateral agreements. At other times, attempts to assume a leadership role failed
because they were openly 'global' in orientation and as a result antagonised other
members of the collective. The character of Indian non-alignment aimed not only at
guarding Indian independence against the major powers, but preserving the particular
Indian flavour of independent action. This involved protecting it from the limiting,
homogenising and sometimes diminishing force of an institutionalised alliance of
regional states, and projecting a superior role for India in its capacity as mediator and
arbitrator in world affairs.

Early Asian and Afro-Asian Cooperation
Even prior to India's Independence, from the 1920s onwards, there was a growing
sense within the Indian National Congress that India's freedom struggle could and must
have a broader international impact. The Conference of Oppressed Nationalities held in
Brussels in February 1927 provided an unprecedented forum for direct contact
between Afro-Asian leaders ar.d proved a formative experience in the development of
Nehru's international outlook.839 He became animated by the idea of an impending
Asian resurgence, and as the attainment of freedom grew tangibly closer, his belief that
India's independence movement was intimately linked with others beyond its borders
intensified. 840 Indian interest in engagement with other new and emerging states grew
from the shared experience of colonial domination, but it was also accompanied by a
realisation that these states faced similar challenges in the form of political
consolidation, military weakness, economic development, social progress and the
provision of basic services. Such overlapping preoccupations pointed to what Nehru
would describe in 1949 as 'a keen desire on the part of Asian countries to work
together and generally look to one another'.841

A historical first forum for Asian cooperation took shape as the Asian Relations

Conference (ARC) convened in New Delhi in March 1947. Intended to be a cultural and
academic conference rather than to undertake concrete work or produce resolutions, it
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brought together representatives of various Asian countries for the exchange of views
on common problems. 842 The Conference was of enormous symbolism in that it marked
the impending transformation of Asia from colonies into sovereign nation states and
united them in conversation following the enforced isolation of colonial rule. 843 Though
the ARC took place while India was not yet formally independent (as indeed was the
case for most other attending nations), by March 194 7 the interim Indian government
was under the control of the Indian National Congress. Officially, the ARC's sponsor was
the Indian Council of World Affairs (ICWA), an 'unofficial and non-political body',
however it had the full support of the interim government, and several of its members,
including Nehru, were closely involved in the organisation.B44 In retrospect, the
Conference signalled the emergence of Congress-led India onto the world stage.

While the Asian Relations Conference focussed on a range of common issues, such as
movements for freedom, migration, racial and cultural problems and the challenges of
economic development and social services, the discussion unavoidably touched upon
national interests and sensitivities, too. Perhaps the elephant(s) in the room was the
role an independent India and China might play in the region. Aware of India's vast size
and comparable power, and its role as convenor of the Conference, Nehru took care in
his inaugural speech to underline that 'the idea of such a conference arose
simultaneously in many minds and in many countries in Asia.'B4S He further stressed
that 'in this conference there are no leaders and no followers [since] all countries of
Asia have to meet together on an equal basis in a common task and endeavour.' B46 His
sensitivity to concerns about India's domination may have been triggered by comments
made prior to the Conference by the Muslim League, the key political opponent of the
Congress that would go on to lead Pakistan after partition. The League had denounced
the ARC as a 'thinly disguised attempt on the part of the Hindu Congress to boost itself
politically as the prospective leader of Asiatic peoples'.B47 In fact, fears of Indian or
Chinese domination did find their expression in the Conference : a Burmese delegate
suggested that while Western domination had been a terrible experience, to be ruled by
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an Asian power would be far worse. B4B Ceylon and Malaysia expressed similar
sentiments.849 Such attitudes, together with what some described as a display of IndoChinese rivalry at the Conference, hinted at the challenges that would face India in
future multilateral gatherings, and often under circumstances less marked by Indian
tact. At the ARC, howevec these portents were subsumed by a far more positive set of
discussions.sso Most delegates left the Conference sharing a sense of the historic nature
of the meeting, together with a deeper awareness of Asian neighbours and their
concerns and the political and economic challenges that lay ahead for countries in the
region. 851

Apart from the early expression of an 'Asian sentilnent' embodied in the Asian
Relations Conference, an impetus for the cooperation of states outside of the rival Cold
War blocs also came from early successes at Afro-Asian cooperation within the United
Nations. 852 During debates over the Korean War, an Arab-Asian Group emerged that
provided safety in numbers in casting votes of abstention in the face of multiple US
resolutions, and thus a degree of resistance to the pressure of Western countries.ss3
Moreover, the Korean War provided an unparalleled opportunity for India to be
involved in high-profile mediation between the East and the West. This cemented a
belief among the Arab-Asian Group that Third World countries had a vital stake in the
East-West confrontation and that they should, and could, play a role in promoting
peace. 854 From this initial cooperation of Asian and Arab members emerged the AfroAsian Group, and over time its views gained recognition as a recurring feature in the
General Assembly. As a collective, it grew able to derive a shielding and protecting
function from the United Nations which defended the security and interests of smaller
and weaker powers.sss

Rajeshwar Dayat India's permanent representative to the UN in the first half of the
1950s recalls how India was 'by far the largest and most influential member of the
Group' and 'came to be regarded in the popular perception as the leader'.BS6 From early
on, the Indian delegation, in particular B. N. Rau and Krishna Menon, developed a
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reputation for their draftsmanship skills, deployed in the production of draft
resolutions put forward by the Group. 857 The role of draftsman implied an ability to
grasp the nuances of opposing positions, an astuteness to identify areas of overlap and
a talent for reconciling differences through the creative use of language 858 and
approach. The effort expended by the Indian delegation in 'convening regular meetings
and thrashing out a common and independent stand on contentious issues' appeared to
serve twin purposes: raising India's prestige within the Group and providing a deeply
felt sense of achievement on the part of its representatives. 859 Yet there seemed to be a
ceiling to this satisfaction, at least for Dayal. In what reads as a sense of frustration that
India's ultimate potential and interests were not being fulfilled within the limitations of
the Afro-Asian Group, he recalled that,

In the course of time I had begun to feel that India was too big and
consequential an international power to be confined to the somewhat
limited context of the Group, which concerned itself with race and
anticolonialism rather than wider global political issues.s6o

The appropriate turn of events to remedy this situation was however-on the horizon,
for Dayal conceded that 'for the time being, the Group was serving a useful purpose; the
time for it to be subsumed in the wider context of the Non-Aligned Movement was to
come later.' 861 The advent of the NAM was some years in the making. Yet both the sense
of India's unfulfilled potential, and the challenges to Indian participation in a regional
collective suggested by the ARC were first to find a fuller expression in the first AfroAsian Conference at Bandung in 1955.

Distilling the Bandung Spirit
India's participation in the first Afro-Asian Conference at Bandung in 1955 was either a
critical contribution to a crucial moment in world history, or somewhat of a
catastrophe, depending on the perspective. C. S. Jha, Joint Secretary in the MEA at the
time of the Conference, viewed Bandung as 'Nehru's most significant contribution to
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the establishment of a new World Order'.862 Other historians have less generously
described the Afro-Asian meeting as the beginning of the end for India's international
prestige, since 'Nehru came to the Bandung Conference as the leader of Asia but left it
as an outsider.'863 Perhaps the most valuable outcome of the Conference was the much
touted 'Bandung spirit', which symbolised the reawakening of Asia, a common Asian
sentiment, and a psychological impact on world opinion. 864 Yet given that much of the
groundwork that served as an enabler of the 'Bandung Spirit' had come from a decade
of Nehru's consistent championing of the 'Asian viewpoint' in global fora, the
Conference in some sense marked the distillation of those efforts and the apex of India's
Asian leadership.s6s From an Indian perspective there was little additional value to be
found in India's participation in an Afro-Asian forum, since Nehru's and India's prestige
had evolved more from a degree of self-elected spokesmanship on behalf of the region
rather than as a truly representative channel for Asian interests. The divergent
assessments of India's role at Bandung depend whether, as a platform, it signified the
zenith or the ceiling of India's status and prestige in Asia.

The idea of Bandung arose during the Colombo Conference of April 1954, a meeting
attended by five regional powers-Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia and Pakistan-and
convened by the Ceylonese Prime Minister. The primary aim of the Colombo meeting
was to discuss Indochina and other regional questions, and the Indonesian Prime
Minister, Ali Sastroamidjojo, took the opportunity to put forward the suggestion of
holding an Afro-Asian conference in Indonesia. Part of his plan involved establishing a
permanent conference secretariat so that similar meetings might take place in the
future. 866 The first proposal, to hold a representative Asian-African conference at the
earliest, was 'accepted in principle', though Nehru was not entirely convinced of the
practicality of the idea. 867 Nehru was initially sceptical at the risks an Afro-Asian
Conference might pose by bringing divisive local and regional matters to the fore, but
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saw in the conference both an opportunity to draw China out of its isolation, and 'a
possible platform for refuting the United States policy of imposing military alliances on
Asia and Africa.' 86 8 Nehru resisted however the second proposal, the idea of creating a
permanent secretariat.B69 Such a reaction was not received well by Indonesia, nor, later,
by other Bandung participants, since it was interpreted as an attempt by India to retain
a monopoly over Asian affairs.s70 The final decision to convene the Afro-Asian gathering
at Bandung under the joint sponsorship of the five 'Colombo Powers' was taken at a
further conference, in Bogor, on 28 and 29 December 1954, and a joint secretariat was
set up by the heads of mission at Djakarta together with a representative of the
Indonesian Prime Minister.sn

Nehru's previous commitment to projecting Asia and Asian concerns on the world stage
placed India in a defacto position as the political pivot of Asia, and this role could not
but accompany him into the preparations for the Afro-Asian Conference. Nehru's
position was precarious: as an activist against Western imperialism and a vociferous
critic of the domineering tactics of the Cold War powers, it was imperative that India
not appear as yet another global hegemon. He was keen to stress that India's approach
to other Asian countries was to foster cooperation rather than to lead. However within
Nehru's approach and attitude to cooperating with other countries was a deep
ambivalence, since he could not help but see a key role for India.

This ambivalence was to emerge in quite dramatic and unfortunate ways at Bandung.
Widely predicted to be 'the most important figure' in attendance, Nehru was naturally
eager that the conference should contribute positively to the projection of Africa and
Asia on the world stage.sn He invested a great deal of energy and consideration during
the preparatory phase in an effort to ensure that the meeting would be a success not
only on the ground, but also in the eyes of the world.873 Of paramount importance was
to foster an atmosphere of cooperation and avoid divisive issues, including decisions
over the composition of invitees. His knowledge of international conferences led him to
insist on a proper agenda, organisation and rules of procedure.B74 Upholding the
reputation of Indonesia and the integrity of the conference was crucial, and 'in almost
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imperial tones' he determined to keep the Joint Secretariat 'up to the mark.' 875 Adamant
that all aspects of the conference should run smoothly, Nehru intervened heavily in
Indonesia's domestic arrangements for the delegates.

If the overbearing housekeeping of Nehru and his representatives was not enough to
rankle with the Indonesian hosts, a further complication prior to Bandung had been
Krishna Menon's success in India's behind-the-scenes role at the Geneva Conference in
19 54, which met to discuss the restoration of peace in Indochina. India had not been
invited to the conference, but Menon's attempt to influence the negotiations by
cultivating members of the attending delegations through corridor diplomacy enjoyed
unexpected success. Apart from both India and Nehru's international standing at the
time, India's success at Geneva also derived from the collective stand that had been
taken on the Indochina issue by the Colombo Powers earlier that year. 876 Subsequently,
India was invited to perform the role of Chairman of the supervisory commission set up
to implement the terms of the Geneva Agreement. According to Tyabji, this was greatly
to the annoyance of the Colombo powers, especially Ceylon and Indonesia, 'who would
have dearly loved an involvement with the supervisory commission, and felt that India
was monopolizing the position for herself...'877

The actual Conference proceedings themselves provided little redress to mounting
irritation over Indian heavy-handedness. During the discussion of a resolution
condemning colonialism, an apparently spontaneous intervention by the Prime
Minister of Ceylon proposed that Soviet dominance in Eastern Europe also be opposed.
Despite Nehru's sharp response and attempt to sidestep the issue on procedural
grounds, to his consternation, Turkey, Lebanon Pakistan, Iraq and Iran-all recent
members of the US-led Baghdad Pact that aimed to contain the Soviet Union-were in
support of further discuss ion of the matter.s7s While already highly critical of the
membership of some participants in Western military alliances, the elaboration of
Nehru's views was clearly affected by the surprise derailing of the discussion via the
Ceylonese intervention. He expoun ded 'with some impatience' on the virtues of nonalignment for the countries of Asia and Africa and condemned the decision of certain
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countries to join military pacts since they brought insecurity rather than security.B79
Speaking particularly untactfully on behalf of India, he declared,

If I join any of these big groups I lose my identity: I have no identity left,

I have no views left. I may express it here and there generally, but I have
no views left... It is an intolerable thought to me that the great countries
and Asia and Africa should come out of bondage into freedom only to
degrade and humiliate themselves in this way ... 880

The general response to Nehru's critique was not positive. Pakistan denounced the
suggestion that national decisions were to be justified to India or anyone else.ss1 Other
West-leaning delegates also expressed displeasure at Nehru's statements. Smaller
countries such as the Philippines and Thailand felt that they needed such alliances in a
way that India did not. From this perspective, Nehru's denunciation of any kind of
military alliance was therefore particularly insensitive.

882

The Philippine Foreign

Minister, Carlos Romulo, would later describe how Nehru had 'alienated the goodwill of
many delegates' through his 'pronounced propensity to be dogmatic, impatient,
irascible, and unyielding, especially in the face of opposition.'BB3

A second dent to India's esteem emerged from Nehru's prior insistence on inviting the

People's Republic of China to appear for the first time in an international conference.
The decision stemmed from Nehru's conviction during the 1940s and early 1950s that
Asia's emergence depended upon the friendship and cooperation of India and China.ss4
Nehru's attempt to cultivate China on 'a stage set... with conscious deliberation' seemed
to backfire.sss For one thing, he committed the diplomatic faux pas of introducing the
Chinese Premier, Zhou Enlai, to the other delegates, a gesture the latter allegedly found
highly patronising.886 For another, Bandung delivered Zhou Enlai a successful personal
debut on the international stage at the precise moment that Nehru's own stature was
diminishing. With his 'courtesy, moderation and reasonableness', the Chinese Premier
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earned for himself the nickname 'the Bandung Gentleman'. BB 7 Added to this was behindthe-scenes manoeuvring by Zhou that was to India's clear detriment: cultivation of
Arab representatives after Nehru had argued against a resolution condemning the
Israeli treatment of Palestine, and an attempt to establish congenial relations · with
India's enemy, Pakistan.BBB

Further damage to India's reputation was caused by Nehru's role in blocking the
Indonesian attempt to establish a permanent Asian-African secretariat. Such an agency
would have facilitated a more collaborative approach to Asian-African cooperation and
maintained a prominent position for Indonesia within subsequent Asian-African
activities.BB9 Tyabji declared himself privately in favour of the Indonesian proposal but
recalled how Krishna Menon had been entirely opposed to the idea:

His heart was set on playing a role on a larger stage. He fancied himself
eminently qualified to play the part of an intermediary between the two
super powers. He had no great interest in Asian-African affairs,
civilizations or peoples. They were of interest only as pawns in the
larger game of international politics. He thought that India should not
get involved with the problems and rivalries of comparatively small and
undeveloped countries like Indonesia, and he succeed in carrying
Panditji [Nehru] along with him. B9o

Pictured in this light, the Bandung Conference had benefitted India little in the way of
esteem from other particpants, and had not fulfilled the underlying ambitions of Nehru
and Menon. Its success could however be seen in the conference's final achievement of
a unanimous communique, demonstrating a measure of Afro-Asian solidarity, even in
the face of what emerged initially as a broad spectrum of irreconcilable sentiments and
opinions. Both Menon's draftsmanship skills and Nehru's subsequently conciliatory
approach helped accomplish the final Bandung Declaration, and Nehru's outline of the
basic tenets of Indian non-alignment, were included in the ten-point 'declaration on
promotion of 'Norld peace and cooperation'B91. Nonetheless, one Bandung historian
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suggests that 'the quieter alienation of Southeast Asian leaders from any form of Indian
leadership was truly long-term.'892 Romulo of the Philippines summed up Nehru's
participation:

Here was a conference which everybody thought would be dominated
by him ... [but] he typified the affectation of cultural superiority induced
by a conscious identification with an ancient civilization.... He also
showed an anti-American Complex... [although] he has a secret
admiration for everything British.893

What was clear was that Nehru's initial scepticism at the risks an Afro-Asian
Conference might pose, by providing a forum for intense debate on regional issues, had
proved remarkably prescient. The securing of the Bandung Declaration had ultimately
required a great deal of lobbying and persuasion and Nehru was forced to sacrifice his
views on several issues 'in order to secure the maximum harmony'.894 Bandung thus
compromised both India's stature and integrity: Nehru's impatient pronouncements on
the 'meaning and virtues of non-alignment' had alienated many of the conference
participants but in the end had exercised limited bearing on the final communique. The
unhappy outcome for India was that Nehru had failed at generating support and
understanding for his outlook, but had succeeded in creating an international debut for
an astute and charming Zhou Enlai, and an unfortunate impression of himself-and by
extension India-as troublingly ambitious, overbearing and imperious.

The emergence of the Non-Aligned Movement
Over time Nehru came to realise how close Bandung had come to failure. When in 1956
President Sukarno of Indonesia suggested holding a second Bandung, Nehru did not
respond positively. 895 Yet despite Indian attempts to subvert a formalisation or a repeat
of the Bandung Conference, within the United Nations an informal community sharing
an interest in the eradication of colonialism and racial discrimination continued to
provide an institutional locus for the mapping of the Bandung spirit. Dayal recounts
how after 1955, the voting strength in the General Assembly shifted away from the
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Western powers and the Afro-Asian Group went on to acquire 'an almost dominant
position.'896 According to C. S. Jha, who was deployed as Permanent Representative of
India to the UN from 1959-1962, the Group became a 'force to be reckoned with',
expanding to comprise more than half of UN members and emerge as the ·most
powerful of its regional groupings.897

The caucus that evolved from the Afro-Asian Group offered the kind of flexibility that
prominent conferences did not. While the latter focussed on several issues, thereby
increasing the difficulty in achieving general consensus, and demanded unanimous
outcomes, the former was issue-specific and could remain informal. Emphasis was
placed on maintaining independence of action. Yet in practice, a united stand was
overwhelmingly reached, and where it was not, the Group's decision 'commanded
respect at the capitals' and generally drew an abstention rather than a negative vote
within the Assembly. 898 The pattern that emerged was remarkably congruent with
Nehru's vision of what non-alignment should mean in world affairs. Rather than
constituting a third bloc that would subsume the identity of members, the functioning
of the Group allowed each nation to pursue its own ideas on international issues while
as a whole it strived for the greatest level of concerted action and consensus possible.

Personal equations were at work elsewhere during this period, too. In 1956, the same
-

year in which Nehru had rejected Sukarno's suggestion to convene a second Bandung, a
meeting took place in Brioni, Yugoslavia in July, between Nehru, President Nasser of
Egypt and President Tito of Yugoslavia. While the tripartite meeting had no formal
outcome, it cemented close ties between the three men which would see them working
in consultat io n on major global problems.899 Their shared desire to maintain a distance
from Cold War all iances provided for similarities of approach on foreign policy issues
that transcended thei r divergent political systems and continental contexts. Their unity
of outlook boded well for a heterogeneous movement of states united by a common
critique of the prevailing international order.

The emergence of what w ould become formally known as the Non-Aligned Movement
clearly revealed Nehru's increased wariness of collectives. The first in a series of
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summit conferences that began in Belgrade in September of 1961 was sponsored by
Egypt and Yugoslavia with the support of India, Indonesia, Ghana and Mali. Nehru had
initially been wary of the gathering, which he anticipated would simply provide
another anti-colonial forum in an era when, to his mind, classical colonialism was no
longer a dominant force in world affairs. 900 Nonetheless, once Nasser and Tito had
decided to proceed with or without his support, he requested India's name be added to
the list of original sponsors.901 A preparatory conference was held in Cairo in June
1961, at which a clear split emerged between India on the one hand and Egypt and

Yugoslavia on the other. The Indian position varied on a number of issues: firstly, it was
against defining the principles of non-alignment, which Nehru believed should remain
open to interpretation; secondly, it declared that the Belgrade Summit should be
conducted at a general level, avoiding divisive issues; thirdly, it was firmly against any
plan for bloc voting in the United Nations; and finally, it rejected the idea of a small and
exclusive group of participants in favour of a broader, more diverse group. 902 India's
stance was thus one that provided for the broadest possible definition of nonalignment, the highest degree of flexibility and the greatest level of consensus. All of
these positions eventually drew concessions, except for the latter, which was met to
some degree via an invitation to an additional eight countries. 903

If the Indian approach at Cairo was anomalous, it jarred at Belgrade, too. At the Summit,
Nehru sidestepped debates on colonialism and insisted on discussing broader global
issues. In the context of heightened Cold war tensions, he believed that the danger of
nuclear war was the most pressing concern and demanded urgent attention from the
assembly of the Non-Aligned. 904 This approach earned him little favour among the
other conference delegates. While the Western press commented on India's 'preeminence among the Belgrade participants' and Nehru's 'prestige and influence among
the uncommitted world', he faced 'violent' criticism from other Summit members who
were disappointed at the apparent decline in his revolutionary, anti-colonial stance.9os
Yet as the conference progressed, he found some success in his attempt to shift the
priorities of the summit, steering it 'out of the old ruts of ritual opposition to
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colonialism, imperialism and racism' and securing a prominent place in the Summit
communique for the problem of peace in a nuclear world. 906 Nehru's biographer,
Sarvepalli Gopal, described the Belgrade conference as the leader's 'last triumph in
world affairs'. 907 However, support for his approach had been thin on the ground at the
meeting itself, and as China mounted a campaign of anti-Indian propaganda fro1n
outside the bounds of the conference, the cost of wielding local influence to gain global
prestige was an increasingly ambivalent attitude towards India on the part of many
African and Asian states. India's comparative size, resources, and global position, plus
its maturity as a state well over a decade into its independence, had again rendered it
an uncomfortable outsider at Belgrade. Perhaps ironically, when the border war with
China broke in 1962, most non-aligned countries adopted a neutral position between
the two antagonists, and India found little Afro-Asian support for its plight.

Non-Alignment versus Pan-Afro-Asian ism
Sukarno, still keen to revive the Bandung spirit and Indonesia's centrality 1n the
proceedings, had sent out invitations for a second Afro-Asian Conference in March
19 61, a year that became dominated by the Belgrade conference9os. He made another

attempt in March 1964, invitirig nineteen countries to send representatives to Jakarta
to consider the convening of a second Afro-Asian conference in the following year, ten
years after Bandung. It seemed that Indonesia had consulted with only one of the other
four Colombo Powers who had co-sponsored the 19 5 5 conference, and certainly not
with India. 909 The planning was being undertaken by Indonesia, China and Pakistan, a
radical triad that from all angles could be nothing but anti-Indian. Nehru reluctantly
agreed to send a r epresentative to the Jakarta meeting, the aim of which was to decide
upon a venue and compile a list of invitees. Given the success of Bandung and India's
prominent role in it, refraining from any kind of participation placed this legacy at
risk. 910 Yet Jha recalls that 'no worse time could have been chosen for calling a second
Afro-Asian conference'. 911 China and India had clashed momentously in the 1962
border war. Pakistan was under the military rule of President Ayub Khan and was in
close collaboration with China. Sukarno had 'developed a strange allergy to Nehru and
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India' and 'anti-India feelings' had grown 1n Indonesia. 912 The Sino-Soviet split had
further destabilised relations in the region. Many African countries were newly
independent and were facing domestic and local challenges.

As a show of Afro-Asian solidarity, the conference had little hope of success, but as a
distraction from the second Non-Aligned summit, planned for October 1964, it
contained more than an element of anti-Indian potency. Despite the difficulties at
Belgrade, India had still emerged as the leader of the non-aligned forum, and to place a
second Bandung before a second Belgrade would certainly undermine the impact of the
latter. This made sense from an Indonesian perspective, since Sukarno was keen to
regain the limelight that his country had enjoying in 1955, despite Indian interference.
China and Pakistan, too, technically excluded from the membership of the Non-Aligned,
were in support of an Afro-Asian forum. From an Indian perspective, the latest round of
invitations from Sukarno heralded a disaster, uniting three of India's adversaries in an
unstable Afro-Asian climate in which India had lost a great deal of prestige, not least as
a result of the ruinous losses in the border war with China.
The problem was solved by simple sabotage. 913 At the Jakarta meeting~ India 'became
deeply involved in the question of who should be invited' to the second Afro-Asian
conference. 914 The controversial suggestion of the Soviet Union as a participant
generated serious conflict with China. Unsurprisingly, the Chines·e delegation strongly
opposed the inclusion of the Soviet Union, with whom it was openly competing for the
leadership of the international Communist movement. India also wished to discuss the
invitation of Malaysia, 'on the basis of the universality of membership of African and
Asian countries', which caused equal consternation among the Indonesian delegation,
since Indonesia was in the midst of an undeclared war with Malaysia over the future of
Borneo. 915 China accused India of 'trying to sabotage the conference'.916 Indonesia and
Pakistan indirectly supported China by stressing the need for unanimity on invitations.
The Jakarta meeting got nowhere. The only formal outcome was a decision to convene
the Second Afro-Asian Conference in a year's time in Algiers. The attempts by the
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'China-Indonesia-Pakistan axis' at Jakarta to '[cut] India down to size' had, for the time
being, been successfully thwarted.917

The Standing Committee did meet as planned on 29 March 1965 in Algiers, and C. S. Jha
attended personally in his then capacity as Foreign Secretary. He made sure to remind
those present that the issue of the participation of Malaysia and the Soviet Union still
remained undecided. The conference was postponed, leaving the Indian delegation 'in
the limelight', having showed itself as 'still a force to be reckoned with in the AsianAfrican world'.918 The conference would be postponed again one final time, again
largely as a result of the controversial invitations. India had restored some of its
prestige as a leader of third world countries through a successful second Non-Aligned
summit held in Cairo in October 1964 that excluded China and Pakistan and saw
membership more than double through the attendance of 29 countries. The outcome of
a competition between a second Bandung and a second Belgrade-and by extension a
competition between India and China-therefore ended in India's favour, and the
potency of Afro-Asian solidarity as a fulcrum for a grouping collective was revealed as
diminished. In this respect, India had succeeded too: the forum that survived had a
broad international agenda rather than a narrow anti-colonial one and offered a
platform for India to approach global problems with regional support. In terms of
membership, too, the Non-Aligned grouping of states had a broader geographical
representation, and through its careful membership criteria was less at risk from inside
manipulation by states that were part of military pacts with either of the Cold War
rivals, and removed from the danger of being upstaged by China or undermined by
Pakistan.

As a result, India saw success in its 'territorial, ideological and status

conflicts' with China, Pakistan and Indonesia. 919 By resonating, in ideational terms,
more closely with Indian notions of non-alignment, and by offering a more prominent
place on the world stage, a prominent role in the Non-Aligned Movement held greater
promise for India's ambitions to global pre-eminence, a shift closer to a realisation of a
globally prominent self.

As an international grouping, the NAM was also more likely to survive: it was a
movement that took shape at the overlap between a sufficiently nebulous alternative
ideology around which to base relations between states, and a practical mode of
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adopting collective stances on issues within the United Nations. In some senses, the
death knell for Afro-Asian solidarity had already been sounded in 1963, when African
members of the Afro-Asian Group broke off to form a separate African caucus known as
the Organisation for African Unity (OAU). 920 Most previous colonies had by this time
achieved decolonisation, lessening the dynamism and urgency of the original goals of
the Group. The flexibility and lack of institutionalisation that Nehru had desired within
the grouping would emerge in sufficient degree to allow the NAM to change its
character and content in a significant way. A broad community arose around trade and
economic development issues and a common desire to establish a new international
economic order. This broad platform of developing countries comprising Asian, African
and Latin American countries united under the banner of the Group of 77 (G- 77),
established on 15 June 1964 by seventy-seven developing countries in the context of
the first session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) in Geneva. Although this grouping was not identical to the NAM, it was
contiguous, and it grew to . play a major role in creating a space for a collective
international development agenda at the centre of the global agenda.921 Thus, while the
NAM, as a social movement of non-aligned nations, initially took form as part of a wider

political strategy in the early 1960s to guard against foreign intervention in Africa and
Asia, in the 1970s it was transformed into a collective economic movement of Third
World countries, fighting for a New International Economic Order (NIEO) based on
equality and justice.

Jha would later claim that 'the Bandung spirit survived. The Conference of the NonAligned Countries and the Group of 77 are carrying out the Bandung objectives in the
spheres of political and economic cooperation.'922 A later Indian foreign secretary
agreed that Bandung had been the 'embryonic beginnings of the Non-aligned
Movement'. 923 In retrospect, the Bandung spirit remains strongly felt but largely
undefined. Used to refer to the values and modes of concerted collective action that
transcended the Afro-Asian context of the Bandung Conference and emerged in the
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NAM and the G77, it seemed to have much in common with the Nehruvian notion of
non-alignment, aiming at the protection of national sovereignty and political
independence, the critique of prevailing patterns of injustice in the contemporary
world order, and an articulation of universal norms for the formation of an equitable
global society.

Overview: India and the Genesis of the Non-Aligned Movement
As the above narrative has attempted to outline, early Indian leadership attempts
within Third World groupings was not as straightforward as popular broad-brush
histories would suggest. An evolving set of Indian preferences at the regional and global
level emerged that intended an alternative and more equitable world order and saw
India as a prominent activist in this primarily Indian campaign. A reluctance to engage
in groupings that pursued a narrower focus, and a domination of the procedure and
output of any meeting once India became involved, revealed that Nehru was prepared
to engage in only a certain kind of international collaboration, one that took a global
focus and placed no limitations on India's international conduct. An Indian reluctance
to form any kind of rigid alliance or institutionalised organisation emerged, since these
kinds of grouping were susceptible to manipulation by the great powers and often
focused heavily on predominantly regional and divisive issues. Nehru's fidelity to this
app roach usually resulted in India assuming a position at the helm of a collective, an
outcome that often facilitated the accrual of international prestige but typically at the
expense of the goodwill of other participants. The outcome was a slow attrition of
relations between India and other key players in the region, though paradoxically the
parallel development of a flexible third world collective that was sustained more by
overlappi ng structurally-defined interests than regionally or racially defined ideologies.

If in the 1960s non -alignment grew as a defensive policy for the small states of the
Third World, India did not share this conception and could not subscribe to solidarity
on this basis. In dia's non -al ignment was a unique variation, one that was not based on a
wariness and an tagonis m towards the Great Powers but on an assertion that it had an
equal right to operate in the domains of global politics that many other states saw as
beyond the Indian pale. 924 The division between India and other regional players
emerged as a result of Neh ru's quite different interpretation of what political
independence meant in an internat ional context. It was not simply independence from
924
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external interference but the freedom to realise a vision of an alternative world based
on an Indian outlook and philosophy. As a consequence of prestige-winning
international successes, such as the mediation of the Korean War and corridor
diplomacy at the Geneva Conference on Indo-China engagements, came a heightened
belief in an Indian capacity to make substantial progress towards this aim. 92 5 Yet this
increase in ambition appeared to others as a reluctance on the part of the Indian
leadership 'to step onto any podium smaller than the world stage', and spelt a decrease
in India's popularity, as India became either a competitor or a hegemon in the eyes of
less ambitious, confident or prestigious regional states. 926 India's pre-eminence in size,
resources and experience as an independent state, combined with Nehru's advanced
knowledge of world affairs, meant that no amount of sensitivity to the potential
overbearing impact of his approach could shield him from accusations of domination
and challenges to a defacto Indian leadership.

India's Approach to International Climate Change Negotiations
This section looks at India's conduct within international negotiations on climate
change as part of the longer trajectory of India's multilateral engagement in the sphere
of international environmental policy. It argues that the Indian aeproach to leadership
in this domain has placed primacy on coalition-building and the adoption of principled
negotiating positions only where these directly serve the pursuit of Indian interests and
the preservation of Indian sovereignty. A very recent, yet unsettled shift is occurring,
however, whereby a search for a prominent global role is being sought in association
with international cooperation on climate change mitigation. While Indian foreign
environmental policy has traditionally demonstrated a consistent preoccupation with
interests and preferences such as sovereignty, equity and the prioritisation of
development, and only a secondary concern for India's international image,
preparations for the 2009 Copenhagen Summit saw the beginnings of a shift from
North-South polarisation to a greater commitment to broader forms of collaboration.
Indeed, domestic political rhetoric explicitly linked firm commitments on the
environment to a prominent global role for India. To exhibit this transition, this section
focuses briefly on India's participation in the 1972 United Nations Conference on the
Human Environment (the Stockholm Conference), the negotiations surrounding the
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Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, which India acceded to
on 17 September 1992, and the preparations for both the 1992 United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development (the Rio Conference, or Earth Summit)
and the 2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference (the Copenhagen Summit).
Each of these fora, while globally significant in its own right, also provided a crucial
focus for the framing of Indian policy on international environmental issues.

The emergence of Indian environmental policy 'orthodoxy'
The UN Conference on the Human Environment was convened in Sweden in June 1972
as the first major conference on international environmental issues. It paved the way
for meaningful international cooperation on the environment, significantly furthering
the development of both international environmental law and global cooperation on
environmental issues. 927 It was within this forum that the broad normative parameters
of an Indian stance emerged, in the form of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's address to
the plenary on 14 June 1972. Framing environmental degradation in a manner that
distinguished clearly between the national interests and historical legacies of
industrialised and developing countries, this address set the general tone for India's
future environmental policy positions, underpinning what would emerge as India's
'environmental policy orthodoxy'.928

Most conspicuously, Indira's speech highlighted the pnmacy of socio-economic
development over environmental protection in the context of developing nations. The
tension inherent in reconciling environmental protection with development was
expressed in a subsequently oft-cited formulation:

We do not wish to impoverish the environment any further and yet we
cannot for a moment forget the grim poverty of large numbers of people.
Are not poverty and need the greatest polluters?929
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From this perspective, development was the only solution to both poverty and
environmental degradation, and the developed world had a responsibility to assist, not
encumber developing countries. Indeed, expressing a wariness that environmental
protection could be used as a vehicle to create greater inequalities between wealthy
and poor countries, the Prime Minister warned that 'the ecological crises should not
add to the burdens of the weaker nations by introducing new considerations in the
political and trade policies of rich nations'.930

Crucially, a historical dimension to environmental degradation was also underscored,
since:

Many of the advanced countries of today have reached their present
affluence by their domination over other races and countries, the
exploitation of their own masses and their own natural resources. They
got a head start through sheer ruthlessness, undisturbed by feelings of
compassion or by abstract theories of freedom, equality or justice. 931

What emerged from this historical reading was an anti-colonial and anti-imperialist
stance that was supplemented by an additional dimension of moral and civilizational
critique. The material excesses of industrialised countries-many of whom were
former colonial powers-were contrasted with the traditional Indian respect for 'a
spirit of detachment and renunciation'. 932 It was followed by an insistence, on principle,
that industrialised countries (particularly those who had also been colonial powers)
rectify both their damage to the environment and the impediments to development and
prosperity they had imposed upon former colonies.

The platform afforded by the Stockholm Conference placed India firmly in the
international spotlight, not least since Indira Gandhi attended as the lone head of state,
fresh from India's victory in the 1971 war with Pakistan, apart from the hosting
nation's Prime Minister Olof Palme. 933 Her defensive, principled and development-
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prioritising stance drew a standing ovation, won generous media coverage, and
according to one observer, 'eloquently expressed the position of the Third World
countries'.934 By framing the issue in a manner that defended Third World interests,
and by articulating a requirement for a differentiation of approaches to environmental
protection on the basis of state identity and historical provenance, the Indian position
outlined the beginnings of a bargaining position that would resonate with the interests
and values of developing states into the future and provide a clear space for an Indian
leadership role.

In the decades after Stockholm, Indian environmental policy continued to reflect a
number of concerns felt by other developing countries. While speaking at the NonAligned Movement in Belgrade in September 1989, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi
strongly criticised the international economic and political order and warned that
Southern non-participation in global efforts to protect the environment would be a
likely

consequence

of

an

insufficient

provision

of

environmentally

sound

technologies. 935 This was a stance that received a high level of support from other nonaligned states at Belgrade, and Southern solidarity on international environmental
policy issues was projected at a number of subsequent forums, such as the
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in October 1989 and the 1990
Conference of Select Developing Countries on Global Environmental Issues held in
Delhi. Against the backdrop of the struggle for a New International Economic Order,
1

India played a key role in the coordination and articulation of the South s response in
global environmental negotiations. 936 Indeed, the issue of the protection of the global
environment emerged to some extent as an additional fulcrum for the pursuit of
national foreign policy goals and for opportunities to further develop third world
solidarity under a limited form of Indian leadership.937
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Defensive coalition-building - the Montreal Protocol
The nature of India's narrowly defined leadership role adopted on environmental
issues during this period is exemplified by India's role in the successful bargain with
the North on behalf of the South on the issue of ozone depletion. The Montreal Protocol
on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer was negotiated in September 1987 and
aimed at freezing CFC production at 1986 levels, with a 20 per cent reduction in those
levels by 1995 and a 50 per cent reduction by 2000 .938 While the protocol entailed
provisions for developing states, such as a conditional ten-year delay in their fulfilment
of the control measures, several issues of controversy remained. These included an
absence of guarantees to the South for technology transfer and aid to assist in accessing
more environmentally friendly alternatives to CFCs; trade limitations on CFC products,
equipment and technology that effectively created a relationship of dependency of the
South upon the North; and procedures for alterations in the nature and deadlines of
CFC consumption and production that equipped the largest producers and consumers
of CFCs, the US and the EC, with veto power.939

The Indian Government convened a Conference of Select Developing Countries on
Global Environmental Issues in Delhi in April of 1990. This conference intended to
consolidate a Southern negotiating position on the ozone issue, as well as other issues
pertaining to the environment, in preparation for an internation9-l London conference
on the Protocol in 1990. The Delhi conference generated a clear stance on behalf of a
number of important Southern states in attendance, including China, and placed
particular emphasis on the lack of assurances by the North on the provision of
technology access to the South. As a collective bargaining position it proved sufficiently
coherent and effective to meet with a high level of success at the 1990 London
Conference. Financial concessions were made by the North in the form of a three-year
multilateral fund to assist in the implementation of the Montreal Protocol. Moreover,
the $160 million pledged would be increased to $240 million upon the signatures of
India and China, recognising their significance as signatories.940 While complete
guarantees of technology were not obtained by the South, the fulfilment of its
obligations within the bounds of the Protocol was conditionally linked to the financial
cooperation and technology transfer of the North. Finally, the Article providing for the
veto power of high CFC producers and consumers was amended to effectively equip
93 a
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both the North and the South with a veto. As a result, the demands by the South were
met to a large degree, and the final version of the treaty proved acceptable to the entire
international community.941

Despite India's convening of the 1990 conference in Delhi, consolidating the developing
country position and framing objections to the treaty in terms of the North-South
debate was more of a defensive strategy aimed at guarding Indian interests. The entire
Indian approach to the Protocol had been cautious and incremental, determined by the
serious domestic political and industrial ramifications of a poor negotiation outcome. 942
Of the four major CFC users of the developing world-India, China, South Korea and
Brazil-India was the only country with an exportable surplus of CFCs. 943 As such, India
had an economic interest in their production, both for essential domestic use and
export value, and stood to lose out by not becoming a party to the Protocol, which
imposed limitations on trade with non-signatories. International pressure also played a
role. Since several developing countries had already become signatories to the Protocol,
and in view of the fact that the treaty, in its essence, had the good of the global
commons as its ultimate aim, abstaining from signing altogether would have signified
an Indian reluctance to uphold international responsibilities. An added complication
was the approach taken by China: despite the leverage presented by the Southern
coalition, India could not fully depend on China's support. According to one account of
the London Conference, the Chinese delegation 'maintained a low-profile presence in
meeting sessions' but then 'abruptly signaled impatience with India and announced its
decision to sign the agreement'. 94 4 Thus, while Indian policy-makers were 'genuinely
concerned about what they saw as an unfair deal for the developing countries', there
were strongly pragmatic reasons for consolidating a Southern negotiating position on
the ozone issue. 945 This tentative leadership strategy, reactive rather than proactive,
was characteristic of Indian approaches during the phase of leadership dormancy.
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An Indian position on climate change mitigation - India and the Rio
Conference
A hesitant, reactive approach to environmental policy in the international domain

accompanied Indian negotiators into the next decade, though bargaining stances
achieved greater sophistication as an awareness of the political and economic
implications of key environmental policy pathways developed. In the lead-up to the
1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (the Rio

Conference, or Earth Summit), Indian negotiators drew on the existing orthodox policy
position to consolidate substantive positions on a number of over-arching issues such
as financial assistance, technology transfer and the international economic system, as
well as on specific environmental domains, including the atmosphere.946

The potential threats to Indian sovereignty posed by an international agreement to
mitigate climate change are significant, as they are for any country. Their impact on
patterns of energy consumption, especially within vital sectors of national economiesincluding those of energy, industry and agriculture-have the potential to alter the
economic destinies of individual countries. 947 The level of this threat eJEplained India's
dogged adherence to a continued defensive Indian stance on climate change as well as
an Indian unwillingness to engage too proactively with other members of the global
South, lest significant concessions be required in the consolidation of a common
position.

The Indian stance had previously been put forward at the Conference of Select
Developing Countries on Global Environmental Issues convened in Delhi in April of
1990, in the form of a paper prepared for this forum. It had reiterated the Indian

orthodox foreign environmental policy stance, focussing on the historical responsibility
of developed countries and the disparate capacities of developed and developing
countries. 948 This Indian stance was further refined in the context of multilateral
negotiations on a Framework Climate Change Convention (FCCC), to be concluded by
the time of the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992. It was significant in its
continuity, which would come to be challenged nearly two decades later.
946 See Rajan, Global Environmental Politics, chapter 2; Elliott, The Global Politics, 16.
947
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The chief delegate of the Ministry of External Affairs, Chandrashekhar Dasgupta,
couched the Indian stance in terms which echoed the theme of historical responsibility
and brought in the substantive dimensions of 'per capita emissions', 'equity' and
'capacity'. This concrete position stated that 'developed countries with high per capita
emission levels of greenhouse gases are responsible for incremental global warming'
and demanded that 'the principle of equity should be the touchstone for judging any
proposal' and that 'those responsible for environmental degradation should also be
responsible for taking corrective measures' since they 'have the greatest capacity to
bear the burden'.949 It was a clearly defined position which, along with a refusal to
accept binding obligations, provided the baseline for the Indian stance on the Climate
Change Convention, and was shared by other developing countries. 950 Oppositional
consensus-building among Southern countries, comprising the G77 and China, proved
successful on a number of issues pertaining to financial assistance and technology
transfer, as well as the need for commitments made by developing countries to be
conditional on these two mechanisms.9s1

At the final session of the negotiations, the Chairman of the FCCC presented the text
that would form the basis of the negotiations of the Framework Convention. According
to one source, the Indian delegation had been 'concerned by the large number of issues
on wh ich its interests and those of the South did not appear to be met' and had 'sought
instructions from New Delhi on the extent to which it should offer opposition to the
Cha irman's text.' 952 Instructions were sent to attempt to coordinate its position with
oth er signifi cant developing countries such as China and Brazil.953 Additional
instructions fr om the Environment Minister Kamal Nath that had prime ministerial
backing, even provided the delegation with the scope to withdraw India from the
climate convention 'p r ovided it was not isolated and at least China supported it.'954 In
the event this last option did not prove feasible, since India received little support from
China or other developing countries for a collective withdrawal from the convention .
Indian isolation was not an optio n, a nd eve ntually sufficient concessions were made to
the Indian stance for the del egatio n to uphold a sense of having protected India's
interests. The Indian leadership t hus opted for India to remain in the Convention.
Dasgupta, 'The Climate Change Negotiations', 133-4.
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The INC adopted the text of the Framework Convention on Climate Change on 9 May
1992, which was subsequently signed by 154 countries, including India, at the Rio
Conference. Given the broad divergence in initial negotiating positions and the tight
timeframe available to reconcile differences, the outcome was a generally weak
imposition of commitments on countries of both the North and the South, though it was
broadly agreed that the final formulation was the most feasible political outcome. 955
The countries of the South were required to collect and share national data on
anthropogenic emissions and formulate and implement regularly updated national
programmes to mitigate climate change, a commitment which to some extent exposed
them to public scrutiny. This commitment was however made dependent upon the
extent to which developed countries upheld their commitments in the domains of
financial resource provision and technology transfer and was expressed as a clear
second priority to the development needs of developing country parties. 956

Back home, Indian assessments of the Framework Convention focussed more on the
extent to which its objectives had been met rather than the nature of the commitments
made by the North, or the contribution of the Convention towards the mitigation of
climate change. 957 One commentator described how from an Indian viewpoint 'the
success of the Rio Conference lay in affirming the right to development, appreciating
national sovereignty .over a country's resources ... and calling on the developed
countries to come forward with more liberal financial assistance to the developing
ones.' 958 The position of the Ministry of Environment and Forests (MOEF) was that 'the
most important gain in the negotiation was the elimination of articles dealing with the
review of national policies.' 959 The chief MEA delegate, Dasgupta, noted that the Indian
delegation 'had ensured that the obligations on us are minimal', and took some pride in
the fact that 'in all areas there is 'differentiation' between developed and developing
countries.' 960 Despite the weak and general commitments imposed on developing
countries, the argument could be put forward that India's sovereignty had not been
compromised by signing the Framework Convention. Yet India's bargaining stance had
appeared primarily defensive and reactive and did not seek any degree of substantial
leadership.
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A moment of transition - the 2009 Copenhagen Summit
While India's strategy at the Rio Conference was to represent, where possible, a
developing country stance, and adopt a defensive position on the basis of relative per
capita emissions, equity, capacity, and an avoidance of binding commitments, the 2009
United Nations Climate Change Conference (the Copenhagen Summit) proved a pivotal
trigger for the redirection of India's domestic debate on climate change issues. Major
shifts in the Indian approach, both in terms of international strategy and domestic
policy, competed with traditional stances on climate change issues. They portended an
attitudinal shift on the part of some foreign policy elites, geared once again to a
proactive global leadership role for India. Yet they generated significant schisms in
domestic consensus.

The transition in India's national and international climate policy, which is still in
process and whose outcome remains unclear, began in the lead-up to the Copenhagen
climate conference and found its ultimate expression in a personal clash between two
key figures in service of the Government, Shyam Saran, India's first Special Envoy of the
Prime Minister for Climate Change, who took responsibility for India's climate
diplomacy from April 2008, and Jairam Ramesh, Minister of State for Environment and
Forests, who assumed office under the Manmohan Singh Government in May 2009.
These two individuals symbolised the two sides to the debate: while Shyam Saran
upheld the traditional per capita-oriented stand on climate change mitigation, Jairam
Ramesh adopted what was described by one observer as a 'reformist' approach to
India's climate policy formulation. 96 1

In continuation of India's stance at the Rio Conference in 1992, for more than a decade
and a half, and despite several changes in leadership, the approach to climate change
remaine d focused on the onus upon developed countries to assume responsibility for
past emissions. On 30 June 2008, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh released India's first
National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC), coordinated by Shyam Saran, and
outlined the international component of India's existing and future policies and
programmes on climate change mitigation.962 The overriding priority expressed in his
statement was raising living standards through rapid economic growth, though the
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Prime Minister did concede that 'ecologically sustainable development need not be in
contradiction to achieving our growth objectives'. 963 Singh further pointed out that
these national measures would be more successful with assistance from developed
countries. He added that,

[t]he outcome that we are looking for must be effective. It must be fair
and equitable. Every citizen of this planet must have an equal share of
the planetary atmospheric space. Long term convergence of per capita
emissions is, therefore, the only equitable basis for a global compact on
climate change.964

This statement was combined with a pledge that India's per capita greenhouse gas
emissions 'will at no point exceed that of developed countries even as we pursue our
development objectives.'965 In practical terms, the approach signified India's
unwillingness to agree to binding emissions cuts until its per capita greenhouse gas
emissions reached a similar level to those of the developed world - in short, a
continuation of the traditional per capita approach that attributed responsibility to
developed countries and demanded from them a differentiated response.

With Jairam Ramesh's assumption of office in the Ministry of Environment and Forests
in May 2009, Indian stances on climate change mitigation began to shift away from the
orthodox, principled and defensive position, as became apparent at international
conferences in 2009. At the GS-GS summit in L'Aquila in July 2009, Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh expressed a willingness to abide by a two degrees Celsius cap on the
rise in global temperatures and returned home to a barrage of domestic critique,
amidst fears that such a ceiling could have a disadvantageous impact on India's future
growth. 966 Subsequently, in a private letter to the Prime Minister, airing his views on
India's stance within climate change negotiations, Ramesh suggested a number of
revolutionary measures that included undertaking voluntary cuts in emissions and
subjecting these to international verification, without any guarantee of finances and
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technology, in addition to delinking India's stance from that of the G77. 967 He stressed
that India's present approach was 'disfavoured by the developed countries' and would
be damaging to 'India's aspirations for permanent membership of the Security
Council.'968 The letter was leaked to the media and caused a public uproar that forced
him to retract it. Nonetheless, at the penultimate negotiating session prior to the
Copenhagen Conference, held in Bangkok in October 2009, Ramesh revealed plans to
put in place domestic legislation that would set targets for India's greenhouse
emissions.969 These plans also met with strong resistance from opposition parties in
India. 970

The details of Ramesh's new initiative were spelt out in detail in a Lok Sabha debate
over India's proposed position at the Copenhagen climate summit on 3 December 2009.
Crucially, in this speech Ramesh made reference to two deviations from India's
orthodox policy stance. The first of these was to question India's basic position of 'per
capita emissions':

when I first started looking at this international canvass, I was struck by
the fact that India's position was: "Our per capita is low and, therefore,
we are entitled to pollu~e more till we reach your per capita levels. Since
you have caused the problem, you must fix the problem". That was,
broadly speaking, our position ... My personal belief is that India must
negotiate from a position of strength; that India must negotiate from a
position of leadership .. . we must demonstrate an alternative model of
growth; we must not follow the prosperity equal to pollution model of
growth. 971

By questioning the per capita stance, Ramesh was suggesting that India adopt a path of
development that differed from that pursued by developed countries. His proposed
approach represented the second deviation from India's traditional stance: voluntary
967
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domestic legislation to reduce India's emission intensity972 from 20-25 percent by 2020
from the 2005 level. This would be achieved by implementing a number of emissions
reducing strategies and moving India towards low-carbon growth. Such legislation
represented a binding commitment, though not an internationally enforced one, as he
was keen to stress:

[whatever we do, we do in accordance with parliamentary law. It is my
wish that the transparency we show and the accountability we
demonstrate is to parliament, not in accordance with any international
treaty, not to an international institution, but to our parliament].973

By arguing on the basis of emission intensity instead of per capita emissions, Ramesh
was making a case for India to negotiate on the basis of its strengths rather than its
weakness: while India's huge population is an accident of history, its rising GDP is not.
Implicitly, he was also suggesting a move away from India's defensive stance. While
historical responsibility for existing stocks of greenhouse gas emission might rest with
developed countries, this did not mean that India could not contribute to solving the
climate change problem. As striking as Ramesh's innovations, however, were the
aspects of India's policy that remained unchanged. Ramesh outlined three 'nonnegotiable' aspects of India's policy: India would not accept a legally binding target for
emissions reduction, would refuse any agreement which stipulated a deadline by which
India's emissions would peak, and would insist a differentiated approach to the
international scrutiny of supported (externally funded) and unsupported (domestically
funded) mitigation action. These three aspects amounted to a continuation of the policy
of avoiding external interference in policies and actions that were India's own. Yet he
also suggested some flexibility from this position:

'[this is the baseline for us. This we will do by ourselves, without help
from anybody else. By ourselves we will reduce our emissions intensity
by 20 to 25 percent. But if we get help from the international
community, if the Copenhagen agreement is a successful and equitable
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agreement and our misgivings are allayed, then we will be prepared to
tell the world we will do more.]' 974

Broadly, while markedly shifting away form India's traditional position, Ramesh sought
for continuity by stressing that he was not out to 'sell the country' or in any way
compromise its sovereignty. In a rhetorical deployment that attempted to justify a new
role for India, he drew on India's legacy in the climate domain to emphasise the nations'
leadership credentials:

We are the land of Mahatma Gandhi who is considered to be the Param
Acharya97s of the environmental movement. [Today every prime
minister and president in the world wants to attend Copenhagen ... in
1972, during the first UN session on environmental issues in Stockholm,
only a single head of state went there, and that was Mrs Indira Gandhi ...
the same country with a long legacy on environmental issues ... is
sitting ... and saying we are not going to do anything. The world will
laugh that this is the same India.] Is this the India that wants to take a
global role and a global responsibility?976

Ramesh also defended his move away from a stance typically associated with other
countries in the G77, after a new China-led bloc emerged in the run up to the
Copenhagen conference, comprising four large developing countries-China, India,
South Africa and Brazil-the BASIC countries. Drawing on the 'one world' maximum977,
he stressed the need to engage across the board in order to further both India's
national and international interests:

What does Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam mean? Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam
means, you do not have hostility to anybody. So, we have to engage with
everybody. Just because we are members of G-77 does not mean that we
do not talk to America, and every time we talk to America does not mean
that we are selling our country .. . please understand the geopolitical
realities in which India is. We are a developing country. We have global
974
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aspirations. We want to be recognised as a world power. But having
global aspirations and assuming global responsibilities are two sides of
the same coin. So, we are talking to everybody. We are talking to the
Europeans. We are talking to the Americans. We have this agreement
with the BASIC countries.978

In terms that were reminiscent of early Nehruvian calls for concerted action on global
problems, the revolutionary nature of Ramesh's new approach to India's stand on
climate change was revealed by the strong political backlash it triggered. Ramesh's
plans met with strong criticism from the Left parties and the BJP, whose leader Arun
Jaitley accused the Government of 'buckling under international pressure and "totally
altering" India's previous stand on climate change'. 979 A group of opposition parties
staged a walkout in parliament in the week following the debate as a form of protest.
Chandrashekhar Dasgupta, formerly India's chief negotiator at the Earth Summit but
now a fellow at The Energy and Resources Institute, predicted that voluntary targets
would lead to 'internationally negotiated figures' and India's compliance would soon
find itself subject to international verification. 980 Ultimately, according to Dasgupta,
'[w]e would have to surrender our right to formulate national plans without external
interference.' 981

More concerning for the unity Congress-led Government, India's first Special Envoy of
the Prime Minister for Climate Change, Shyam Saran would later resign in February
2010, apparently as a result of 'serious differences' with Ramesh. 9B2 His opposition to

Ramesh's voluntary declaration on the reduction of India's carbon intensity ahead of
Copenhagen was based on a belief that the Minister had diluted India's position in the
negotiations. 983 Portending the future of India's stance on climate change, one
environmental commentator responded to Saran's resignation in the following terms :

In the battle of wills with Saran, the Minister has won. But in the battle
for the heart and soul of India's climate policy, the Minister is not yet
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done - he has barely just begun. This is not a short-game. It is a longgame of changing risk-averse and change-averse institutions and
demonstrating the economic and political benefit of action on climate
change. This requires a powerful new narrative and it is not clear
whether the Minister has found his compelling story on this as yet. 984

Indeed, the future of India's climate change policies remains uncertain. An incremental
evolution away from the orthodox policy stance does however appear likely. Again, at
the Copenhagen Summit, both the BASIC countries and the G77 adhered to the
principle-based negotiation stance that climate change mitigation should be
approached in an equitable way that takes into account the historical responsibility of
developed countries for the existing stocks of greenhouse gas emissions. And again, the
majority of developed countries declined to accept this position as a point of departure
for negotiations. International consensus will require creative leadership, though
whether the Indian domestic context can provide the political space for a 'revolutionary
Ramesh' cannot yet be foretold.

Nonetheless, significant changes in

India's

development and growth rate mean that India will increasingly contribute to
worldwide emissions, and come under increasing international pressure to undertake
emissions reductions. Indeed, in order to appear as a responsible and esteem-winning
global player, India may well need to address climate change in a way that sees its
interests shift away from those of smaller developing countries, whose concerns it has
typ ically sha red, if not actively championed. China's actions will also likely to influence
Indian decision-making: Ramesh's announcement came a few day's after China
announced its intention to cut its emissions intensity by 40-45 per cent in the same
time fram e.9ss

Equally significantly, a different sort of domestic pressure may also demand a new tack.
The enduring defensive attitudes of many of India's political leaders and international
negotiators may have to adapt in the face of the risks that climate change poses to India
in terms of development potential, livelihood, health and welfare, as well as to political
leaderships in the form of increas ing domestic mobilization on environmental issues. 986
Future policies aimed at defending the Indian national interest may reveal how the
positive freedom of slowing climate change-and ameliorating its impact on India's
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vulnerable geographies-outweighs the negative freedom of adopting a defensive
stance that protects from 'external interference' in policy-making.

Overview: India's Approach to International Climate Change Negotiations
This section has placed India's approach to international negotiations on climate
change within the context of a longer history of Indian engagement in the sphere of
international environmental policy. It has shown how a shift is currently occurring
from a largely defensive engagement that framed environmental degradation primarily
in terms of historical responsibility and built coalitions among developing countries to
guard against binding commitments, to a new approach: one that tentatively recognises
a potential for India to proactively contribute to efforts to mitigate climate change and a
desire to project India as a major contributor to the solving of global problems. Indian
engagement in the international environmental fora briefly examined above
demonstrates this shift. From a defensive and pessimistic stance at Stockholm, Indian
negotiators were able to make a positive contribution to amending the Montreal
Protocol at the London Conference in 1990. Yet this contribution was primarily reactive
-

rather than proactive. In consolidating a developing country position, India appeared
more as a self-interested facilitator than an altruistic and impassioned leader. Indeed,
one observer described the success of the South with regard to the Protocol as 'neither
preordained, nor skilfully planned' and that within Indian policy 'there [was] little ... to
suggest a concerted, well-planned drive to achieve specific bargaining victories.'987 Yet,
while the Indian approach to the Montreal Protocol was defensive and inward-looking,
and focussed on the negative freedom of evading unwelcome external intervention in
Indian markets, India's international image did play a role in that there was a need to
appear at some level as a responsible and cooperative global player.

While a similar approach persisted in the negotiations surrounding the Framework
Convention on Climate Change, in the lead up to the Copenhagen Summit, Jairam
Ramesh's revolutionary new roadmap for India's approach to international efforts on
climate change pitched voluntary commitments on emissions cuts as a globally highprofile mode of boosting India's international standing, as well as resonating with a
tradition of Indian environmental awareness and addressing India's vulnerabilities to
the effects of climate change. The domestic response was however turbulent, and the
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degree to which Ramesh 's proposed policy pathway will survive political opposition
remains to be seen.

Explicitly linking a new approach to climate change to a global leadership role for India
signals an important move away from North-South and developed-developing country
polarisation. However, the actions of China undoubtedly influence Indian engagement
on international environmental issues, and a tendency to shadow China's moves in
international environmental fora could be ongoing. Attempting to keep pace with China
will however bring its own challenges since China outsizes India in its volume of
emissions, economic clout and ability and willingness to yield to sovereignty
compromises. Indeed, the Chinese leadership is insulated from the kinds of domestic
critique and dissent that have accompanied Indian engagement on environmental
issues .

The era of total fidelity to Southern solidarity may be coming to a close., yet India
remains vulnerable to climate change and to external interference in its growth and
development. The tension between vulnerability and increases in growth are however
shared by other countries with large economies and populations such as China and
Brazil, and areas of common gr0und are likely to persist with the majority of G77 states.
A middle ground for India, seeking bargains among and between a range of players is

the most likely scenario in the short term. Yet this very task may be one that India is
most suited to, and which can deliver the international prestige sought in Ramesh's
new approach. It remains to be seen, however, whether diplomatic resources both at
home and abroad are sufficiently visionary to wholly embrace the positive freedom of
innovative global leadership in the Nehruvian style.

Demonstrating Democracy - India and Multilateral Democracy
Promotion
This section analyses the manner in which democracy promotion has served as a recent
and tentative vehicle for Indian global leadershi p, and explores the broad contours of
India's engagement in this domain. For just over a decade, democratic political values
have found an increasingly pivotal role in both the rhetoric and substance of India's
multilateral and bilateral foreign policy. A rhetorical preference for democratic
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approaches to governance both in domestic and international forums, together with
tangible contributions to multilateral democracy promotion initiatives, have been of
benefit to India's relations with Western liberal democracies, particularly the United
States. Meanwhile, India's role as a non-Western model of a functioning democracy has
attracted the interest of other developing states keen to establish or upgrade their own
democratic practices, some of whom 988 have received material assistance from India for
exactly this purpose. Yet for the Indian foreign policy establishment, deploying this dual
strategy of democracy promotion has required a careful balancing act, one which has
demanded care in ensuring that while appealing to the United States, India can avoid

appearing like the United States. From the vantage points of sections of India's domestic
political elite and a number of India's NAM era allies, the latter outcome-the
appearance of a proactive, and seemingly imperialist exporter of democratic values-is
a far from appropriate path for India. Approaches to this dilemma have thus centred
round representations, both rhetorical and substantive, of India as an overwhelmingly
passive role model rather than a proselytiser. Such a stance has, in practical terms,
enabled New Delhi to juggle India's geo-strategic interests in the region. Less tangibly,
it has permitted the upholding of the traditional Indian foreign policy norm of nonintervention in the internal affairs of other states, while partially fulfifling a new and
expanding hope to serve as an 'alternative' global democratic exemplar.

Pride in the Indian Democratic Experiment
Speaking at the 5th Ministerial Conference of the Community of Democracies in Lisbon
on 12 July 2009, Indian Minister of State for External Affairs, Shashi Tharoor, expressed
India's pride in its democratic achievements. According to Tharoor, the Indian
experience was unique in demonstrating both democracy's compatibility with diversity
and its ability to protect and preserve India's unique and 'extraordinary mixture' of
ethnic groups, languages, religions, cultural practices and levels of economic
development. 989 Indeed, India was 'united not by a common ethnicity, language, or
religion,' but bound together instead by a common history within a shared geographical
territory. 99 0 The last sixty years of that common history had been of 'a liberal
988
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constitution and the repeated exercise of democratic self-governance in a pluralist
polity'.991 For most of that period, however, the achievements of Indian democracy did
not form a significant part of India's foreign policy discourse. 992 Tharoor's prominent
role in the Conference of the Community of Democracies, a multilateral grouping his
country had helped establish a decade earlier, marks the extent to which India's
international stance vis-a-vis democratic ideals has changed.

Pride in India's democracy has a historical context. At independence, India's leaders,
while convinced of the merits of individual democratic freedom, approached the idea of
an Indian democratic political system with some trepidation.9 93 They recognised the
challenge of reconciling democratic processes with national unity, economic
development, socio-economic reform and enormous diversity. Moreover, they were
fully cognisant that India's 'democratic experiment' would take place 'under the glare,
the pressure, of international attention in the modern world of rapid communications
and conflicting ideologies'. 994 In the words of Amartya Sen, India 'had an untried
government, an undigested partition, and unclear political alignments, combined with
widespread communal violence and social disorder. It was hard to have faith in the
future of a united and democratic India.' 99 5 The Indian experience of maintaining
democratic forms of government and politics and returning decisively to normal,
democratic business even after Indira Gandhi's period of emergency rule from June
197 S to March 1977, bear testimony to India's democratic successes. Yet as much as an

achievement, India's experience with democracy has been a crucial enabler, facilitating,
as Shashi Tharoor made clear at the Conference of the Community of Democracies, 'the
processes of political change and economic transformation necessary to develop our
country.' 996 As a whole, it is an experience which compares favourably to that of other
post-colonial states across Asia and Africa. Nonetheless, Indian leaders have been
traditionally somewhat restrained in stressing domestic political orientation as a set of
shared values upon which to base international cooperation, or Indian democracy as a
template for others to follow. In line with India's policy of non-alignment, both in terms
of its national policy and as a member of the NAM, the Indian Cold War strategy was to
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adopt a neutral stance on the East-West ideological divide, partly for fear of
compromising solidarity with different kinds of political regimes. Now, with liberal
political architecture gaining currency across the globe, Indian policy on democracy
promotion is adapting.

The shift in position is clearly revealed in a 2005 address by Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh, delivered shortly after his assumption of leadership. Crucially, he made a strong
link between India's plural makeup and its identity: 'If there is an "idea of India" by
which India should be defined, it is the idea of an inclusive, open, multi-cultural, multiethnic, multi-lingual society.'997 Singh went on to acknowledge that pluralism was 'the
dominant trend of political evolution of all societies in the 21st century' and that liberal
democracy was 'the natural order of political organization in today's world.' 998
Rendering his expression of India's commitment to liberal democracy as unambiguous
as possible, the Prime Minister maintained that '[a]ll alternate systems, authoritarian
and majoritarian in varying degrees, are an aberration.'999 By flagging liberal
democracy as the best form of governance and India's central 'idea' as one of pluralism,
a rhetorical space was thus created for India to claim a leading role in the global trend
towards democratic governance. In a speech before the Lok Sabha later in 2005, Singh
added: 'the world looks to us in the practice of democracy. We are a unique example of
a developing country of such great diversity seeking its salvation through the
framework of an open society and a functioning democracy.'1000 This statement echoed
Singh's previous emphasis on India's 'obligation to history and mankind' to
demonstrate

that

'democracy

can

deliver

development

and

empower

the

marginalized.' 1001 The overriding sentiment was that India, in the wake of its unique
successes, and as a developing country achieving against the odds, has a duty to
promote democracy. Since the end of the Cold War, this sentiment is reflected not only
in rhetoric, but is also becoming visible in both India's bilateral and multilateral
engagement, albeit in an inflected form.
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Democracy beyond borders - multilateral strategies
India's multilateral engagement in democracy promotion began in 1999 when it
became one of the eight co-sponsors1002 of the Community of Democracies (CD), a
platform of nations committed to 'promoting democratic rules and strengthening
democratic norms and institutions around the world'. 1003 A joint initiative of former
Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs, Bronislaw Geremek and former US Secretary of State,
Madeleine Albright, the global intergovernmental grouping was officially established at
a Ministerial Conference in Warsaw in June 2000, entitled 'Towards a Community of
Democracies.' Ministerial delegations from 106 countries signed the final Warsaw
Declaration, affirming their determination to:

work together to promote and strengthen democracy ... cooperate to
consolidate and strengthen democratic institutions, with due respect for
sovereignty and the principle of non-interference in internal affairs ...
strengthen institutions and processes of democracy... exchang[ e]
experiences in the consolidation of democracy and identifying best
practices ... focus ... deliberations on ... common principles and values
rather than extraneous bilateral issues between members ... cooperate
to discourage and resist the threat to democracy posed by the
overthrow

of constitutionally

elected

governments...

strengthen

cooperation to face the transnational challenges to democracy, such as
state-sponsored, cross-border and other forms of terrorism; organized
crime; corruption; drug trafficking; illegal arms trafficking; trafficking in
human beings and money laundering, and ... do so in accordance with
respect for human rights of all persons and for the norms of
international law.1004

While it is difficult to ascertain the extent of the Indian input into this declaration, the
annual report of the Ministry of External Affairs for that year recounted how, as one of
the eight members of the convening group, India 'played a leading role in the
deliberations of the meeting and in finalising the Declaration and the final
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Communique'.1oos It also maintained that 'India's primary concerns are reflected in both
the documents.'1006 Of a list of foreign policy issues facing India at the time of the
declaration's formulation, many certainly were addressed in the text: a longstanding
commitment to sovereignty and the principle of non-interference in internal affairs,
concern arising from Musharrafs 1999 Pakistani military coup, the perceived threat of
state-sponsored cross-border terrorism emanating from Pakistan, and a desire to share
insights from India's democratic experience. On this last point, the External Affairs
Minister chaired a Ministerial meeting at the Conference entitled 'Sharing Best
Practices.'1007 As a forum that excluded both Pakistan and China and potentially allowed
India decisive inputs into the drafting of its parameters, India's co-sponsorship of the
CD was a move with clear rewards. Above all, India was able to earn international
recognition for its democratic credentials.mos In the context of an evolving dialogue
with the United States, aimed at alleviating international tension following India's
nuclear tests, the prominent advertisement of Indian democratic values through its
active engagement in the CD underscored 'shared values' and highlighted India's role as
a responsible member of the international community. Indeed, at least one Indian
commentator hinted that the compilation of the convening group of the CD pointed to a
US strategy aimed at rewarding key regional players for recent positive cooperation
with the United States.1009

Despite the benefits attached to a prominent involvement - in the CD, India's
commitment to democracy promotion appeared ambiguous as a result of seemingly
contradictory positions adopted elsewhere in 2000. In April of that year, External
Affairs Minister Jaswant Singh made an unusual statement at the meeting of the Foreign
Ministers of the Non-Aligned Movement in Cartagena, Colombia, in which he shared his
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ideas for reinvigorating the 'unity and solidarity' of the NAM. 1010 These were essentially
three: members of the NAM should ensure independence of action, that is, 'set the
agenda for ourselves and the UN, not let others set it for us ... not let fears or pressures
divide us'; engage in a global campaign against the 'global menace' of terrorism; and,
significantly, commit themselves 'uncompromisingly to the rules of democracy, the rule
of law and the preservation of fundamental rights and liberties.' 1011 This latter
suggestion appeared at first glance groundbreaking. In its undiluted form it essentially
proposed a significant shift from the NAM's traditional basis of the commonality of
interests of developing countries. A report in The Hindu saw in Jaswant Singh's
proposal to introduce a shared democratic basis to the grouping a suggestion that 'the
NAM like the Commonwealth must expel member-nations where democratic
governments have been overthrown.'1012 From this perspective, the focus on
democracy and terrorism in Jaswant Singh's speech was therefore 'indirectly stepping
up pressure on the military regime of General Pervez Musharraf in Pakistan'.1013
Prakash Karat, a prominent member of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) saw the
proposal, given India's history as a founding member of the NAM, as 'a coup of sorts for
the US and its western allies'. 1014 From the perspective of India's Left, the Indian stance
at Cartagena, like India's sponsorship of the CD, were of a piece with the then ruling
BJP's 'new foreign policy,' which focused on 'abandoning non-alignment and embracing
the idea of a strategic partnership with the United States.'101s Indeed, according to
Karat, India had been drawn into the 'ideological venture' of the US administration,
which 'places considerable importance to providing an ideological content to its
hegemonic order.' 1016 The Ministry of External Affairs, however, was careful to clarify
that although the External Affairs Minister had 'exhorted the NAM members to commit
themselves to democratic norms,' he did so while 'stressing the need for NAM to avoid
any issues that would divide or distract the Movemenf.1017 The Indian position at the
Cartagena meeting can therefore be read both as an attempt to exert pressure on
Pakistan and as pro-democracy rhetoric in anticipation of India's prominent role at the
101
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CD. Yet, despite advocating the protection and furtherance of liberal values, Jaswant
Singh's deputation to the NAM nonetheless carried a clear message of India's enduring
commitment to non-interference: on the issue of humanitarian intervention, which had
been a key discussion point at the start the 54th UN General Assembly session in
September 1999, India was in full support of the NAM's existing position, reconfirmed
at Cartagena, that 'categorically reject[ ed] the concept of the right of Humanitarian
Intervention.'101s India's unequivocal stance on this issue had been advanced even
before the departure of the External Affairs Minister for the NAM Ministerial
meeting. 1019

The year 2000 also witnessed a proposal by the United States for India to assume
leadership of a UN-based Caucus of the Community of Democracies, whose role it
would be to coordinate the positions of CD members on democracy- related issues at
the UN. The idea of a Caucus had been discussed at the Warsaw meeting, and a
paragraph in the declaration highlighted the commitment of its members to
'collaborate on democracy-related issues in existing international and regional
institutions, forming coalitions and caucuses to support resolutions and other
international activities aimed at the promotion of democratic governance.'1020 While
the Clinton administration had purportedly been 'strongly urging India since June to
take the leadership of this proposed caucus', the Indian Government rejected the offer
without explanation, leading one commentator to summarise -the contradiction in
India's approach in the following terms:

On the one hand, India is seen as seeking international support for its
initiatives against terrorism and has been canvassing vigorously its
claims to a Security Council seat, but on the other hand it seems to have
passed up an opportunity to take on a high-profile role in the context of
the United Nations.1021

The refusal of leadership meant that India could retain its freedom to vote in the UN on
an issue by issue basis, and in principle maintain an adherence to its policy of nonalignment. It appeared that a prominent role in two major cross-regional groupings in
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the United Nations, both the CD and the NAM, did not form a coherent leadership
agenda for India.

The Congress-led UPA government, headed by Manmohan Singh, which came to power
in 2004, followed a similarly nuanced stance. In 2005, the Singh government supported
the creation of the UN Democracy Fund (UNDEF), an organisation whose stated goals
include supporting democracy by financing projects that 'build and strengthen
democratic institutions, promote human rights, and ensure the participation of all
groups in democratic processes'.1022 While according to its mission statement, the Fund
'complements current UN efforts to strengthen and expand democracy worldwide', the
initial 2005 Summit Outcome Document stressed that 'democracy does not belong to a
single country or region' and that UNDEF-funded activities would 'under no
circumstances' be 'imposed' on a country. India made a contribution of $10 million to
the Fund · and gained representation on its Advisory Board via its Permanent
Representative to the United Nations in New York. 1oz3 In his speech at the launching of
the UNDEF, Manmohan Singh evoked Gandhi's non-violent struggle for India's
independence, expressed India's pride in its democratic heritage, 'rooted in the
country's cultural ethos of tolerance, respect for different view points and a ready
embrace of diversity,' and declared that 'those fortunate to enjoy its [democracy's]
fruits have a responsibility to share its benefits with others.'1024 He also highlighted
India's specific experience, as Tharoor would four years later in Lisbon, as having
shown 'how democracy is a most powerful tool to successfully overcome the challenge
of development' and that '[p] overty, illiteracy or socio-economic backwardness do not
hinder the exer cise of democracy'. 102s He continued:

we welcome the launch of the UN Democracy Fund, because it gives us
an inst rument to build the institutional and human capabilities that are
necessary to underpin the successful exercise of democracy. India has
been sharing its rich experience, institutional capabilities and training
infrast ru cture with nations that share our values and beliefs and request
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our assistance. We are prepared to do much more, both as active
participants in the Democracy Fund and in the Community of
Democracies. 1026

Singh's speech made reference to India's exceptionalism in terms of both its traditional
civilizational norms and its modern institutional experience, rendering India ideally
placed to play a leadership role in democracy promotion. Moreover, the Prime Minister
delineated the Indian approach to democracy endorsement by emphasising India's
passive role towards 'nations that share our values and beliefs and request our
assistance' (rather than those that do not) and indicating his government's readiness to
expand that role, to 'do much more', within the architecture of both the UNDEF and the
CD, thereby underscoring India's engagement in US-led multilateral cooperation.

Yet despite the Singh government's rhetorical reaffirmation of India's readiness to
participate actively in the Community of Democracies, India's behaviour in the United
Nations during this period demonstrated limitations to Indian support for the ideals
underpinning the pro-democracy global grouping. In 2005-6, the US-based Democracy
Coalition Project (DCP), an NGO whose advocacy work on the- international
advancement of democracy and human rights includes 'monitoring the foreign policies
of governments as they relate to human rights and democracy promotion', collated data
on the voting patterns on human-rights related resolutions, paying particular attention
to the behaviour of member countries of the Community of Democracies.1027 A report
released in December 2006 analysed the voting patterns of all 192 countries in the 61st
Session of the UN General Assembly on four resolutions that focused on the human
rights situations in Belarus, Iran, North Korea and Myanmar. India's voting behaviour
was singled out as particularly 'disappointing' given its role as a leading member of the
CD and the report concluded that 'India, the world's largest democracy, voted across
the board in ways that undermined stronger accountability for human rights
abusers.' 1028 A previous report by the Project, more liberal in its admonishment, had
also found the Indian government's behaviour wanting in an analysis of the voting
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patterns on 'six democracy-related resolutions' presented at the 59th Session of the UN
Human Rights Commission (UNHRC) in 2004.1029 While India voted in favour of the
resolution entitled 'Interdependence between Democracy and Human Rights,' it voted
against the other five country-specific resolutions.1030 The verdict of the report was that
'governments like South Africa and India, which belong to the CD steering committee,
were outright hostile to such resolutions, seriously calling into question their
credibility as leaders of an initiative intended to strengthen cooperation among the
world's democracies.'1031

The data collated by the DCP suggests that the allegiance to liberal values professed by
Indian leaders has not meant a whole-scale adoption of the democratic agenda of
Western democracies. Moreover, the periods covered by the reports stand testimony to
a continuity in UN voting behaviour under both the BJP-led and the Congress-led
governments. The reluctance of Indian governments to support interventions in the
internal affairs of other states represents an enduring policy stance in line with
longstanding Indian concerns about national sovereignty and political independence. It
is also, however, a position borne of India's own experience with UN resolutions,
particularly those focussing on repressive actions in Jammu and Kashmir. Solidarity
and support from other gov9rnments has been crucial to avert the passing of
resolutions targeting India: as recently as 1994, Pakistan submitted a . draft
resolution 1032 on the situation of human rights in Jammu and Kashmir, on which no
action and no vote was actually taken, due to an intervention by Iran.1033 T: P.
Sreenivasan, a Foreign Service Officer with extensive experience in the 'horse-trading'
that goes on behind the scenes at the UN, recounts how India's 'general opposition to
country specific resolutions, unless they enjoyed consensus,' is a stance that 'eventually
developed ... as a policy.' 1034 The connection between India's experience as a subject of
such resolutions and its behaviour with regard to others is highlighted in Sreenivasan's
account of his participation in the UN Human Rights Commission in early 1990. The
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Indian delegation considered the possibility of pursuing an initiative for democracy in
Fiji prepared by the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ), which required backing
by a government in order to be brought before the UNHRC. As it became clear that little
support was forthcoming from other governments, Sreenivasan's delegation decided
'not to go out on a limb on the Fiji situation, when Pakistan was already preparing to
drag us to the floor of the commission on the human rights situation in Jammu &
Kashmir,'10 35 The example reveals a complex combination of considerations over
whether to pursue an initiative to foster democracy abroad with resistance to
accusations of illiberal violations of human rights at home. It clearly shows the narrow
space has India traditionally occupied on such issues. On certain UN resolutions which
demonstrate a preference for liberal values, India's traditions of engagement and
consensus-building with NAM members continues to have a greater bearing on its
voting behaviour in the UN than its newer responsibilities as a prominent member of
Community of Democracies.

Passive Democratisation? Bilateral Democratic Initiatives
Apart from Indian voting patterns in the United Nations, the rhetoric of India's passive
approach to democracy endorsement finds tangible expression in a number of bilateral
contexts. Within India's turbulent neighbourhood, the regional experience of
-

democracy has been quite different to that of India. While averse to domineering
approaches, India has nonetheless been keen to encourage moves towards democracy
on the part of its neighbours by employing carrots rather than sticks. In the case of
Nepal, India's foreign aid has been linked to the development of democratic practices.
Both Bhutan and the Maldives instituted a democratisation of their respective political
systems in 2008, with India supplying material assistance in the form of aid allocation
and, in the case of Bhutan, training in the conduct of elections and assistance in drafting
a constitution and electoral law.1036

India's support for the political development and stability of Afghanistan has been
particularly conspicuous.1037 Official Indian contributions include the pledged
construction of the Afghan parliament building, parliamentary training for Afghan
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officials, and equipment for the conduct of elections. 1038 This engagement has clearly
been psychologically rewarding, too. Fresh from his visit to Kabul in August 2005,
where he had · witnessed the laying of the foundation stone for the India-funded
parliament building, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh recounted the words of his host
with some emotion:

I must confess, I felt a deep sense of pride swell up in me as I sat
listening to the words of President Hamid Karzai at a function in Kabul
yesterday where the foundation stone for the Afghan Parliament was
laid. President Karzai held up the example of India and said that our
success in democratic governance had shown to the developing world
that democracy is not a characteristic of the advanced western nations
alone ... I salute the people of Afghanistan for the courage, fortitude and
wisdom they are showing by embracing democracy as a way of life and
of governance. India will do whatever it is called upon to do to
strengthen democracy and the freedom of Afghanistan.1039

Yet while Indian engagement in democracy promotion in the region has been, on the
whole, both enthusiastic yet cautious, the unusual case of Indian engagement with
Myanmar again delineates the complexities of India's approach. Traditional Indian
sympathy and support for Myanmar's pro-democracy movement waned in the 1990s as
regional interests led Indian successive Indian governments to cooperate with the
ruling military junta and withhold critique of the regime's suppression of prodemocracy activists. This stance has drawn much international criticism, particularly
from the United States. Economic interests and security concerns have figured in Indian
policy towards Myanmar, along with a desire to counter Chinese influence in the
country. Clearly, India is not prepared to compromise its interests in the region by fully
embracing democracy promotion, even at the price of international chagrin. In addition
to this is a reluctance on the part of the Indian leadership to appear domineering
towards Myanmar, especially where China exhibits unconditional and uncritical
engagement. As External Affairs Minister, Pranab Mukherjee said, during his visit to
Myanmar in January 2007, 'we would like democracy to flourish everywhere. But this is

1038 I'b'd
1 .
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Singh, 'PM's valedictory address to the fifth session of the 14th Lok Sabha'.
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for every country to decide for itself.'1040 Yet India's potential as a democratic bridge is
evidenced by India's role as a 'reluctant mediator' between Myanmar and the US at
Myanmar's request, apparently passing messages 'from the junta to the US at a
reasonably high level'.1041 Both former Foreign Secretary Shiv Shankar Menon and his
successor, Nirupama Rao, have used bilateral diplomatic channels with the United
States to sensitise its leaders to Myanmarese concerns and encourage engagement with
Myanmar. 1042

Each of the above examples of Indian support for the establishment of democratic
practices, or the tacit acceptance of non-democratic regimes, reflects a broader foreign
policy goal within India's immediate neighbourhood: the maintenance of stability. Yet
outside the region, India has been 'moderately willing to alter its bilateral relations
with countries... over concerns about political development 1n those states.'1043
Cartwright has shown how India was prepared, for example, to join Australia in
condemning the 2000 military coup in Fiji and engaging in multilateral lobbying for the
restoration of democracy, support the ASEAN Regional Forum in recognising
Cambodia's controversial elections in 1998, and buttress a move to suspend
Zimbabwe's membership in the Commonwealth of Nations due to electoral violence.1044
While some or all of these stands were very likely linked to interests within or beyond
those groupings, and were not always pursued consistently, the pattern has generally
been one of providing 'moderate financial support upon request' -and demonstrating a
'reluctance to interfere in ... internal affairs'.104s

Despite courting controversy with more avid promoters of democracy, India's passive
stance as a democratic role model has allowed it to expand its influence with a number
of states. In a reversal of its former position, India refused to impose sanctions
following the Fijian coup of 2007 and was subsequently approached by Fiji for
assistance in reinstating democracy and undertaking electoral reform.10 46 Several
African countries have shown interest in learning from India's federal democratic
104° Chatterji, S. K. (2010). 'What India must do in Myanmar and how', Rediff News, 26 April
2010, see: http://news.rediff.com/column/2010/apr/26/what-india-must-do-in-myanmarand-how.htm. accessed 10 July 2010.
1041 Bagchi, Indrani (2009). 'US 'softens' Myanmar stance, thanks to India', Times of India, 26
October 2009, see: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/US-softens-Myanmar-stancethanks-to-India/articleshow /5160713 .cms#ixzzOw jYmMywb. accessed 10 July 2010.
1042 l'b'd
l .
1043 Cartwright, 'India's Regional and International Support', 418.
1044 ibid, 417.
1045 ibid, 417.
1046 l'b'd
l .
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experience and drawing on the sophisticated technology employed in Indian
elections.10 4 7 Indeed, amidst concern in Indian foreign policy circles that India's
strategic interests in Africa are being dominated by Chinese investment, Xavier sees
democracy as one area in which India could maximize its 'regime advantage' over
China. 1048

Whether within the region or outside it, the Indian approach to democracy promotion
is marked by caution. India has never engaged in military action in the name of
democratic values. It has also generally bandwaggoned on initiatives established by
other states or multilateral groupings, rather than taken the lead on condemning states
or placing sanctions upon them. India's national interests and deeper values do not
ah,vays align with its pro-democracy outlook: Indian democratic leadership appears to
have its limits.

Overview: Demonstrator not Exporter
India's multilateral and bilateral efforts at democracy promotion over the past decade
reveal a complex pattern which spans cooperation with U.S.-led multilateral efforts to
proactively spread democratic values, distinct bilateral and regional gestures of
'passive' support to emerging democratic regimes, and even uncritical engagement
with anti-democratic regimes. Meanwhile, an ideological preference for democratic
values is visible in Indian rhetorical pride in its identity as the world's largest
democracy and in its role as a model for emerging democracies.

India's role in democracy endorsement and promotion has been distinct. Not only have
Indian leaders presented India as a 'unique' democracy, and an alternative to the
dominant, Western model. Rather than viewing India's 'negative' voting patterns in the
UN on human rights-related resolutions or tacit acceptance of the military regime in
Myanmar as 'abnormalities' in India's democracy endorsement agenda, these incidents

1047

Electronic Voting Machines, phased in from 1998, allow the Indian electorate to cast their
votes by pressing a button next to the candidate and symbol of their choice. This technology is
not only cheaper after initial equipment outlays, but is also simpler to use. It guards against
invalid votes and, most importantly when it comes to vote-counting, is around 15 times faster
than ballot paper voting. Around 1.1 million of these electronic voting machines were deployed
across India in the general elections held from April to May of 2009.
1048 Xavier, Constantino. 2010. 'India's strategic advantage over China in Africa', IDSA Comment,
30
June
2010,
see :
http://www.idsa.in/idsacomments/IndiasstrategicadvantageoverChinainAfrica cxavier 30061
Q_, accessed 7 July 2010.
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are perhaps best read as the outer parameters of New Delhi's democracy promotion
'strategy', which, somewhat unsurprisingly, must navigate both Indian interests and
ideals. Evidence of the intentionality of this nuanced strategy, rather than its haphazard
deployment, is evidenced in an address in May 2006 by then Foreign Secretary, Shyam
Saran1049, who has provided perhaps the clearest elucidation of India's position on
democracy promotion:

as

a functioning democracy ourselves, naturally we feel

very

comfortable and very enthused if there are more democracies emerging.
Our policy is very clear. We do not believe in the export of ideology. We
do not believe in the imposition of democracy or democratic values on
any country. But if there is an interest in any country in our democratic
experience or in institution-building ... we are ready to share this with
any country which wishes to take advantage of this ... our contribution to
the UN Democracy Fund could be used by recipient countries to gain
some benefit from our experience with institution-building, training,
human resource development, capacity-building, but not in terms of
exporting democracy to any country.1oso

The strongest argument against an adoption of a US-inspired version of assertive
democracy promotion is the view that successive Indian leaderships have held that
embracing democratic principles is as crucial in the international sphere as it is in the
domestic domain. Partaking in conspicuous praise of democratic norms can also serve
as an effective point of departure from which to highlight inequalities in the global
order. Indeed, the Community of Democracies identifies itself in the Warsaw
Declaration as an important global platform for the 'exchange of experiences and
consultations toward building and strengthening of democratic order inside the
countries as well as in the international system.'1os1 Speaking at the 5th Ministerial
Conference of the CD in Lisbon on 12 July 2009, Indian Minister of State for External
Affairs, Shashi Tharoor, again drew attention to the link between democratic
imperatives at the national level to those at the international level:

1049

Shyam Saran served as Foreign Secretary from August 2004 to September 2006.
Saran, Shyam (2006). 'India and the Emerging World Order - Address by Mr. Shyam Saran,
Foreign
Secretary
of
India
at
IISS,
London',
25
May
2006,
see:
http://www.iiss.org/programmes/south-asia/ministerial-addresses/shyam-saran-/. accessed 7
July 2010.
105 1 Community of Democracies, 'Warsaw Declaration'.
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"

We are a community of nations which believes and practices democratic
governance at home ... However, in the larger international arena, the
governance relationship between developed and developing countries
remains skewed. The global governance architecture has elements of
non-inclusiveness and less than fully participatory institutions. Such a
democracy deficit is visible in almost every multilateral institution,
including in the United Nations ... We hope that our common ideals of
democratic inclusiveness and a level playing field will guide members of
this community in supporting reform of the international governance
system. 1052

Such a stance reaffirms India's self-understanding as a country constrained by the
inequalities within the structure and procedures of global governance, and identifies
with other countries with similar experiences. It also provides a forum in which to
campaign for long-held international aspirations such as the democratisation of
significant international organisations.

It is thus perhaps more useful to view Indian engagement with democracy promotion
as a forum in which India's interests and ideals are best served by claiming shared
values with important strategic partners like the United States, appealing to traditional
developing world allies via the parallel projection of a benevolent, non-Western liberal
democracy, and at the same time accenting its 'regime advantage' over China in an
increasingly liberalising world. The Indian conception of democracy promotion
negotiated so far offers an opportunity to lead alongside the major 'exporters' of
democracy and potentially even out-trump them via an approach that is sensitive to the
needs

and

aspirations

of

smaller,

developing

states

and

advocates

the

institutionalization of democratic values among states as well as within them.

Conclusion
This chapter has traced some of the key objectives, strategies and values reflected in
Indian global lead ership practices and performances within three, key multilateral
contexts. It has examined how two central imperatives of an Indian national identity, a
protection and projectio n of self, have been deployed in contrasting degrees during

1os2

Tharoor, 'Address by Minister' .
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different phases and across different domains of India's international engagement, and
have impacted upon India's ability or desire to lead. Brought together, the three
domains explored above suggest that international engagement within collaborative
contexts has been met with ambivalence by Indian foreign policy elites, and has not
always delivered the kinds of leadership role one might predict an aspiring global
power to covet. Three main reasons account for this.

Firstly, the need to protect the national self has manifested itself consistently across
time, though in varying ways. India's engagement in-or avoidance of-regional
groupings in the early years after independence revealed a desire to avoid limitations
on India's international engagement within a broader global context. This impulse to
derive the maximum freedom of action was largely positive in nature and contrasted
strongly with later Indian stances on international environmental policy. In this latter
domain, the default Indian approach was reactive and defensive, intent on avoiding
limitations from outside on India's domestic political and economic choices. This focus
on the negative freedom of evading external interference in the domestic realm was
emblematic of the period of leadership dormancy, a phase during which domestic and
-

regional challenges contributed to the under-deployment of India's leadership
imperative. In keeping with this phase, Indian involvement 1n environmental
negotiations was devoid of visionary breadth and largely defensive in orientation,
aiming at a guarding of the boundaries of a national self rather than a projection of that
self in ways that contested the existing global order. Even in the sphere of democracy
promotion, an inherently leadership-orientated undertaking, Indian foreign policy
elites have employed a cautious approach based on a mix of positive and negative
freedom. The Indian strategy has been to maximise shared values with Western liberal
democracies where possible, though without compromising the 'democratic self to
which states seeking an alternative democratic role model are receptive. On the other
hand, continuing vulnerabilities in the Indian polity also contribute to a cautious
approach: human rights abuses in Kashmir can lead India to be the target of the same
country-specific UN human rights resolutions it is supposed to support. Thus, even
amidst changes in the global architecture since the end of the Cold War and in the wake
of increases in India's international standing and hard power, a keenness to avoid
limitations and constraints on both India's domestic policies and its ability to engage
with a broad range of international stakeholders continues to find expression within
domestic policy circles and public opinion, and in the minds of India's representatives.
Where India!s multilateral engagement has proved likely to undermine the Indian 'self,
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Indian participation has been tempered or withdrawn, even at the expense of a losing a
leadership role. A baseline of cooperation has however been consistently maintained:
Nehru's reluctance to be involved in narrowly oriented regional conferences had to be
overcome in order to maintain the reputation and standing India had acquired ·as a
powerful regional player. And even where the outcomes of negotiations on
environmental issues were less than ideal, a minor-and domestically defensibleyielding of sovereignty was preferable to the international isolation that would result
from withdrawal.

The second reason for India's often reluctant role in collectives is related to a set of
global aspirations, centred around a projection of self, that have figured prominently at
different times. As Indian conduct in the early decades after independence showed, the
Indian notion of independence was not simply about self-preservation but also selfrealisation. In line with the positive freedom referred to above, non-alignment emerged
as a source of international prestige and strategic leverage that set India above and
apart from other newly independent nations. Being non-aligned certainly meant
guarding India's independence in a bipolar world, but it also entailed maintaining and
enhancing the superior role of India in its capacity as mediator, arbitrator and
'objective' participant in world affairs. Non-alignment on a grand, collective scale had
clear benefits for India. It promised the containment of Cold War aggression, and an
opportunity to derive esteem from the leadership of a social movement that disavowed
the logic of superpower rivalry. In the post-liberalisation period of India's 'leadership
resurgence', it is possible to ascertain a return to this proactive leadership approach.
Within the new reformist attitude to India's climate policy formulation, a desire to
fram e national policy within a broader and more forward-looking global vision is
becoming evident. India's approach to democracy promotion incorporates a similar
sense of self-confidence - a willingness to engage in the projection of democratic values
only up to the point where an Indian national self remains uncompromised. This shift
reveals a tentative return to the Nehruvian brand of internationalism whereby a
projection of self is des irable but not at the cost of others' sovereignty. Moreover, this
strategy exhibits a protection of a particular mode of leadership, one which is passive
an d exemplary rather than coercive or domineering. Interesting is how this projection
of a 'new old India' seemingly seeks to avoid antagonising international partners
whether th rough domineering or overbearing rhetoric and manoeuvring, or through a
defensive and abrasive concern fo r sovereignty.
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Thirdly, and finally, India's role within multilateral groupings and its modes of
leadership have been unusual because of the particular place India has occupied on the
global stage. The Indian multilateral experience, shaped by the strategies of protection
and projection, has frequently seen India located between esteem-contexts, stranded in
somewhat of an 'in-between space', unable to interact on free and equal terms with
major global players, but often appearing competitive or domineering from the
perspective of other developing states. India's occupation of this middle space is further
complicated by the fact that it is to some extent shared with China - the nearest India
has to an equal, and in many senses a rival. India and China occupy a peculiar position
on the global stage as a result of their large populations and economies and the fact that
many of their interests span the North-South divide. In terms of global engagement,
China has certain advantages that derive from an authoritarian policy system. Chinese
leadership is insulated somewhat from the costs of a loss of sovereignty, whereas
India's free press, legislative debates, and public forums have limited moves to engage
more intensively across the global spectrum. It is however possible that precisely these
attributes of the Indian state may deliver a regime advantage over China that fosters
international engagement.

Despite the challenges posed by India's position 'in-between', the key advantage is that
India has been able to preserve much of its unique global approach and resist being
socialised into the wholesale adoption of the norms of any collective, including that of
the great powers. Leadership deployed from this space has been of a particularistic
nature since Indian interests have, depending on the period, cut across the distinctions
of First, Second and Third Worlds, of East and West and of North and South. Moreover,
the Indian desire to act as a mediator or conduit, and the potential to do so, lies exactly
within this space, although its full potential is yet to be realised. To a certain extent,
however, the world order envisioned by Nehru has begun to emerge following the end
of the Cold War. It is within this context that India has recommenced a proactive
approach to engagement with the rest of the world and has once again shown a
preference for an international bridging role. Obstructions to India's free functioning
persist, however, since the domestic context retains the defensive stance of India's
period of leadership dormancy, and international challenges to an Indian approach to
global interdependence persist. Preserving the particular Indian flavour of independent
action and protecting it from the limiting, homogenising force of any given collective
continues to form the underlying logic of Indian multilateral engagement.
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Conclusion

Indian leaders, while ambitious in their aspirations for a globally prominent role for
their country, have never imagined India as a great power in the classical sense. Despite
India's acquisition of hard power in recent years, Indian self-conceptions of greatness
as they have been articulated in the dominant Indian foreign policy discourse, and
broadly enacted through practices and performances of global leadership, have not
focused on material capability as a defining constituent of global greatness, but as an
enabling one. India's experience in the international realm has led Indian leaders to see

value in the acquisition of great power attributes but not to embrace classical great
power behaviour or goals.

This thesis has been driven by a central research question: How have Indian practices
and performances of global leadership reflected Indian self-conceptions of greatness, and
how have these self-conceptions of greatness been modified in substance and in
articulation by India's experience in the international realm since independence? In order

to answer this question I pursued a distinctive theoretical and methodological
approach. Theoretically, I argued that the dominant great power discourse, on account
of its Euro-centric empirical scope and intellectual provenance, is unable to incorporate
the identities of emerging powers into its conceptual horizon. As an alternative, I
developed the conceptual framework of global leadership, which aims to expand the
great power discourse. Global leadership provides conceptual space for the beliefs and
practices that emerge from context or culture-specific self-understandings of greatness,
as well as the practices and performances of global leadership that derive from them. I
developed an esteem-led analysis as a means of highlighting the hybrid condition of
non -Western states, a consequence of their situation in the dominant normative
context of modern international society that demands a behavioural response oriented
to both internal and external esteem-contexts. The theoretical move away from the
great power disco urse was inspired

by a methodological approach-critical

ethnography-which encourages the interrogation of dominant categories of analysis
through the conscious foregrou nding of cultural identities. Since non-Western states
exist in a liminal position between internal and external esteem-contexts, I proposed
the application of a dual mode of interpretative and historical inquiry that emphasises
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the culturally and historically specific contexts out of which identity discourses emerge.
The liminal position of non-Western states such as India, I argued, requires them to
perform different selves to different contexts and to remain attentive to both. As I
showed throughout the study, the successes and failures of Indian aspirations to global
prominence have depended on a capacity to reconcile the demands of these different
esteem-contexts.

The historical narratives I examined in Chapters Three, Four and Five highlighted two
key strategies enacted by India as aspiring global leader: the projection of a distinct
civilizational identity articulated in terms of India's moral pre-eminence, and the
protection of that identity. I showed how an impulse for 'moral leadership' and an

active concern with autonomy have been persistently articulated in India's foreign
policy discourse.

I argued that moral pre-eminence, which prescribes particular modes of international
conduct, has formed the primary basis of Indian self-conceptions of greatness and has
found repeated expression in both India's foreign policy discourse and the practices
and performances of leadership that derive from it. It functioned as both a template for
the conduct between states, and as a source of international esteem. International
esteem on the basis of moral prominence promised a strategy for normative change
that did not demand the use of coercive power, which India initia1ly neither possessed
nor was willing to use. India's projection of moral pre-eminence was intended to enact
normative change in the form of emulation, that is leadership by example, rather than
through coercion. While India's projection of moral pre-eminence initially garnered a
relatively high degree of international esteem and saw certain real world successes, it
became increasingly compromised. Moral pre-eminence was revealed to be an
insufficient basis on which to pursue a global leadership role. A material basis was
sought to both guard India's autonomy and sovereignty, and to bolster India's
international and self-esteem. Yet the articulation of key modes of international
conduct embedded within moral pre-eminence, such as restraint in the conduct
towards others, the prioritisation of non-violent modes of conflict resolution, an
avoidance of absolute truth claims, and an assimilative capacity or tendency towards
cultural synthesis, persisted in the Indian foreign policy discourse.

Indian self-conceptions of greatness have not prioritised great power attributes in the
form of material capabilities. Instead, while material factors such as the size of territory
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and population, the potential or actual strength of the economy, and military capacity
have served as adjunct self-conceptions of greatness, Indian self-conceptions of
greatness have been derivative of India's own readings of an appropriate global role for
itself at different periods during its history, rather than sourced from the dominant
great power norms. Apparent shifts in India's identity can most aptly be understood as
a process of India acquiring the material markers of a great power rather than actually
becoming a great power. As such, the Indian case diverges from the processes of

socialisation typically associated with rising powers, whereby great power aspirants
internalise the norms articulated by the existing community of great powers.

The account offered in this thesis reveals that the Indian international experience since
independence has been a learning curve that has led to the development of
sophisticated projection strategies which, to a certain extent, have redressed what was,
in the initial years following independence, a mismatch between India's leadership
ambitions and the international estee1n required to pursue them. Indeed, as India's
hard power and international standing are increasing, its sovereignty concerns are
shifting from a largely protective concern with the preservation of freedom of action,
back to a fuller expression of a national self and a more confident projection of
alternative forms of global conduct.

This thesis has implications that are theoretical, methodological and empirical.
Theoretically, I have demonstrated the limitations of the great power discourse by
underlining the centrality of identity to understandings of global greatness. I have
shown how self-understandings of greatness are context-specific and subject to cultural
variation and temporal change. I have also made a case that great power attributes-in
the form of material capabilities-have different meanings in different places, and do
not elicit consistent and uniform patterns of state behaviour-such as coercion and the
use of force-as the great power discourse would suggest. The framework of global
leadership I have presented permits a broader research agenda and a greater range of
insights than can emerge from existing modes of great power theorising.

Methodologically, I have shown how an attentiveness to hybrid identities, and their coconstitution in space and time, allows us to interrogate existing categories of analysis
and seek alternative readings of international history and politics. The experiences of
key segments of the Indian ruling elite offer a particularly rich site for the exploration
of hybrid identities since they span more than a century of cultural encounter and are
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accessible through original works or translations in the English language. However, a
sensitivity to the positioning of these elites and their discourses at the overlap of
interpretative contexts is essential, I believe, since language and concepts can have
multiple referents and be intended for multiple audiences. Conceiving of identities as
fundamentally hybrid and as the products of cultural encounter draws attention to the
existence of multiple histories and can ask important new questions of entrenched and
dominant understandings of global politics. It is posited that a study of European
history which takes as its subject matter the constitution of the identities of colonial
powers through cultural encounter, for example, might deliver additional insights into
how and why the dominant norms of statehood and modern international society
evolved as they did.

Empirically, the narratives presented in this research reveal one reading and
enactment of the Indian nation. They have shown how the history of India's quest for
global prominence has seen-and indeed continues to witness-a number of quite
specific deviations from the great power template: an aversion to the use of force
except in extreme circumstances, a respect for the territorial integrity of other states,
and a mode of promoting values that intends to be exemplary and didactic rather than
coercive. The persistence of these behavioural traits is the result of a foreign policy
mindset that is rooted in, and perpetuates, a civilizationally-defined discourse of moral
pre-eminence. It is my contention that this discourse is a fundamental and enduring
component of Indian (foreign policy elite) identity and thus is likely to continue to
create, reinforce or modify Indian foreign policy understanding and practice into the
future.

Indian foreign policy elites are likely to continue to pursue a prominent global role for
India, and military and nuclear capacities are likely to continue to form the basis of
esteem in international society. While this remains so, 'hard power' will continue to be
sought by the Indian state, in a performance of great power attributes that does not
translate into the performance of a great power.
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